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INTRODUCTION
To most seasoned roleplayers, Magic: the Gathering is a game that needs no introducing. It is a legend 
in its own right,  beloved of nerds,  cherished by dorks.  Even those who have never played Magic:  the  
Gathering are most likely familiar with it to some extent due to its popularity as a cultural meme. Honestly,  
it's pretty unlikely that you're reading this if you're not into the game or the mythos of M:tG.

However, despite the tremendous popularity and near-universal presence of Magic the world over, for some 
reason, the game has never been adapted into a Roleplaying Game or World Setting. The campaign setting 
supplement you're now reading is proof that I find this fact shocking, ridiculous, and in need of fixing.

The following chapters endeavor to provide as much detailed information from the card game as possible 
without publishing an encyclopedic tome the size of a horse. Unfortunately, the worlds and mythologies 
within Magic: the Gathering are vast, complex, and much too numerous to fit every single detail herein. 
You'll most certainly find an in-depth description of Yawgmoth in these pages, but don't expect a treatise on 
the plant and animal life and political structures of the obscure plane Segovia.

The fact that Magic involves travel to and between different worlds and planes of existence means that I just 
can't write about it all. Sorry! If there's something missing in the following pages that you feel should have 
been  included,  or  some  minutia  in  the  Magic  mythos  that  you're  passionate  about,  write  your  own 
supplement, and I'll help you lay it out and publish it.

A Little About This Campaign Setting
In the rare event  that  you're unfamiliar  with Magic:  the  Gathering,  this  campaign setting needs some  
explaining. The worlds (yes, plural) of the Magic: the Gathering multiverse are notably and primarily High 
Fantasy in flavor, with sprinklings of Steampunk gadgetry, Gothic Horror beasties, and Samurai and 
Ninja jidaigeki. Classical Chinese Elementalism governs everything in the Magic multiverse in the 
form of  five symbols (fire, water, etc.). Each symbol governs and influences multiple spheres of life, the 
universe, and everything, and are crucial to the atmosphere of Magic: the Gathering. These symbols are 
discussed in great detail in the following chapter.

For more information on what to expect in a Magic: the Gathering campaign, newbs and seasoned gaming 
nerds alike should please see the chapter entitled Conflicts & Motivations in an M:tG Campaign . 
To learn more about the planes of existence and the worlds within them, please see the chapter Gazetteer 
of Planes & Places. And if you're intrigued by what sorts of races and groups of people inhabit these 
worlds, please refer to Races & Peoples of the Multiverse.
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"COLORS" & THE FIVE ELEMENTS IN M:tG
Within the Magic:the Gathering multiverse, there exist Five Elements, each represented by a color, that 
influence  and govern  every  aspect  of  life  and existence.  The presence of  these  colored elements  is  a 
fundamental  force  in  Magic:  the  Gathering  that  affects  every  person,  place,  ideal,  and  action  in  the 
multiverse. Each element represents certain philosophies, forces, and actions. Each element is also traditionally 
associated with a specific biome or landbase- Red/Fire with Mountains, for example- and every group of 
people, every village and township, every city, and even entire regions of continents are aligned with one or  
more  specific  elements.  Therefore,  it  is  imperative  that  Player-Characters  and  Narrators  alike  have  an 
intimate understanding of all the elements. Following below is a description of each color-element and the 
spheres of influence within it. After the descriptions of each element, readers will find an illustrated Color 
Wheel that depicts each color-element, its opposites, and so forth for easy reference.

Green - Earth/Wood - Forests
The color-element Green represents all that is natural and untamed. Green is the color of  
natural beauty, but also natural might, the survival of the strongest and fittest. It is the color 
of  Life,  Instinct,  Ecology,  Interdependence,  and  Diversity.  Green is  associated  with  the 
classical element Earth, and green magic is most prevalent in Forests and Woodlands.

Red - Fire - Mountains
The color-element Red represents Chaos, Freedom, Lawlessness, Spontaneity, Passion, Fury, 
Emotion, Haste, Random Chance, and Aggression. It is the color of Fire, Lightning, and 
Lava magics. Red mana is strongest and most prevalent in Mountain Ranges, Volcanoes, 
Stars, and of course in and around Fire and Flame.

White - Air/Spirit/Aether - Plains
White is the color-element of Order,  Law, Control,  Devotion,  Loyalty,  Peace,  Passivity, 
Absolutism, Totalitarianism, Evangelical Religion, Spirituality, and Light. This color element 
is  not necessarily  "good",  though its  adherents and those aligned with it  would argue 
otherwise. White mana is strongest and most pervasive in Plains and Grasslands.

Blue - Water/Vapor - Islands/Seas/Lakes
Blue is the color-element of Intellect, Logic, Reason, Knowledge, Wisdom, and Learning. It 
is also the color of Trickery, Deception, Subtlety, Illusion, Disguise, Stealth, and Evasion. 
Blue mana manifests most abundantly in and around small Islands that are surrounded by 
huge bodies of water, as well as waterways- Seas, Lakes, Rivers, etc.- themselves.
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Black - Void/Entropy/Nether - Swamps
Black is the color of Taint, Corruption, Decay, Decomposition, Rot, Illness, and Death. It 
also  governs  Selfishness,  Amorality,  Greed,  Undeath,  and  Darkness.  Black  does  not 
necessarily  represent  "evil",  though many individuals  on both  sides  of  morality  would 
disagree. Black mana coalesces prolifically in Swamps and Bogs.

Colorlessness - Artifice - Artifacts, Machines, & Synthetic Creations
Besides the five main color-elements, a sixth category pervades the Magic: the Gathering multiverse. Almost 
all artifacts and machines, and certain synthetic lands are said to be Colorless, which means they have no 
direct affiliation to a specific mana type or biome. In terms of game mechanics, all artifacts, machines, baubles, 
weapons and arms, gadgets, and gewgaws that are unenchanted or otherwise unbound to a specific place,  
person, or ideology are Colorless. This is especially true of the Eldrazi and to a lesser extent Phyrexia. 
See the chapter Conflicts & Motivations in M:tG for more information.

"Dual Lands", Landbases With Multiple Color Alignments
Although each element is associated with a particular biome or landbase, the real natural world can rarely be 
categorized into strictly independent land types. More often, unique landbases mix together and crossbreed,  
resulting in a number of  land types that  harbor and catalyze multiple  color-elements of  mana and the 
associated magical energies. As explained in the following chapter, the landbase a particular adventure or  
roleplaying scene is set in can have a great impact on the PCs and NPCs depending on their individual color 
alignments. Just so, it is important to understand Dual Lands and the color alignments they have and the 
mana they produce. Following below is a partial list of Dual Lands:

BADLANDS, WASTELAND, TARPITS
Mountainous deadlands marked by massive erosion, deep, deadly crevasses, and slick clay wetlands. Known 
to manifest black and red mana, and all the energies that go with them. The same applies to tarpits, molten 
swamplands where creatures suffocate and drown in miserable heat.

BAYOU, BOG, PEATLAND
Swamps that are particularly rich in vegetation and lush, vibrant waterways are known are bayous and bogs. 
Such landbases act as foci for Black, Green, and Blue mana, and all that comes with these.

FEN, WET MEADOW, WET WOODLAND
Any excessively wet woodland dominated by swathes of grass will produce White, Blue, and Green mana.

OVERGROWN TOMB, WOODLAND CEMETERY
Any burial ground found within a forest, jungle, or wood will produce both Green and Black mana.
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MOORLAND, HEATH
Moorlands are those grasslands with poor drainage the accumulate swampy bogs and marshy pools. Such 
landbases produce both Black and White mana.

PLATEAU, MESA, HIGH PLAIN, BRUSHFIRE, DESERT
Also  known as  tablelands.  The plains  and grassy  expanses  that  sit  high atop  flat,  table-like  mountains 
generate and foster both White and Red mana. Plains that catch fire in arid springs act much the same.

SAVANNAH, SCRUBLAND
Savannahs are grasslands with notably sparse and wide-spread tree cover. Scrublands (also Shrublands) are 
those grassy expanses dominated by shrubs and small trees. They manifest both White and Green mana, 
and all that comes with both.

TAIGA, BOREAL FOREST, MOUNTAIN FORESTS
Most mountains in the Magic Multiverse are covered in a thick blanket of coniferous and/or deciduous trees, 
and all the plants that thrive beneath the canopy. Such landbases produce Red and Green mana.

TROPICAL ISLAND, FORESTED ISLANDS
Many of the islands in Dominaria and the other planes of existence are home to magnificent forests and 
jungles. And so, these lands focus Blue and Green mana, and all that comes with them.

TUNDRA, GLACIER, FLOODPLAIN
The frozen wastelands north of the treeline where only tiny shrubs and grasses grow amidst the iceflows.  
Tundras nurture White and Blue mana. Grassy areas prone to heavy flooding similar.

ALPINE TUNDRA, HIGHLAND TUNDRA
Mountainous and hilly regions north of the treeline, where only the smallest grasses and lichens grow. These 
lands produce White, Blue, and Red mana, and all that comes with them.

UNDERGROUND SEA/RIVER, FLOODED CRYPT
Any place in the multiverse that includes flowing water as well as mold, rot, decay, and death will produce 
both Black and Blue mana.

VOLCANIC ISLAND, UNDERSEA VENT, HOTSPRINGS, OASIS
Those regions where flames burst forth from the earth to be met by water will produce both Red and Blue  
mana, and all that comes with both. Those volcanic mountains near water that also foster forests will produce 
Green mana as well.
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Structures, Buildings, & Creations with Mana Alignment
As previously mentioned, all villages, bands of nomads, townships, cities, and even geological regions have 
their own unique elemental alignments. (For a list of these, please see the chapter Gazetteer of Planes & 
Places.) The same is true for many buildings, places, and creations. For example, a Temple Garden will  
furnish both White and Green mana, while a great bonfire amidst a crusaders' camp is both Red and White. 
A sunken temple dedicated to the dark god-being Yawgmoth is  a place both Blue and Black,  while  a 
mountain temple to some god of light and logic is a place of Red, White, and Blue mana.

Attempting to list all such places and creations in the multiverse would be exhausting and pointless. Since 
players in a Magic:  the Gathering campaign can visit any number of planes of existence, the potential 
combinations for  mana alignments and affiliations among people,  places,  and creations is  nearly infinite. 
Narrators are encouraged to use their imagination and discretion when creating in-game locales.

The Mana Wheel
This mana wheel is provided to summarize this chapter and to provide a quick reference when ideals, ideas,  
actions, and motivations are in question.
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NEW RULES & MECHANICS FOR SAGA
The unique atmosphere and flavor of the Magic: the Gathering multiverse require a few additional rules and 
mechanics to be established to ensure a roleplaying experience that truly captures the spirit of the card game. 
This Campaign Setting supplement is written for use with the Saga Core Rules, and as such the rules and 
mechanics added in this chapter are Saga compatible. If you are using this campaign setting with a different 
RPG system, the ideas laid out in this chapter are still crucial to the campaign setting, so make sure to adapt 
these rules and mechanics to your preferred system.

Character Alignment
An  integral  part  of  most  roleplaying  games  is  the  idea  of  Character  Alignment.  Most  seasoned 
roleplayers will be intimate with this concept. Most commonly in RPGs, especially those of the D&D ilk, a 
character's alignment is determined on an axis of Good-Neutral-Evil and another axis of Chaotic-Neutral-
Lawful.  This yields 9 possible alignments, such as Chaotic Good, Lawful Evil, True Neutral, and so on.  
Character Alignment in a M:tG campaign shares similarities with these common mechanics, but is somewhat 
more complex.

When creating an M:tG character,  players must  choose  their  alignment.  Rather than choose  from the 
Chaotic-Lawful  and  Good-Evil  dichotomies,  players  will  instead  choose  which  color-element  or  color-
elements they align themselves with. A character's race or ethnicity and regional background will influence 
this choice, although his or her own personal outlook and philosophy will have a greater bearing.

Simple-minded and/or extremely devout PCs and NPCs will  have 1 color alignment. For example,  the 
stereotypical  impetuous,  dim-witted,  chaotic  Goblin  will  have  a  mono  Red  Alignment,  and  no  others. 
Similarly, the Tolkienesque forest Elves of Llanowar have a mono Green Alignment.

Slightly more complex characters, those who have intricate and well developed ideologies and ideals, will  
have two or more Alignments. The same is true for creatures and NPCs who come from mixed backgrounds 
and diverse locales. For example, if the same Llanowar elf just mentioned dies and is somehow resurrected as 
a zombie or liche, that NPC is both Green Aligned and Black Aligned. A priest in the service of a "good"  
and sanctimonious deity who also believes in ritual sacrifice by fire is both White Aligned and Red Aligned.  
A nightblade PC who makes use of disguise, trickery, illusion magic, and poisoned blades and deadly plant 
poisons is both Blue Aligned and Black Aligned.

The vast majority of PCs, NPCs, and creatures in the M:tG multiverse will have 1-2 Color Alignments.  
Individuals  with  a  highly  refined  code  of  ethics  and  ideals,  and  those  who  come  from a  variety  of 
backgrounds and those  who practice  a variety of  trades  will  have 3,  4,  and even sometimes 5 Color 
Alignments.

As always in Saga gaming, players are encouraged to create the character they truly want to play, without 
silly restrictions and hindrances. So, PCs who want to be aligned with all five colors may do so, but they are 
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expected to develop a powerfully deep, profoundly complicated character with mixed desires, motivations, 
passions, and conflicts. Five color characters in the card game are often the most powerful, interesting, and 
intricate of all characters; the same should be true in the RPG.

However, to maintain balance and the atmosphere of Magic: the Gathering, it is recommended that GMs 
limit  their PCs to 3 or fewer Color Alignments,  with 2 being the optimal number.  Similarly,  GMs are  
encouraged to give most NPCs, monsters, and critters in the campaign 1-2 Alignments and reserve 3, 4, and 
5 Alignments for those truly unique and memorable encounters.

Whatever a PC choose as her alignment, she must record it on the character sheet. The standard  Saga  
character  sheet  doesn't  have  an  entry  for  Alignment,  so  PCs  must  create  one.  The  new Magic:  the 
Gathering Character Sheet provided in later pages contains an entry for Alignment. With the standard Saga  
character sheets, players must draw the symbols of their chosen alignment, fireball for red, skull for black, and 
so on. When using the newer M:tG character sheets, the symbols are all provided, and players must simply 
circle and/or color in their chosen alignments.

Sample Alignments & Descriptions
Since there are 120 possible Alignments in a M:tG campaign, listing and describing them all here would be 
totally tiresome. Character with single color Alignments need not be described, since they adhere to the 
principles laid out in the previous chapter. Therefore, in the interest of brevity, a list of 2-color alignments  
follows  below.  Players  and  Storytellers  are  encouraged  to  create  and  elaborate  upon  their  own  color 
alignments using the following examples as guidelines.

            : UNETHICAL, DEVIOUS, INTELLECTUAL
Intellect minus ethics. The Black/Blue Alignment includes brilliant academics who test new theories, spells,  
and poisons on live victims through torture and vivisection. Those who must have knowledge and wisdom 
no matter the cost. Includes nightblades, facedancers, and other assassins who use trickery, illusion magic, and 
deception to ply their trade. Merfolk necromancers, undead merfolk, and necromancers with a penchant for 
undead sea creatures. Those with this alignment prefer swamps, islands, tainted bodies of water, damp tombs,  
spooky ivory towers, dungeons, and bogs.

            : SPIRITUAL, MORBID, HAUNTED, UNETHICALLY DEVOUT, "LAWFUL EVIL"
This alignment is for those who love their cause- usually religious- with such righteous devotion that they'll  
do anything to advance it. Those zealots who happily murder children in the name of god. Also, those 
necromancers and death cultists with an unusually tight bond with the world of spirits, angels, and ghosts. 
Magistrates  and  authoritarian  theocrats  who  sacrifice  the  public  to  keep  them in  line.  Spirit  mediums, 
channelers, those who divine the future with bones and morose fetishes. Character with the Black/White 
alignment prefer plains, swamps, moorlands, heaths, and the haunted places of the 'verse.
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            : DESTRUCTIVE, DISMALLY PASSIONATE, "CHAOTIC EVIL"
Swamp goblins, mountain ghouls. Those who love to sow havoc, illness, and misery for their own passionate  
enjoyment. Fire ghouls,  pyromancer liches,  undead and demonic dragons. Many vampires are Black/Red 
aligned, as are some barbarians who love to reave, murder, and sacrifice. Impetuous acolytes of the Ebon 
Hand who rush to please their god and their masters. Paladins of flame and torment. Gladiators and other  
bloodsport  combatants.  Black/Red aligned characters  prefer  swamps,  mountains,  tarpits,  badlands,  arenas, 
lantern-lit graveyards and the like.

            : GRIM SURVIVALIST, BEASTIAL DECAY, ECOLOGICAL MURDER
Zombie  treefolk,  swamp elves,  forest  wraiths,  woodsy necromancers,  bog druids,  marsh dryads.  Worms, 
maggots,  slugs; priests of decay and decomposition. Characters who survive and thrive in the wilds, no 
matter who or what must die. Those who kill loggers and artificers in the name of the wild, then torture 
their souls with dark magics. Ranger-assassins who kill with poisoned arrows loosed from bows they've made 
themselves.  Herbalists who grow plant medicine exclusively in graveyards.  Those with the Black/Green 
alignment prefer dark woods, green swamps, bogs, woodland cemeteries.

            : SPIRITUAL, INTELLECTUAL, DEVOUT, ACADEMIC, "LAWFUL GOOD/NEUTRAL"
Sorcerers and wizards of healing and great learning. Deceptive aven (birdfolk), crafty kithkin (halflings), aether 
elementals, flying spirits. Those who achieve selfless gain and benefit others through deception, knowledge, 
wisdom, and illusion. Merfolk knights, and merfolk priests. Elementalist priests, pacifist tricksters, sea spirits, 
sanctimonious enchanters, birdfolk mages. cleric-wizards. Those with the Blue/White alignment prefer grassy 
islands, holy bodies of water, floodplains, tundras, religious institutions of learning.

            : IMPULSIVE, INTELLECTUAL, PASSIONATE, CHAOTIC, ILLUSORY, "CHAOTIC NEUTRAL"
Riverine  and  maritime  goblins,  steam elementals,  barbarian  mages,  djinns  and  efreet.  Young,  impatient 
wizards  and  sorcerers,  chaos  elementalists.  Almost  all  pirates  have  the  Blue/Red  alignment.  Certain 
shapeshifters, many ninjas. Fire drakes, tropical dragons. minotaur illusionists, merfolk lavamancers. Academy 
pyromancers, temporomancers (time mages). Those with this alignment prefer mountainous, volcanic islands, 
hotsprings, and oases.

            : DECEPTIVE, INSTINCTUAL, ECOLOGICAL, ACADEMIC
Woodland rogues,  maritime elves,  elvish wizards/mages,  lakeside treefolk,  elvish merfolk,  rangers,  forest 
bandits. Amphibians, bog elementals, moss elementals. Almost all druids are Green with a smattering of Blue.  
Aquatic snakes and aquatic snakefolk (orochi). Bogfolk and fenfolk. Those with this alignment will utilize all 
manner of tricks and higher learning to defend the natural world, just as they turn to the natural world to 
reveal secret knowledge and wisdom. Blue/Green aligned characters prefer wet woodlands, fens, bogs and 
bayous, academies with lush gardens or forest preserves.

             : CHAOTIC, FERVENT, SPIRITUAL, FURIOUS, "CHAOTIC GOOD"
Dwarves of  the  plains  (duergar),  goblins  of  the plains  (hobgoblins),  kithkin (halflings)  of  the  mountains.  
Zealous, loyal soldiers. Angels with swords and wings of flame. Mesa nomads, tableland raiders. Clerics of 
"good"  gods  who  sacrifice  by  fire.  Those  with  the  White/Red  alignment  prefer  mesas,  plateaus,  high 
grasslands, plains prone to brushfires, scrubby deserts, sacred ground and temples with eternal flames.
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            : REVERENT, INSTINCTUAL, NATURAL, SPIRITUAL
Some druids, woodsy clerics, some dryads. Spirits of the forest, reverent and pious woodland dwellers, forest  
kithkin  (halflings),  elves  of  the  plains,  many  rangers,  paladin-rangers,  ranger-clerics.  Woodland  knights, 
treefolk priests, most warrior-monks. Those with the White/Green alignment prefer savannahs, scrublands,  
fens, forest clearings, forest temples, temple gardens, sacred groves, and hallowed ground within the woods.

            : IMPULSIVE, INSTINCTUAL, INTERDEPENDENT, WILD, AGGRESSIVE
Wild  elves,  many  barbarians,  tribal  peoples,  many  goblins,  many  centaurs,  many  minotaurs,  many 
werewolves. Eco-warriors, warrior-druids, many hydras. Ferocious, blood-crazed beasts. Most shamans. This is 
the alignment of swift, brutal action, wildfire destruction, and prolific regrowth. Those with this alignment 
prefer forested mountains, boreal forests, taiga, and maddened dances in the deep woods around large fires.

Rule Mechanics for Alignment and Color-Elements in Play
Color-elements and character Alignments are not only important ideological concepts in an M:tG campaign, 
but they also have tangible effects in terms of rules mechanics. These effects are most prevalent in the form 
of Circumstantial Bonuses and Penalties. Circumstantial bonuses and penalties are describe in depth 
in the Saga Core Rulebook; players and narrators who need a refresher on how such bonuses and penalties 
work should refer there.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL BONUSES FROM TERRAIN & SETTING
As mentioned in previous pages, landbases, biomes, terrain features, and even towns and cities all have color-
alignments. As such, the setting for scenes within a campaign can have a tremendous impact on the actions 
of PCs and NPCs. Specifically, any time an action is attempted by a PC or NPC, the narrator may give a  
circumstantial bonus if the PC or NPC shares a color affinity with the terrain or setting. The degree of the  
bonus (+1, +2, etc.) depends on the degree of similarity between character and setting. Typically, if a PC or 
NPC shares one color-alignment with the setting of a scene but is not identically aligned to the setting, she 
will receive a +1. Characters who share two or more color-alignments but are not identically aligned  with a  
setting will receive +2. And characters who are identically aligned with a setting may receive up to +3, even 
if the character and setting only have a single alignment. As always, bonuses from terrain are cumulative 
with other bonuses and penalties that affect the same roll.

Example #1:  Sam's  character,  Parduk the Goblin,  is  aligned with Red and red only.  While traveling 
through an encampment of Ghitu nomads (also mono-red aligned), Parduk attempts to scale a rocky cliffside. 
The Storyteller gives Sam a +3 in the attempt, because the landbase in the setting shares an identical 
alignment with the chaotic, barbarian, mountain setting.

Example #2: Farellos, an elvish rogue, is Green and Black aligned. He is delving deep into the catacombs  
beneath an academy of wizards, a place that is both Black and Blue in alignment. As Farellos attempts to  
sneak past a group of zombies, the Storyteller gives him a +1 circumstantial bonus, since he shares a single 
color alignment with the tombs and is somewhat, though not completely, familiar with such places.
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CIRCUMSTANTIAL BONUSES IN CHARACTER INTERACTIONS
Another way alignment influences the game is through dialogue and verbal interactions between characters. 
Any time a PC or NPC attempts to use communication skills (general or specialized) to influence another PC 
or NPC, the storyteller may assign circumstantial bonuses if the two characters share one or more color 
alignments. The degree of the bonus will depend on the degree of similarity. One shared alignment among 
one or  more  dissimilar  alignments  will  yield  +1;  likewise,  two shared alignments  among one or  more  
dissimilar  alignments  will  yield  +2.  Identical  alignments  will  often impart  a  +3 bonus.  As always,  such 
circumstantial bonuses are cumulative with other bonuses and penalties that affect the same roll.

Example #1: Jakar of Keld, a Green/Red aligned barbarian druid PC, is attempting to convince Chikaya, a 
Red/White aligned NPC cleric of Boros, to lower her price for healing the party of their wounds. Because  
both characters are Red but otherwise are not identical in alignment, Jakar gets a +1 to his Communication 
or Convince skill for this roll.\

Example #2: Tachimaru, a Blue/Black aligned PC ninja, wants Kagemono, a Blue/Black/Red NPC master 
ninja pyromancer, to teach him ancient stealth techniques. Because the two characters share two alignments,  
but are not identically aligned, Tachimaru receives +2 to his Communication, Convince, or Charm skill for 
this roll.

REWARD TOKENS FOR EXCELLENT ROLEPLAYING OF ALIGNMENTS
The Saga Core Rulebook describes the act of giving and receiving reward tokens for good roleplaying of a 
character's beliefs, ideologies, and motivations (see the chapter Bonuses & Penalties in Conflict Rolls). This point 
cannot be emphasized enough in a Magic: the Gathering campaign. Unlike D&D and other standard high-
fantasy  RPG campaign  settings,  characters  in  M:tG campaigns  can  be  multifaceted  and  very  complex 
(black/white/green, anyone?). Even two character of the same alignment will often have different angles and 
opinions on the same subjects. As such, it is of critical importance in this campaign setting for Players and 
Narrators to truly roleplay their characters.

Any time a player does a stellar job of roleplaying her character's ideologies, beliefs,  motivations, faction 
alliances, and so on, Storytellers are encouraged to give them a reward token (aka, "bonus die").

This is relatively straightforward for mono-alignment characters. A Green-aligned Treefolk PC should receive 
a reward token after making an impassioned plea to the surrounding villager NPCs to help defend the local 
forest  from profit-mongering  Black-aligned  developers.  Similarly,  a  White-aligned  soldier  or  cleric  who 
delivers a rousing sermon calling for conquest in the name of the planeswalker Serra should absolutely  
receive a reward token.

To avoid imbalance and unfairness, PCs with more than one color-alignment must roleplay the combination 
of ALL their alignments to receive reward tokens. Otherwise, characters with two, three, or more alignments  
would have a horribly unfair advantage over mono-aligned characters.

For example, let's look at a PC who is White/Green/Blue aligned. This character gives a stunning speech to
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his fellow PCs about the holiness and sanctity of the natural world, and the abundance of knowledge and 
wisdom that can be found therein. Or maybe, some night by the campfire, this character tells his fellow PCs 
that he studies the natural world because all that he holds sacred is deception and illusion, and that these 
virtues can be found in abundance in the natural world. Or maybe still, this PC is a merfolk cleric who 
believes fervently that with the power of Green Magic he can give his people the ability to thrive on land as 
well  as the sea. The possibilities for this character's beliefs and motivations are vast,  and whenever this  
fictional PC roleplays the combination of these three alignments in some awesome fashion, he will receive 
reward tokens.

New Rule Mechanics for Magic Generalizations & Specializations
The Saga Core Rulebook lays out a solid set of mechanics for magical skills and their use in Saga campaigns. 
However, the magic system laid out therein is too low-fantasy, too chaotic, and too unpredictable to be 
entirely compatible with a high-fantasy setting like Magic: the Gathering. Therefore, certain changes to the 
existing rules and certain new mechanics must be introduced.

The first and most noticeable change is that "Magic & Psionics" is no longer a Skill Generalization. Now 
instead, there are six new generalizations for magical skills with many, many specializations within each. The 
six magical skill generalizations are: Red Magic, Blue Magic, White Magic, Green Magic, Black 
Magic,  and  Artifice & Technomancy.  The five generalizations that correspond with the five color-
alignments should be pretty self-explanatory. The sixth generalization, Artifice & Technomancy, represents and 
encompasses magical arts that deal with artifacts, machines, contraptions, colorless gewgaws, and so on (think 
Urza).

As  with  all  Generalizations,  characters  may  take  Skill  Specializations  within  each  of  these  categories.  
Characters  may  also  specialize  in  skills  that  fall  under  two  or  more  of  the  six  generalizations.  These  
specializations are listed below under the heading Multi-colored Specializations. All the specializations 
that fall under the multi-colored category contain descriptions of the colors that govern them.

Following below is a list of sample specializations within each of the six generalizations just described:

Red Magic Specializations:
Pyromancy (fire and heat magic),  Chaosmancy (chaos and change magic),  Fulmination (lightning 
magic, and divination with lightning),  Lavamancy (lava magic),  Red Geomancy (earthquakes, tremors, 
avalanches,  etc.), Celerity (speeding/slowing  magic),  Impulse  Magic  (magic  dealing  with  impulse, 
passion, anger, lust, etc.)

Blue Magic Specializations:
Aquamancy (water and vapor magic),  Cryomancy (ice and cold magic),  Meta Magic (counterspells, 
dispelling,  magic  that  overcomes  and  controls  other  magic),  Mind Magic (telepathy,  telekinesis,  ESP), 
Illusion (trickery,  deception,  &  disguise  magic),  Shapeshifting  &  Facechanging,  Divination 
(foretelling the future)
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White Magic Specializations:
Aeromancy (air and flight magic), Aethermancy (spiritual magic, divine magic, summoning angels and 
spirits, demon banishing),  Clerical Magic (healing, prayer, purification, passivity and pacifism),  Warding 
(protection, shielding)

Green Magic Specializations:
Druidism & Gaeamancy (earth magic, forest magic, natural healing, growth magic),  Arbormancy & 
Floramancy (tree  and plant  magic),  Fungimancy  (fungus magic),  Faunamancy  (animalism,  animal 
control, communicating with animals), 

Black Magic Specializations:
Necromancy  (death magic,  animating the dead,  communicating with the dead),  Banes,  Curses,  & 
Hexes (illness, wounds, direct harm),  Nethermancy & Void Magic (summoning demons and ghosts, 
banishing angels, communicating with the dead), Domination (control, coercion, forced influence)

Artifice & Technomancy Specializations:
Golemcraft  (creating and animating golems),  Enchanting & Imbuing  (infusing magical energy into 
artifacts  and  items),  Simulacrum  Magic  (creating  artificial  lifeforms  that  resemble  living  creatures), 
Ballistics  (creating firearms,  cannons,  catapults,  etc.  with magic),  Machine Meta-magic  (controlling, 
influencing,  and  understanding  gadgets),  Aerodynamics  (creating/controlling  machines  that  fly); 
Biomancy (fusing biological life and technology with magic); 

Multi-colored Specializations:
Lycanthropy  (Green/Red  werewolfism,  shapeshifting  into  beasts),  Vampirism (Black/Red  vampire 
magic),  Sanguinomancy (Red/Black blood magic),  Geomancy  (Red/Green earth and stone magic), 
Chronomancy  (Red/Blue  time  magic),  Ninjitsu  (Blue/Black  ninja  magic),  Sacred  Herbcraft 
(White/Green plant magic),  Elementalism (Five Colors, summoning of elementals),  Lithomancy (Five 
Colors,  magic  using crystals,  gems,  and jewels),  Auramancy  (any color  or  combination of  colors,  the 
enchanting of living beings with magical auras)

Players and Storytellers should feel free to introduce new specializations within these generalizations, as the  
skills listed above are but a sampling. 
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New Rule Mechanics for Spells & Spellcasting, 
Converting Magic: the Gathering Spells into an M:tG Campaign
Within each of the previously listed Magical generalizations and specializations, there are innumerable spells 
and rituals, each with its own unique effects. To list each and every sorcery, instant, and enchantment from 
Magic: the Gathering in this campaign setting supplement would take hundreds of pages. Instead, this section 
is dedicated to showing players and narrators how to convert spells and enchantments from M:tG into this  
campaign setting with minimal fuss. 

All sorceries, instants, and enchantments in Magic: the Gathering have a Casting Cost, which represents 
the amount of mana, or magical energy, that must be put into the spell. The Saga system uses Difficulty in 

a similar way to describe the amount of magical energy required to cast a given spell. Therefore, the first step 
in converting any spell  from Magic:  the Gathering to  Saga is converting a spell's  Casting Cost into 
Difficulty. The following chart provides suggested conversion values:

In the event of a spell that contains "X" in its casting cost, the Difficulty to cast the spell in this campaign 
setting is completely contextual. For example, if a pyromancer is attempting to cast a Fireball to kill a single 
opponent, the Difficulty would most likely be 1 or 2. The same pyromancer casting a Fireball large enough to 
kill  a  Loxodon elephant-warrior  would  face  a  Difficulty  of  3.  If,  however,  the  same pyromancer  were 
attempting to conjure a Fireball spell large enough to incinerate a battalion of enemies, the Difficulty would  
be 6 or 7. The same is true of any spell from Magic: the Gathering that involves a casting cost of "X".

SAMPLE SPELL CONVERSIONS
Using the rules listed above, following below is a list of sample spells in each color or magical specialization.  
Again, to list all the sorceries, instants, and enchantments from the card game would take hundreds of pages 
and is simply not an option within this supplement. However, by following the rules in this chapter, players  
and storytellers should have no problem converting all the spells they know and love from the CCG.
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  Casting Cost Difficulty to Cast
  (Converted Mana Cost)

  1 1
  2 2
  3 3
  4 4
  5 5
  > 6 6 or greater



Sample Red Spells:
Fireball 
Difficulty: variable, see rules below;  Description: summons a flaming ball of death from the caster's hand; 
Rules/Mechanics: Difficulty for a standard size fireball is 1-2, for medium creatures 3, fireballs large enough 
to destroy many enemies or huge creatures are difficulty 4-5; deadliness of fireball is = to caster's skill in Red  
Magic or Pyromancy; Range in feet = caster's skill in Red Magic or Pyromancy X  20; Time to Cast: 1  
turn/several seconds;  Duration: instantaneous.

Seething Song
Difficulty:  3;   Description:  a  red  magic  ritual  that  gives  increased  power  to  a  subsequent  red  spell;  
Rules/Mechanics: when successfully cast, gives the caster a +3 circumstantial bonus and +1 deadliness (if  
applicable)  to the next red spell  that she casts;   Range: self;   Time to Cast:  10 turns,  about 1 minute; 
Duration: caster skill X 1 hour

Sample Blue Spells:
Counterspell
Difficulty: 2;  Description: typifying blue spell that nullifies another target spell;  Rules/Mechanics: when 
successfully cast, cancels and nullifies target spell;  Range: caster skill X 2 feet;  Time to cast: 1 turn, several  
seconds;  Duration: instantaneous.

Mystical Tutor
Difficulty:  1;   Description:  a  blue  spell  that  makes  other  spells  easier  to  cast  and  easier  to  learn; 
Rules/Mechanics: when successfully cast, gives the caster a +1 circumstantial bonus to learn a new spell OR 
a circumstantial +1 bonus to cast a subsequent blue spell, can only be used once per spell learned or cast;  
Range: self;  Time to Cast: 10 turns, about 1 minute;  Duration: caster skill X 1 hour.

Sample White Spells:
Eye for an Eye
Difficulty: 2;  Description: a white spell that shields the target from harm by redirecting damage done to him 
or her;  Rules/Mechanics: when successfully cast, the next serious wound that would be inflicted on the 
target is inflicted on the attacker instead;  Range: touch;  Time to Cast: 1 turn, a few seconds;  Duration:  
caster skill X 1 minutes

Angel's Mercy
Difficulty: 4;  Description: a white spell that hells all wounds on a single target;  Rules/Mechanics: when 
successfully cast, all wounds on the target, no matter the severity, are healed completely, thus negating all stat 
penalties, and preventing target's death if he would normally die;  Range: touch;  Time to Cast: 4 minutes, 
many turns;  Duration:  instantaneous
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Sample Green Spells:
Giant Growth
Difficulty: 1;   Description:  a green spell  that makes the target much stronger;   Rules/Mechanics:  when 
successfully cast, target gains +1 Strength and +1 Endurance;  Range: touch;  Time to Cast: 5 turns, 15-30 
seconds;  Duration:  caster skill X 1 minutes

Naturalize
Difficulty: 2;  Description: a green spell that rips artifacts asunder;  Rules/Mechanics: when successfully cast, 
target artifact or item suffers an attack with Strength/Deadliness = to caster's skill, strength/deadliness rolls 
against Construction/Durability, if successful,  artifact is utterly destroyed by vines, thorns, leaves, mosses, 
fungi,  and  other  plant  matter;   Range:  touch;   Time  to  Cast:  5  minutes,  many  turns;   Duration: 
instantaneous

Sample Black Spells:
Raise Dead
Difficulty:  1;   Description:  a  black  spell  that  reanimates  a  single  corpse  as  a  skeleton  or  zombie;  
Rules/Mechanics: when successfully cast,  target corpse is reanimated, with Strength and Endurance = to 
caster's skill;  Range: touch;  Time to Cast: 5 minutes, many turns;  Duration:  caster's skill X 1 hour, can 
renew duration by recasting spell

Tragic Slip
Difficulty: 1;  Description: a black spell that weakens a target opponent Rules/Mechanics: when successfully 
cast, target loses 1 Strength, if a sacrifice is made along with casting the spell, target loses 5 Strength instead; 
Range: caster skill X 1 feet;  Time to Cast: 5 turns, 15-30 seconds;  Duration:  caster's skill X 1 minutes

Sample Artifice & Technomancy Spells:
Summon Dross Golem
Difficulty: 5, difficulty 2 if cast on or near a swamp;  Description: an artifice spell that summons a black-
aligned golem;   Rules/Mechanics:  when successfully  cast,  caster  summons a Dross  Golem (Strength 3, 
Endurance 2, Speed d4, Intimidate 5 versus all non-black-aligned PCs/NPCs, 1 vs black-aligned, All Skills d4) 
;  Range: caster;  Time to Cast: 1 minute, many turns;  Duration:  caster's skill X 1 hour

Urza's Spectacles
Difficulty: 4;  Description: an artifice spell that summons a pair of legendary glasses;  Rules/Mechanics: when 
successfully cast, caster summons Urza's Spectacles, a legendary pair of glasses that makes the user Red-
aligned if he has a White-alignment, and White-aligned if he has a Red-alignment;  Range: caster;  Time to 
Cast: 10 minutes, many turns;  Duration:  permanent, until destroyed
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Sample Multi-colored Spells:
Putrefy
Difficulty:  3;   Description:  a  Black/Green  spell  that  rots  and  decomposes  an  unfortunate  target; 
Rules/Mechanics: inflicts an attack on target's Endurance with Strength/Deadliness = to caster's skill, upon 
successful attack, target is ripped apart from within by the powers of compost and decay, melting into a 
decomposing pile of flesh and rot, artifact creatures immune;  Range: caster skill X 1 feet;  Time to Cast: 5  
turns, 15-30 seconds  Duration:  instantaneous

Reparations
Difficulty: 3;  Description: a Blue/White enchantment that benefits the caster when he or she is targeted by 
a spell;  Rules/Mechanics: when successfully cast, if the caster is targeted by a spell cast by an opponent or  
enemy, she receives a circumstantial +2 to her next roll, no matter what it is;  Range: caster;  Time to Cast:  
5 turns, 15-30 seconds  Duration:  caster skill X 2 minutes

It isn't entirely necessary to convert each and every spell from Magic: the Gathering into this campaign 
setting. For storytellers and players who desire the same flavor and atmosphere of the original M:tG without 
all the hassle of converting thousands of spells and enchantments, it is well and good to emulate the effects 
of such spells and enchantments in game.

For example, a PC who is skilled in Necromancy as a specialization can obviously attempt to raise the dead,  
with little need to actually convert the spell  "Raise Dead". Likewise,  an NPC skilled in the Pyromancy 
specialization doesn't really need to convert the spells "Fireball" or "Incinerate", as she obviously can attempt  
such skills.

Using the standard Saga rules for magic and spellcraft, Storytellers and Players should be able to easily use all 
of the spells and enchantments from the M:tG card game without writing painstaking conversion profiles.
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CONFLICTS & MOTIVATIONS IN M:tG
In the interest of ensuring quality roleplaying interactions and avoiding hack-and-slash power-gaming, this  
chapter seeks to elaborate upon the primary conflicts and motivations in the Magic multiverse. All Players 
and Narrators should familiarize themselves with these drives and contentions. Narrators should be especially 
mindful of these, as they will be ever-present in a well-run, quality M:tG campaign.

Please note, conflict as it is used in this chapter does not necessarily mean physical violence. Rather, conflict 
herein means any disparity of ideology or belief between two or more forces.  As in the real world, all  
characters in the Magic multiverse are unique individuals, and all societies are distinguishable from all others 
because of their beliefs, customs, desires, and goals. This is true even for two members of the same social  
group, and even for different societies that share an identical mana alignment. Finding the subtle distinctions, 
the finer points of disagreement and contention, this is the stuff of which legendary roleplaying campaign 
and all good storytelling are made.

Mana Alignment - the Ultimate Motivation & Conflict
All characters, creatures, even the land itself in the Magic multiverse are subject to mana color-alignment, as  
we have discussed in depth in previous chapters. Therefore, the foremost motivations and desires for all 
characters  derive  from their  alignments,  and  the  foremost  conflicts  in  the  M:tG multiverse  arise  from 
differences in alignment between characters.

A classic example is the tension, frequent skirmishes, and even outright warfare between the Green-Aligned 
elves of the Llanowar forest and the Red-Aligned Goblins and Orcs of the Ironclaw mountains nearby. 
Whereas  this  particular  tribe  of  elves  believes  in  standard  Green  ideals  such  as  ecological  harmony, 
biodiversity, and the sanctity and goodness of the web of life, these particular goblins believe in typical Red  
ideals, such as chaos, mischief, and impetuousness.

Even between characters who share one or more mana Alignments, conflicts are likely to arise on account of 
personal differences. For example, the Green-Black aligned elves of Gilt-Leaf on the plane of Lorwyn would 
most certainly have a great deal to discuss with the mono-Green aligned Llanowar elves of Dominaria.  
Whereas both societies of elves have a deep respect for and relationship with the natural world, the elves of  
Gilt-Leaf are also materialistic, vain, and entrenched in strict beauty standards, all of which their mono-Green 
cousins would certainly fail to understand.

Motivations and conflicts arising from Mana Alignment do not only apply to tribes, groups, and societies, but 
also to individuals.  This is true even when considering two or more unique individuals  from the same 
upbringing or social group. For example, among the Red Aligned goblins of the Ironclaw mountains, there 
are most definitely atypical goblins who aren't exclusively red aligned, or even goblins who shun the red 
mana alignment altogether. Likewise, an elf born in the Llanowar forest may despise her people's latent 
Green Alignment, and may turn instead to the path of wisdom, trickery, and subterfuge, thus choosing a blue 
mana alignment. Such individuals who turn away from their people's usual alignment are sure to face scorn,  
mockery, and all manner of other conflict. They are also assured different motivations and desires than other  
members of their society or homeland, and thus different pursuits and accomplishments as well.
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In highly specialized and diversified social groups,  even individuals who are totally loyal to their native 
people and their lifeways may find themselves in conflict with other members of their social group due to 
alignment. For instance, let's look at the Gilt-Leaf tribe of elves mentioned earlier. Most elves within that  
social group are primarily Green aligned, with a large number of individuals who are Green-Black. Because  
the Gilt-Leaf elves enforce a rigid code of beauty standards, a special few Gilt-Leaf elves choose a darker  
path.  Those who are too ugly to look upon,  "eyeblights",  are sentenced to death by the magnificently 
attractive nobility. The elves who carry out these executions are known as "Winnowers", and they are all 
mono Black Aligned. In any given encountered between a Winnower and a typical green aligned Gilt-Leaf  
elf, the two characters may have a great deal in common socially, but they are very different, very much in  
conflict, in terms of ethics, pursuits, desires, and goals.

For more on conflicts involving characters, alignments, and conflicts within social groups, see XII. Creating &  
Playing an M:tG Character.

Yawgmoth & Phyrexia - "Evil" in the Multiverse          Yawgmoth
Arguably the most well-known and best chronicled of the villains in the 
Magic:  the  Gathering  multiverse  is  Yawgmoth,  known also  as  The 
Ineffable and Lord of the Wastes. In his early life Yawgmoth was a 
human doctor and medical genius in the ancient empire of Thran on the 
plane of Dominaria. Amidst the turmoil and chaos of the fall of the Thran 
empire,  Yawgmoth  became  jaded  with  biological  life  and  its  inevitable 
death.  After  his  exile  from  the  decadent  Thran  empire,  Yawgmoth 
journeyed and studied abroad, performing all manner of atrocities in the 
name of "research". These include releasing the Black-Cough on the Dwarves of the Oryn Deeps, bio-
engineering the creeping mold of Argoth into a plague that targeted and annihilated the elves there, setting 
the White Death upon the minotaurs of Talruum, introducing rabies into the catfolk nations, poisoning the 
human tribes of Gulatto Meisha, and vivisecting the leader of the Viashino of Shiv.

After five years of errantry and exile, Yawgmoth returned to the Thran capital of Halcyon. There he began 
researching the disease called phthisis, also known as Glacian's Disease. He discovered that the disorder was  
caused by exposure to the radiation of Halcyon's many Powerstones, the magical artifacts used to power 
many of the empire's devices and used to levitate the city itself. By treating these Untouchables, Yawgmoth 
prevented a revolt, and was subsequently given a seat on the council of Halcyon.

Thereupon, Yawgmoth convinced the Thran planeswalker Dyfed to show him the way to the artificial plane 
known as Phyrexia, which Yawgmoth intended to make his personal paradise. Using clever ruses, subtle 
manipulation,  and  brutal  power  games,  Yawgmoth  took  over  the  plane  Phyrexia  and,  by  utilizing  the 
immense power of Phyrexia's core, began turning himself into a god. He also set about his great work of 
converting  Thran  Untouchables  into  swift,  strong,  nefarious  artificial  servants.  Yawgmoth  also  began 
manipulating and altering the native artificial lifeforms of Phyrexia, turning them into vile, powerful slaves.
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Throughout his years as god-ruler of Phyrexia, 
Yawgmoth dreamt of returning to and invading 
his  native  Dominaria,  in  the  interest  of 
achieving  "perfection"  by  converting  all 
biological  life  to  artificial/mechanical  creation. 
Yawgmoth aimed to accomplish this with hordes 
of  various  creatures-  sleeper  agents,  demons, 
horrors,  skeletons,  zombies,  constructs  and 
golems,  artifacts,  and  dark  sorceries  and 
enchantments. Yawgmoth also created the plane 
of Rath for the purpose of staging his forces.

In  Magic:  the  Gathering  canon,  it  is  widely 
believed that Yawgmoth is dead, buried within 
the Black Aligned land of Urborg. However, for 
the  purpose  of  this  campaign  setting,  players 
and  storytellers  should  understand  that 
Yawgmoth is very much alive (or immortal, at 
least)  and  well,  still  very  much  in  control  of 
Phyrexia,  and  still  bent  on  conquering 
Dominaria and converting all biological life to undying artifice. Along the same lines, in the M:tG campaign 
setting, Volrath, the Evincar of Rath and servant to Yawgmoth, is alive and in control of the plane Rath.

These forces- Yawgmoth, Phyrexia and its many forces, Volrath the Evincar, Rath and the Rathi forces loyal  
to Yawgmoth- are the second largest source of conflict in the Magic multiverse. Whether PCs and NPCs 
are allied with, neutral toward, or absolutely opposed to Yawgmoth and his Phyrexian forces, every M:tG

campaign will focus heavily on the aims and ambitions of this universal "evil".

For more information on Yawgmoth and Phyrexia, please see Gazetteer of Other Planes & Places -  
Phyrexia.  For more information on Volrath,  Evincar of  Rath and the plane he lords over,  please see  
Gazetteer of Other Planes & Places - Rath. For more information on Yawgmoth's native plane and the people 
and places therein, please refer to Dominaria, Nexus of the Multiverse.
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Eldrazi of the Blind Eternities
The Eldrazi are to Magic: the Gathering as the Elder Gods are to H.P. Lovecraft. The Eldrazi are hands down 
the most powerful, most godlike creatures in the entire multiverse. They exist solely to satisfy their ceaseless  
hunger, traveling between planes to devour mana, aether energy, and life itself. The Eldrazi are native to the 
Blind Eternities,  the space-time  between the known planes of the multiverse. All  Eldrazi  are Colorless in 
Alignment, and have constantly shifting, erratic, chaotic physical forms.

All lesser Eldrazi are descended from the three Eldrazi Titans: Emrakul, the Aeons Torn, Ulamog, the 
Infinite  Gyre,  and  Kozilek,  the  Butcher  of  Truth.  All  other  Eldrazi  are  categorized  by  "Brood 
Lineage", according to which of the three Titans sired them. Within the Emrakul Brood Lineage is the  
powerful  Hand of  Emrakul.  In  the Ulamog Brood Lineage are  the Pathrazer  of  Ulamog,  Spawnsire  of 
Ulamog, and Ulamog's Crusher. And within the prolific Kozilek Brood Lineage are the Artisan of Kozilek, the 
Broodwarden, and the fearsome It That Betrays.

Although the Eldrazi are immeasurably more powerful and invincible than Yawgmoth and the Phyrexian 
forces, they very rarely penetrate the veil between worlds and enter into the planes of existence. As such, 
the might and terror that is the Eldrazi is an ever-present, persistent force of conflict in the multiverse, but  
one that does not often manifest. Players and storytellers can expect the Eldrazi and their minions to surface 
in many M:tG campaigns.

  Emrakul, the Aeons Torn               Kozilek, Butcher of Truth              Ulamog, the Infinite Gyre
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Slivers
Slivers  are  the  Zerg  of  the  Magic  multiverse.  That  is,  they  are  a  hive-minded,  insectoid,  chitinous,  
neverending swarm of death and destruction. Most slivers (with a few notable exceptions) have a sleek, 
armored vertebrate body, a long, bifurcated, whip-like tail, an ant-like head with an armored crest, and a 
single, scythe-like talon arm.

All sliver hives are the result of a single Sliver Queen, a monstrous beast that pumps out slivers at an  
alarming rate. Ruling with each Queen is a Sliver Overlord, which acts to focus the hive-mind and allow the 
telepathic transmission of powers between slivers. Without the Queen, slivers cannot reproduce; without the 
Overlord, slivers become frenzied, erratic, and uncontrollable, and they are unable to communicate with the  
hive-mind.

All other slivers, as suggested above, communicate with one another telepathically. This communication is 
called the "Hive-Mind",  and it  is a profoundly powerful form of magic.  Each sliver has its own unique 
abilities and strengths, which, through the use of the Hive-Mind, can be transmitted and shared with all  
other slivers as long as an Overlord is nearby. Certain slivers provide armor bonuses, while others sharpen 
talon-arms and make slivers far more deadly. Some increase speed and reflexes, some make all slivers much 
stronger, and a rare few make all slivers highly resistant to magic.

Sliver Queens and Overlords are two of the very few Five-Color Aligned creatures in the multiverse. All  
other slivers have a single or dual Color-Alignment. Slivers are native to the plane of Rath, though they 
have spread to Dominaria. As Dominaria is the nexus of all planes in the multiverse, slivers are certain to 
spread to outlying planes with horrifying haste.

All of these factors combined makes the slivers one of the most terrifying and seemingly unstoppable forces 
in all the planes of the multiverse. Unlike Yawgmoth and the Eldrazi, slivers do not seek the eradication of all  
life. However, slivers do seek perpetual growth and replication, and they'll eat just about anything and can  
adapt to live in any environment. The rate at which they reproduce, their voracious appetites, and their 
ability to adapt to any environment or circumstance makes slivers a tremendous, omnipresent threat in all  
Magic: the Gathering campaigns.

                       Sliver Queen                                             Sliver Overlord
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Nicol Bolas, Elder-Dragon Planeswalker
The  planeswalker  Nicol  Bolas  is  the  most 
powerful  of  the  five  Elder  Dragons  to  have 
survived the ancient Dragon War on Dominaria. 
He is perhaps the most powerful planeswalker in 
the  Multiverse  and  possibly  the  oldest  being 
alive.  Bolas's  hallmark  is  his  touch,  an  innate 
ability that causes a mind shattering effect with 
the slightest  caress.  It  makes coherent thought 
nearly impossible in its victims, and by using this 
touch, Bolas is able to make mental slaves with 
ease.

Bolas is a master of Black, Blue, and Red magics 
with  many  lifetimes  worth  of  experience  and 
knowledge.  Bolas  was  once  the  Supreme 
Emperor of the continent known as Madara on 
Dominaria, where he ruled through his imperial 
champion,  Tetsuo  Umezawa  and  the  imperial 
assassin,  Ramses  Overdark.  After  his  reign  of 
terror on Madara, Bolas aspired to conquer and 
enslave the plane of Alara and all its shards from 
his  hidden  base  of  power  on  Grixis. 
Subsequently, he also demonstrated great interest 
in  and  influence  over  the  planes  Zendikar, 
Mirrodin, and New Phyrexia.

Bolas's  current  whereabouts  and  machinations 
are unknown, though it is certain he continues 
to desire dominance over all the planes of the 
multiverse. Even more so than Yawgmoth, Bolas 
is  perhaps  the  greatest  villain  of  the  M:tG 
mythos.
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DOMINARIA, NEXUS OF THE MULTIVERSE
Dominia Prime. The Song of Dominia. The Wheel. This plane goes by many names in many languages, but 
despite its other names, it is known to all as the Nexus of the Multiverse. Dominaria is the primary 
plane and planet in which the vast majority of Magic: the Gathering storylines are set, and it is the primary  
plane and planet upon which M:tG campaigns are set as well. Players and Storytellers would do well to 
immerse themselves in the following details concerning Dominaria. Other popular planes are described in the 
next chapter, Gazetteer of Other Planes & Places.

Please note: this campaign setting supplement was written and put together in 2012, just following Avacyn 
Restored, Return to Ravnica, and M13. By the time many players read and use this campaign setting, Wizards 
of  the  Coast  will  have  released  multiple  new  expansions,  thus  expanding  the  M:tG  multiverse,  and 
potentially  adding new landmasses,  peoples,  and places to Dominaria.  This is unavoidable.  If  and when 
Dominaria and/or other planes are expanded upon, future campaign setting supplements will be considered.

A NOTE ON TIMELINES & PLACES
The planet Dominaria has known a great deal of turmoil and change in Magic: the Gathering storylines. 
Dominaria has been a very diverse and varied place during the Brothers' War, during the age of The Dark, 
during the Ice Age, and during the modern era. Choosing which of these eras to write about is too daunting  
and far too limiting. Just so, the Dominaria presented in the following pages exists just prior to the Phyrexian 
Invasion that destroys the entire plane in M:tG canon. Strictly speaking, then, this campaign setting is non-
canonical. Players and storytellers who desire Dominaria in a different era may simply alter the information 
below to suit their campaign and adventures.

Dominaria, the Plane
Little is known about other planets and places within the plane of Dominaria.  As with most planes of 
existence, this plane is named after its primary planet. All of the sections following below this one describe in 
depth the planet Dominaria, and thus all of the information known about the plane Dominaria.

Geography of Dominaria
Dominaria is about two and a half times larger than Earth, with large but relatively shallow seas. It has one 
natural moon called the Mist Moon. A Dominarian year takes 420 days of 24 hours.

Dominaria  is  made  up  of  the  following  landmasses  and  continents:  Terisiare,  Aerona,  Jamuraa, 
Tamingazin,  Otaria,  Sarpadia,  Caliman,  Corondor,  Shiv,  and Madara.  There  are  also  an 
unnamed north-polar continent and an unnamed south-polar continent, in addition to a number of islands 
and landmasses with uncharted or dynamic locations. These are Surr, Shimia, the famous academic island 
of Tolaria, and Vesuva, an illusory island known for its shapeshifters.
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Races & Peoples of Dominaria
As the most diverse and populous plane in the Multiverse, detailing all of Dominaria's races and ethnic 
groups here would be exhausting and excessive. Instead, the many groups of humanoids on this plane are 
detailed in the sections describing their homelands in the following pages, and also in the chapter Races & 
Ethnic Groups of the Multiverse much later.

Terisiare, Survivor of the Ice Age
Terisiare is a continent on Dominaria where many ancient sagas have unfolded, including the Brothers' War 
and the subsequent Ice Age. During the Ice Age, Terisiare was largely covered by glaciers; as they receded,  
the continent was ground up into a large archipelago. Included in this landmass is the island of Lat-Nam to 
the southwest, the central island of Yavimaya, and the southeastern island New Argive. In Magic canon, 
Terisiare is the setting for the expansions Antiquities, The Dark, Ice Age, Alliances, and Coldsnap, as well as 
portions of the Urza block, and the novel The Thran.

NATIONS & PLACES WITHIN TERISIARE:
ALMAAZ
Almaaz was a strong human city-state and the only nation on Terisiare during The Dark that dates from 
before the The Brothers' War. It was both a city and a culture that spread over the Southwestern portion of  
Terisiare. Some say it was a place of rich culture and fine craftsmanship. Song-mages that lived in Sumifa  
offered their powers to the Fallaji Empire in the war to avoid the destruction of their nation. Ashnod was  
sent to Almaaz by Mishra to oversee iron and lumber harvesting afterward, although civil war eventually  
broke out. Since the dark age following the Brothers' War, Almaaz has been re-established. It is yet a young 
nation, attempting to reclaim its former glory by pursuing its traditional skills.

REMNANT ISLES OF ARGOTH                    Argothian Elder
Argoth was a large island off the Terisiare, covered in 
lush forest, rich in natural resources, and home to the 
Argothian Elves and human druids. The elves lived 
in the boughs of trees throughout the island. Also, the 
forest itself was connected with the local lifeforms, and 
could warn them of intruders. Argoth was ruled by the 
Force-of-Nature, Titania. At its center, somewhat like 
a capital city, was the settlement of Citanul. Here an 
order of druids lived and Titania herself resided. Near 
the  end  of  the  Brothers'  War,  Urza's  son  Harbin 
discovered Argoth when he landed there in a storm, 
and  both  Urza  and  Mishra's  drained  armies  soon 
moved  operations  there.  Before  long,  the  island's 
forests were nearly depleted by the two war machines. 
Argoth's elves and native creatures were unable to stop the Brothers' plundering, and Titania was eventually 
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killed in the midst of their combat. The battle for Argoth saw the fiercest fighting yet in the conflict, and 
culminated in the  Sylex Blast. This nearly wiped the island from the map, split apart the tectonic plate 
beneath it, and threw Dominaria into an Ice Age.

A few small, scattered islands remain in Argoth's location where the few remaining elves and humans eke  
out a meager existence. These islands are inhabited in large numbers by boar, pixies, treefolk, and wurms.

EPITYR
Epityr is a primarily human settlement in eastern Terisiare. For a time it was controlled by Sheoltun, until a 
priest of Serra summoned Serra angels in a revolt. Ultimately the uprising resulted in Sheoltun losing its hold  
on the continent and the fall of that empire. Afterward, Epityr has become a part of New Argive, where it  
remains a center of scholarship.

       School of the Unseen, Sage of Lat-Nam
ISLAND OF LAT-NAM
Lat-Nam is the bigger one of two islands west of Terisiare. It is best 
known for the College of Lat-Nam which was founded there. During 
the time of The Dark it was connected with mainland Terisiare due to 
decreasing temperatures and water level. The College of Lat-Nam was a 
school  of  magic  and  wizardry  founded  by  Drafna  and  Hurkyl.  On 
Terisiare, magic had not seen prominent usage in some time. Scholarly 
study on the subject was also very limited. The founders of the college 
hoped to change that by collecting as much knowledge as possible on the 
arcane arts. Also, Lat-Nam was a place for the few practitioners of magic 
left to congregate and share their information. Many of its mages were 
killed or eliminated as threats during the Brothers' War. According to the 
Greensleeves  Trilogy,  the  school  itself  was  destroyed  by  the  Brothers. 
Surviving members took the secrets of the school with them and formed 
the  Institute of Arcane Study on  Tamingazin. The remnants of 
this college also founded the School of the Unseen, which continues 
to  operate,  albeit  secretly,  on  Lat-Nam.  The  School  of  the  Unseen  is 
administered by the Archmage Gerda Aegesdotter.

NEW ARGIVE
New Argive is the human nation that formed from the merger of the ancient Kjeldoran Empire and the 
Balduvian Barbarian societies. It is the chief nation of modern-era Terisiare. New Argive is reputed as a 
source of higher learning, attracting hopeful students from all of Dominaria to its learned universities.

YAVIMAYA
Yavimaya is a thickly forested mountainous region on the southern part of continent Terisiare. It is home to 
the gorilla tribes and Fyndhorn elves of ancient Yavimaya who took refuge in the forests and mountains 
during the Ice Age. The Yavimaya River runs through the Yavimaya Valley. This region is also home to the 
Heart of Yavimaya, a super-powerful locus of Green Mana deep within the Yavimaya Hollow tract of 
the Yavimaya Forest. Yavimaya is home to the legendary Elvish druid Kaysa.
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ANCIENT LANDS & NATIONS OF TERISIARE:
KJELDOR   Kjeldoran Outpost
Kjeldor was a nation on eastern Terisiare during the Ice Age, 
occupying the general area of the old country of Argive. During 
the  Flood  Ages  it  merged  with  the  lands  of  the  Balduvian 
barbarians into New Argive. Kjeldor was founded by Clan Pearl 
and  Clan  Emerald,  two of  the  five  clans  of  the  kingdom of 
Storgard.  These  two  clans  had  left  their  kingdom  for  they 
thought, correctly, that it would soon be caught under the ever 
growing ice caps. Kjeldor is named after Oriel Kjeldos, the old 
leader of Clan Emerald who died on the journey from Storgard. 
Her descendants became the royal family of Kjeldor. Generals 
like  Jarkeld and  Márton Stromgald brought  the  nation 
great prestige, but over time this dwindled. The effectiveness of the nation was hampered by the fact that all 
decisions had to go via the monarch him/herself. A council was created as a way around this, but the 
various groups in the nation tried to dominate it, which led to a split in the council and further splintering led 
to the factionalism that plagued late Ice Age Kjeldor. Kjeldor was ever at war with its traditional enemies, the 
Balduvian Barbarians. The main power of the kingdom laid in three city-states: Kjeld, the old capitol and 
location of the royal summer palace, Krov, the new capital during the later days of the Ice Age and Soldev,  
an almost independent city located where Storgard had once stood. In the Kjeldoran hinterlands lay only 
small villages such as Breway, Jarka, Freyta and Mikkel. Ruins and cultural remnants of this once mighty 
nation may still be found in Eastern Terisiare.\

BALDUVIA           Balduvian Trading Post
Balduvia was a vast steppe of rocky plains due west of the city 
of Kjeld that was home to barbarians during the time of the Ice 
Age  on  Terisiare.  Balduvian  barbarians  were  mainly  hunter-
gatherers,  but  kept a few more permanent settlements in the 
area. They were rivals of the civilized Kjeldor for some time, but 
allied  with  the  forces  of  their  enemies  to  battle  against  the 
power-hungry necromancer Lim-Dûl. With the end of the Ice 
Age,  many of the beasts that the barbarians hunted died out, 
forcing  them to  adopt  agriculture,.  This  marked  a  change  in 
Balduvian  lifestyle,  allowing  them  to  be  assimilated  by  the 
controlling  Kjeldorans.  Remnants  of  Balduvian  culture  and 
lifeways can still rarely be found on New Argive. Balduvia was 
home to the legendary barbarian general, Lovisa Cold-eyes.
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Aerona, Heartland of The Domains
Aerona is the main continent of the vast archipelago known as The Domains in Dominaria's northern 
hemisphere. The name of the continent derives its name from an ancient goddess of fertility who, according 
to legend,  sacrificed herself  to  let  people  take  crops from her  body.  Aerona contains  three  landmasses: 
Icehaven in the north, split from the other two by a small sea called The Rip; and North-Aerona and 
South-Aerona, which are connected by a small piece of land on which Hurloon is located. 

ICEHAVEN
Icehaven is the northernmost subcontinent of Aerona, split from the other parts by a small sea called the 
Rip. Icehaven is home to many small states, separated by this barren land's indigenous tribes of stone giants. 
The only two larger nations, Keld and Parma, are divided by a desolate waste. As implicated by the name,  
Icehaven is notorious for its cold climate.

KELD  Keldon Necropolis
Keld is  a  warrior  nation  in  the  cold  north  of  Aerona's 
Icehaven subcontinent.  The Keldons are known as a war-
loving race and as such have had war campaigns throughout 
Dominaria,  including a notable  campaign on the continent 
Jamuraa.  The  original  Keldons  came over  from Parma  to 
escape the cold, led by the warlord Kradek. The mountains of 
Keld called to Kradak, and he thus forged a bond with the 
land. And so, Kradak became the very first Doyen of Keld. 
Using his mastery of the land, Kradak was able to cast fire 
magics to warm the Keldon stragglers.  Jezal,  the leader of 
these  stragglers,  made  a  pact  with  Kradak.  Thus  was  the 
founding of Keld.

 Radha, Heir to Keld
Currently, this land has been ravaged by Phyrexian attacks and 
mana rifts. The scattered tribes of human natives have rallied 
together under the leadership of Radha, an Elvish warlord who 
has made Keld her new home. Though the land Keld itself and 
all its people are almost universally Red Aligned, Radha is both 
Red and Green Aligned, meaning the direction of this nation 
and its people is uncertain. 

Culturally,  Keld  is  known  for  its  extensive  fire  magics,  the 
bloodlust  of  its  berserkers,  the  erection  of  megaliths  and 
necropolises to honor the dead, and the use of  powerful Keldon 
Mantles, unique armor that utilizes Red, Green, and Black mana.
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THE GURDRUNGS
The Gurdrungs are the plains stretching between Keld's two mountain ranges. They are largely uninhabited.

PARMA
"Look to the North; there you will find aid and comfort" 
- The Book of Tal

The  kingdom of  Parma is  one  of  the  northernmost  kingdoms  in  The 
Domains, neighboring Keld on the continent of Icehaven. It is home to the 
fabled Order of Northern Paladins. Parma's history is little-known, but 
it is mentioned in the  Book of Tal, and as such probably dates back to 
The Dark or earlier. The people of Parma believe that the hardship of their  
environment is a spiritual purifier that winnows out the weak and strengthens the righteous. The Northern 
Paladins travel throughout the Domains spreading their society's central teaching. Like most White Aligned 
societies,  Parma  is  a  kingdom  of  intense  control,  order,  spirituality,  and  repression.  Parmese  and  their 
neighboring Keldons often come into conflict due to their extreme differences in ethics, lifestyles, and belief.

NORTH AERONA
CAPE TEMPEST
Cape Tempest is a wooded nation at the eastern tip of North Aerona. Unlike the waste west of it, Cape 
Tempest is habitable because of the sea climate and the fresh water supply of a large river. The windy cape 
connects the Sea of Whales with the Rip. A variety of creatures live here on land and in the sea.

HAMMERHEIM
Hammerheim is a mountain fortress that  stands as a crossroads in the Domains,  
making whoever controls Hammerheim the very person who controls the flow of 
trade. Hammerheim is home to many red aligned Giant Warriors. Birthplace of the 
famed Green/Black/Red aligned Giant warrior Bartel Runeaxe.

WRENNA & MURONIA
Wrenna is a human nation northeast of the Hurloon Mountains 
and Benalia. The city of Jenges lies along its northern border. At 
one time it was home to the Knights of Jenges, but an evil 
sorcerer seized the throne. After this event one of the Knights, 
Torsten Von Ursus, fled the realm and journeyed southwards, 
where he eventually founded Benalia.  Wrenna is a mystery to 
outsiders,  and  has  little  interaction  with  other  countries  and 
peoples. It is thought to be the home of the  Order of Black 
Knights, those wicked crusaders who travel Dominaria spreading 
corruption and death, all for profit and glory. 
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South of Wrenna lies Muronia, a vast, deep, deadly marsh. Little is known about this land, except that it is 
a powerful nexus for black mana.

WHISPERING WOODS
Whispering Woods is a vast forest in North Aerona. This forest is so imbued with magic and mana that it 
seems to whisper wisdom to those who brave its depths. The Whispering Woods boast a huge diversity of  
plant and animal life, in addition to multiple communities of sylvan Elves.

SOUTH AERONA
HURLOON       Hurloon Minotaur
Hurloon  is  a  mountainous  region  north  of  Llanowar  and  east  of 
Benalia on Aerona. The Hurloon Mountains, part of the metal rich 
Red Iron Mountains, are mostly known for its habitation by tattooed 
minotaurs.  These  minotaurs  live  a  tribal  lifeway,  seeking  spiritual 
guidance from powerful red-aligned Shamans and Spirit-crafters, 
who sing the histories and stories of the minotaur people. The famous 
minotaur Eusomone, or "Sings Two Ways", hails from here. 

Torsten von Ursus, the knight who founded Benalia, taught that these 
minotaurs  were  more  than  savage  beasts.  This  belief  was 
revolutionary in his time, and still is among the ignorant. Minotaurs, of course, detest this racism.

The Dwarven Hold of ancient lore sirs lost and crumbling in the Hurloon Mountains. This sizable store 
of red mana is sought by many an adventurer, and the Hurloon minotaurs keep its location a close secret.

KB'BRIAN HIGHLANDS
The Kb'Briann Highlands is a region once controlled by the Order of the Closed Fist, an order of mountain-
dwelling warrior-monks.  It  is  located south of Hurloon, and is  also home to many minotaur and other 
mountainous and red-aligned creatures.

IRONCLAW MOUNTAINS    Ironclaw Buzzardier
These mountains are home to the Ironclaw Orcs, a few tribes of 
semi-nomadic  Goblins  and  scattered  Dwarven  clans.  As  the 
name implies, the Ironclaw Mountains are rich in iron ore. This 
combined  with  ancient  tribal  rivalries  and  racism  makes  the 
Ironclaw Mountains a hotbed of violence and bloodshed. The 
Orcs and Dwarves of this range in particular seem always to be 
at one another's throats. The cultures of the Orcs and Dwarves 
of the Ironclaw range are fairly stereotypical for high fantasy. 
The Dwarves are bearded miners with a penchant for mead and 
song. The Orcs are cowardly, warlike, crude. Both societies excel 
at crafting weapons, armor, and war engines. The dwarves are especially fond of catapults and explosives,  
while the orcs are known far and wide for scouting and skirmishing atop giant buzzards.
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BENALIA                Benalia City
Benalia is a powerful military state influenced by the Church 
of Serra (an angel/goddess/planeswalker)  and the Church 
of  Gabriel  Angelfire (an  angelic  warrior).  Benalia  is 
Dominaria's preeminent white-aligned human nation, and is 
the birthplace of the hero Gerrard Capashen. Benalia was 
born out of the ancient Sheoltun Empire, and was founded by 
the  errant  knight  Torsten  von Ursus.  He chose  the  name 
benalia  which means "aspiration",  to  proclaim his  intent  for 
Benalia to conquer the known world. The capital of Benalia is 
Benalia City.

   Benalish Infantry
Benalia has a complex caste system that changes with the lunar 
year. The only caste that can be attained by neither heredity 
nor money, but by action and virtue alone is that of  Hero. 
Each  year,  the  highest  caste  becomes  the  lowest,  and  other 
castes  move  up  accordingly.  The  lowest  caste  of  Benalish 
women is expected to submit to higher caste males, ensuring a 
rigid  patriarchy  exists  within  Benalia.  There  are  seven 
prominent  clans or  families  in  Benalia,  whose  status  also 
changes  each lunar  year.  These  are:  Clan Rosecot,  Clan 
Deniz,  Clan Tarmula,  Clan Ternsev,  Clan Capashen, 
Clan Joryev, and Clan Croger.

AVENANT, ISLE OF AVENANT     D'avenant Archer
Avenant is an island of the Domains on Dominaria, located north of 
Benalia. It is almost impossible to approach Avenant as it is fiercely 
protected by an army of archers and ballista. It once formed a part of 
Benalia, but was lost after an insult by an unwise clanleader of Clan 
Joryev. Others say it was a leader of Clan Ternsev, who fell in love 
with an Avenant  prince's  daughter.  She did  not take  well  to  her 
kidnapping, and neither did her father.

Unlike Benalia and its patriarchy, Avenant is a strict Matriarchy led 
by a Suzeraine. This island is the birthplace of the Order of the 
D'Avenant, a matriarchal order of archer-poets. Only the finest archers in Avenant make the Order, and it 
is said that each of their arrows is guided by a fragment of verse. Those who are gifted with the pen but not  
with the bow enter into the Bardic Circle. Those belonging to this organization are widely regarded as 
the finest poets in the world by the Avenaise and by many abroad, even on other planes. Popular Avenaise  
poems include The Death of Alais, the Golden-Shield and Genealogy of Isabeau, the Strong Sword-Blade.
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LLANOWAR
"One bone broken for every twig snapped underfoot." 
     - Order of the Steel Leaf, penalty for trespassing

        Llanowar Forest
Llanowar  is  a  gigantic,  lush  forest  region  in  South 
Aerona, southeast of Benalia. It ranges in width from 
several hundred miles to over a thousand miles at its 
widest point.  This haunted forest is populated by the 
Llanowar  Elves,  fierce  beings  who  are  outcasts 
among  elvenkind.  Redwood Treefolk live  in  the 
heart  of  Llanowar,  and  aboroths,  powerful  soil-
elementals, sprout up frequently. The forest is known to 
goblins as the Forest of Death. Mirri, the legendary 
cat-warrior  who  was  trained  in  magic  together  with 
Gerrard Capashen, lived for a while in Llanowar.

Some scholars claim it is the tremendous size of the forest that has long protected the Llanowar elves, but  
although it  is  quite  vast  indeed,  it  is  not  in  anyway unique in  its  size.  The elves  in  Llanowar  divide  
themselves into tribes, or elfhames. There are seven of these elven kingdoms contained within the forest 
realm. Each elfhame has a distinct populace, territory, leadership and social structure. Although most of them 
get along with one another, there is occasional strife between them.

The Llanowar elves worship the goddess Freyalise, who is in actuality a powerful planeswalker. With her 
help, and by maintaining religious xenophobia and isolationism, the Llanowar have managed to keep their  
cultures intact throughout even the most difficult  times. This isolationist philosophy is taken to its most 
extreme by the Order of the Steel Leaf, a select cadre of elves said to have been brought together by 
Freyalise herself. The Steel Leaf are an order of woodsie paladin-knights, zealous in their pursuit to maintain 
the purity of Llanowar forest. Any non-native entering their territory risks his or her life. They have even 
been known to direct their isolationist zeal against elves of other elfhames. 

Within the Llanowar forest, two places are held to be most sacred. These are Pendelhaven, where the 
eldest tree of Llanowar stands, and  Hedressel, the sacred grove where Llanowar's druids meet to work 
their magics.

The  legendary  elvish  emissary  Rofellos hails  from Llanowar.  Llanowar  Elves  are  the  typifying  token 
creatures for Green Mana in the Magic multiverse, as is Llanowar Forest itself.

LLANOWAR WASTES
Certain parts of the Llanowar Forest are dotted by bogs and marshes, yielding both Green and Black mana.
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DURKWOOD
The forested area between Llanowar Forest  and Benalia  is  known as  Durkwood.  There are no known 
elfhames in Durkwood, though the flora and fauna are practically identical to Llanowar Forest.

FORS BASIN
The region of the west coast of Aerona where the Llanowar rivers pour into the sea.

TONGA MOUNTAINS
This range runs along Aerona's west coast, bordering Llanowar Forest to the northwest of the Erg Mirab.

ERG MIRAB
The Erg Mirab is a colossal desert spanning much of Southern Aerona. Tribes of nomadic humans roam the  
wastes, hunting scarce game, gathering desert plants, and robbing unwary travelers. Those who prey on 
travelers and merchants are known as Erg Raiders, and they are feared far and wide. The nomads of the 
Erg Mirab wear turbans and flowing silks to protect themselves from the harsh desert sun. They ride fast,  
stunted coursers into battle and into the hunt. They also use these hardy, swift horses for hair/fiber, meat,  
milk, and leather.

SURSI
Sursi is a large plateau in southern Aerona and also the name of a village in this area. It is home to a race of 
pegasi. Sursi contains the only portal from Dominaria to Ulgrotha, the Homelands. Using the portal 
required to pass a doorway made of three "menhir stones" when the Mist Moon was full and snow was on 
the ground. The portal leads to the Koskun Mountains of Ulgrotha, home to the legendary rogue Eron the 
Relentless. Due to past events, there is a Cathedral of Serra near the village of Sursi.

KUSH
Kush is a nation of southwestern Aerona, primarily known for its  Festival of Estark and for its  Five 
Houses, each of which is devoted to two types of magic/mana. The Five Houses of Kush are:  House 
Bolk,  which practices  Black/Red magic,  House Fentesk,  which practices  Red/White  magic,  House 
Ingkara,  which  practices  Blue/Red magic,  House Kestha,  which  practices  Black/White  magic,  and 
House Oor-tael, which practices Blue/Green magic.

The Festival of Estark was a famous festival in Estark, a city located in Kush in the Domains. During this 
Festival, wizards from the Five Houses fight magical duels within the mythic  Arena.  This yearly event 
attracts thousands of people from the Domains and beyond (even from Corondor and Tamingazin). The city  
of Estark is traditionally ruled by the Grandmaster of the Arena.

Besides Estark, the nation Kush is also home to the city Farndrel and the port city Tantium.

BARBAR
A wooded peninsula in southwest Aerona. It contains typical woodland flora and fauna.
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GREEN LANDS     Windseeker Centaur
The Green Lands are the woody plains bordering Barbar, Kush, and 
the  Erg  Mirab  in  South  Aerona.  This  land  is  home  to  the 
Windseeker Centaurs.  These  centaurs  are  impetuous,  and  are 
passionately devoted to protecting their wooded homeland. They are 
renowned for their ability to forge quality plate armors. These centaurs 
also sometimes act as guides for those who travel through the Green 
Lands.

VERDURA  Verduran Enchantress
Verdura is a large island in the southern Domains, 
covered  with  forests  and  woodlands.  The 
inhabitants of Verdura, mostly female, hail from all 
over Dominaria. The Verduran Enchantresses, 
competent  spellcasters  who  specialize  in 
enchantment  and  transformation,  live  in  small 
inland villages.  They have devoted their  lives to 
the  avatar  of  Verdura,  a  female  entity  of  great 
power whose true name is known only to those 
sworn  to  the  Verduran  Order.  They  are 
sometimes hired as mercenaries, but their services 
come at a high price, and are usually paid in land 
and holdings. Males and those who seek plunder 
and violence are treated with no respect. Verduran 
males live in trading villages at the coast and are 
forbidden to travel inland upon threat of death.

FORIYS              Foriysian Brigade vs. a Giant
Foriys is an island between South Aerona and the larger island 
of  Oneah.  It  is  home to  monstrous  two-headed  giants  and 
scattered, white-aligned human principalities.

VARNALCA
Varnalca is a small island south of Aerona, south of Foriys and 
Shanodin. It is known for cultivating oranges which are exported 
to other parts of Domains, notably Estark in Kush. 
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SHANODIN
Shanodin is the forested region on the large unnamed island in the eastern Domains that also consists of  
Amjad, Oneah, and Savaea. It is located south of Oneah. Dryads are abundant within its borders. Little 
is known of this place, for few who enter here survive, and those who do cannot bear to speak of their  
experiences within. This region has a ruler of its own named Adarsh. 

ONEAH
"Not all victories require defeat."
-Onean idiom

Oneah is a country on an island in the Domains, east from the Aerona continent. It lies north of Shanodin  
and south of Amjad. Oneah contains seven main cities (only six are known): Xa-On, Onnirah, Onlish,  
Onmarakhent, Onnila, and Oneah City, the beautiful capital city. Onea is noted for its scholars, clerics, and 
soldiers. The tundra regions of the island Oneah are haunted by packs of roving tundra wolves.

AMJAD
Amjad' is the northern part of the large unnamed island in South-East Aerona, which also consists of Oneah, 
Shanodin, and Savaea. This island is mostly composed of mountains and forest.

KISH
Kish is a small island in South-East Aerona, located between between Sursi and Oneah. It is blue-aligned.

VODA SEA
The Voda Sea is home to the Vodalian Merfolk Empire and the Vodalian Homarid Empire, each of 
which contends for control of the Voda Sea. Both the merfolk and the lobster-like Homarid worship the 
goddess Svyelun, and Svyelunite temples dot the ocean floor all along the Voda Sea. For more information 
on the Voda Sea, its history, and its peoples, please see the section Sarpadia, Voda Sea below.

SEA OF WHALES
A chain of islands and stretch of water in northeastern Aerona that contains an abundance of whales, 
leviathans, octopi, and other colossal undersea creatures.

ESTURIN
An unexplored island chain west of Aerona.
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Jamuraa
Jamuraa  refers  to  a  major  super-continent  on  Dominaria,  located  about  two  thousand  miles  south  of 
Corondor. Far to the northeast of this super-continent lies Shiv. Jamuraa extends for several thousand miles,  
much of it controlled by the  Suq'Ata Empire and the bipedal lizardfolk known as the  Viashino. The 
continent is linked to a string of other continents controlled by Rabiahan descendents. The northwest of the  
huge continent is occupied by three nations: the militaristic Kingdom of Zhalfirins, the religious state of 
Femeref, and the trading province of the Suq'Ata Empire. Portals to the planes Rabiah and Wildfire 
were once common on this continent.

Jamuraa is inundated with mana energy, and its inhabitants are known for harnessing magic very early in 
Jamuraa's ancient history. In fact, by the use of powerful spells and enchantments, the mages of Jamuraa 
were able to keep the Ice Age from affecting the continent.

Jamuraa was subject to a Keldon invasion right before the current Phyrexian Invasion. With the coming of  
the Phyrexians, the planeswalker Teferi decided to save the region further strife, and cast a powerful spell 
upon the subcontinent, causing it to phase out of material existence. Currently, vast swathes of Jamuraa 
continue to phase in and out of Dominaria, and the use of powerful magics in and around Jamuraa has 
caused a number of time rifts  and portals  to other lands and planes. As such,  Jamuraa is an unstable,  
beautiful, exotic, and constantly shifting land.

Culturally, Jamuraa is decidedly African in flavor. The peoples, nations, and languages of Jamuraa sound and 
appear like various African cultures. The human and dwarven inhabitants of Jamuraa are much darker than 
inhabitants of other lands, having light to dark brown skin.

CHAZA ISLES, TEFERI'S ISLE    Teferi's Isle
Fanning out from the coasts of Zhalfir are the Chaza Isles. 
They enjoy a tropical but slightly temperate climate from 
their  position on the shallow,  glowing Jaema Sea.  These 
small islands hide a remote atoll known as  Teferi’s Isle. 
This is where the planeswalker Teferi retreated to perform 
his experiments on the manipulation of time. When these 
experiments  went  haywire,  everything  on  Teferi's  Isle  - 
plants, beasts, buildings, and Teferi himself - was temporarily 
removed from the time stream. This attracted the mages 
Jolrael, Mangara, and Kaervek, thus indirectly causing the 
Mirage Wars.
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EKUNDU MOUNTAINS Ekundu Cyclopes
The Ekundu Mountains are a vast mountain chain that branches off into 
five other ranges. Its the highest mountain range in Jamuraa and covers a 
large  part  of  the  center  of  the  north-eastern  peninsula.  The  Ekundu 
Mountains are a barrier between Suq’Ata in the north, Femeref in the 
south, the Mwonvuli Jungle in the west and the Great Desert in the east. 
In  the  north-west  the  Ekundu  range  branches  of  into  the  Talruum 
Mountains,  in the south-west  into the Teremko Mountains.  The small 
range of the Kitu Mountains branch of from the central south of the 
Ekundu.  In  the  south-east  the  Ekundu  branches  into  the  Jotoka 
Mountains. The name of the final branch, which extends to the north-
east, is unknown.

They are home to many Cyclopes and Dwarves, as well as white-aligned griffins. The Suq’Ata Empire has 
outstanding conflict with the dwarves of Ekundu.

FEMEREF
"I will return with lizard skins for your sandals. Paint your eyes black and wait for me."
     - Love Song of Night and Day

  Femeref Enchantress & Archers
Femeref is a strong religious state in Jamuraa. Centuries ago, 
when the land was ruled entirely by Zhalfir, an internal religious 
dispute led the church to secede.  They had objections to the 
Shadow Guild's treatment of the dead. The church created its 
own  province  called  Femeref  after  the  Zhalfirin  word  fethe, 
meaning "judgment." In time, Femeref grew apart from Zhalfir, 
aided by the discovery of rich gold deposits. Eventually, tales of 
the mineral wealth within Femeref's deep mountains spread to 
the Suq'Ata Empire.  The empire annexed the lands bordering 
Zhalfir and began to mine the mountains, pushing the dwarven 
residents into Femeref. The leaders of Femeref happily accepted 
the new refugees, as their skills would increase Femeref's gold 
yield substantially. Three cities of note in Femeref are  Terorq, 
Nyomba, and Tulumai.

The  culture  of  Femeref  combines  an  intense  white-aligned 
theocracy and military with the traditional jungle/forest customs 
of the Jamuraan continent. The Femeref military is known for its 
stealthy  scouts,  lightning-fast  light  cavalry,  and  for  its  world-
renowned archers. Femeref also trains skilled healers/clerics, and 
nurtures a sect of green-white enchantresses.
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GREAT DESERT        Zirilan of the Claw
The Great Desert is a vast wasteland east of Zhalfir. It is 
home  to  myriad  Viashino  lizardfolk  and  innumerable 
dragons.  It  is  the  home  of  legendary  Viashino  figures 
Hivis of the Scale and Zirilan of the Claw, two allies 
who are known and feared for  their uncanny fellowship 
with and ability to command and control dragons.

JAEMA SEA
The Jaema Sea is the warm, shallow body of water that 
extends along the coasts of Femeref and southern Zhalfir.

      
KUKEMSSA SEA
The Kukemssa is the vast ocean that lies to the west of Zhalfir. A vast ocean populated by serpents and 
fearsome sea creatures, the true bane of this sea are the  Kukemssa Pirates whose blood-colored sails 
inspire fear in every sailor.

MWONVULI JUNGLE
From the base of the Ekundu and Teremko Mountains to the Daraja and Mtenda Plains, Mwonvuli is a lush 
and verdant forest. Although it was taken over by dark spirits during the Mirage War, Mwonvuli has since 
returned to its  feral  but rather benign state.  Across the deep forest stretch many fortresses and palaces 
belonging to Jolrael, the Empress of Beasts, a powerful sorceress and spellshaper who draws her power 
from the jungle itself. A great many rivers run through the Mwonvuli,  ensuring its health and prolifity. 
Mwonvuli is home to a huge diversity of plant and animal life, though it is perhaps best known for its Acid 
Moss and the voracious, ever-expanding Mwonvuli Ooze.

SUQ'ATA EMPIRE   Telim'Tor, General of Suq'Ata
Suq'Ata  is  one  of  the  oldest  and  most  powerful  of  the 
Jamuraan empires.  It  is  a  nation of  traders,  led  by a royal 
house.  The  name  is  derived  from the  word  suq,  meaning 
market.  Suq’Ata was founded by people from the planes of 
Wildfire  and Rabiah who ended up on Dominaria through 
planar portals  (see Gazetteer of Other Planes & Places). They 
settled and built cities reminiscent of their distant home. They 
began  to  build  a  trading  empire,  and  soon  had  caravans 
traversing  the  huge  continent  of  Jamuraa  in  search  of 
valuables  and  profit.  They  annexed  the  northern  Ekundu 
Mountains from Femeref after hearing tales of mineral wealth 
deep within the mountains.
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Besides trade, artifice, and magic, the Suq'Ata Empire's arrival on Jamuraa also brought with it one of the 
oldest arts on Rabiah: the  Way of the Assassin. Within the modern cities of Suq'Ata there exists a 
network of secret guilds wholly devoted to murder. Using spells of summoning, fear, and mind-numbing cold, 
the assassins of Suq'Ata seek not to defeat their opponents outright, but to poison them over time using a  
variety of insidious methods.
 
Of the three kingdoms of Jamuraa, Suq’Ata is the best protected, largely because it has a great many natural  
borders. The Talruum Mountains, Ekundu Mountains, and the Great Desert all surround the kingdom. Only 
the Daraja Plains in the northwest of the kingdom are relatively safe and easy to traverse.

Suq'Ata is an exceptional empire. Whereas most of Jamuraa is very African in flavor, the culture, language,  
and arts of Suq'Ata are notably similar to those of the plane Rabiah, and therefore Arabia/Persia. Notable 
cities in Suq'Ata include Afiya, Amiquat, Harqkur, Minarbirr, and Wayraqa.

Suq'Ata is the birthplace of the famed warrior Telim'Tor, the current military leader of the Empire. Telim'Tor  
oversees the training of the elite corps of Suq'Ata lancers, light cavalry who skewer their foes with great 
haste.

Suq'Ata has seen some recent activity by Phyrexian invaders, namely, the presence of  Breathstealers. 
These assassins from Urborg assimilate themselves into Suq'Atan society, and work toward the destruction of 
Suq'Atan power structures and hierarchies. This was made manifest by the murder of Qhattib, vizier of  
Amiquat.

TALRUUM MOUNTAINS      Talruum Piper
"Don't insult a Talruum unless your mount is swift."
     - Suq'Ata saying

The  Talruum  mountains  extended  from  the  central  Ekundu 
Mountains to the north, forming a border between Suq'Ata and 
the Mwonvuli Jungle. It is home to tribes of fierce minotaurs 
who are known to be xenophobic and aggressive. They are also 
known for their  Pipers, musicians who play maddening tunes 
in  weird  time  signatures  on  their  didgeridoos  that  embolden 
fellow warriors and madden enemies into foolhardy attacks. The 
Talruum Mountains are home to the legendary minotaur warrior 
Tahngarth.

TEREMKO MOUNTAINS
The Teremko Mountains form the natural boundary between Zhalfir and Femeref. They fork into two small 
chains, with the Uktabi Jungle between. High atop the sun-drenched mesas of the Teremko Mountains 
live a race of jaguar-like spotted griffins.
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UKTABI JUNGLE                 Uktabi Drake
The Uktabi is a small jungle south of the Teremko Mountains and 
the  vast  Mwonvuli  Jungle,  located  east  of  the  Zhalfiran  city 
Ufunguo.  The  Uktabi  Jungle  is  known  for  its  tremendous 
biodiversity of plant and animal life. This includes the boisterous 
Uktabi  Orangutans,  the  fearsome  and  stealthy  Uktabi 
Wildcats  and  their  typical  quarry  the  Uktabi 
Hippopotamus,, the diminutive Uktabi Faeries and Uktabi 
Drakes, and the mischievous Uktabi Efreet. 

ZHALFIR
"You returned a warrior.... Your hair was cut, your eye tattooed with the red triangle of war."
     - Love Song of Night and Day

                 Zhalfirin Knight
Zhalfir is a militaristic kingdom whose history stretches back at least 
5000 years. It is located along the western plains, forests, and coasts of 
Jamuraa.  Zhalfir is ruled by a royal family from the capital Ki’pamu, 
a  city  known  for  its  magical  prowess  and  might.  The  Zhalfirins 
pioneered knowledge of the five colors of mana on Dominaria and, 
unlike the rest of the plane, escaped the ravages of the Ice Age. Zhalfir 
possesses a large standing army, and is constantly subject to internal 
squabbling by its contentious and powerful noble class. For many years, 
Zhalfir was home to the great mages Teferi and Jolrael.

Zhalfir is noted for its large host of knights and knight-commanders, and its zealous Crusaders, knights 
who seem untouchable on the field of battle. The legendary Zhalfirin warrior-philosopher  Sidar Jabari 
presides  over  these knights,  knight-commanders,  and crusaders  as  high commander  of  Zhalfir's  military. 
Besides its powerful military, Zhalfir is known for its many philosophers and schools of thought, which are all  
held in high esteem. Zhalfir is primarily white-aligned, but harbors all other colors of mana.

Zhalfir also relies upon a series of magical trade organizations known as the  Five Guilds. Each of these 
guilds trains its guildmages in one primary color and two secondary colors of magical art. The  Armorer 
Guild  specializes in weapons and armor, and trains its guildmages in red, black, and green magic.  The 
Civic Guild devotes itself to politics, policing the public, and enforcing laws, and trains its guildmages in 
white, green, and blue magic. The  Granger Guild focuses on resource acquisition and distribution, and 
protecting and feeding the public, and teaches its guildmages green, white, and red magic. The  Shadow 
Guild  maintains the death rites and burial customs of Zhalfir, particularly those of the royal family, and 
trains its guildmages in black, blue, and red mana. Finally, the  Shaper Guild  works to spread Zhalfir's 
influence and dominance at home and abroad, and teaches its guildmages blue, white, and black magic.
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In addition to the capital Ki'pamu, Zhalfir contains the cities Kiingal, Ufunguo, and the domed and spired city 
Tefemburu. Geographically, Zhalfir contains the Mtenda Plains, the Unyaro Plains, and the Uuserk Marshes.

MTENDA PLAINS     Mtenda Herder & Herd
The Mtenda Plains, also known as the Mtenda Wilds, stretch along the 
heart of Zhalfir, from Tefemburu to Ki’pamu and bordering the Mwonvuli 
Jungle. The plains are home to a vast variety of wildlife, including many 
griffins,  massive  lions,  and  grazing  ungulates  of  all  kinds.  The  Zhalfirin 
empire relies heavily on the animal products produced by the  Mtenda 
Herders, who roam the plains with herds cattle.

UNYARO PLAINS   Unyaro Bees
The Unyaro  Plains  stretch  north-south along the west  coast  of  Zhalfir, 
bordering the delta surrounding Ki'pamu and Kiingal. There are a few small, 
scattered  Zhalfirin  towns  and  villages  on  the  plains,  but  no  major 
settlements. The plains share a great deal of wildlife with Mtenda, including 
predatory griffins and lions. Unique to the Unyaro plains are the swarms of 
deadly Unyaro Bees, which the natives call "swarm of daggers" in their 
own tongue. 

UUSERK MARSH         

& THE CITY OF AKU          Pillar Tombs of Aku
The Uuserk Marsh is an inhospitable region of swamps and 
quagmires in Zhalfir. It is here that the tomb-city of Aku was 
built, far away from civilization to discourage grave-robbers. 
The Uuserk Marsh is home to a diversity of swamp plants 
and  animals,  as  well  as  the  terrifying,  carnivorous  Aku 
Djinn.

The  Aku Necropolis is a floating fortress in the Uuserk 
Marshes,  built  by the  Mundungu,  an alliance of Shadow 
Guild and Shaper Guild  mages from Zhalfir.  The city  was 
constructed  to  hold  the  pillar  tombs  of  Zhalfirin  royalty, 
preventing  them  from  being  desecrated  by  grave-robbers. 
Thus, Aku was built in Uuserk, the most inhospitable region 
of Zhalfir. Aku is protected both by hideously powerful enchantments and spells  as well as flesh-hungry 
djinn. Occasionally,  noteworthy and dignitary non-Zhalfirins are buried within Aku, such as the Urborg 
wizard Kaervek who so relentlessly waged war on Zhalfir.  Aku houses countless  treasures and magical 
artifacts within its royal catacombs.
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VINTARA FOREST
"The snapper is still when all else moves, and strikes when all are dozing."
     - Tales of the Vintara Forest

Vintara is a forest on the southern coast of Jamuraa, bordering the Jamuraan Sea. It is home to massive,  
intelligent elephants that are captured and trained by several of Jamuraa's military forces. Besides elephants,  
Vintara Forest is abundant with plant and animal life, including a species of ferocious snapping turtles.

CITY-STATE OF BRYCE       Hazezon Tamar and Sand Warriors
Bryce  is  an  independent  city-state  governed  by  the 
legendary sand warrior  Hazezon Tamar.  This city is 
also  the birthplace  of  the  legendary warrioress  Adira 
Strongheart, the ex-wife of Hazezon Tamar who now 
leads  the  Robaran  Mercenaries who  are  in  the 
employ of Bryce. The Robaran Mercs are a rough-and-
tumble  group  of  adventurers,  who,  unlike  most 
mercenaries, are known to engage in missions of mercy 
and compassion, helping the unfortunate and those who 
cannot help themselves. Bryce also trains its own military 
forces in the traditional raiding style of their governor, 
Hazezon Tamar. These  Brycian Sand Warriors  are 
swift and terrible on the field of battle, cutting down their 
foes with huge curved tulwars, and ensuring the independence of their beloved city. Hazezon Tamar and the 
people of Bryce have a friendly relationship with the Efravan catfolk in the Sukurvian Desert, as Bryce once 
came to the aid of the catfolk and helped them defeat Johan, an oppressive, evil sorcerer.

SUKURVIAN DESERT
EFRAVA OASIS, KHYYIANI OASIS

"When you run you're graceful and swift, sleek as a powerful panther."
     - Love Song of Night and Day

The Sukurvian Desert spans much of southern Jamuraa. Four tribes of Catfolk reside here, living in oases 
that extend across the desert: the Efravans, Hooraree, Khyyiani, and Sulaki. There is an underground 
sea beneath Sukurvia.

Of the four oases that dot the Sukurvian Desert, Efrava and Khyyiani are the two best known to the outside 
world. The catfolk of Efrava Oasis are tiger-striped in appearance. They live, hunt, and fight communally, 
with no formal leadership save for reverence for the wisdom elders.  The famous catfolk warrior  Jedit 
Ojanen calls Efrava Oasis his home.
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The other well-known Oasis in the Sukurvian Desert is called Khyyiani Oasis, and the tribe of catfolk 
who  reside  at  this  oasis  are  also  called  Khyyiani.  Whereas  the  catfolk  of  Efrava  appear  to  be 
anthropomorphic tigers, the Khyyiani tribe instead appear as anthropoid panthers. They are culturally similar 
to the Efrava, except that they worship the planeswalker Lord Windgrace, the legendary panther warrior 
who seeks to protect Urborg from Phyrexian influence. Khyyiani Oasis is four days' walk northeast of Efrava.

Tamingazin, the Distant West
Tamingazin lies in to the far west of Terisiare. It is home to many Humans, Viashino, and the unique Garan  
Elves. The largest expense of Tamingazin is covered by the Valley of Tamingazin. Tamingazin is perhaps 
best known for the Institute for Arcane Study, located in the heart of the Valley of Tamingazin.

VALLEY OF TAMINGAZIN
The Valley of Tamingazin constitutes a majority of the continent. It is a fecund land, dotted with cities, 
villages, and small settlements and tribal communities. This valley is home to the predominately Viashino city 
Berimish  as  well  as  the  world-famed  Institute  for Arcane Study.  The Valley  is  surrounded and 
protected by the Magewall, a magical shield devised by the Institute of Arcane Study. It serves to protect  
the valley from intruders by considerably slowing down all those who cross its borders. This effect increases  
with every person passing through, effectively shutting out foreign armies.

INSTITUTE FOR ARCANE STUDY             Prodigal Sorcerer
This magical  college is found high atop a mountain at the 
center of the Valley of Tamingazin. Here, the magically adept 
come and train to become Prodigal Sorcerers, adept users 
of  blue magic.  The primary purpose  of  the  Institute is  the 
study of artifacts, which the Prodigal Sorcerers travel far and 
wide to  obtain.  However,  in  addition to  the standard blue 
spells and enchantments learned at the Institute, its students 
also master the one known spell for dealing direct harm to an 
opponent by means of blue magic. Many consider this a lost 
or fabled art, and even those who practice and use this spell 
don't truly understand how or why it works, as direct damage 
is by and large a black mana ability. That said, the Prodigal 
Sorcerers mostly hold to a pacifistic philosophy. Many of the Institute's students are Human, though not 
exclusively. The native  Viashino and Garan Elves make up a portion of the student body, and races and 
peoples from abroad also travel to Tamingazin to study at the Institute.

GARAN HIGHLANDS
Of the races who live within the Valley, the most unique by far is the Garan Elves. These elves are native 
to the Garan Highlands along the edges of the Tamingazin Valley. They are easily mistaken for humans, 
as they are very similar in appearance, lacking even discernible pointed ears. It is thought that this ancient  
race shares a common ancestor with humankind. 
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The main characteristic setting the Garan elves apart from humans is their great natural beauty and their 
wide eyes whose irises change color according to their mood. Garan Elves are also very deadly warriors,  
fighting solely with their own bodies and relying on their own speed, agility, and martial arts. Weapons are 
forbidden in their culture, and an elf who uses them faces exile or execution. These Elves are also brutal 
toward their own children, attacking them occasionally with fatal blows to teach them self-defense. This 
serves to kill those who are unable to defend themselves, ensuring that only the strongest children survive.  
The Elves of the Garan Highlands have a strict hierarchy, based mainly on martial prowess. An individual's  
full name is comprised of his or her first name followed by his or her rank.

EN'JAGA SWAMP
A large marsh the lies southwest of the Valley of Tamingazin. Inhabited by all manner of swamp life.

TAMIN & NORUMBER
The two islands are the largest landmasses off the coast of Tamingazin.

Otaria, Land of Southern Brutality
Otaria  is  a  continent  in  Dominaria’s  southern  hemisphere  that  has  been  relatively  untouched  by  the 
Phyrexian Invasion. As a result, Otaria has become a popular destination for refuges fleeing from northerly 
lands. Otaria is known for its barbaric, bellicose cultures, and for the black-aligned death cult known as the 
Cabal.

At least four groups of humans call  Otaria home, including the nomads of the Daru Plains,  the Pardic 
barbarians, the Krosan druids, and the denizens of the Cabal. Besides humans, Otaria is also home to a 
variety of other races, including dwarves, goblins, centaurs, giants, ogres, and gorgons, as well as several  
found nowhere else, such as nantuko (anthropoid insects),  cephalids (anthropoid octopi),  and the various 
species of aven (birdfolk). Due to the increasing Phyrexian activity on Dominaria, many non-native races  
have immigrated to Otaria.

This continent also has an incredibly diverse (and spectacularly dangerous) range of wildlife. Dragons, wurms, 
firecats, anurids, griffins, lhurgoyfs, orggs, and a vast array of other beasts prowl Otaria's reaches. Zombies,  
vampires, specters, and other undead are disturbingly common thanks to the Cabal's influence. Unknown to 
Otaria's inhabitants,  an initiative called the  Riptide Project  is  currently working to breed and control 
slivers on one of the small islands off Otaria's coast. And in addition to all of these extraordinary beasts,  
Otaria is home to a wide spectrum of mundane plant and animal life.

THE CABAL & THE ORDER
The primary conflict on the continent Otaria is the continual battle between the organizations known as 
The Cabal and The Order. Both organizations hold a great deal of land and property on Otaria, and 
they have therefore been given attention and detail here.
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The Cabal is an influential black-aligned organization on Otaria. Its 
followers worship money and profit in the form of the god Kuberr. 
The Cabal perform a variety of functions in Otaria, the most famous 
and profitable being its pit fights and other gladiatorial displays that 
Otarian watch and gamble on as  a means of  entertainment.  The 
competitors in the pits included wild animals taken from Krosa and 
the Pardic Mountains, slaves, horrors created by the Cabal's specialist 
dementia  summoners,  professional  gladiators  earning  a  living, 
and even ordinary people looking to settle disputes in a violent but 
organized manner. These arena pit fights are the main source of the 
Cabal's income.

The structure of the Cabal are similar to an extended family, with 
members referring to each other as brother and sister. At the head of 
the family is the Maglan, who is referred to as patriarch or pater. One 
key concept in the Cabal's hierarchy is that of secret names. Every 
member of the Cabal is given a new cabalist name when they join, 
while their original name is kept as a secret that when spoken gave 
the speaker control over the individual. The patriarch alone knows 
everyone's secret name and can therefore maintain complete control 
over his subjects.

The Cabal's most persistent enemies are  The Order, a white-aligned organization who find the Cabal's 
exploitative  nature,  decadence,  amorality,  and  profiteering  morally  despicable.  The  Order  is  a 
military/religious group primary composed of human nomads and aven warriors. The Order is comprised of  
two separate, although linked, branches: one centered in the Northern plains of Otaria and one around the 
Southern Daru Plains. Their belief system is based around a mysterious entity known as the Ancestor and 
around  the  danger  posed  by  magical  artifacts.  As  a  result,  the  Order's  members  seek  out  potentially 
dangerous and powerful artifacts such and destroy them. For this reason, the Order frequently comes into 
conflict with a variety of other organizations, not just their traditional enemies The Cabal.

The Order has a complex relationship with the Cabal. Generally, the Order looks down upon them, but their  
actual approach towards dealing with the Cabal varies depending on leadership. Whilst some of the Order's  
members regard the Cabal as abhorrent and try to launch crusades against it, others are more pragmatic.  
Certain  Order members  regularly  participate  in  pit-fights,  if  only  to  demonstrate  the superiority of  the 
Order's training. Overall, neither the Order or the Cabal has sufficient forces to destroy the other, so they 
are forced to tolerate each other.

Legendary heroes fight on both sides of this conflict. Within the Cabal, the dementia casters Braids and 
Chainer frequently use their magic and madness to advance the Cabal's goals. Within the Order, several 
famed aven warriors have risen to prominence, including Commander Eesha, Lieutenant Kirtar, and 
Major Teroh.
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CABAL CITY & APHETTO
Cabal City is the capital of the organization known as The Cabal. It is notable for its pit fighting, and as the 
home of the Cabal Patriarch, who lives in a huge mansion within the city.

Aphetto is the Cabal's largest city in southern Otaria. Aphetto itself and the nearby swamps are the Cabal's 
breeding ground for vampires, zombies, and horrors summoned forth by the group's Dementia Casters. Due 
to its location nearer to the Order's encampments, Aphetto is much more often the target of Order attacks 
than Cabal City. 

DARU PLAINS    Daru Encampment
The Daru Plains sprawl across the northern edge of the continent, 
and are home to a culture of nomadic humans. The Order is made 
up of many of these tribesfolk, and it rules all of these communities 
as the the de facto government. Though they are wanderers, the 
Daru  nomads  have  built  a  fortification in  the  area  as  a  power 
center where the highest officer of the Order resides. The Daru 
nomads wear white linen turbans, face veils, and cloaks, and they 
reside in large domed tents.

KROSA
Krosa is a forest region on the continent Otaria. It is home to various species of large animals, as well as to  
centaur,  human  druids,  and  the  humanoid  insect  people  known as  nantuko.  Krosa  is  unusual  for  a 
Dominarian forest,  as it does not feature any native elves. Notable natives of Krosa included  Seton,  a 
centaur druid, General Stonebrow, the centaur warrior-chieftain, and Thriss, a powerful nantuko druid.

Krosa is a frequent target of Cabal poachers, who capture fierce animals from the forest and bring them back 
to the pits to fight as entertainment for the crowds. Among such beasts are the constrictors, tuskers (boars), 
vorine (cat beasts), and cloudscraper mutants so common in this wood. Cabal slavers also kidnap centaurs,  
human natives, nantuko and force them into the pits.

MER EMPIRE
The Mer Empire is a huge, dominant undersea force on Otaria's coasts and waters. It is more sophisticated 
than the land-bound cultures, and makes use of considerable magical forces. Despite the name, the creatures 
atop the hierarchy of this Empire are the  Cephalids,  a race of anthropomorphic cephalopods, not the 
region's merfolk.
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Cephalids have a monarchic system of government 
ruled  over  by  an  Emperor  and  with  a  strong 
aristocratic  hierarchy.  They  are  currently  ruled  by 
Emperor  Aboshan and  his  wife  Empress 
Llawan. In general they are greedy creatures who 
want  nothing  more  than  power  and  control. 
Cephalids  tend  to  be  extremely  cunning  and 
manipulative, often plotting in secret in an effort to 
climb up the social ladder. As a result, high-ranking 
cephalids  tend  to  be  either  extremely  paranoid  or 
they fall victim to assassins.

Cephalids dislike most other races, with particular hatred being reserved for air-breathers, including both 
surface dwellers and sea mammals such as whales and seals. They also have great contempt for the sea 
creatures living near the bottom of the ocean. One race of creatures that does sometimes agree with them 
are the merfolk, though they see themselves at a higher standing after having overthrown the merfolk 
imperial family in the past.

Cephalids of the Mer Empire are also skilled merchants, and as such the Empire holds a wealth of treasures  
and fine craftsmanship, giving them considerable clout among inland cultures. Despite their mistrust and 
contempt of land dwellers, the cephalids of the Mer Empire do engage in frequent trade with the cultures of  
Otaria. This is made simpler by the cephalid ability to breathe air for short periods of time.

BALSHAN BAY
Toward the northeastern reaches of Otaria stretches the wide inlet of Balshan Bay. A breed of blue-aligned 
griffins is native to the area, as well as some tribes/species of aven. The human communities in the area are 
noted for their cunning wizards, known as beguilers.

PARDIC MOUNTAINS Skirk Shaman
The Pardic Mountains are the largest mountain range on 
Otaria. They stretch across the center of the continent 
from the edge of Krosa in the north to Wirewood Forest 
and the Daru Plains in the south. They are home to a 
variety  of  species,  including  dwarves,  several  tribes  of 
human barbarians, firecats, dragons and other wild beasts, 
and the goblin tribes of the Skirk Ridge. Both the Skirk 
Goblins  and the Pardic Barbarians  of  these mountains 
are particularly fond of fire and fire-based rituals. Notable 
people  from  these  mountains  include  the  barbarian 
warrior  Kamahl and his  fearsome sister  Jeska,  and 
their  mutual  teacher,  the  dwarven  barbarian  warrior 
Balthor the Stout.
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WIREWOOD FOREST             Wirewood Lodge
Wirewood  is  a  forest  on  Otaria,  located  in  the  continent's 
southern reaches. Wirewood borders on the Skirk Ridge of the 
Pardic Mountains. Unlike tangled Krosa to the north, Wirewood 
Forest is open and airy, made up primarily of birch, alder, and 
other thin trees.

As a result of Phyrexia's frequent attacks on Dominaria's other 
continents,  many refugees have fled to Otaria.  Among these, 
thousands of Elves have fled their native forests and relocated to 
Wirewood. There are several such Elven communities in this 
forest at present, made up of Elves from many ethnicities and 
communities. These are Otaria's only known Elves.
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Sarpadia, Remote Land of Fallen Empires
Sarpadia is a remote continent in Dominaria's southern hemisphere that was ravaged by warfare during the 
period between the Brothers' War and the Ice Age. Sarpadia is isolated from other landmasses and much is 
unknown about its denizens and history. What is known is that the five major cultures around 170 AR were 
destroyed by invading forces and internal strife. Most races were entirely wiped out and others escaped to 
other parts of the world, leaving the creatures known as Thrulls with dominion over the entire continent.

Although Sarpadia's five major civilizations are extinct in the current M:tG canon, they are nonetheless 
detailed below. This campaign setting lends itself  to time travel,  allowing player-characters to potentially 
explore  the  Icatian  Empire  and  her  contemporaries.  Or,  enterprising  Storytellers  may  even  treat  these 
societies as if they continue to exist at present.

WESTERN SWAMPS, ORDER OF THE EBON HAND             
Sarpadia's western reaches are spanned by a large morass, within 
which lies the foreboding  Citadel of the Ebon Hand.  The 
Order of the Ebon Hand and its Citadel were both founded 
by  Tourach,  known  also  as  the  Dark  Judge,  the  Ebon 
Hand, and the  Ebon Praetor. He was the primary deity of 
the  Order  religion,  which  has  odd  parallels  with  that  of  the 
Order of Leitbur  (see  Icatia  below). The primary rite of the 
Ebon Hand was sacrifice and most of its rituals involved some 
form it. Most Order neophytes would cut off a hand at the wrist 
as an initiation rite, while sacrifice beyond the wrist was used as 
a penance rite. The Order was one of the few institutions where 
humans and non-humans alike were welcome.

                Thrull Mindstabber
Within the Citadel's walls,  Endrek Sahr, a skilled breeder and mage, 
first created the race known as Thrulls as slaves for the Order of the 
Ebon Hand. Endrek experimented endlessly on thrulls, expanding their 
use beyond ritual sacrifice into creatures capable of being harvested for 
armor,  assisting  in  rituals,  and  eventually  as  combatants.  The  thrulls 
became more self-confident after the visit of Reod Dai, who convinced 
them to  turn  on their  masters.  Intelligent  thrull  varieties  turned  the 
species as a whole against  their masters,  annihilating the Order and, 
save for the thallids, wiping out all non-thrull life in Sarpadia.
 
The thrulls continue rule the whole of Sarpadia, save for Havenwood, which is the last holdfast of the  
Thallids. Continuing to evolve, the thrulls became so powerful that they have repelled Phyrexian invaders 
without the aid of planeswalkers. Sarpadian thrulls have remained singularly focused on their own continent,  
oblivious to the outside world.
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CRIMSON PEAKS, GURN KEEP           Ruins of Gurn Keep
This  mountain  range  was  the  home  of  the  dwarven  empire 
whose name was lost to history when the orcs and goblins of 
Sarpadia destroyed it. During the initial onslaught, the dwarven 
hero Kaylen was killed in combat by an orc, setting in motion 
the rise of the planeswalker  Tevesh Szat. The dwarves made 
their last stand at a fort called Gurn Keep. With the dwarven 
leader  General Danhelm slain, the surviving dwarves would 
take refuge in a nearby abandoned mine under the leadership of 
Captain Sarya Haasendel.  Sarya  sent  numerous pleas  for 
help, but was only aided by the Order of the Ebon Hand who 
sent the mercenary Ivra Jursdotter. Sarya's last correspondence 
to the elves would ask them to chronicle the dwarven history, as Jursdotter's forces were seen amongst the 
orcs and goblins, presumably joining them and ending all hope of the dwarves' salvation.

HAVENWOOD
Havenwood is a tremendous forest in the north of Sarpadia, reaching to its northern coast. It was home to a 
vast  Elven  empire.  The  Elves  lived  in  many  isolated  fortress-like  villages  throughout  the  forest,  each 
composed primarily of hunters,  farmers, and druids. The capital of the Elven empire in Havenwood was  
known as Hightrunk Chamber, the ruins of which have long been overgrown by rampant plantlife and 
thallid saprolings.

Thelon, a powerful elvish druid within this empire, learned to create creatures from fungus which he called 
Thallids, which themselves produced offspring called Saprolings. Saprolings and thallids were used as a 
food source when game was scarce, but they soon grew sentient. Due to their prolific lifecycles, thallids and 
saprolings soon vastly outnumbered the elves, crushing the elven empire in a single, ruinous day. At present,  
the Thallids are dominant species in Havenwood, and the only humanoid race on Sarpadia besides their 
Thrull neighbors.

ICATIA                  Icatian Castle
Icatia was populated almost entirely by humans and was the largest 
of  the  Sarpadian  empires.  It  had  an  extensive  mercantile  system, 
elected officials, vast medical expertise, and a powerful army. Icatia 
was also the home the Order of Leitbur, a sect of clerics founded 
by Bethan Leitbur to worship the Hand of Justice. The Order 
of Leitbur directly opposed the Order of the Ebon Hand. Corruption 
ran rampant among Icatia's many officials, allowing  Oliver Farrel 
to  gain  vast  numbers  of  cult-like  followers,  thus  establishing  the 
Order of the Farrelites. On the surface, the Farrelites strove for 
political and social reform, and believed that the Order of Leitbur 
hadn't gone far enough in opposing the Ebon Hand.
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Icatia's capital was at Windenby, wherein Lady Margaret Ellsworth, Prime Minister of Icatia, dwelt and 
oversaw the Icatian government on behalf of King Henry Joseph I. Besides Windenby, Icatia was home 
to  two  other  major  cities,  Montford and  Trokair.  Montford  was  an  outpost  town to  the  south  of 
Havenwood in the northwest portion of Icatia. It housed many of Icatia's troops in its sizable barracks. The 
city was eventually overrun by an Orcish/Goblin horde summoned forth by the planeswalker Tevesh Szat.

FLAGSTONES OF TROKAIR
Trokair was one of three cities of major importance in the Icatian Empire. It was eventually overrun by the  
Orcish/Goblin army that rampaged through its sister-city, Montford. Where Trokair once stood, now only its 
wondrous  Flagstones remain. This site is an important locus of White Mana in Dominaria to this day, 
though the land surrounding it is mostly uninhabited.

RAINBOW VALE
One of  Sarpadia's  fabled  loci  of  mana  is  known as  the  Rainbow Vale.  In  the  time  of  Icatia  and  its  
contemporaries, none knew of its location, and many an Icatian Knight-Errant made it his or her quest to 
find the Vale. Today, the Rainbow Vale is the stuff of legend, and only the most learned academics even  
remember tales of this legendary locus. In reality, the rainbow vale does exist on Sarpadia, indeed it is tied to  
the landmass itself. However, it fades in and out of the plane Dominaria, changing its location on Sarpadia at 
irregular, unpredictable intervals.

VODA SEA              Empress Galina
The Voda Sea surrounded isolated Sarpadia, and its waters were 
once  the  home  of  the  Vodalian  merfolk  empire.  Ruled  by  a 
militant,  magic-wielding  upper  class,  much  of  their  history  is 
unknown. Many temples to Svyelun, goddess of the Pearl Moon, 
dotted the ocean floor. The Vodalian empire was ruled at its height 
by Empress Galina III. This empire faced its greatest threat when 
the  rival  Homarids  empire  invaded  their  territory,.  The merfolk 
garnered early success in the war, but were later overwhelmed by 
the homarids' capacity to breed more quickly and thus replenish 
their  supply of warriors.  Without medical  supplies and with no 
stored  food  source,  Vodalia  was  abandoned,  and  many  of  its 
subjects followed Empress Galina III through a portal to Etlan Shiis, a colony in the sea east of Aerona. 
Unbeknownst to Galina, the portal was defective. As she and the merfolk entered the portal, Galina, her 
people, their enemies the homarids, and the entire Voda Sea was catapulted 3000 years into the future and 
was relocated to the east of Aerona. And so, at present, Galina continues to rule her people at Etlan Shiis, 
which they have recently renamed New Vodalia. Their struggle with the homarids continues.
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Tolaria, Land of Mist & Myth
Tolaria is a legendary island on Dominaria, home to the famous Tolarian Academy. Most Dominarians 
think of Tolaria as a myth, a land of great wealth and wisdom that was lost ages ago.. For centuries sailors  
have told tales of this land, tales of people who entered the isle's interior only to return weeks later without 
any knowledge of the time that had passed, or worse still, of people gone for hours but had aged years.  
Tolaria is a large, tropical isle, lightly forested, with palms on the shore and hardwood trees on the interior. It 
is part of a chain of islands, most of which are uninhabited.

TOLARIAN ACADEMY                  Tolarian Academy
The Tolarian Academy was both a school and a research facility founded 
by Urza Planeswalker and  Barrin in 3285 AR. It was used by its 
founders to train an elite cadre of mages to lead Dominaria's defense in 
the impending Phyrexian Invasion and to conduct research into weapons 
that could be used in the war. The academy's chancellor was  Rayne, 
while notable students of the academy include Teferi, Jhoira, Gatha, 
Ertai, and Hanna. The Academy was responsible for many important 
magical  creations  throughout  its  history.  Amongst  these  were  the 
discovery  of  slowtime water, capable  of  letting  mortals  live  vastly 
extended lifespans, the creation of a time travelling device, and the building of the Titan Engines, the Soul 
Bombs, and the Skyship Weatherlight. The Academy is among the most productive, powerful, and elusive 
institutions of the current age, and is the primary locus of Blue Mana on Dominaria.

LOTUS VALE                Lotus Vale
Spanning much of the Tolarian landmass is the Lotus Vale,  an ensorcelled 
garden in which the fabled Black Lotus is grown. The garden is tended by 
the  wizard  Barrin,  and  many  of  his  students  and  colleagues  from  the 
Tolarian Academy. The mythic Black Lotus is capable of producing substantial 
quantities of mana of all five colors, making it among the most powerful and 
prized  natural  substances  in  all  Dominaria,  and  in  all  the  planes  outside 
Dominaria  as  well.  As such,  the  Lotus  Vale  is  protected by myriad  spells 
woven in, around, above, below, and within its borders. 

PENDRELL VALE & THE TABERNACLE  Tabernacle at Pendrell Vale
Pendrell Vale is a valley located in Tolaria. It is known for its mists, and the  
mysterious Tabernacle in its midst. The vale is known to inhibit the use of 
magic, causing all spellcasting in and near it to require a huge expenditure 
of energy and effort. This phenomenon remains unexplained, but may have 
been a result of Urza's failed time travel experiments. A very small sect of 
Tolarian wizards worship the vale and the Tabernacle within it as sacred, 
sentient beings. A species of spirited drake, known as the Pendrell, is native 
to this vale.
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Caliman, Land of Steam & Shot
Caliman is an island continent far to the south in Dominaria. Caliman is the only place on Dominaria where 
gunpowder and firearms have been invented and are in regular use. It is also one of the few places that the 
steam engine is utilized, namely by the sky-pirates and merchants of Talas. The gunpowder weaponry and 
steamships give Caliman a decidedly "steampunk" feel. The continent is composed of five major regions, 
which are: Alaborn, Talas, the Caliman Range, Norwood, and Dakmor.

ALABORN       Alaborn Arquebuser
Alaborn is a technologically advanced human kingdom amid the southern 
plains of Caliman. The capital,  Trokin,  is a town famous for its lavish 
festivals. The Alaborn are most notable as innovators of gunpowder and 
firearms.  Their  disciplined,  well-trained military  has  begun to  implement 
these weapons full-scale, so that even the lowliest infantrywoman carries a 
blackpowder  pistol  with  a  single  shot.  Alaborn  has  a  highly  egalitarian 
society,  with men and women alike serving in both the military and in 
political office. Alaborn is ever vigilant toward its enemies, the goblins and 
orcs of the Caliman Range, and the black-aligned forces of Dakmor.

 Trokin Castle amidst the plains
Culturally, Alaborn is affluent, opulent, and convivial. Festivals are frequent 
and raucous affairs in the capital Trokin and elsewhere. Rich fabrics are 
produced in Alaborn,  including coveted silks and velvets,  and Alaborn's 
metalsmiths and engravers boast some of the most ornate work in all the 
planes. The military of Alaborn sport colorful doublets and jerkins when 
they  ride  into  battle,  and  bedeck  their  destriers  in  fanciful  trappings. 
Currently, Alaborn continues its research into ballistic weapons, continually 
improving designs for their pistols, arquebuses, muskets, blunderbusses, and 
cannons, while moving steadily toward the discovery of rifling.

TALAS    Talasian Merchant-Pirates
Talas is a region on the west coast of Caliman, inhabited by dark-skinned 
humans  who  ply  the  seas  and  skies  as  merchants,  wizards,  and  dread 
pirates.  They  dominate  the  seas  and  islands  with  their  steam-powered 
galleons and airships, and control some inland timber towns and port towns. 
The  folk  of  the  Talas  harvest  featherwood  from  the  elven  forests  of 
Norwood, creating vast enmity and sometimes violent conflict between the 
Norwood elves and the Talasians. The raiders of Talas also make frequent, 
covert guerrilla assaults on the military forces of Alaborn, not because there 
is any outstanding conflict between the two nations, but because the Talas 
pirates covet the Alaborn gunpowder weapons. Talas is an exceedingly wealthy nation, its people ambitious 
and proud. The sky-pirates and maritime pirates of Talas are unparalleled warriors,  fierce, deceptive, and 
mighty. Talasians are the only Calimani who trade with (and prey upon) foreigners of other continents.
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CALIMAN RANGE Calimani Goblin Loremaster
The mountain range that spans much of Caliman's interior is home to an 
unnamed nation of  goblins  who wage perpetual  war upon the uppity, 
imperialistic  Alaborn,  and  their  ancestral  Elvish  foes  in  Norwood.  The 
goblins of the Caliman range are especially matriarchal, and are a fairly 
learned band of raiders and warriors. When the Caliman goblins go a-
raiding,  at  the  head  of  every  warring  band  is  one  of  their  beloved 
Cavaliers.  These  brave  cavalry  ride  a  robust  and  swift  species  of 
mountain goat into battle, battering and cutting their foes to ribbons. Like 
the Talasian pirates, Calimani goblins love to attack Alaborn military forces 
and raid their stores for firearms.

NORWOOD     Norwood Rider & Moose Mount
Norwood is the sprawling forest that covers much of the northern 
Caliman. It is home to groves of the curious Featherwood Tree, 
famed locally by the Talas who harvest it to build their airships, and 
known abroad by academics  and sorcerers  who seek  to  study its 
properties. These trees possess incredibly hard, durable wood, which, 
considering  its  density,  weighs  remarkably  little.  The  Elves  of 
Norwood revere and worship the featherwoods, devoting themselves 
to druidic stewardship of the groves that span the forest.

The Elves of Norwood come into conflict with the Calimani goblins 
on  occasion,  and  battle  with  Talasian  logging  parties  and  tree-
poachers often. When battle is unavoidable, the Elves of Norwood 
mobilized their fearsome archers, warriors, and rangers. Leading these troops are the Norwood Riders, elvish 
cavalry who ride their companion-mounts, a species of equatorial moose.

DAKMOR                Dakmor Ruins
Dakmor is  a  large  swamp on the  island  of  Caliman,  where  a 
ruined  city  of  the  forgotten  Thran  Empire  lay  hidden.  The 
Dakmor Ruins are home to the undead lich-queen, Tojira, and 
her host of minions. Tojira's  retinue is composed of three major 
camps. The first, and most powerful, is the circle of black-aligned 
sorceresses who aid her in countless dark magics. Protecting her 
crumbling citadel and questing in her name are the company of 
black-knights known as the Dakmor Lancers. And making up 
the  rest  of  her  army  are  legions  of  enslaved  bats,  ghouls, 
nightstalkers, and scorpions. Tojira and her coven of sorceresses are 
responsible for the summoning of the  Dakmor Plague, a pestilent disease that ravages the swamp and 
surrounding lands in Caliman, and serves to further protect the enchantress in her hovel. The Dakmor Ruins 
are a powerful locus of mana on Caliman, and Alaborn hopes one day to annex them.
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Corondor, the Obliterated
Corondor is a large island just north of Jamuraa, bordered by the Golthonor Sea. Corondor is an ancient 
continent, left in its modern state of ruin and desolation by the fabled Planeswalker War. This war was 
instigated by the planeswalker Ravidel, who used an artifact known as the Mox Beacon to lure other 
planeswalkers to Corondor. He trapped these unwary planeswalkers and forced them to battle one another 
until they were weak enough to be killed individually. The prolific and destructive use of magic during the 
Planeswalker War ruined the landscape and biodiversity of Corondor, leaving it an uninhabited wasteland.  
(Ed: At the time of this writing, Corondor has not been explored or explained in the M:tG mythos. However, Wizards  
of the Coast may well explore this continent and its history in coming expansions, so this information is apt to change.)

Since Corondor has been so devastated, and because it is almost entirely devoid of life, its landmasses and 
biomes shall not be detailed. Most of the continent is a sinkhole for the magical arts, providing colorless  
mana for artifice at best, and providing no magical energies and no mana at its worst. In isolated pockets, the 
few places untouched by the Planeswalker War continue to regenerate the continent, growing and spreading 
at a miniscule rate.

Madara, the Feudal Lands
Madara is the largest island of a series of islands to the south-east of Jamuraa. Madara was once known as  
the Empire  of  Madara,  a  powerful  Dominarian  country  that  was  ruled  by  the  powerful  dragon 
planeswalker  Nicol Bolas. The cultural and economic center of Madara lay between the eastern Gitte-
Yatay Mountains and the western sea. In it lay two great marshes and the main streams of the Suido River.  
At this confluence, blue, black, and red mana met at a single point. On this point stood the  Imperial 
Shrine of Nicol Bolas, and here the ruins of that once-great shrine molder. Madara is currently inhabited 
primarily by the cat-dragon race, the Nekoru. The few humans of the Madaran islands exist as second-class 
citizens to the nekoru, serving as slaves and clerics. The culture of the Madaran nekoru and humans is very 
similar to pre-feudal, agrarian Japan.

SEKANA VILLAGE, PELADA
These two towns are Madara's largest port cities, both on Madara's west coast. These cities subsist primarily  
on fishing and the other myriad fruits of the sea, and they trade in hundreds of different goods from a 
variety of foreign lands and planes. The cities are administered by nekoru diplomats and aristocrats, while  
their human lessers fish, trade, and toil.

THE TALON GATES
These are the two colossal pillars of rock that stand as silent sentries at the mouth of the Suido River. They  
are an important locus of blue and red mana, and are largely revered by Madaran society as sacred stones.
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GREAT SALT MARSHES
Western Madara is spanned by two enormous salt marshes, each connected by tributaries of the Suido River,  
and separated by an expanse of grasslands. The salt marshes are largely uninhabited and devoid of life, save  
for hardy scrubland grasses and amphibians.

RUINS OF THE IMPERIAL SHRINE
Where once the ominous and mighty shrine to Emperor-Planeswalker Nicol Bolas stood, now only ruins and 
decay remain. However, the site is still a tremendously powerful locus of mana, as it lies in the foothills of 
the Gitte-Yatay Mountains, within one of the Great Salt Marshes, and is fed by the Suido River.

GITTE-YATAY MOUNTAINS
This range spans the majority of Madara, looking down on the continents few settlements in its rocky 
splendor. The Gitte-Yatay mountains are mostly barren, save for the white/red-aligned human warrior-monks 
who live and train here. These yamabushi are skilled in martial arts and in the arts of healing, and they 
devote themselves with religious reverence and mindfulness to their rigorous training.  The Suido River 
springs from ice-flows atop the Gitte-Yatay's peaks.

ARGENTI ISLAND        The Sylvan Library
Off  the  west  coast  of  Madara  lies  the  Edemi  Island  chain,  which  is 
composed of two large islands: Argenti, and its sister-island, Kusho. Argenti 
and Kusho were coveted by Emperor-Planeswalker Nicol Bolas, but were 
never conquered due to the rebellious and freedom-loving nature of the 
Edemi people. Argenti can be divided into two major areas, the northern 
plains and the southern forest. 

The plains are home to the city  Lisu, where the Elven Lady Caleria 
presides over the north. Caleria is a skilled archer and huntress, known for 
her prowess in battle and stalking game on the plains. She shares a name with an ancient Elven goddess of  
the hunt, though whether she IS this goddess or the goddess is simply her patroness is unknown.

The dense deciduous forest of the south is protected by the Lord Magnus, a powerful human druid who 
abodes in the Sylvan Library. Magnus sacrificed his humanity long ago to become one with the forest, an 
avatar of wild nature who is plant, fungus, bacteria, an bits of every animal. Magnus presides over the Sylvan 
Library, which is one of Dominaria's ley lines of Green Mana. 

The island's  coasts  are all  sheer cliffs,  save for  the southern coast,  which means that  access to Lisu is  
impossible without traveling through Magnus’ forest. Since Magnus is capable of animating the vegetation of 
the forest and influencing its wildlife, attempting to traverse the forest without his leave is suicidal. The Lord 
Magnus and the Lady Caleria are old allies and friends, however, and the two allow free passage of their  
peoples through both realms. The elves and humans of Argenti Island live in relative peace and prosperity,  
ever vigilant and ready to defend their home and their way of life.
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KUSHO
Kusho is the smaller of the two Edemi Islands. It is primarily a large plain, crisscrossed by a tangled web of 
rivers, creeks, ponds, lakes, and tributaries. Largest and most prized among these is Shima Pond, the waters 
of which contain abundant healing magics. The island is surrounded by an enchanted species of coral which 
grows at great speeds, overwhelming ships and feeding upon their crews. The island also has a series of 
subterranean caves,  long used by Kusho's  inhabitants  for  shelter  during storms and attack alike.  Many 
evergreen trees have been transplanted from Argenti to Kusho, thanks to the efforts of Lord Magnus and 
Lady Caleria. Magnus uses these trees to communicate with the Kusho, hoping to forge stronger alliances 
between all the people of the Edemi Islands.

The many different tribes that inhabit Kusho can be separated into two major groups: the Human nomads  
who populate the grasslands and floodplains, and the Merfolk who prowl the island's many waterways and 
coasts. Because waterways speckle so much of the island's surface, roads are essentially non-existent, safe for 
a  single  highway  that  spans  the  island  east  to  west.  The  nomadic  Humans  of  Kusho  are  masterful  
boatwrights  and seamen,  and traverse  the island in  their  reed crafts  almost  as  easily  as  their  Merfolk  
neighbors. By and large, the Humans and Merfolk of Kusho are on excellent terms, trading and sharing labor  
and  resources.  Culturally,  the  Human  and  Merfolk  tribes  of  Kusho  are  non-hierarchical,  relying  on 
community consensus and collective decision making, and using "leaders" only in the form of liaisons to 
other nations and peoples. In times of conflict, the Kusho are known to rally behind a War Chief, who is 
chosen based on merit in a series of wargames and competitions.

Shiv, Pinnacle of Red Mana
The island of Shiv is the most powerful source of red mana on Dominaria. It lies on the northeastern part of 
the string of continents of which Jamuraa also forms a part. An inhospitable volcanic landmass, Shiv sits in a 
deep-ocean "Ring of Fire" which fuels the coastal waters to near boiling point.

Shiv is home to three native races of humanoid. Most populous among these are the  Ghitu, a tribe of 
nomadic barbarians who are fierce, intelligent, cunning, and warlike. From these proud people came the 
planeswalker, artificer, and brilliant mage, Jhoira. Sharing the continent with the Ghitu were the Viashino 
lizardfolk and the  Shivan Goblins,  who were ever at war with one another until  very recently. The 
Viashino  are  a  secretive  people,  made  strong  by  their  hidden  lore  concerning  the  navigation  of  the 
treacherous waters around Shiv, and by their kinship to and ability to communicate with Dragons. The 
Shivan Goblins are a spry, intelligent people, capable of crafty artifice and known as inventors and machinists. 

In  the  ancient  Era,  the  Thran  Empire  built  a  Mana  Rig on  Shiv  which  was  used  to  produce 
powerstones. The structure remained standing for ages after the fall of the Thran. The descendants of the 
goblin slaves that operated the rig forgot how it was supposed to be used, but created a form of religion 
surrounding the structure. The Viashino also came to revere the object as holy, and among the Ghitu, only 
Jhoira has expressed interest in the Mana Rig. She wears an amulet of Thran-steel crafted from the Rig at 
present.
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The Burning Isles
The Burning Isles are a highly volcanic archipelago north of Jamuraa,  notorious for their habitation by 
panther warriors, dread nightstalkers, embermages, and necromancers. A dozen lords, very powerful entities,  
all claim dominion. There are three known islands in the archipelago: Bogardan, Steel, and the legendary 
island of Urborg.

BOGARDAN              Bogardan Firefiend
Bogardan is one of the most volcanic regions on Dominaria, and 
the creatures and tribes that inhabit Bogardan are as volatile as the 
land itself. Bogardan is a vast, arid place, riddled with volcanoes and 
with pyroclastic flows. The air is choked with cinders and the night 
sky glows a dull red. Most of Bogardan's settlements are beside the 
meager rivers that flow through two large canyons in the heart of 
the island.

Bogardan's cultures are bloodthirsty, enthusiastically sacrificing both 
kin and strangers to the volcanoes they worship as gods. Bogardan 
is the second most powerful site of red mana on Dominaria, after Shiv. Several portals to the Plane of  
Wildfire exist, but the Emberwilde Caliph of Wildfire has made no move into Bogardan for fear of insulting 
the powerful entities that reside in its depths. It is these unnamed entities that give Bogardan's volcanoes 
their power, and it is from these beings that the island's many magical beasts and critters arise.

Bogardan is home to a diversity of unique fauna, creatures found nowhere else in Dominaria. This includes 
the nominal Beasts of Bogardan, several species of elementals and Firefiends, a local Hellkite, and the majestic 
Bogardan  Phoenix.  In  terms  of  the  humanoid  population  of  Bogardan,  knights  and  berserkers  are 
commonplace, and more embermages and pyromancers hail from this land than from any other place in 
Dominaria.

STEEL
Steel is the most obscure and ill-studied of the Burning Isles. It is inhabited almost entirely by a race of  
mechanical Gnomes. It is oddly devoid or denuded of colored mana.

URBORG
Urborg, also known as the Tomb of Yawgmoth, is a large tropical, marshy island, and most important of 
the Burning Isles. It is the most concentrated locus of black mana on Dominaria. Urborg has given rise to a  
number of notable legends, including the lich Nevinyrral, Gwendlyn Di Corci, Lord Windgrace, 
Kaervek, Lord Dralnu, Crovax Windgrace, and  Venser.  Crosis, the Purger- one of the five 
Primeval Dragons- was at  one time imprisoned in Urborg.  Although most  of  Urborg is  dank,  rich 
swampland, there are small pockets of native forest that remain on the island. Urborg is home to many small 
enclaves of native Elf bands, who are as deadly and capricious as the swampland itself. This swamp is also 
home to many tribes of native Panthrin Catfolk, who are persecuted by the Elves here.
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Shimia, the Damned
Shimia is a land of uncertain location on Dominaria, home to nightstalkers and specters with the ability to 
raise minions from the grave. It is an accursed and blighted place, though most Dominarians don't even  
know of its existence.

Surr, Land of Great Pyramids
Surr is a desert country of uncertain location on Dominaria. Its inhabitants practice extensive facial tattooing  
in a variety of colors and designs, and the Surrenese are gifted pyramid builders. The natives of this region  
have had no contact with other peoples and nations, and as such, there existence and location is known only 
to them.

Vesuva, the Ever-Shifting
Vesuva is an island in a continual state of flux and ebb, appearing here or there, vanishing, and appearing  
elsewhere. At times, Vesuva seems to manifest a shimmering city at the heart of the island, which in all its  
dazzling glory seems to resemble every city, town, settlement, and dwelling in all the planes and in across all  
ages. Vesuva is simultaneously everywhere and nowhere at all. Besides Tolaria, Vesuva is the  epicenter of 
Blue Mana in Dominaria.

Isle of Vesuva
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ALARA, PLANE OF FIVE SHARDS
The plane of Alara was whole once, but that was millennia ago. Where once there was a single plane, now 
there are five Shards: Bant, Esper, Grixis, Jund, and Naya.

The plane of Alara was a world rich with mana, a world in balance... until The Sundering. In a cataclysm 
of unimaginable proportions, Alara was rent asunder into five separate worlds, each a refraction of the others.
The cause of this cataclysm has been lost to time. Some ancient lore of the Shards suggest a being of godlike  
power forcibly split Alara to seize its mana for itself. Some believe it was caused by the titanic battle for the  
fate of Alara, waged by the archangel Asha and the demon Malfegor. But for most, only the dimmest cultural 
memories remain of a richer world that existed before their own.

Whatever the cause of the splitting, one thing is clear: The Shards have become very different places in the 
time since the Sundering. Each plane was all but severed from two of the five colors of mana. The Shard of  
Bant, for example, lost almost all its black and red mana, maintaining only white, blue, and green. This mana  
imbalance has caused the Shards to evolve in wildly distinct directions over the course of thousands of years.  
Now only hints  of  a  common ancestor  plane remain on the five worlds,  and their  environments  and 
denizens could hardly differ more.

In M:tG canon,  Alara's  integrity has  been restored,  making the plane whole  once more.  However,  for  
roleplaying and adventuring purposes, Alara is presented here as if it is still five distinct Shards. Players and 
Storytellers who desire a more canonical Alara may simply alter the information below to suit their needs.

Bant, the Angelic Oligarchy
Without  the  destructive  or  selfish 
impulses  of  red  and  black  mana,  Bant 
has become a world of pervasive peace 
and  prosperity.  Angels  rule  the  realm 
with  benevolence  and  grace  (not  to 
mention  authoritarianism).  Humans 
share  this  shard  with  their  Aven 
(birdfolk) and Rhox (rhinofolk) neighbors. 
Conflict  on  Bant  is  resolved  with 
ritualized  combat,  and  the  virtues  of 
Duty and Honor are the bedrock of the 
peoples of this Shard. Bant is primarily 
White-aligned, with Green and Blue as 
auxiliary colors.
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There are five nations on Bant: the Inner Three (Akrasa, Eos, and Topa), the island nation of Jhess 
and the forested coastal nation of Valeron. The Inner Three nations are primarily White-aligned, with hints 
of Green influence,  while Jhess and Valeron are primarily Blue- and Green-aligned with minor White 
influences.  Besides the subtle mana alignments,  the five nations of Bant,  though distinct and sometimes 
contentious, are essentially the same. Most powerful and culturally influential of these nations is Akrasa, the 
"Sea of Grass" in the Akrasan tongue.

               Jenara, Asura of War
Bantish  society  is  hierarchical,  authoritarian, 
pristine,  militaristic,  and  vainglorious.  The 
nations  of  Bant  implement  a  strict  caste 
system with social mobility based on merit in 
war  and  in  peacetime.  At  the  top  of  the 
social  strata  are the Angels who rule Bant, 
themselves divided into a hierarchy of four 
ranks.

The nominal  ruler  of  Bant  is  the  Supreme 
Queen  of  the  Angels,  the  Archangel 
Asha,  who  left  the  shard  for  unknown 
reasons long ago.  Ruling in Asha's  stead is 
the  Court of Orderly Contemplation, 
which is composed of the Asura, the seven 
highest ranking angels in Bant. Arguably the 
most  powerful  of  the  Asura  is  the  Angel 
Jenara, known as the Asura of War.

Beneath Bant's Asura are the Amesha. The Angels of this ranking represent ideals, such as Honor, Justice, 
Purity, Wisdom, and so forth. Once each year, Akrasa holds a joust for all Bantish knights. The tourney 
rewards the winner with the prized Akrasan Sigil in addition to a kiss from the knight's patron Amesha.

Under  the  Asura  and  Amesha  are  the  two  lesser  rankings  of  Angels  on  Bant:  the  Mahra  and  the 
Celebrants. The Mahra are the footsoldiers, messengers, and heralds of the Asura and Amesha, whose 
orders  they  follow  without  hesitation  or  question.  Lowest  ranking  in  the  Angelic  hierarchy  are  the 
Celebrants, whose duty is to protect the lives and ideals of their Bantish mortal devotees.

Angels lend guidance to mortals, but otherwise they do not directly interfere with their lives. Long ago, 
Bantish Angels were charged by Asha to protect the ideals and well-being of the mortal denizens of Bant 
without interfering in or influencing the politics  of  mortal  society.  Despite the Archangel's  absence,  the 
Angels  of  Bant  are  resolute  in  this  duty.  Due to  the power  and prevalence of  White  mana  and the 
Archangel Asha's magic on Bant, when heroes and heroines on this Shard die, they are reborn as Angels, 
and begin their new lives in service as Celebrants.
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Like their Angelic overseers, mortals on the Shard of Bant also follow a strict caste system. An individuals  
caste on Bant is determined by his or her birth, and is relatively immutable. However, Bantish mortals are 
able to climb higher in social ranking by the acquisition of Sigils. Sigils are magically-imbued medallions that 
are given as rewards for the selfless expression of virtue performed in one's deeds. Sigils are awarded for  
distinguished or notable service in the military, by the Blessed nobility (see below) to those who serve and 
protect them, as prizes to the victors of tourneys and melees, and as tokens of good faith and righteousness

in the eyes of Bant's religious leaders. One of the most prestigious sigils is the Akrasa Sigil, presented to 
the overall victor of the joust at Akrasa's annual tourney.  Those who bear sigils are collectively known as 
The Sigiled, and they are ranked according to their achievements. 

The Sigiled arise from Bant's  Mortar  caste,  the second to lowest  and most populous of Bant's  castes. 
Members  of  the  Mortar  Caste  are  the peasantry,  the  workers,  indentured servants,  merchants,  artisans, 
traders. Only by military service or errantry (and the acquisition of sigils therewith) can Mortars rise above 
their caste. As with the other castes, Mortars are ranked within their caste according to their skills, merits,  
and usefulness to society. The highest ranking Sigiled in Bant at present is Rafiq of the Many,  Grand 
Champion of the Sigils, the son of a Mortar baker in Eos who has risen to prominence due to his 
aptitude for armed combat and peaceful mediation. Rafiq is a perpetual Knight-Errant, sworn to end conflict 
and broker peace wherever he travels.

Beneath the Mortar caste are Bant's lowest ranked and most reviled denizens, the  Unbeholden. These 
outcasts are paupers, thieves, and all types of rogue. Also in this caste are those who reject the caste system 
out  of  hand,  the  demagogues,  rebels,  anti-authoritarians.  Of  Bant's  five  nations,  Jhess  boasts  the  most 
Unbeholden, including the infamous and powerful rogue legend, Gwafa Hazid.

  Doomspeakers of the Skyward Eye
Above the Sigiled  are  the two highest  castes  of 
Bant's  social  structure:  The  Blessed  and  The 
Sighted. The Sighted are Bant's priests and clerics, 
the many religious officials and zealots of the Shard. 
By tradition, the Sighted obey the Blessed nobility, 
but  in  reality  the  Blessed  serve only  the  Angels 
who  oversee  the  Shard.  Each  Order  of  Sighted 
priests  is  dedicated  to  a  different  patron  Angel, 
including  even  the  lowly  Celebrants.  Priestly 
Orders  are  ranked  within  the  Sighted  Caste 
according to the rank of their patron Angel- those 
Orders who serve Asura and Amesha are much 
more prestigious than those who serve Mahra or 
Celebrants. One fanatical group of priests, known as the  Order of the Skyward Eye, has no patron. 
Clerics of this order devote themselves to soothsaying, prophecy, and doomspeaking, and serve no patron 
but foresight, no god but wisdom. The Skyward Eye excels at stirring the public (especially Mortars and 
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Unbeholden) into doing their will, and they exert a great deal of political influence in all five nations of Bant. 
Other religious orders of Bant despise and seek to eradicate the Order of the Skyward Eye, and the Angels  
of Alara seek the same.

Heading up the hierarchy among Bant's mortals are  The Blessed, the families and individuals of noble 
birth. Nobility on Bant is ascribed only upon those families who trace their heritage to the priests who served 
in the non-defunct Order of Asha, the clerical organization that served the Archangel herself. Upon her 
unexplained departure from Alara, Asha released these priests from their servitude and raised them up as 
nobility to govern Bantish society in her absence. The Blessed Caste resembles the English system of peerage 
very closely, except that Bant has no chief monarch such as a Queen or Emperor.

           Rhox Sigiled
Although Bant relies on a rigid caste system based on birth 
and lineage, there is no such hierarchical ranking in terms of 
race  or  sex.  Men and women have equal  opportunity  for 
merit and achievement in Bantish society, and Humans pass 
no judgment on and exert no institutionalized power over the 
Aven (birdfolk) and Rhox (rhinofolk) who also inhabit Bant. In 
fact, of the three humanoid races of Bant, Aven claim more 
positions among the  Blessed than Humans or Rhox, and 
several of the top-ranking Sigiled are Rhox. All three races 
serve  in  clerical  Orders,  and  all  three  claim a  number  of 
Mortars and Unbeholden.

Finally, an important cultural aspect of Bant yet to be discussed are the Leotau. Leotau are the intelligent 
large cats native to the plains of Bant, found in greatest profusion in the "Sea of Grass" plains surrounding 
the city of Akrasa. They are identical to lions except for their powerful hooves. Three species are known to  
exist: the orisil, the mhreva, and the grohm. All three species differ in appearance, most notably in the patterns 
of their fur and the length of their manes. All three leotau species are capable of inbreeding, giving rise to 
innumerable sub-species with great variety in appearance.

The leotau are culturally significant as the favored mount of Bantish knights, sojourners, and sigil-seekers. 
They are loyal companions, fierce in combat and swift as the prairie wind.

Esper, the Hegemony of Etherium
Esper is another of the Shards of Alara. It is primarily Blue-aligned, with White and Black mana as auxiliary  
influences. Esper is an arcane and eldritch place, ruled by the sphinx overlord, Sharuum the Hegemon. 
Sharuum's  children  and  other  sphinx  kin rule  over  Esper  with  unquestioned authority  and  power,  and 
unfathomable knowledge. This Shard is also inhabited by Humans, the small, sentient puppets known as 
Homunculi, and by the mysterious race of brilliant artificers known as Vedalken. The Shard of Esper is most 
notable for its extensive fabrication and use of the magical alloy called Etherium.
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    Sharuum the Hegemon & Human Devotees
Etherium  is  a  magical  æther-infused  alloy 
found  only  on  Esper.  According  to  myth,  it 
was  created  by  the  sphinx  Crucius, 
Sharuum's errant  lover.  However,  as Crucius 
has  been  long  lost,  the  secrets  of  creating 
Etherium  remain  lost  with  him.  Sharuum 
herself  only  knows  how  to  thin  the  alloy, 
stretching her stores as far as possible. In truth, 
the  magically-infused  metal  is  made  of  two 
substances: the red mineral  Sangrite,  which 
is found only on the Shard of Jund, and the 
substance  known  as  Carmot,  which  is  an 
extract of Human blood.

There are two organizations on Esper dedicated to Etherium. The first of these is called The Seekers of 
Carmot. The Seekers exist to pursue the goal their name implies, namely, to rediscover the origin and  
nature of both the substance Carmot and the mineral Sangrite. The zealots of this order possess a tome 
called the Codex Etherium, reputedly written by Crucius. The Seekers scour, study, and meditate upon 
this  tome  in  the  hopes  of  learning  the  true  nature  of  the  two  vital  components  of  Etherium.  This 
organization is made up in equal parts of Humans and Vedalken.

        Vedalken Ethersworn Shieldmage
The  other  major  group  on  Esper  are  known  as  The 
Ethersworn. This group of fanatics is Esper's first and only 
line  of  defense  against  attacks  from  other  Shards.  The 
Ethersworn  are  those  who  seek  to  entirely  replace  their 
biological bodies with synthetic Etherium analogs. In order to 
receive the "honor" of Etherium replacement, initiates must 
pass a series of rigorous tests established by the Hegemon 
and her Court. This ensures that all Ethersworn are brilliant 
in research and in magic, apt in combat, and singlemindedly 
faithful in their devotion to the Hegemon and the Etherium 
Project. When Esper falls under attack, it rarely needs more 
than  the  Ethersworn  to  defend  it.  A  majority  of  the 
Ethersworn are Vedalken, though a fair number are Human. Ultimately, the Ethersworn hope to convert all  
biological life to Etherium analog, as they have done with their own bodies. So too do they aim to reshape  
and recreate Esper, all of Alara's Shards, and all other planes into worlds of sprawling Etherium sculpture.

Although the ongoing Etherium Project is Esper's most intensive endeavor, it is by no means the only pursuit  
on this Shard. Sharuum maintains a Court of Mageocrats, a council of genius mages, who, together with the  
Hegemon and her Sphinxes, strive continually to make inroads into new forms of Blue, Black, and White 
magic. They also continue to develop new artifacts and artifact technologies infused with these three colors.
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One of the more impressive accomplishments of Esper's researchers is the creation of  Infinity Globes. 
These spheres- crafted of Etherium and imbued with powerful Blue magic- allow the user to planeswalk with 
minimal effort and spellcasting, although they only contain enough mana and energy for a single return trip. 
By using Infinity Globes, the Ethersworn and Seekers of Carmot have begun infiltrating other planes in  
search of the components necessary to create Etherium.

The Mageocracy of Esper is strictly hierarchic and authoritarian. Just so, all other aspects of life in Esper  
follow suit, ranking individuals in mundane and magical arts based on their abilities and accomplishments. 
Everything on Esper is observed, measured, controlled. In this way, Esper's political atmosphere is much like  
Bant's.

Among Esper's magically-crafted, artificial landscape, there are a number of important locations. Sharuum the 
Hegemon  holds  her  court  in  the  Arcane  Sanctum.  Attached  to  the  Sanctum  is  the  House  of 
Dialectics,  the philosophical  and eldritch arena in which Esper's  research and riddles  are puzzled out. 
Beneath the Arcane Sanctum, and known only to Sharuum, her most trusted Sphinxes, and a handful of 
Ethersworn, is the Crypt of Knowledge, a necropolis wherein Sharuum and the Sphinxes of Esper study 
the wisdom and counsel of the dead.

Outside the Sanctum Arcanum, there are several  well-known locales on Esper.  The sprawling plains of 
Cloudheath are wreathed in a perpetual storm, in which the Drakes of Cloudheath playfully flit. Other 
semi-natural landforms include the Cliffs of Ot, the Glass Dunes, and Tidehollow.

Grixis, Necropolis of the Traitor King
Grixis is the bleakest, most morbid of Alara's Shards, 
though not the most violent and chaotic. It is primarily 
black-aligned,  with  blue  and  red  as  secondary 
influences. Grixis is foremost a Shard of Undeath. As 
such, it is possible to find undead equivalents of Bant's 
Leotaus,  Esper's  Vedalken,  Jund's  Viashinos,  Naya's 
Elves, and undead Humans and Goblins in Grixis.

Before the Sundering, Grixis was formerly known as 
Vithia, a proud Human kingdom where White and 
Green  mana  flourished.  When  the  Sundering 
occurred, White and Green mana were ripped away 
from Vithia,  but  its  militant  knights  refused to submit.  They remained ever vigilant  in the struggle  to  
maintain Vithia's glory, amidst growing hordes of undead. The once-noble king of Vithia, Sedris, eventually 
gave up hope and submitted to the will of the demons and liches assaulting his kingdom. After performing a 
Dark Ritual and sacrificing his family and advisors to the dark powers, Sedris entered into unlife and became  
Sedris the Traitor King. Those paladins and knights who fought for Vithia then abandoned hope, fleeing 
for the hills with the Vithian word for "traitor"- Grixis- fresh on their lips. And so the Shard gets its name.
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Sedris the Traitor King remains the most powerful liche on Grixis, ruling from his throne of skulls in the 
necropolis called Sedraxis, once the shining capital of lost Vithia. Sedris is aided by his greatest champion, 
the legendary zombie assassin, Thraximundar. In the Vithian tongue, his name means "paints the earth 
red", which he most certainly does.

                         Malfegor
Besides  Sedris  and  Thraximundar,  two  other 
legendary beings of note reside on Grixis. The 
first  is  Malfegor,  an  ancient  and  mighty 
dragon who long ago succumbed to the dark 
powers,  becoming  a  hybrid  Dragon-Demon. 
Malfegor  is  undeniably  the  most  powerful 
being on Grixis, and rules over all parts of the 
Shard except the Human hermitages and the 
Sedraxis  Necropolis.  Aiding  his  master  and 
demonkin  Malfegor  is  the  pitlord  called 
Nefarox,  whose very presence is so horrific 
to behold  that  he causes  sickness  and death 
wherever he treads.

Grixis  features  a  vast  wasteland  known as  the  Dregscape which  is  dominated  by  demons,  horrors, 
necromancers, and all  forms of undead. The few living Humans take shelter in hidden cities known as 
hermitages,  the greatest  and most  free of  which is  called  Torchlight Hermitage.  Mutated Ogres 
known as  incurables dwell high in the mountains alongside Grixian Goblins. And inhabiting the islands 
amidst the Grixian Sea are a vulture-like Aven (birdfolk) people known as the Kathari who serve Malfegor 
as soldiers and pyromancers.

                Lich-Lord of Unx
There are a number of noteworthy locations on Grixis. 
The Boneheaps  are  the  dumping  grounds  of  the 
Kathari, where corpses and  refuse are discarded to be 
reanimated.  The Dregscape is a tremendous swamp 
of  decaying  corpses.  It  covers  the  vast  majority  of 
Grixis.  The Droning Isles  are a series of sandbars 
amid  the  Dregscape  that  are  home  to  the  Grixian 
Banewasp,  a  voracious  species  of  giant  wasp  that 
feeds  on  decaying  flesh  and  parasitizes  the  living. 
Kederekt is a large necropolis where the manors and 
manses of Vithian nobility once stood. These manors 
are  now infested  with  undead.  Unx is  yet  another 
necropolis, best known for the Lich-Lords of Unx (former Vithian nobility turned undead necromancers) 
and the massive skeletal dragon that circles its perimeter. Among these locales are the formerly mentioned 
Sedraxis and the Human hermitage, Torchlight.
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Jund, Darwinian Hellscape
"There is only one way of life in Jund: feed on the weak until you are cut down by something stronger."
     - Joshu of Clan Nel Toth

               Jund
Jund is perhaps the most biodiverse of Alara's Shards. It 
is also the most violent, most chaotic, most unforgiving. 
Jund  is  primarily  abundant  in  Red  mana,  and  is 
influenced  by  Black  and  Green  mana  as  well.  It  is 
inhabited by numerous semi-nomadic tribes of Humans 
and crocodillian Viashino (lizardfolk), mountain dwelling 
Goblins,  and  thousands  of  ravenous  Dragons.  Jund  is 
dominated by the Dragon  Karrthus, known by many 
as the Tyrant of Jund.

Much of Jund's  surface is  spotted with volcanoes and 
lava flows, which provide great advantage to the Shard's 
many Dragons, and act as a constant impediment to the Humans, Goblins, and Viashino of Jund. The 
regions of Jund that aren't plagued with volcanic activity are mostly forested mountains. One exception is  
Varakna, the Shard's single tar swamp. Jund is home to a variety of creatures, including fire elementals,  
crocodiles, wurms, oozes and slimes, fungi and thallids, thrinax (a type of beastly lizard), and giant iguanas. 

Jund is also home to a legendary location, known as  The Bloodhall.  The Bloodhall is the traditional 
meeting place of the humanoid tribes of Jund, the Humans, Goblins, and Viashino. It is a neutral ground, a 
sacred place where no violence is permitted. The Bloodhall is enchanted with powerful magics of protection 
and reinforcement, giving the humanoid races and their many tribes respite from the perpetual Dragon 
attacks they normally suffer. The Bloodhall is used to mediate disputes, establish tribal territory, and to enact 
communal rituals important to all of Jund's humanoid peoples.

Jund  is  unique  in  that  it  is  the  only  plane  in 
existence  known  to  possess  the  red  mineral 
Sangrite.  This mineral is an essential element in 
the  manufacture  of  the  magically-crafted  alloy 
known as  Etherium, which is vital to the culture 
and political power of Esper. Neither the Sphinxes 
of  Esper  nor  the  Dragons  of  Jund  know  the 
importance  or  even relevance  of  sangrite,  as  the 
secrets of etherium fabrication were lost many years 
ago with the disappearance of  the Sphinx wizard 
Crucius.  His  jilted  lover  and  ruler  of  Esper, 
Sharuum, continues the quest for etherium even 
now (see Esper above).
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Naya, the Fecund Wilds
Naya is the most feral and primordial of Alara's Shards. 
It is primarily Green-aligned, with secondary influences 
in White and Green mana.  Naya is  inhabited by a 
number of humanoid races, including Elves, Humans, a 
race of  jaguar-like catfolk called Nacatl,  and canyon-
dwelling Minotaur. Naya is home to wild forests, sacred 
groves,  and  windswept  mountain  meadows.  These 
landforms  buzz  with  life  and  fertility,  and  host  a 
thousand little dramas of the lifecycle every day. Naya 
is home to the greatest diversity of beasts, specifically 
Gargantuans  and  Behemoths,  in  all  Alara.  It  is 
also home to the rampaging,  vigilant  Cerodon.  All 
such colossal beasts are beheld in sacred reverence by 
the Humans and Elves of Naya, as well as some Nacatl 
and Minotaur peoples.

          Progenitus, the Soul of the World
Deep within the heart of the Naya Shard lies an 
ancient but not forgotten god. This deity, known 
both as Progenitus and as  The Soul of the 
World, is an elemental incarnation of the spirit 
of Alara. It appears as a truly colossal Hydra with 
five heads, one for each of the colors of mana. 
The hydra avatar  of  the Soul  of the World is 
capable  of  five  astoundingly  powerful  spells: 
Wildfire,  Earthquake,  Windstorm,  Flood,  and 
Void. Some legends suggest that it is with these 
five spells that Progenitus caused the Sundering, 
having grown bored with creation and seeking to 
remake it. Other myths suggest that Progenitus 
used  these  spells  to  attempt  to  ward  off  the 
outside dark force that caused the Sundering. The 
truth of Progenitus's past is uncertain. What is clear is that the Soul of the World currently slumbers in 
Naya's Valley of the Ancients, feeding on deep mana energies and recuperating until it can arise once 
again in its hydra avatar form.

The Elves of Naya hold vigil in the Valley of the Ancients, speaking with the spirit of the god Progenitus 
through their supreme shaman, the Anima Mayael. Mayael, like all animae before her, underwent a ritual 
to blind her physical eyes. Though her eyes are unseeing, her spiritual eyes see much more than the average 
mortal, allowing her to communicate with the disembodied spirit of Progenitus. 
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INNISTRAD, WORLD OF GOTHIC HORROR
Overview of Innistrad's Culture, Creatures, & Peoples
CULTURE & SOCIETY, AVACYN & GRISELBRAND
(The information presented below is pre-Avacyn Restored Innistrad. This information may be adjusted to suit 
post-Avacyn Restored adventures and campaigns if need be.)

Innistrad is a plane in the multiverse which appears similar to Europe, specifically Germany, in the 18th and 
19th century as presented in Gothic Horror literature. Tricorn hats,  town militias,  Germanic names, and 
idyllic township haunted by countless horrors abound here. The plane is primarily populated by Humans, 
unfortunate townsfolk who live their lives in terror of the plane's hordes of zombies, werewolves, vampires,  
ghosts,  and demons. Life on Innistrad is regulated by the plane's single moon. It drives the seasons, the 
hunting patterns of all Innistrad's creatures, and the agricultural cycles of the Humans.

          Avacyn, Archangel of Hope
Human  society  is  dominated  by  religion,  namely  the 
Church of Avacyn.  Avacyn herself is a beautiful and 
potent  archangel,  created  by  the  vampire  planeswalker 
Sorin Markov to serve as protector of the balance and 
Equilibrium on Innistrad. Her primary purpose is to  insure 
that  the  plane's  many  demons  and  Black-aligned  forces 
don't  overrun  the  plane,  driving  the  Humans-  and, 
consequently-  the  Vampires  extinct.  Avacyn's  eternal 
nemesis is the Archdemon Griselbrand, who conjures 
and leads the demonic forces of Innistrad.

     Griselbrand, Archfiend of Innistrad
Avacyn  and  Griselbrand  have  battled  continually  since 
time immemorial.  In the most recent and most climactic 
battle  of  their  eternal  feud,  Avacyn  attempted  to  force 
Griselbrand into the silver obelisk known as the Helvault 
with  powerful  magic.  Avacyn gained  a  slight  advantage 
over Griselbrand and seized the opportunity, hurling her 
silver  spear  through  Griselbrand's  dark  heart.  However, 
with the last of his strength, Griselbrand ripped free the 
spear and hurled it back at Avacyn, afflicting her with her 
own binding spell  and dragging the Archangel  into the 
Helvault  alongside  her  ancient  foe.  Both  Avacyn  and 
Griselbrand remain imprisoned within the Helvault to this 
day.
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With the disappearance and absence of Avacyn, the harmonious Equilibrium of Innistrad has been abolished. 
The host of angels serving in Avacyn's name kill indiscriminately and in huge numbers. The demons and 
Skirsdag cultists who continue to serve Griselbrand murder, rape, torture, and engage in rituals too ghastly for 
the eyes and ears of commonfolk. The curse that creates werewolves,  lycanthropy, runs rampant and 
unchecked. Zombies, ghosts, and spirits rise from the grave in numbers never before imagined. Vampires  
prey upon humanity as upon cattle, disregarding all reverence for past laws of engagement.

Amidst this chaos and imbalance, two major religious groups (Church of Avacyn, Skirsdag Cult), four vampire 
families (Falkenrath, Markov, Stromkirk, Voldaren), several townships, and multiple werewolf clans all vie for  
various goals and agendas. The following sections shed light on these groups and their aspirations.

CHURCH OF AVACYN, CHURCH HIERARCHY
In Innistrad,  church and state are deeply interwoven;  there is  virtually  no separation of  the two.  Local 
governments rely on the power of the  Church of Avacyn to keep order and maintain public safety. 
Often,  the  rule  of  law is  adjudicated by prelates,  lawyers,  and judges all  ordained by the Church.  All  
education is handled by the Church, although different sects sometimes establish their own schools and 
training grounds. Except for merchants and artisans, all professions are part of the Church. Even merchants 
and artisans are governed by fellowships, which must be sanctioned by the Church.

Faith in the Church of Avacyn actually works, but with varying degrees of success. Recitation of pious words  
in the right combination always results in protective magic, but some days it works better than others, as  
sometimes the evil it's warding against is more powerful than other times. The unreliability of wards and 
blessings has led to disagreements over dogma. Although there is still only one church, sects have emerged 
over disagreements about the propriety and righteousness. The Church's ultimate goal and directive is safety, 
not perfection. Innistradi Humans want to live lives of reasonable safety until their deaths, and afterward 
they want to remain in their graves. Cremation is forbidden by the Church because it is believed to result in  
a restless, angry spirit.

The Church and its adherents uphold no concept of heaven or hell. The humans of Innistrad do not believe 
in a heavenly afterlife to reward their past deeds, and their equivalent of hell is a very literal thing: there are  
tangible cracks in the ground wherein demons dwell, and zombification, vampirism, and lycanthropy are as 
common  as  fleas.  If  Avacyn  were  present,  she  would  serve  to  mitigate  the  plane's  dark  forces.  Her 
entrapment in the Helvault allows the terrifying and maleficent forces of Innistrad to flourish.

Like most militant, theocratic organizations, the Church of Avacyn maintains a rigid hierarchy. Avacyn herself  
is  the ultimate head of  the Church.  Beneath the Archangel,  the  hierarchy is  divided into three strata:  
Angelic Flights, Human Clergy beneath the angels, and Cathars beneath them. Following below are 
descriptions of each of these strata.

Serving the Archangel herself are  Avacyn's Host, an elite flight of battle-seraphs who excel at slaying 
demons and banishing the undead. Just under the angels of the Host, and all on equal footing with one 
another are the Flight of Goldnight, Flight Alabaster, and the Flight of Herons. Each of these 
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squadrons of angelic warriors acts as patron to a particular moon-phase or season and a particular realm of  
magic.

The Flight of Goldnight is associated with the sun, in contrast with Avacyn herself who is a moon deity. 
Once a year during the Harvest Moon season, Innistrad's sun doesn't fall below the horizon for two full  
days; during this time the moon isn't visible. Known as the Feast of Goldnight, this is the holiest day for 
the humans of Innistrad. It is the time when Avacynian enchantments are strongest throughout the plane. 
The angels of the Flight of Goldnight practice mainly enchanting and disenchanting.

Flight Alabaster  personifies the  Blessed Sleep and is associated with the season of the  Hunter's 
Moon. They practice magic that wards against the desecration of the dead, and actively work to dispel  
necromancy.

The Flight of Herons are the angels of birth and purity and are associated with the New Moon. Their 
magic is said to ward humans against harm in life (as opposed to the Alabaster host, which wards against 
harm in death).

        Mikaeus the Lunarch
Falling under the angels in the Church's power structure are the 
Clergy,  the  Human  administers  of  the  faith.  Heading  the 
entire  Church  body  is  Mikaeus,  the  Lunarch.  Like  all 
Lunarchs before him, Mikaeus is the most pious, most devout, 
and most educated and skilled of Avacyn's disciples. He longs to 
discover  a  method  to  free  Avacyn,  bring  the  Church  into 
renown once again, and destroy the Skirsdag Cult.

Serving the Lunarch are the Avacynian Bishops, a council 
of  Church officials  who reside  in the Cathedral  at  Thraben. 
They act as the government of the Church.  Mayors, called 
Elders  in some congregations,  are  elected by their  townships  and serve in  various administrative  and 
religious  functions.  They  answer  to  the  Bishops,  and  often  confer  with  local  priests.  Priests  oversee 
individual chapters of the Church, seeing to the needs of parishioners and weaving various spells of warding, 
protection, and enchanting. Lowliest of the clergy are the Monks,  itinerant priests who spread Avacynian 
dogma wherever they trek. Some monks are sanctioned by the church to seek out the lost and isolate. Many 
others are fanatics who have broken with tradition and preach strange and heretical gospels.

Two specially ranked types of Clergy are the Lunarsmiths and the Runechanters, each performing a 
vital magical function within the Church. Lunarsmiths are talented blacksmiths and silversmiths who forge 
weapons and armor  with  strong enchantments.  Silversmiths  are  especially  revered for  their  aptitude in 
crafting  weapons  capable  of  slaughtering  werewolves  and  spirits.  Runechanters  specialize  in  engraving 
blessings on material objects, both mundane and military. They inscribe sacred wards on everything from 
axes to children's toys. The best runechanters can write in such minuscule hand that hundreds of these 
blessings can be squeezed into very small spaces. Runechanters and Lunarsmiths often work together.
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                  Elite Inquisitor
Dutifully  and  tirelessly  serving  the  Clergy  are  the 
militant orders of the Church, known as Cathars. Like 
the Clergy, Cathars are divided into a number of sub-
categories,  each providing a different  function within 
the  ranks.  Cathars  are  trained  on  the  Elgaud 
Grounds  in the city  Nephalia. The typical Cathar 
wears chainmail  or plate and bears a longsword and 
parrying blade into battle. One of the Church's more 
intimidating  military  forces  is  known  as  the 
Gryffbond Order. The "Gryff-Knights" are paladins 
dedicated to aerial mounted combat. Gryff-Knights are 
paired with their gryff companions until one of the pair 
dies.  Another  major  Cathar  force  is  the  Order  of 
Inquisitors, highly skilled warrior-priests who excel at dealing with vampires and demons. The bulk of the 
Avacynian Cathar force is made up of  Parish Blades, trained parishioner militiamen and women who 
assemble whenever they are called to arms.

THE SKIRSDAG CULT                        Skirsdag High Priest
Opposing the Church of Avacyn are the acolytes and 
priests in the service of Griselbrand, known collectively 
as the Skirsdag Cult, or simply as the Skirsdag. This 
cult  of  demon  worship  has  its  roots  in  several  of 
Innistrad's sacrifice cults, and has changed and evolved 
throughout  the  ages as  various  demonic  forces  have 
risen to and fallen from power. When Griselbrand rose 
to prominence and subdued all his rivals, the Skirsdag 
swore themselves to his service.

This cult has its base in the city of Thraben, the city 
where the Church of Avacyn is strongest. Due to the 
prominence and influence of the Church, the Skirsdag are strictly a secret fellowship, never speaking or 
acting  openly,  at  least  within  civilized  settlements.  As  such,  the  Cult  has  infiltrators  and  agents  in  all 
segments of society and all levels of power within the government and Church. 

This organization is actively working to subvert and undermine all religious, political, and social authority of 
the Church of Avacyn. Perhaps their most important goal, however, is their ongoing quest to discover a 
means to free Griselbrand from the Helvault without also releasing Avacyn. The Skirsdag are relentless in 
pursuit  of  both  these  aims,  and are  willing  to  commit  any act,  no  matter  how heinous or  ghastly,  to 
accomplish  these goals. The rituals of the Skirsdag are especially foul because they believe in the magical  
potential stored within the young, and thus engage in frequent sacrificial rites involving infants and children.
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VAMPIRE FAMILIES OF INNISTRAD
Innistrad is a plane prolific in vampirism. Vampires of this plane originated thousands of years ago in a 
bloodmagic ritual involving Edgar Markov, progenitor of the Markov bloodline/family. From this forgotten 
ritual, twelve vampire bloodlines/families arose. Of these, three are no extinct. Of the nine family bloodlines 
that remain in Innistrad, five are relatively minor and have little influence in the world at large. The four 
major familial bloodlines that remain are: Falkenrath, Markov, Stromkirk, and Voldaren.

Innistrad's vampires see their human quarry as a shepherd sees his flock, in need of constant protection by 
existing only to serve the needs and appetites of the master. As such, Innistradi vampires protect humans 
from ghouls, werewolves, demons, and other malign forces only to prey upon them or sire them at a whim. 
Vampires of this plane despise werewolves, due to ancient rivalries and differences in mana alignments.

                       Falkenrath Marauders
The Falkenrath Bloodline, concentrated most heavily 
in the province of Stensia. traces its origin to a famous 
falconer,  hence  their  name  "Falcon's  Wrath".  Just  so, 
vampires  of  the  Falkenrath family are known as  swift, 
keen-eyed,  far-reaching  predators.  Falkenrath  vampires 
are the boldest in walking among humans, taking great 
pleasure  in  choosing victims  from deep within  human 
communities  that  consider  themselves  safe.  Falkenrath 
vampires are more likely to master powers of flight than 
those of other lines, and particularly powerful Falkenrath 
sprout physical wings. Many Falkenrath vampires revel in 
the  spilling  of  blood  for  sport  and  humor,  killing  for 
enjoyment and not necessarily for sustenance. Falkenrath 
vampires tend to be Red/Black-aligned.

     Sorin Markov, vampire planeswalker
Vampires  of  the  Markov  Bloodline are  aesthetes, 
connoisseurs, and cuisines.  They appreciate art,  fashion, 
etiquette,  and  "wine  of  the  vein",  preying  only  upon 
well-bred, wealthy humans, and siring artists, performers, 
and  aristocrats.  Like  the  Falkenrath  line,  the  Markov 
family is most heavily concentrated in the province called 
Stensia. The most notable member of this bloodline is the 
Black/White-aligned  planeswalker,  Sorin  Markov, 
creator  of  the  Archangel  Avacyn.  Like  his  angelic 
creation, Sorin is a primary protector of Innistrad. Markov 
vampires  tend  to  be  Black/White  aligned,  and  often 
master powers of seduction, charm, and lifelink, an ability 
allowing them to drain the youth and beauty from their 
victims and transfer it to themselves.
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     Stromkirk Noble walking among his subjects
Unwilling  to  take  part  in  the  machinations  of 
Stensian  vampires,  those  of  the  Stromkirk 
Bloodline chose  to  concentrate  their  power  in 
the city of Drunau in Nephalia province instead. 
This is also due in part to Stromkirk's progenitor, 
Runo Stromkirk, who in life was a high priest of 
a pre-Avacynian god of the sea. Stromkirk vampires 
all share an affinity with the coast and the sea, as 
evidenced  by  Nephalia's  culture  and  industry. 
Stromkirk vampires are all resistant to water blessed 
by  Avacynian  magic,  and  have  some sway  over 
beasts  of  the  sea  and  even  riverine  creatures. 
Stromkirk elders master the power of transforming 
themselves  into  mist.  The  Stromkirk  are  skilled 
warriors and sentries, insuring the industrious human laborers and artisans of their cities are protected against 
Innistrad's horrors. Stromkirk vampires are usually Black/Red-aligned, often with Blue influences.

           Olivia Voldaren, vampire Queen
The  Voldaren Bloodline  is  easily  Innistrad's 
most sadistic and animalistic lineage. Vampires of 
this  line  all  learn  abilities  of  transformation, 
allowing them to morph into small mammals and 
bats.  Voldaren  also  learn  to  communicate  with 
creatures considered "vermin", allowing them to 
talk with and issue commands to rats, mice, bats, 
cats, and sometimes dogs. Voldaren vampires are 
usually Black/Red-aligned. The Voldaren family is 
led by  Olivia Voldaren,  a vampire queen of 
unparalleled beauty and cruelty. She is responsible 
for the disturbing three-day holiday known as the 
Court  of  the Vampire King/Queen. was 
invented  by  Olivia  Voldaren.  In  this  ritual,  a 
human is targeted, kidnapped, and brought to a 
large vampire estate or castle, where they serve 
as  "King/Queen  of  the  Vampires"  for  the 
duration of the event. The mock monarch- always utterly terrified, of course- is served the best food and 
drink and is theatrically supplicated. The vampiric subjects will follow any order the king or queen issues,  
except any attempt or request to escape the situation. After three days have elapsed, the king or queen is 
brutally slaughtered all present share in a blood-feast.
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WEREWOLVES
Werewolves-  those  cursed  with  the 
mysterious  malady  known  as  lycanthropy- 
prowl much of Innistrad, but they are most 
prevalent  in  the  province  of  Kessig. 
Werewolves  are  Humans  who  transform 
into wolf-like beings during the full moon, or 
when powerful moon-magics are performed. 
They  prey  on  Humans  and  non-Human 
animals  alike.  Innistrad's  werewolves  are 
typically Green, Red, or Green/Red-aligned, 
although certainly aberrations do exist.

The  Season of the  Hunter's Moon is 
considered to be the time when werewolves 
are  the  strongest  and  most  active.  Since 
there are more humans hunting and traveling in the woods during these months, werewolf attacks are more 
prevalent. Innistrad's Humans believe the attacks have something to do with the season itself, although there 
are no more werewolves at this time than any other time of year. A dedicated body of Church Cathar's exist 
to track down and slay werewolves. These singleminded zealots are known as Hunters.

Werewolves on Innistrad live and hunt in groups known as  Howlpacks. There are a number of well-
known Howlpacks:  Mondronen Howlpack, Leeraug Howlpack, Krallenhorde Howlpack,  the 
Wildblood Pack, the  Ulvenwald Primordials, and the  Howlpack of Estwald. Werewolf packs 
follow a flexible and ever-changing hierarchy like that of wolf packs, and each is led by a  Howlpack 
Alpha,  typically  the  fiercest,  most  experienced  member  of  the  pack.  For  example,  the  Krallenhorde 
Howlpack  is  led  by  Alpha  Ulrich,  the  Leeraug  Howlpack  is  led  by  Alpha  Skaharra,  and  the 
Mondronen Howlpack is led by Alpha Tovolar.

Most unique among these groups is the Mondronen Howlpack, and most unique among Alphas is Tovolar. 
Tovolar  is  known  to  never  shift  back  into  Human  form.  This  is  perhaps  due  to  the  odd  form  of 
Bloodmagic his pack perform, a type of magic that is unknown and strange to all other werewolves. It is  
for these reasons that Mondronen Howlpack and Alpha Tovolar are the most powerful, feared, and respected 
werewolves on Innistrad.

With the ability to transform into a humanoid wolf comes a number of other powers and advantages.  
Innistrad's werewolves are all capable of communication with non-human animals, most especially wolves,  
foxes, and wild and domestic dogs. Werewolves are also ultra-attuned to wild nature, spending much of their  
time in the wilderness outside of settlements and cities, and devoting much of their effort to reclaiming and 
healing the damaged woodlands of Innistrad.
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Some werewolves are so close to their wolf kin that inbreeding has been known to occur. The spawn of 
these unions are known as  Immerwolves, and they serve as bonds and connections between Human 
werewolves and wild wolves. They are among Innistrad's most aggressive, most feral species.

Werewolves maintain an ongoing, centuries-long feud with Innistrad's vampires, due to a number of factors.  
Ideologically, werewolves are almost universally aligned with the forces of feral nature, wildness, wilderness,  
fecundity,  community.  Vampires,  conversely,  tend toward Black-aligned ideologies  and action:  selfishness, 
conquest, acquisition, domination, destruction, slavery. More broadly, vampires tend toward ethical "evil" while 
werewolves are more ethically "neutral", concerned less with the moral existence of humanity and more with 
the survival of the cycle of life and death as a whole. Many werewolves also view vampires as a twisted 
abomination of the civilized Human's ideals and aspirations, whereas they see themselves as extensions of  
humanity's underlying, internalized wildness. Besides vampires, werewolves also despise the undead, demons, 
disembodied spirits and ghosts, and other bastardizations of the life and death cycle.

Unlike the various vampire Bloodlines, werewolf Howlpacks are not necessarily separated and divided by 
ideology and methodology. Rather, they are primarily divided due to territory, location, and the habitation of 
their Human counterparts. Innistrad's vampires may be  disparate in their actions and approaches, but this 
plane's werewolves are almost all united in belief, ideology, and desire.

WOLFIR
A select  few werewolves have "repented" their curse 
and subsequent actions in the eyes of the Church of 
Avacyn.  These  devout  Avacynian  werewolves  are 
known  as  Wolfir.  These  Human  werewolves  who 
pledge themselves  to the Church and who swear to 
become  protectors  of  humanity  are  blessed  and 
transmuted  with  Avacyn's  magic,  welding  their  two 
halves into a single wolf-like humanoid creature,  and 
preventing them from changing with the moon cycle. 
Wolfir  are  almost  all  Green/White-aligned,  believing 
both in the sacredness of the wild and the righteousness 
of the Church of Avacyn and Avacyn herself.

Because of their  propensity toward White mana (sanctity, pacifism, control), wolfir typically disagree with 
werewolves, most of whom are in tune with Red mana (destruction, violence, bloodshed, freedom). This is  
not to say that all wolfir battle with all werewolves, as this is certainly not true. However, werewolves and  
their wolfir cousins are most certainly separate and disparate in their beliefs, ideals, and actions, and they 
absolutely have conflict from time to time.
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Gavony Province, Avacynian Safe Haven
Gavony is the province of Innistrad where the human population remains strongest 
and most secure, sheltered behind the high walls of its greatest city, Thraben. Thraben 
is the most populous and most civilized province in all Innistrad.

THRABEN
The  City of Thraben,  largest city on the plane of Innistrad, is a stronghold of 
Human resistance to the increasing hordes of demonic unlife. It lies on the northern 
edge of the province of Gavony, sitting atop a massive mesa in the middle of the 
Lake of Herons, a long body of water that flows around Gavony and over an 
enormous waterfall. The eastern tip of the rock juts out over the waterfall itself, and it 
is on this dramatic pinnacle that the Cathedral of Avacyn stands. 

                 City of Thraben
Thraben is the largest walled city in Innistrad, although 
parts of Nephalia's seaports are more densely populated. 
It's the seat of the Avacynian Church, built as a city of 
walls and various bulwarks designed to keep supernatural 
threats at bay. While smaller settlements are constantly 
under siege by monsters, the inner parts of Thraben and 
the  Cathedral  are  the  safest  areas  in  Innistrad,  which 
sometimes  gives  the  bishops  of  the  church  a  skewed 
perspective on how dangerous the world outside really is.

Thraben's  population  is  mainly  clergy,  merchants,  and 
artisans. With the church's influence, the city maintains a high standard of cleanliness and order. There is a  
standing militia and the church pays a host of workers to keep the streets swept, the public gardens and grafs  
tended, and the riffraff off the street. Begging is strictly prohibited, and there is a street curfew enforced by 
the militia.  Several  alms houses exist  just  outside the main walls  of  Thraben,  and the church regularly  
sponsors  "caravans"  to  take  the  needy  to  the  sea  ports,  where  they  will  ostensibly  be  able  to  find 
employment or trade work more easily.

The Walls of Thraben are a complex system of bulwarks and defense lines. There are still remnants of 
older walls which have crumbled and lost their effectiveness. But even the old walls demarcate the city into  
sections,  some which have a  penal  or  ceremonial  function.  The  Outer Wall  is  the main defense  of 
Thraben, a thick, high wall that rings the perimeter of the city. The church has approved the expansion of 
the wall several times to keep the city from getting too crowded. The Merchant's Wall is a complex of 
fellowship halls that forms a substantial market square. This is the center of commerce in Thraben. The 
Child's Wall is the inner wall that surrounds the grounds of the Old Cathedral. Nearly as strong and tall  
as the outer wall, the Child's Wall has not been altered in ages. It is inscribed with the names of every child 
born in Innistrad. Many parents make a pilgrimage to the wall in the year after their child's birth, believing 
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that having their child's name written on the wall will give that child reasonable protection. The Fang Wall 
is a grisly sight. Werewolves who are caught are executed in front of this wall, their fangs removed and 
shoved between the crevices of the stones. Finally, the Bloodless Wall acts in a similarly capacity. When 
vampires are caught,  they are chained to this  wall  and left to starve to death,  their desiccated corpses 
hanging as reminders of their "sin".

CATHEDRAL OF AYACYN
Within the City of Thraben, Province of Gavony, one can find the Cathedral of Avacyn. This is the 
highest  and most  prestigious place  of  worship  within the Avacynian faith.  Here,  the  Lunarch Mikaeus 
presides. In the courtyards behind the Cathedral, one can find two locations of tremendous import: the Tree 
of Redemption and The Helvault.

TREE OF REDEMPTION        Tree of Redemption & Helvault
The  Tree  of  Redemption  is  the  tree  upon  which 
sinners, heretics, and other "evildoers" are hanged. By 
the  act  of  their  hanging,  their  souls  are  considered 
abdicated,  and the are  redeemed,  hence the Tree of 
Redemption. Behind the Tree of Redemption, swaying 
on  the  cliffs  behind  Thraben,  sits  the  monumental 
Helvault.

THE HELVAULT 
The Helvault is a huge silver mass that stands at the 
precipice  inside  the  courtyard  of  the  Cathedral  of 
Avacyn in the city of Thraben. Its surface is rough and 
unrefined, and thin veins of dark mortar branch across 
its surface. It is said to be made of the single Moon of 
Innistrad, though the truth of its origin its impossible to 
determine. The Helvault is a magical obelisk, capable of 
generating  and  containing  unfathomably  powerful 
magic.  It  is  currently the magical  prison of  both the 
Archangel  Avacyn  and  her  nemesis  the  Archfiend 
Griselbrand.
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NEARHEATH
Within a few miles south of Thraben's walls,  there are several medium-sized towns. This area is called 
Nearheath and is inhabited mainly by artisans and farmers. Being so close to Thraben affords a good deal  
of protection to these towns. Most have fortifications or walls in case of a ghoul attack or some other threat, 
but there are many outlying farms as well. Nearheath is composed of several parishes, including: Videns, a 
region of vineyards and rolling hills with small castles with walled estates; Wittal, a thickly forested area of 
Gavony replete with Skahara's Leeraug Howlpack; and Effalen, the rockiest area of Gavony, haunted by a 
playful, vicious group of vampires.

The two main villages in Nearheath are Estwald and Hanweir. Estwald is the center of woodworking in 
Gavony and part of the Wittal Parish. Hanweir is the agricultural jewel of Gavony. Hanweir is the site of  
the largest open-air market, the place where livestock are traded and trappers from Kessig bring their wares.  
Hanweir is in Videns Parish, and the River Kirch runs through the village, making it a bustling port where 
goods are brought in from the other provinces before being transported up to Thraben by horse and cart.

Beyond the Nearheath is the dangerous and desolate Moorland.

MOORLAND
Moorland,  beyond  the  Nearheath,  is  a  vast 
parish  of  Gavony  with  relatively  few  human 
inhabitants.  This has always been Gavony's most 
desolate region, filled with werewolves, ghouls, and 
wandering  ghosts.  There  are  few  trees  in  the 
Moorland and the ground is covered with coarse 
grass, bracken, violet heather, boulders and standing 
rocks.  Moorland is  shrouded in a  perpetual  mist. 
The region is famed for its ghostly inhabitants, and 
travelers from all other provinces fear to tread here 
thanks  to  the  ghouls  and  geists  haunting  the 
region.

This region is home to the sibling necromancers Geralf and Gisa, relatives of the Lunarch Mikaeus who 
were cast out from Thraben in a hushed scandal. These two nefarious twins are engaged in an ongoing 
necromantic war with one another, each of them vying for supremacy in the arts of toying with the dead.  
Geralf is a Blue-aligned  Stitcher, cobbling together various piecemeal zombies and undead in whatever 
chaotic new arrangements please him. His twin sister Gisa is a traditional Black-aligned necromancer who  
simply resurrects the dead as she sees fit. In an attempt to win the war in one stroke, Geralf created the  
legendary zombie warrior, Grim-grim, Corpseborn, to slay his sister and end the conflict for good.

The war between Geralf and Gisa has left the Moorland even more uninhabited than it was prior to their 
conflict. Most of the Moorland's Human denizens have fled to Thraben to seek sanctuary from the twins'  
madness.
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Kessig, the Wolf Run
Kessig  is  a  wide and voluminous wooded province  on the  interior  of  Innistrad,  a 
province in a perpetual autumn. Deep forests reign here, and wolves and werewolves 
run free.  The few Human townships  that  exist  here are primarily  agricultural  and 
pastoral, struggling to eke out an existence amidst the province's many predators.

Socially,  Kessig  is  an  interesting  province.  The  townships  within  this  province  are 
plagued  by  werewolf  activity,  and  as  such,  the  Elders  of  these  communities  have 
decreed that all wolves and potential werewolves be confined in cages and executed. In 
response to this reactionary paranoia, certain radical members of Kessig's communities 
have pledged themselves to free all imprisoned werewolves and wolves. These well-
intentioned, ideological warriors call themselves  the  Kessig Cagebreakers.  They 
reason that werewolves are far more likely to attack their townships if their leaders have imprisoned wolves 
and potential werewolves. The Cagebreakers are the 'Animal Liberation Front" of their age.

             Kessig Cagebreakers
Kessig  is  also  home  to  a  faction  known  as  The 
Malcontents, a revolutionary cell of anarchists who 
despise  Avacyn,  Thraben,  and  other  civilized 
settlements.  This  group  is  adamant  in  opposing 
civilization and the stationary, agricultural way of life. 
They  support  and  act  to  advance  wildness  and 
freedom, allying themselves with werewolves and the 
forest,  and,  appropriately  enough,  surviving  every 
werewolf  attack  on  their  townships.  The  Elders  and 
parishioners  of  Thraben's  other settlements see these 
radicals as traitors, and actively seek to destroy cells of 
The Malcontents. The werewolves of Innistrad, along 
with other Green-aligned forces, see The Malcontents 
as powerful allies.

Nephalia, the Mist-Shrouded
This  coastal  province  is  home  to  a  number  of  port  towns,  and  is  far  and  away  Innistrad's  foremost 
commercial  province.  Nephalia  is  populated mainly by humans,  geists,  and vampires,  all  of  whom seek 
business, secrets, and solitude. The province's silver sand beaches, punctuated with rocky promontories and 
sea caves, afford easiest access to its fog-shrouded ocean. Merchant caravans depart Nephalia on a daily  
basis, and unscrupulous alchemists and necromancers traffic with sinister items in the underground market of  
this Province. Many coastal cities of Nephalia are subject to the Nebelgast, the salty mist that rises and 
falls with the tide, leading hordes of geists from countless shipwrecks.
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The foremost city in Nephalia is  Drunau, where the Stromkirk Bloodline of vampires- directed by their 
progenitor, Runo Stromkirk- administer the city. The Stromkirk ancestral manor lies within this city, and many 
of Stromkirk's most powerful vampire-lords reside here.

Drunau is also home to an organization known as The Fauchard. This group of militant Human hunters is 
devoted to destroying the Stromkirk hegemony, and more broadly to destroy all undead. Runo Stromkirk 
tolerates the existence of The Fauchard to a certain extent,  because they inadvertently eliminate rogue  
vampires and younglings with no control over their powers. When The Fauchard become to ambitious, 
Runo and his Bloodline strike back with unrestrained fervor and brutality, knocking this organization down a 
notch.

Nephalia's  most  profitable  and  productive  industry  is  her  lumber  trade.  This  is  due  to  the  Stromkirk 
Bloodline's persistent fear of being staked, a fear which has led to the mass deforestation of the Province  
Nephalia.  Drunau is  built  almost  entirely of mahogany structures,  and the other provinces of  Innistrad, 
especially Thraben, are all too familiar with the forest products of Nephalia.

Stensia, the Land of Blood
The province of Stensia is Innistrad's darkest, most sinister, and most unexplored and legendary province. Its  
valleys range from sheep-grazed pasture to swampland where dead conifers slowly sink. Its wooded lands, 
crossed by a dense fog, glow dark green, purple and gray. Its indigo and black mountains disappear in the 
clouds. In Stensia, the sun never seems to penetrate the ever-present clouds.

The powers that govern Stensia are two vampiric bloodlines, namely the Falkenrath and Markov families.  
The chain of mountains of Peak Geier dominate the province, separating the valleys from each other and 
making them easier to monitor and control for the vampiric overlords. The Humans of Stensia have an 
irrational loyalty toward their home, but strictly speaking, they have few options, being trapped as they are in 
the narrow mountain passes of the province.

Geographically, Stensia is composed of seven major parts:  Ziel Pass, Hofsaddel and Needle's Eye, 
Getander Pass and Kruin's Pass, the Outland Valleys and the Inland Valleys, The Farbogs, 
and Ashmouth.

ZIEL PASS
Only one pass crosses the final zig-zag of the Geier. Ziel Pass is the only way to reach the sea from Stensia's  
inland valleys. The cliffs at the end of Ziel Pass descend for 1,600 feet, and the only way to get to the 
churning waters is to jump, or to trek by foot or mule down a treacherous path of endless switchbacks  
plagued by the geists and spirits.

HOFSADDEL & NEEDLE'S EYE
These two passes connect the inland valleys to the outland passes. Hofsaddel is a wide and well-trodden 
pass, a pass that the vampires leave alone. Needle's Eye, however, is a narrow, treacherous, and deadly path 
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because of the presence of vengeful geists on the route as well as its proximity to Ashmouth and its devils. 
Humans will take the Needle's Eye path only in the event of emergencies in the neighboring valleys. 

GETANDER PASS & KRUIN PASS
Two passes lead from the adjacent provinces into Stensia. The pass from Kessig is Getander, a long, zig-
zagging route watched by the rapacious Falkenrath vampires. Gavony must use the Kruin Pass, which is 
just as long and monitored by the opulent Markov vampires.

OUTLAND VALLEY
The outer valley is divided into eight pieces by terrain, three of which are noteworthy: the human village of 
Shadowgrange,  the  abandoned  Maurer Estate,  and the human rancher  community  of  Lammas. 
Shadowgrange and Lammas are strange places populated by humans that are fiercely passionate about their  
lifestyles but also paranoid and fearful. Few other humans of Innistrad ever see these distant places.

INLAND VALLEY
The inland valley houses two significant human communities with a prominent vampire holding: Silbern, a 
tiny  stone  watchtower  manned  by  fatalistic  Cathars  and  surrounded  by  several  family  farms,  and 
Wollebank, a large village of shepherds and their families. Wollebank is also home to a Markov Manor, an 
estate that towers over the province. Markov Manor is the home of Edgar Markov, grandfather of the 
planeswalker Sorin.

THE FARBOGS
Twin bogs, one in the inland valley and one in the outland, blanket the center of Stensia. Both were once 
groves of pines, but those trees now sink into the peat muck at odd angles, creating a tangle of dead trunks. 
The peripheries of both bogs are home to ancient grafs, and as the graves dissolve into the slime, geists  
proliferate. A few ghouls wander here as well, most of them products of the young, self-taught ghoulcaller 
Rinelda Smit, an irresponsible teenager trying to make her mark on Stensia by creating her own force of 
beings to defend against vampire attacks.

ASHMOUTH      Demon Lord of Ashmouth
The demonic gateway known as Ashmouth lies between the 
Hofsaddel  and  Needle's  Eye  passes  in  the  Geier  Reach. 
Ashmouth is a huge chasm that glows with magma from 
below.  Smog and  ash  rise  from it,  mixing  with  the  dark 
clouds above. Ashmouth is an infernal gateway, and perhaps 
the  most  important  such  gateway  in  all  Innistrad.  The 
demon  Shilgengar emerged  from  this  pit,  which  also 
spews out demons at an incomprehensible rate. Closing the 
Ashmouth  is  one  of  the  Church  of  Avacyn's  secondary 
goals.
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KAMIGAWA, THE FEUDAL PLANE
Overview & Brief History of Kamigawa
KAMI & THE KAMI WAR
This plane, reminiscent of sengoku-era Japan, contains two symbiotic worlds. One is the Utsushiyo, the 
material realm of mortals, and the other is the Kakuriyo, the realm of the Kami (animistic spirit-gods). For 
many hundreds of years, Kamigawa's denizens peacefully worshiped the spirits inherent in everything- spirits  
of sacred places, objects, and ideas.

Each of these Kami was a divinity, and the way to happiness was to honor the kami and live by their ways. 
The inhabitants of Kamigawa were content with this life of devotion. Then the unimaginable happened: their 
gods turned on them. Slowly at first, kami began to take form in the material world. Some scholars believed 
the kami were delivering a message or a warning. But their appearance was so alien, so surreal, that no 
meaning could be discerned.

At that time, the plane's most powerful warlord, the daimyo Takeshi Konda, ruled over the Towabara 
Plains from his stronghold, Eiganjo Castle. But even as his armies and samurai secured more territory in 
Konda's name, the kami manifested in ever-greater numbers.

Then came a night that changed Kamigawa forever. A few miles from Eiganjo Castle, the kami set upon the 
town of Reito. Scores of spirit-world monstrosities swept through the town, killing nearly every living thing. 
Hundreds were slain; few survived. The Kami War had begun.

Over the next twenty years, spirits of every shape and size would descend on the plains, ravage everything 
in their path, then inexplicably stop just short of Eiganjo. Throughout this spirit-world siege, Konda remained 
within his stronghold, mysteriously safe from harm.

Kamigawa's people were left to wonder why the kami betrayed them even as they fought for survival.  
What had they done wrong? How could they discover why the kami were so angry? And what happens  
when a world must kill its own gods to survive?

In truth, it was the proud daimyo Konda who began the war. With aid from Soratami (moonfolk) allies,  
Konda kidnapped a kami to secure his own power and immortality. This outraged the great  O-Kagachi, 
the kami of all things (god of the gods). Its ire began a struggle that would take countless lives.

Samurai retainers and other mortals who fought and died in the Kami War died honorably, but they were 
dead all the same. Not so for the Kami involved. The spirit-gods of Kamigawa were quite capable of creating  
new physical avatars of themselves, and of reincarnating and manifesting in new forms when they fell in 
battle. This made the Kami War a perpetual war of loss and attrition for the mortal combatants, making 
victory in the Kami War impossible to achieve.
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Konda was ultimately defeated by the combined efforts of his daughter,  Michiko Konda, and the Kami 
that he stole, alternately known as That Which Was Taken and later  Kyodai. Kyodai, whose name 
means "sister", is magically bound to Michiko Konda, whose birth heralded Takeshi Konda's theft of the  
Kami. Once Takeshi was defeated, the Kami Kyodai allied with Michiko, who had been instrumental in the  
defeat of her father and the release of Kyodai. These two, Michiko and Kyodai, now act as the wardens and 
protectors of the plane Kamigawa. Michiko oversees and protects the mortal realm (utsushiyo) while Kyodai  
protects and defends the spirit world (kakuriyo).

PRESENT-DAY KAMIGAWA, AFTERMATH OF THE KAMI WAR
The largest change to emerge from the Kami War is increased safeguards to both the mortal and spirit  
worlds, insuring less intrusion of each into the other. Besides these safeguards, Kamigawa's inhabitants mostly 
returned to the lifeways they pursued for time immemorial when the war concluded.

Contemporary Kamigawa is remarkably similar to feudal Japan, in terms of culture, politics, language, and 
religion. However, on Kamigawa (unlike Japan) there is no denying or doubting the existence of Kami (spirit-
gods) and the many creatures of Shinto mythology live alongside Kamigawa's Human denizens.

Kamigawa's races break the traditional high-fantasy mold. There are no Elves, Dwarves, or Orcs, on this 
plane. Rather, a number of humanoid races taken directly from Shinto mythology live out there lives on 
Kamigawa. Humans are the most diverse race on this plane, though not necessarily the most populous or 
most powerful. All of Kamigawa's Humans appear physically Japanese or East Asian.

Besides Humans, there are six major humanoid races on Kamigawa. These are:  Akki (goblins),  Kitsune-
bito (foxfolk),  Nezumi-bito  (ratfolk),  O-bakemono (ogres),  Orochi-bito  (snakefolk), and Soratami 
("moonfolk"). Akki are typically Red-aligned mischief makers and feral rebels. Kitsune are a sleek, humanoid 
fox people who tend toward White Mana. Nezumi are Kamigawa's humanoid rodents, rat and mice people, 
who tend to be Black-aligned. Bakemono are the ogres of this plane, large, powerful, and typically skilled in 
various  Black and Red magics.  Orochi  are the forest-dwelling,  humanoid snake clans who usually  lean 
toward Green alignment. And strangest of all are the Soratami- the "moonfolk"- who are a race of pale,  
rabbit-like humanoids with long, floppy ears. They dwell within floating palaces and devote themselves to  
the higher magics. Most Soratami tend to be Blue-aligned, and are typically indifferent to the affairs of 
surface dwellers.

The cultures and politics of these seven races are markedly similar to feudal Japan. Players and Narrators  
unfamiliar with feudal Japan are  strongly  encouraged to find relevant books, internet articles,  anime, and 
jidaigeki (period films). Any campaign featuring heavily in Kamigawa will benefit from a familiarity with the 
Japanese feudal era and the ancient times preceding it. A knowledge of Shinto religion and folk belief is also  
of tremendous value when campaigning in Kamigawa.

The following sections detail the seven major regions of Kamigawa: Jukai Forest, Minamo Academy, 
the Sokenzan Mountains, Takenuma Swamp, Towabara Plain, and two special areas, Otawara 
the Skycity and Shizo Battlefield.
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Jukai Forest, Forest of the Orochi-bito
     Jugan, the Rising Star

Jukai Forest is the largest, most ancient forest on Kamigawa. 
It  is  composed  largely  of  enormous  cedars.  The  forest 
contains the largest concentration of Orochi (snake-folk), as 
it is their ancestral home. Humans also live here, the Green-
aligned  Budoka Monks  and  the  White/Green-aligned 
Kannushi Monks.  The outlying borders of Jukai Forest 
are home to a number of Kitsune (foxfolk) villages. Largest 
and most influential of these is  Sugi Hayashi,  home to 
the prestigious Kitsune diplomat Pearl-Ear and her brother, 
the  ranger  and  horse-archer  Sharp-Ear.  This  forest  is 
protected by the Dragon-Kami, Jugan the Rising Star, a 
powerful Green-aligned spirit dragon.

            Orochi Sniper
The Orochi who inhabit Jukai Forest  separate themselves 
into three main tribes: the Kashi Tribe, which houses and 
breeds the warriors of their kind; the  Matsu Tribe,  who 
are primarily  snipers  and scouts;  and the  Sakura Tribe, 
which  associates  with  the  race's  shamanic  rituals  and 
teachings. Although each tribe tends toward a specific field, 
there are many exceptions to the rule. So to with Orochi 
alignment.  Most  Orochi  are  Green-aligned,  but  there  are 
plenty of individual exceptions.  The Orochi are a magical 
people. Their rituals are based on reverence of the kami and 
of the land itself, and are noticeably tied to the seasons. 
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Minamo Academy at Water's Edge
Minamo Academy was built around and above  Lake 
Kamitaki near the waterfalls of the same name. A 
major blue-aligned location on Kamigawa, the academy 
was comprised of both ordinary buildings and buildings 
held magically aloft.  It was the first place where the 
kami  manifested  at  the  outbreak  of  the  Kami  War. 
Above the Academy was located the Soratami capital 
Otawara (Oboro),  and  the  moonfolk  frequently 
visited the academy, nominally to share their wisdom, 
but actually to maintain control of the academy when 
using it to pursue their own secret agendas.

              Keiga, the Tide Star
The Minamo Academy trained both archers and mages 
for the conflict between material and spirit worlds. The 
headmaster of the academy was Sensei Iki Hisoka; 
his deputy was Madame Azami, Lady of Scrolls. 
It  was,  and  remains,  protected  by  the  legendary 
dragon-kami Keiga, the Tide Star.

During the events leading to the climax of the Kami 
War, Choryu, a Minamo student and friend of Princess 
Michiko Konda, made a grave mistake when he killed 
Kobo,  member  of  the  Hyozan  Reckoners  and 
apprentice  of  Heartless  Hidetsugu,  an  O-bakemono 
shaman.  Obedient  to  the  Hyozan  oath,  the  ogre 
proceeded  to  execute  a  complete  reckoning  for  that  crime.  The  ogre  attacked  the  academy  with  his 
yamabushi hunters, defeated the guardian dragon Keiga, and destroyed the academy, killing a majority of the 
Academy's students and faculty. Some of the inhabitants escaped this fate, but headmaster Hisoka himself  
was decapitated and consumed by Hidetsugu. Whatever was left of the Academy was further destroyed in 
the battle between O-Kagachi and the All-Consuming Oni of Chaos.

Presently, most of Minamo Academy has been rebuilt and reinforced with protective magics. Madame Azami, 
former Lady of Scrolls, has rallied the remaining students and faculty, and has done exhaustive work to bring 
the Academy to its past glory. She is now the school's headmistress.
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Sokenzan Mountains
               Ryusei, the Falling Star

Sokenzan is Kamigawa's largest and most chaotic mountain 
range. It is inhabited by Akki (goblins), Human Yamabushi 
(mountain  monks),  O-bakemono  ogres,  and  bandits  and 
ronin (masterless samurai) ruled by the bandit-king,  Godo. 
At its heart are the  Tendo Peaks,  the coldest and most 
brutal of which is called the Heart of Frost. Shinka, the 
Bloodsoaked  Keep,  is  also  located  within  the  range. 
There  Heartless  Hidetsugu and  his  O-bakemono 
practiced the summoning of  Oni, Kamigawa's demons.  The 
legendary kami-dragon  Ryusei, the Falling Star guards 
the  Sokenzan. Blood,  fire,  chaos,  and  freedom  all  reign 
supreme within these mountains.

Several important legendary characters abode here. The odd Akki hermit, Ben-Ben resides in a filthy cave 
somewhere  in  this  range.  His  kinsman,  Kiki-Jiki,  the  Mirrorbreaker also  resides  within  these 
mountains. This Akki shaman, known for his odd brand of duplicating magic, is one of the most powerful 
mortals  in  Kamigawa.  The O-bakemono (ogre)  shaman Heartless  Hidetsugu works  his  evils  within  his 
stronghold at Shinka. The famed ronin warriors, the Brothers Yamazaki, live here in the service of the 
equally legendary bandit warlord, Godo, who is feared far and wide.

SHINKA, THE BLOODSOAKED KEEP
Within the Sokenzan Mountains, the  All-Consuming Oni of 
Chaos has  its  strongest  foothold  in  the  minds  of  Kamigawa's 
mortals.  This  Oni  is  the  ultimate  force  of  chaos,  death,  and 
destruction on Kamigawa,  and is  ever  at  war  with  the Kami  of 
Everything,  O-Kagachi.  This  demonic  overlord  is  served  by 
Heartless  Hidetsugu  and  his  Ogre  shaman  minions  from  their 
fortress stronghold, known as Shinka, the Bloodsoaked Keep. Within 
the walls of this grisly palace, Hidetsugu and his minions practice 
blood sacrifice and make dark pacts with nefarious Oni.

Takenuma Swamp, the Criminal Holdfast
The Takenuma Swamp is a major source of Black mana on the plane of Kamigawa. A fetid swamp of rotten 
bamboo,  poisoned water,  and foul  air,  Takenuma is  home to  many Nezumi-bito  (ratfolk),  Humans,  O-
bakemono (ogres), and countless unpleasant creepy-crawlies. The main settlement in Takenuma is Numai, 
once a prospering Human city, now a loose group of half-deteriorated buildings inhabited by squatters of  
many races. Many of the criminal masterminds of Kamigawa have their manors here. The legendary kami-
dragon Kokusho, the Evening Star is the protector of Takenuma Swamp.
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       Kokusho, the Evening Star
Takenuma is  also  headquarters  of  the  Mahotsukai  Cult,  a 
group of powerful black jushi (wizards). Greatest of these is the 
legendary  wizard  assassin,  Kiku,  Night's  Flower.  Kiku's 
signature flower is the purple camellia, which she is capable of 
enchanting  into  a  horrible,  deadly,  and  elegant  implement  of 
murder. Her favored weapons are the throwing axe (fuetsu) and 
the bladed war-fan (tessen).

Besides  Kiku,  several  other  legends inhabit  this  swamp.  Chief 
among  these  is  Boss  Uramon,  a  powerful  and  cunning 
criminal overlord. Her power and the terror she inspires are due in large part to a legendary artifact she  
possess called the Shadow Gate. This bauble allows the user to travel between any two shadows on the 
plane of Kamigawa, allowing Uramon to appear and disappear at will.

       Marrow-Gnawer, Nezumi Shinobi
The  Nezumi  (ratfolk)  legend  Marrow-Gnawer  also 
makes his home in this swamp. Marrow-Gnawer was a 
small-time gangster and shinobi (ninja) early in life, until 
ambition and greed overcame him. In a single night, he 
slew  the  leaders  of  three  rival  gangs,  taking  on  the 
mantle of their leadership and swearing all three gangs to 
his service. To this day, no gang of shinobi (ninjas) is more 
feared than the covert,  vicious  shadow-warriors  led  by 
Marrow-Gnawer.  Marrow-Gnawer's  favored  weapon  is 
the  uncommon  kusari-gama,  a  hand  scythe  with  a 
weighted chain attached to it. The hundreds of victims he 
has  slain  speak  to  his  proficiency  with  this  eccentric 
weapon.
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Towabara Plain, the Eternal Fields
    Yosei, the Morning Star

The  Towabara  Plains  are  Kamigawa's  most  abundant 
source  of  White  mana.  This  region  incorporates  two 
significant features:  Eiganjo Castle and  Araba, the 
Ruin Land. Those parts of Towabara that aren't among 
the Ruined Land are  idyllic,  sprawling agricultural  land, 
used primarily to cultivate rice, vegetables, and livestock. 
Towabara's  traditional  landholding  nobility-  Daimyo- 
raise standing armies of samurai retainers to defend their 
lands,  annex  the  lands  of  others,  and  to  protect  the 
peasantry. Towabara Plain is the province that most closely 
resembles feudal Japan. This plain is inhabited mostly by 
Humans and Kitsune-bito (foxfolk). Towabara is guarded 
by the spirit-dragon Yosei, the Morning Star.

ARABA, THE RUINED LAND
The region of Towabara Plain that was most powerfully obliterated by the Kami War is now known as 
Araba, the Ruined Land. What was formerly a verdant plain is now a desiccated, scarred wasteland, haunted 
by the howling spirits of the honored dead. At the heart of Araba lies Eiganjo Castle.

EIGANJO CASTLE   Eiganjo Castle, rebuilt
Eiganjo Castle is a major locus of White mana, and was the seat of 
lawful government and order on Kamigawa prior to the Kami War. 
Eiganjo Castle was the seat of power of Daimyo Takeshi Konda 
and home to his daughter,  Michiko Konda.  After Takeshi Konda 
stole That Which Was Taken from the spirit world, O-Kagachi, the 
Kami  of  Everything,  manifested  in  material  physical  form  and 
annihilated Eiganjo. Following the Kami War, Michiko Konda with the 
help  of  her  spirit-sister  Kyodai,  rebuilt  Eiganjo  in  all  its  former 
magnificence. From their seat of power at Eiganjo, the two rule over 
the material and spirit worlds as allies. Konda and Kyodai keep the largest standing army of samurai retainers  
in all Kamigawa, and they are served by legions of wizards, shamans, priests, advisors, record keepers, and 
others.
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Otawara, City in the Sky      Tamiyo, the Moonsage
Floating  lazily  across  Kamigawa's  skies  is  Otawara,  the 
illustrious skycity of the  Soratami (moonfolk). Within this 
bewitched city, a number of buildings are held aloft by magic 
alone,  the  most  important  of  which  is  Oboro,  the 
Cloudpalace.  From  this  city,  the  rabbit-like  moonfolk 
engage  in  deep  study  of  all  that  is  arcane,  eldritch,  and 
magical.  And  from  the  gleaming  towers  of  Oboro,  the 
Soratami see to their own government and to their secret 
plots and agendas,  of which they have many.  The famed 
Soratami planeswalker Tamiyo the Moonsage was born 
within this city, and to this city she always returns after her 
many sojourns to foreign planes. Like many of her people, 
Tamiyo is a renowned scholar and studious academic. She 
and  many of  her  Soratami  kinsfolk  are  considered  to  be 
Kamigawa's  foremost  Blue-aligned  authorities.  They  are 
masters of sea and sky, adept in the arts of temporomancy 
(time magic),  illusion, deception, physical manipulation, and 
meta  magic.  In  no  place  is  this  more  evident  than  in 
Otawara and Oboro themselves, the sheer sight of which is 
a testament to Soratami ingenuity.

Shizo, Death's Storehouse       Shirei, Shizo's Caretaker
Shizo is a battlefield on the plane of Kamigawa. It 
was  once  a  verdant  field  awash  with  beautiful 
flowers  and  prairie  grasses.  Then,  one  fateful 
afternoon,  891  samurai  infantry,  archers,  cavalry, 
and spellcasters were killed in a single battle. Since 
that tragic afternoon, the battlefield has become a 
ghastly moorland, haunted by undead samurai who 
add to their ranks every time an unwary traveler 
dares cross Shizo. This moor is dominated by the 
specter known as Shirei, Shizo's Caretaker. In 
life, Shirei was a priest who dedicated himself to 
the  sacred  Kami.  In  death,  Shirei's  perverse  and 
twisted mind has distorted his life's work, and so 
he acts to prevent any of the spirits and undead 
from leaving Shizo.
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LORWYN-SHADOWMOOR, DUAL PLANE
Culture & Peoples of Lorwyn
Lorwyn is an idyllic,  storybook world where races of fable thrive in perpetual midsummer. The plane is  
covered with dense forests, meandering rivers, and gently rolling meadows. The sun never quite dips below  
the horizon, and winter's dark embrace is entirely unknown.

That's not to say Lorwyn is without conflict. Its races have their struggles and skirmishes, some isolated, some 
long-standing. Lorwyn is one of the few planes without Humans, though a variety of humanoid races dwell 
here.  In  the  outlying  town of  Burrenton,  for  example,  the  short-statured  Kithkin (halflings)  face  the 
encroachment of a nearby Flamekin settlement. The Flamekin are the race perhaps least at home in sunny 
Lorwyn. Their natural fires are a threat to others who are suspicious of their impulsive natures and hot 
tempers.

Far away in the Porringer Valley, gangs of Boggarts (Lorwyn's goblins) sneak in amid groves of treefolk to 
make trouble and steal "souvenirs" of their trespasses. The Boggarts are greedy for sensation, always seeking 
out new tastes,  smells,  and experiences.  Each boggart warren visits others for their Footbottom Feasts a 
chance to share the experiences accumulated by other warrens.

As these squabbles continue, the  Merrow, the merfolk of Lorwyn's rivers, act as diplomats, couriers, and 
merchants for the other races. They use underground channels and wells as conduits for communication, and 
because the Merrow are intelligent and kind, they usually end up getting the better end of the deal.

If  the  Merrows  are  Lorwyn's  merchants,  then  the  plane's  Giants are  its  arbiters  and  advisors.  The 
iconoclastic, territorial giants wander Lorwyn according to their own whims, only occasionally stopping to 
address the concerns or complaints of  the little  folk.  The rest  of the time they sleep or bicker among  
themselves.

Of all Lorwyn's denizens, though, the Elves are both most favored and most feared. In a world of unspoiled 
nature and lush forest, the Elves believe themselves to be the paragons of natural beauty. Signs of Elvish 
supremacy are widespread in this world, from their gilded forest palaces to their mercilessness toward "lesser" 
races. Despite the Elves' domination, Lorwyn's people thrive through community and tradition, and perhaps 
with some help from unseen powers.

Faeries are ubiquitous in Lorwyn, like bees gathering pollen.  Although the capricious and mischievous 
creatures seem to behave unpredictably, all are guided by the will of Oona, Queen of the Fae. Oona's 
magic is said to keep Lorwyn in its midsummer state, but few have ever seen her. Her throne, Glen Elendra,  
is a half-mythical place that few but the fae have ever seen.
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Lorwyn is based heavily on the myths, stories, and linguistic traditions of the Celts and of the British Isles 
more broadly. Lorwyn's language and dialects all seem to emulate Irish Gaelic, both for place names and the 
names of individuals. Geographic examples include: Kinsbaile, Cloverdell, Glen Elendra, Velis Vel, and Lys 
Alana. Examples of individual and family names include: Brigid, Gaddock Teeg, Maralen, Nath, Rosheen 
Meanderer, Sygg, Colfenor, Rhys, Fionnsutha, Ashling, Flann, and Adair River Span. Careful attention to Irish 
Gaelic and other British dialectical conventions can add a great deal of flavor to an adventure or campaign in 
Lorwyn.

BOGGARTS                  Wort, Boggart Auntie
Boggarts  are  Lorwyn's  native  goblins.  No two  Boggarts  are 
alike- some are fat, some thin, some have horns, some tusks, 
some are green, some are purple, some have spots, some have 
pointed ears, some have goat-like heads, some have tails, and 
many combine some or all of these features. Boggarts tend to 
be Red and/or Black-aligned, and a fair number also dabble in 
Green mana.

Boggarts live predominantly in the sunlit bogs and craggy hills 
of this idyllic plane. These Goblins are incredibly mischievous, 
but  are  not  necessarily  evil.  Boggarts  are  selfish  creatures 
driven by hedonism and the desire for self-satisfaction. Even so, to maintain some degree of unity among 
themselves the race has one universal rule: no object or sensation shall be hoarded by an individual boggart 
upon pain of exile. Boggarts are highly fertile and believe in reincarnation; they have no problem casually  
killing fellow boggarts, since they believe they'll be reborn in a matter of days or even hours.

Boggarts organize themselves into loose clans called  Warrens. These social groups are led by  Aunties 
(who may be either female or male). Significant warrens include the Mudbuttons (known for their wild 
emotional outbursts and often fatal parties), the Stinkdrinkers (infamous thieves), the  Squeaking Pies 
(adventuresome cooks), and the Frogtossers (considered insane even by other boggarts).

CHANGELINGS       Changeling taking on moth attributes
Changelings  are  relatively  harmless,  humanoid  creatures 
native to Lorwyn. They can be difficult to find, but they are 
quite distinctive when they are found, given their appearance. 
A  changeling's  standard  appearance  is  that  of  a  squat, 
greenish-blue humanoid with slightly scaly skin, large eyes, a 
translucent  body,  and  frequently  a  forked  tail.  Their  most 
noteworthy attribute is their involuntary ability to assume the 
shapes and characteristics of the creatures around them. This 
occurs no matter what type of creature is  around, to their 
pleasure or annoyance, and sometimes it can result some truly 
dramatic changes. Changelings have no permanent habitat or 
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dwelling, save for their sacred space, the secret cave of Velis Vel (see entry below). Because Changelings 
are so unstable and constantly morphing into new forms, they tend toward all mana alignments, and do not 
favor any color of mana more than the others.

ELVES            Elf of the Mornsong Tribe
The Elves of Lorwyn are the dominant race of the plane. 
Unlike other Elves, the Elves of Lorwyn are brutal race 
supremacists who hide their savagery behind a facade of 
beauty  and  sophistication.  They  are  obsessed  with 
physical  attractiveness,  lithe  grace,  and  elegance,  and 
they believe that those who do not meet their standards 
of perfection (including all races other than themselves) 
deserve extermination. The elves divide themselves into 
numerous tribes and castes, the most powerful of which 
is the Gilt Leaf. Less powerful than the Gilt Leaf tribe 
but equally renowned are the Mornsong Tribe, famed 
far and wide for their singing. Lorwyn elves are tall and 
thin. They have ram-like horns (males' horns being longer than females') and cloven hooves on their feet. 
Unlike any other known race of elves, those of Lorwyn have relatively short life spans of about 30 to 40 
years. Given their alliance to the natural world and their obsession with beauty and egocentrism, Lorwyn's 
Elves are almost all Green/Black-aligned, though there are certainly exceptions.

Elvish society on Lorwyn is ranked and structured in an immutable hierarchy. Those individuals considered  
most  beautiful  and perfect  are called  Imperious Perfects  or  Immaculates.  These are the rulers  of 
Lorwyn's Elf clans. Below Perfects are Exquisites, the nobles and aristocrats of Elvish society. 

Almost  all  members  of  Elvish  society  who are  neither  Perfect  nor  Exquisite  serve  as  members  of  the 
Hunter-Army of whatever clan they belong to. These armies function to provide food and sustenance, 
and they tirelessly crusade to eradicate all ugliness in the world. Commanding the Hunter-Army of any  
given tribe is  the  Taercenn,  and below this  commander  are  any number of  Daens,  each of  whom 
commands a single Pack of hunters. Packs are standard units of Hunter-Soldiers, and each member within a 
pack (besides the commanding Daen) is considered an equal. High ranking members serving in the Hunter-
Army act as cavalry, riding Cervin- a long-legged, deer-like creatures- into battle. Eyeblights (see below) and 
enemy prisoners may be forcibly turned into Vinebred, Green mana-infused warriors who are mindlessly 
obedient to Daens and Taercenns, and who are impervious to most material weapons.

Two special ranks in Elvish society are the Winnowers and the Scarblades. Winnowers exist solely to 
execute  Eyeblights,  those  individuals  considered "ugly"  and "hideous"  by Elvish beauty  standards.  All 
members of other races are considered Eyeblights, and those Elves not considered beautiful or even slightly  
attractive fall into this category. When fodder is needed in the ranks of a particular tribe's Hunter-Army,  
Eyeblights are turned into Vinebred. Otherwise, Winnowers are on a continuing mission to execute and 
eradicate all Eyeblights on the plane of Lorwyn.
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Scarblades, on the other hand, are a political and diplomatic form of assassin. Their function is to simply  
wound and mutilate their targets, thus making them hideous and rendering them Eyeblights. Scarblades are 
employed by Perfects and Exquisites to mar and maim political opponents and social rivals, and do so with  
amazing secrecy, stealth, and tact. They are called upon when outright assassination and murder are too  
overt and therefore impossible.

FAERIES, THE FAE FOLK                 Scion of Oona
Faeries are small,  winged humanoids who are known throughout 
Lorwyn  for  their  propensity  toward  mischief  and  mayhem.  The 
faeries of Lorwyn are ruled by their Queen, Oona, from her seat at 
Glen Elendra (see entry below). The Faeries of this plane flit about 
on a perpetual quest to harvest  Dreamstuff,  the mana essence 
found in all dreams. Lorwyn's Faeries collect dreamstuff and bring it 
in  neverending  quantities  to  Oona.  The  Queen  consumes 
dreamstuff to learn all there is to known on and about the plane of 
Lorwyn, making her a wise and powerful player in Lorwyn's political 
schemes. Due to their dreamlike, whimsical, and mischievous nature, 
almost all of Lorwyn's Faeries tend to be Blue/Black-aligned.

ELEMENTALS            Flamekin Shaman
Lorwyn  possesses  two  main  types  of  native  elementals:  the 
humanoid Flamekin- living beings made of stone and fire, and 
Greater Elementals- embodiments of mental concepts. 

Flamekin resemble humans made of smooth, living black stone 
with four-fingered hands and horned faces with graceful features; 
their inner fires blaze through their crowns, joints, and shoulders. 
Living in the mountains of Lorwyn, they are a passionate race of 
warriors and shamans who focus their inner flames into weapons 
in battle. Flamekin are sworn enemies of the Elves, who use their 
treefolk servants to suppress the flamekin and confine them to their mountain homes. Flamekin can control 
their flames, allowing them to wear textiles and safely interact with non-flamekin humanoids.

Greater elementals are the living embodiments of abstract mental ideas and concepts dreamed by other 
humanoids, such as vigor, hostility, and guile. Vastly different in form from other worlds' elementals, the  
greater elementals take the form of bizarre combinations of natural animals, many of colossal size. Great 
Elementals have little mental faculty or control over their actions, as they are constrained by the ideas that 
gave birth to them. Greater Elementals are born in the spiritual realm attached to Lorwyn-Shadowmoor's 
material plane, known to some as the Primal Beyond.
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There  is  some  connections  between  the  two  major  types  of  Elementals  in  Lorwyn,  though  the  exact 
connections is unknown. The Flamekin  Ashling is on an ongoing pilgrimage to discover this greatest, 
overarching elemental force that unites both Flamekin and Greater Elementals.

Flamekin live within the Tanufel Mountains, and all share Red-alignment despite other potential alignments.

GIANTS             Lorwyn Giant Elder
In the plane known as Lorwyn, giants are associated 
with white and red mana.  They are reclusive and 
lonely.  They are known to take long sleep periods 
after which they arise with a new purpose in life and 
name.  Some are prone to prophetic visions of  the 
future. Their long life spans give them a particular 
perception  of  time,  and  wisdom  that  other  races 
respect.  Though they are feared for  their  size and 
might,  they  are  sought  after  as  counselors  and 
advisors. Perhaps chief among Lorwyn-Shadowmoor's 
giants  is  the  brilliant,  ancient,  and  sagacious 
Rosheen Meanderer and her brother, the brutish 
Brion Stoutarm.

KITHKIN            Kithkin Springjack Knight
Kithkin are a stunted, roundish humanoid people, similar 
to Humans in every regard except height and a small 
point at the top of Kithkin ears. They have pumpkin-like 
heads and highly expressive faces. Kithkin on the plane 
of  Lorwyn  are  almost  universally  White-aligned,  and 
many also have strong ties to Green mana. Kithkin of 
other  alignments  certainly  exist,  though  they  are 
considered strange outcasts by their people.

Lorwyn's Kithkin are peaceful farmers, but stand ready to 
become fierce warriors when provoked. Their society is 
based on a type of collective consciousness called the 
Thoughtweft. The thoughtweft connects the kithkin by a kind of empathic web, allowing them to share 
their emotions and thoughts, making them very effective in battle, and allowing them to easily solve conflicts  
non-violently in times of peace. They are a superstitious people, and are known to use magics involving 
powdered ingredients. The entirety of Kithkin culture- customs, myths, stories, knowledge, and so forth- is  
found in  The Book of Kith and Kin, one of this race's most valuable treasures. Kithkin knights and 
soldiers ride into battle on springjacks, a kind of sheeplike creature which they also raise for wool and meat.  
Elite groups of aerial knights also exist in Kithkin communities. These skilled warriors ride giant peregrine 
falcons into battle, and delight their kinsfolk at festivals.
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Lorwyn Kithkin society is centered around interrelated villages and towns called Clachans. The head of a 
clachan  is  called  a  Cenn,  which  means  mayor.  Known  clachans  include  Kinsbaile,  Burrenton, 
Goldmeadow, and  Cloverdell.  Gaddock  Teeg,  the  cenn  of  Kinsbaile,  and  Deagan,  cenn  of 
Burrenton, are two prominent Kithkin. The Kinsbaile hero Brigid is respected as Lorwyn's finest archer.

MERROW (MERFOLK)          Sygg, a Merrow River Guide
On Lorwyn,  Merfolk  are  known as  Merrow.  Because 
much of the plane is extensive waterways and rivers, 
the Merrow control trade and commerce on this plane. 
They also see frequent employment as river guides  The 
Lorwyn merrow society is divided into  Schools,  with 
each school performing a different type of  service  in 
relation to logistics,  commerce,  and the movement  of 
trade  goods.  The  known  schools  are:  Inkfathom, 
Paperfin,  Silvergill,  Stonybrook, and 
Weirwinder.  Each  school  is  led  by  a  Reejerey. 
Lorwyn's  Merrow  are  largely  Blue  and/or  White-
aligned, though certain exceptions exist.

TREEFOLK
The treefolk are the oldest beings native to Lorwyn, having existed long before the first Elves, Kithkin, or  
Giants. Treefolk are born from seeds and grow into mundane trees, but through a process known as The 
Rising some of these trees awaken into humanoid, mobile treefolk. While male and female treefolk both 
exist, there is little to no difference between the sexes in appearance or personality, and both are presumably 
capable of producing both seeds and pollen necessary for reproduction.

Treefolk are the wisest of Lorwyn's races, and are living repositories of the plane's history. Other races often 
seek them out for advice, though not all treefolk are friendly enough to give their wisdom freely. Treefolk 
wisdom  is  given  in  the  form  of  aphorisms  and  axioms  that  shorter-lived  races  often  have  trouble 
understanding.

Lorwyn's  treefolk  are  almost  exclusively  born  from  deciduous  trees  like  oak,  rowan,  ash,  and  poplar. 
Coniferous trees like pine and spruce are rare on Lorwyn and do not seem to produce treefolk, but at least 
one yew treefolk, Colfenor, is known to exist. Since they can give birth to thousands of seedlings, sentient 
and mundane, over their lifetimes, treefolk do not have the same concept of immediate family as humanoid 
races; instead, their nurturing instinct is directed over entire groves. This instinct sometimes leads treefolk to 
adopt communities of other friendly races in much the same way, acting as guardians. The Kithkin clachan of  
Cloverdell has at least one such protector.

Like Dominaria's treefolk, the treefolk of Lorwyn come in a wide variety of species, each with their own 
unique habits and personality. The main species of Lorwyn Treefolk are: Ash, Black Poplar, Elder, Oak, Rowan 
(or Mountain Ash), and the near-extinct Yew. Ash Treefolk are steadfast warriors and protectors of treefolk
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         Doran, the Siege Tower, treefolk legend
groves. They are among the wisest, being sought out 
most often by younger races. Ashes are known for 
their  generally  open  and  friendly  natures.  Black 
Poplar Treefolk are the healers of their kind, using 
shamanic magic to absorb the pain of other treefolk. 
This  leaves  them bitter  and  withdrawn,  yet  many 
grow  to  relish  the  sensation  of  pain.  Black  poplar 
treefolk are notoriously tricky.  Elder Treefolk  are 
the greatest  leaders of  their kind.  Elders sometimes 
grant their flowers and fruits  to Kithkin for  use in 
healing herbal teas.  Oak Treefolk are the largest 
and strongest of all treefolk, and are thus the greatest 
warriors of their kind. So powerful are they that even 
the mighty giants are no match for them. Oaks are also the most philosophical treefolk. The tallest oak 
treefolk are called Cloudcrowns. These are so tall they can swat aerial attackers straight out of the sky; 
just so, Kithkin prefer to build their homes near these Treefolk. Rowan Treefolk are most likely to study 
magic,  primarily  enchantments,  curses  and  hexes.  They  prefer  to  cultivate  mysterious  personae,  but 
sometimes offer help to the downtrodden. Finally, Yew Treefolk are Lorwyn's rarest Treefolk species. Once 
the Yew people were found all over Lorwyn, but over time they dwindled, until the present, when only one 
remains: Colfenor, the Last Yew. Yew Treefolk are clever, crafty, and often malignant, their toxic natures 
matching their toxic berries.

Treefolk are universally Green-aligned due to their nature as trees, and they also lean heavily toward White 
and/or Black mana.

Auroras & The Great Aurora
The dual plane of Lorwyn-Shadowmoor is locked in an ancient and inescapable cycle of natural events,  
known as Auroras. When an Aurora occurs on Lorwyn, a series of colorful, dark-hued lights can be seen 
swimming in the sky. Conversely, during an Aurora on Shadowmoor, bright sunlight breeches the otherwise 
impenetrable black clouds.

On occasion, an Aurora becomes something much more significant than flashing lights to the peoples of this 
dual plane. Without warning and at unpredictable intervals, an Aurora on Lorwyn-Shadowmoor can evolve 
into the Great Aurora. It is during this turbulent and tumultuous event that powerful magics transform 
Lorwyn into the bleak plane of Shadowmoor, or vice versa. When the Great Aurora occurs and the plane is 
transformed, almost all of the inhabitants of this plane forget their former life and experiences, and forget the 
existence of the planar counterpart altogether. Only a few skilled and powerful entities- Oona, the Fairie 
Queen and Rosheen Meanderer among others- retain their memories and experiences.

Oona thrives in the dark power of Shadowmoor, and actively strives to create the Great Aurora to this end.
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Culture & Peoples of Shadowmoor
Shadowmoor is a plane of perpetual dusk where the sun never rises, and where strange light seems to come  
from unseen sources. This plane is Lorwyn's opposite. Lorwyn is an idyllic midsummer, but Shadowmoor is  
trapped  in  a  state  of  crepuscular  gloom.  Lorwyn's  races  skirmish  over  territory  and  property,  but 
Shadowmoor's races are locked in a perpetual life-and-death struggle for survival.

Like  Lorwyn,  Shadowmoor  is  devoid  of  Humans.  Lorwyn's  many  other  races,  however,  persist  in 
Shadowmoor, but like the plane itself, they too are transformed into darker reflections of themselves. The 
Kithkin, once communal and cooperative, are isolated and xenophobic in Shadowmoor. They live within 
walled towns, shunning outsiders and attacking those who get too close. They construct disturbing, half-
sentient, humanoid creatures known as  Scarecrows to ward off outsiders and foreigners, and to attack 
those who trespass. Shadowmoor Kithkin remain mostly White-aligned.

The once silver-tongued Merrows are assassins and saboteurs in Shadowmoor. They use the waterways to 
move quickly from victim to victim, always ready to drown and loot land-dwellers.  Those Shadowmoor 
Merrow who don't outright murder trespassers exact heavy tolls and fees from those desiring safe passage. 
Merrow in Shadowmoor are primarily Blue/Black-aligned.

Boggarts, once mischievous and Epicurean, are in Shadowmoor vicious and bellicose. Their interests have 
turned from rampant curiosity to rampaging bloodlust, from stealing pies to stealing and eating babies. These 
Boggarts retain their Red alignment, but favor their Black mana tendencies to a much greater degree. 

Goblinkind  on  Shadowmoor  also  evolves  into  a  number  of  sub-species,  including  Hobgoblins, 
Spriggans, and Redcaps.  Hobgoblins are well-dressed, fiery-mannered pastoral peoples living on the 
plains of Shadowmoor. They resemble sharp-toothed, red-haired Kithkin (with whom they have considerable 
conflict),  wielding  deadly  pitchforks  in  their  agricultural  fields  and  on  battlefields  alike.  Hobgoblins  are 
primarily aligned with White and Red mana. Spriggans are muddy yellow in coloration, and they dwell in 
Shadowmoor's few sparse woodlands. They eat insects and rodents, and practice a sort of odd Blue-aligned 
shamanic ritual magic. Spriggans are primarily Green aligned, with heavy influence in Blue magic. Redcaps 
are perhaps the most dangerous of Shadowmoor's goblinfolk, being that they are almost all assassins for 
whom brutal murder is but a fun game. They have huge, reddish noses, bulging red eyes, and skeletal pale  
skin. Redcaps paint their pates with their victims' blood. They are primarily Black/Red aligned.

        Hobgoblin Farmer                 Spriggan hunting insects                  Redcap Assassin
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The larger denizens of the world, the Giants and Treefolk, find themselves changed as well. The treefolk 
of Shadowmoor are blighted, gnarled, murderous creatures. And when awakened from the long hibernations,  
the  Giants  are  terrible,  wrathful  beings  who  carry  huge  pieces  of  the  land  itself  on  their  bodies.  
Shadowmoor's Treefolk remain mostly Green-aligned, with heavy influences in Black, Red, and White. The 
Giants of this plane are primarily Red-aligned, dabbling also in Green mana.

The transformation of the Flamekin is perhaps the most dramatic, and most tragic. Once their fires burned 
bright, but now they are extinguished, reduced to skeletal, smoking husks called Cinders. In Lorwyn they 
sought emotional transcendence, but in Shadowmoor they seek only to satisfy their malevolence and need 
for revenge. Cinders are primarily aligned to Black and Red mana.

The imperious and vain  Elves of Lorwyn find themselves humbled but heroic in Shadowmoor. Whereas 
Lorwyn's elves sought to judge and subjugate others, Shadowmoor's elves are the world's last hope, seekers  
and protectors of beauty and light in a dark, ugly place. They live in a series of safeholds, the mightiest of 
which  is  Cayr Ulios.  From these  strongholds,  Safewrights-  Paladin/Rangers  devoted  to  protecting 
beauty and their people- take action to redeem the world. They seek out Hallowhelds, coveted items of 
beauty which are considered the greatest treasures in Shadowmoor. Wilt Leaf Elves are primarily aligned 
with Green and White mana, unlike the Green/Black authoritarians of Lorwyn.

Changelings  remain physically  similar  to  their  Lorwyn selves,  though they are  far  more  aggressive, 
violent, and dangerous. In Shadowmoor, changelings are known as  Mimics, and they actively delight in 
shapeshifting into warped, sinister, mocking reflections of their victims as they hunt and slay. Mimics as a

whole are aligned with all five colors of mana, and individual mimics shift their mana alignments as they  
shift their shapes. A strong current of Black mana flows through most of Shadowmoor's Mimics.

         Queen Oona & the blighted scape of Shadowmoor
Only  one  race  remains  unchanged when the 
Great Aurora turns Lorwyn into Shadowmoor: 
the faeries, their Queen Oona, and their home 
at Glen Elendra. The fae are the fulcrum of this 
transforming plane, for it is their queen, Oona, 
who strives continually to bring about the Great 
Aurora  and  transform  Lorwyn  into  the 
nightscape  of  Shadowmoor.  Due  to  Oona's 
powerful  magical  influence  and  perpetual 
scheming,  this  dual  plane  now  remains  as 
Shadowmoor  for  upwards  of  three  centuries 
before  the  Great  Aurora  transforms  it  once 
more  into  Lorwyn.  Faeries  of  Shadowmoor 
remain mostly Blue/Black in mana alignment.
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With the coming of the Great Aurora and the transformation of Lorwyn into Shadowmoor, a number of  
races and creatures come to life who have been sleeping for countless decades within Lorwyn. Oddest 
among these are the Noggle, a donkey-headed humanoid people who cause tremendous mischief. Noggles 
roam Shadowmoor causing chaos and mayhem everywhere they trek. They are primarily Blue/Red aligned 
and tend to be rogues and wizards.

Trow are a humanoid race of trolls, dwelling deep in dank woodlands and bogs, arising to gnaw the bones 
of the dead and to terrify the living. Trow are primarily Green/Black aligned. Living alongside the Trow and 
using them to their ends are the Gwyllion, a race of hideous, malformed hags who use their dark magics 
to create only suffering and death. Gwyllion hags are primarily Green/Black/White aligned.

The final new humanoid race introduced by the Great Aurora are the Duergar, Shadowmoor's Dwarves. The 
dwarves of Shadowmoor are small, twisted, gnome-like creatures. They live isolated lives deep beneath the 
surface in vast mines and tunnels where they constantly toil in search of riches. They are hard workers who 
can labor towards a single task for decades. Duergars are very different in appearance from most other 
dwarves. They have gnarled bodies with spindly limbs and oversized heads with bulbous noses and drooping 
ears. Duergars are bald and have no beards, though some males have stubbly chins or wispy sideburns. Some 
Duergar are so malformed that they resemble goblins. Many Duergar live so far underground that they're 
not aware of the surface world or they dismiss it as a myth, becoming violent when their illusions are  
shattered. Certain Duergar communities are further up and open out to the surface, and are guarded by 
Dwarves who have grown too fat to squeeze through the deeper tunnels.

Locations in Lorwyn
This  section details  various  geographical  locations in Lorwyn.  The subsequent  section will  explore their  
counterparts in Shadowmoor.

GILT LEAF WOOD & LYS ALANA        Lys Alana
The Gilt Leaf Wood is a forest at the heart of the Elven 
Gilt Leaf tribe's realm in Lorwyn. The capital of the Gilt Leaf 
realm,  Lys Alana, lay within. Legend says that the Gilt Leaf 
Wood was created by Eidren, a shaman of the Perfect caste, 
known for his skill in shaping living trees. Like the Elves who 
inhabit this region, Gilt Leaf Wood and Lys Alana are powerful 
loci for Green and Black mana. When Lorwyn transforms into 
Shadowmoor,  the  lush  Gilt  Leaf  Wood  becomes  the  sickly 
forest of Wilt Leaf.
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GLEN ELENDRA            Glen Elendra
The secluded Glen Elendra is the haven of the elusive Oona, 
queen of Lorwyn's faeries. The glen is protected by layer upon 
layer of deceptive spells and guarded fiercely by the Fae. The 
name of  Glen Elendra  is  known throughout the  plane,  but 
most consider the rumors of its existence a prank perpetuated 
by the faeries. Due to Oona's protective magic, Glen Elendra 
is  the only location on Lorwyn not changed in the plane's 
transformation  into  Shadowmoor.  Glen  Elendra  is  the  most 
powerful wellspring of Blue and Black mana in the entirety of 
Lorwyn-Shadowmoor.

CLACHAN OF KINSBAILE         Brigid, Hero of Kinsbaile
Kinsbaile is the largest Kithkin clachan in Lorwyn. The town is led 
by the cenn  Gaddock Teeg,  and its champion and protector 
was the Hero of Kinsbaile, archer Brigid Baeli. Kinsbaile hosts 
an  annual  Aurora  celebration,  where  various  beings  from  the 
whole of Lorwyn gather to share tales, merriment, and the festive 
Aurora lights. Treefolk sage, Colfenor, last of the Yew people, is an 
advisor to and resident of this clachan. In the transformed world of 
Shadowmoor,  the  rustic  town  of  Kinsbaile  becomes  the  armed 
fortress of Kinscaer.

CLACHANS OF GOLDMEADOW, BALLYRUSH, CLOVERDELL
Goldmeadow is a Kithkin clachan known for its hardy and 
prolific breed of goats. Goldmeadow produces Lorwyn's finest 
goat  milks  and  cheeses,  and  also  fabricates  fine  garments 
from spun goat hair. A number of sagacious Treefolk make 
the outskirts of Goldmeadow their home, acting as advisors 
and  counselors  to  the  Kithkin  of  this  clachan.  In 
Shadowmoor, this idyllic pastureland becomes the holdfast of 
Mistmeadow.

Not  far  from  Goldmeadow  lie  the  twin  clachans  of 
Ballyrush and Cloverdell. These settlements are standard 
Kithkin townships, relying on agriculture, pastoralism, skilled 
artisans, and trade to fulfill their needs.
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BURRENTON     Burrenton Forge-Tender
Burrenton  is  a  clachan  famed  among  the  Kithkin  of  Lorwyn.  This 
township is  similar  to the other Kithkin clachans but is distinct for a 
single reason: its smiths.  Burrenton is a town of metalworkers of the 
highest skill and quality. The smiths of Burrenton manufacture most of 
the metal used by the Kithkin of all other clachans, making them a huge 
asset  to  the  defense  of  the  Kithkin  people  of  this  plane.  Burrenton 
becomes Barrenton when Lorwyn becomes Shadowmoor. 

MOUNT TANUFEL
Mount Tanufel is the birthplace of the Flamekin of Lorwyn, and is the plane's largest mountain range. It is 
encompasses the spring of the Wanderwine River, an elemental called  The Source.  The Ember Fell 
Monastery, a sacred site built by the Flamekin in praise of their progenitor, is hidden atop Mount Tanufel's 
peaks. In Shadowmoor, Mount Tanufel is called Mount Kulrath.

MURMURING BOSK
Murmuring Bosk is a grove sacred to Lorwyn's Treefolk. Treefolk 
ancients gather here to discuss various issues, and also to propagate 
themselves. Almost all Lorwyn Treefolk began their lives as normal 
trees in the Bosk, and after and event called  The Rising,  they 
gained the ability to walk freely. The treefolk council often employ 
Elvish  shamans as  seedguides,  wardens  of  the  young treefolk 
offspring.  The  Bosk  is  a  massive  wellspring  for  Green  mana, 
perhaps the largest and most powerful on Lorwyn, and is also a 
locus for Black and White mana.

PORRINGER VALLEY
The Porringer Valley is a lowland region in Lorwyn through which the Wanderwine flows. Porringer is 
home to a large number of Ash Treefolk shamans and warriors who tolerate the presence of members of 
other tribes so long as they do not harm the trees. Many Boggarts and outcast Elves reside in the valley as  
well, taking advantage of the Ashes' protection. The Boggarts hold their  Feast of Footbottom festival 
within Porringer.
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VELIS VEL
Velis  Vel  is  a  hidden  cavern  associated  with  the 
Changelings of Lorwyn. Once each year the sun shines 
through cracks in the ceiling, creating shifting lights and 
mana  of  all  colors.  The  Changelings  of  this  plane 
convene for this event, both to reproduce and to share 
new forms learned throughout the year. The stalactites of 
Velis  Vel  are  marked  with  runes,  each  one 
commemorating  a  form  that  has  been  taken  by  a 
changeling. Planeswalkers and other powerful entities that 
visit Lorwyn and the caverns of Velis Vel have a general 
unspoken agreement to never summon slivers here, due 
to  the  chaos  and  destruction  that  would  ensue  if  the 
Changelings were ever introduced to that form.

WANDERWINE RIVER & THE DARK MEANDERS
One of the largest and most expansive rivers on the plane Lorwyn-Shadowmoor. Its origin is the water-
elemental The Source, who lives atop Mount Tanufel. Deep within this river are the Dark Meanders, a 
series of labyrinthine tunnels, grottoes, twisting corridors, and dead end caverns that are favorite haunts of 
the Merrow people. When Lorwyn transforms to Shadowmoor, this river becomes the Wanderbrine.

Locations in Shadowmoor
DOUN OF MISTMEADOW
Mistmeadow is a Kithkin settlement on the plane of Shadowmoor, formerly the clachan of Goldmeadow. The 
doun is led by cenn  Molla Welk, and its protector was  Jack Chierdagh, the Hero of Mistmeadow. 
Mistmeadow is a gloomy, fog-ensconced scrubland where a fertile plain once thrived. The inhabitants of 
Mistmeadow eke out a  meager existence with the few crops they can grow in the blighted soil, and use 
defensive blue magics and enchanted scarecrows to protect themselves.

DOUNS OF KINSCAER, BALLYNOCK, BARRENTON
Kinscaer is what remains of Kinsbaile in Shadowmoor. Its cenn is Donal Alloway, and the mighty Kithkin 
witch  Warree Tarcha protects the doun with her skillfully woven magics. The douns of Ballynock and 
Barrenton are the counterparts of Ballyrush and Burrenton respectively. All three of these douns are similar to  
Mistmeadow, though they are less populous.

GLEN ELENDRA
Unchanged in the Great Aurora. See the entry within the section on Lorwyn.
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MOUNT KULRATH
Home to the embittered Cinders, Flamekin who have lost their inner fires. The elemental origin of the 
Wanderwine River, The Source, continues to reside here, although the river itself has now become The 
Wanderbrine.

VELIS VEL
Remains unchanged by the Great Aurora. See the entry in the section detailing Lorwyn above.

WILT LEAF WOOD
With the Great  Aurora's  transformation of  Lorwyn into Shadowmoor,  the  Elves  of  the  Gilt  Leaf  tribe 
become the Wilt Leaf tribe. The Elvish position in the world fundamentally changes, and so does Elvish  
society. The Elves of Shadowmoor devote themselves to protecting the little beauty that remains in the 
world. The center of this realm is the Cayr Ulios safehold. Here the King and Queen of Wilt Leaf reign.

BOGS, SWAMPS, & DREAD WOODS
Shadowmoor is home to countless darkening swamps, blighted forests, and wetlands lurking with predators 
and evil magics. Within these benighted lands prowl Gwyllion hags, boggles, kelpies, selkies, Noggles, and 
many other beasts prowl much of Shadowmoor.

Queen Oona
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MERCADIA, LEGACY OF RAMOS
General Overview
Mercadia is a plane relatively near to Dominaria. It is ruled and administrated from Mercadia City, sitting 
strategically atop an inverted mountain. The city's leadership is highly corrupted by various influences, mainly 
by the scheming  Kyren  (goblins) who control  the magistrate.  This plane is notable in that  the native 
goblins, the Kyren, are highly respected and intelligent being, very different from the mischievous halfwits of 
other planes. Goblins hold most important government positions, and the majority of Mercadia's wealthy 
merchant class are also of Kyren descent.

The humans of Mercadia City, though not those found elsewhere on the plane, are the descendants of the  
ancient Thran race from Dominaria. They were brought to Mercadia by the planeswalker Dyfed in an act of 
penitence to escape Yawgmoth during the Thran Civil War many thousands of lifetimes ago. The Kyren are 
descended from the Thran's personal servants and their goblin engineers, workers in Glacian's factories. 
Many Kyren enjoy flaunting their status over the human descendants of the Thran who were once their 
masters.

The corrupt, oppressive government of Mercadia City is under constant attack by the Cho-Arrim, a group 
of white-aligned rebels who despise despotic government. The struggle of the Cho-Arrim freedom fighters is 
led by the charismatic demagogue and warrior, Cho-Manno, reputed to be invincible in battle. This conflict 
between freedom fighters and government and the political intrigues between city-states are the primary 
conflicts on the plane of Mercadia.

The Myth of Ramos, Some Brief History
It is believed, in differing versions by all the peoples outside of Mercadia City, that Ramos was a dragon 
god from another world. He was locked in neverending battle with his evil brother, Orhop. The wake of the 
combat left chaos and calamity, and upon seeing this, Ramos attempted to save as many people as possible 
from the devastation. He gathered the merfolk in the sea, the crew of a ship, and the tribesmen from the  
plains. Upon taking the peoples under his wing, he brought them to a new world: Mercadia. Once here, 
Ramos collided with something and fell from the sky. Set ablaze by the planar jump, Ramos fell into three 
pieces: Mind, Soul, and Body. The Cho-Arrim rode the Soul into Rushwood. The Saprazzans fell with the 
mind into the sea, and the Rishadans fell off with part of the body onto the shore. Ramos' Bones crashed 
into the Deepwood, where those unfortunate enough to not have fallen off earlier were left as zombies to 
guard Ramos' resting place.

In reality, this myth is not far off. Ramos was in truth a dragon-engine crafted by the artificer Urza to battle  
against his brother Mishra during the Brothers' War. Ramos was tasked with saving as many lives as possible 
in the chaos of that war, and so it hastily gathered a school of merfolk, soldiers from the battlefield on 
Argoth, and a nearby pirate ship. Then, the great dragon-engine was sent to Phyrexia by an immense blast  
of magical energy, where he then went through a Phyrexian portal to Mercadia. Once there, he deposited 
the merfolk in the sea, losing his Power Matrix in what would become Saprazzo due to a 'broken heart' at 
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seeing so many dead and mangled victims of the Brothers' War. The Rishadans fell off in the shore, and the 
Cho-Arrim in the Rushwood.  After  crossing through Mercadia,  Ramos fell  in Deepwood,  where  fallen 
ghouls  there  were  animated  by  the  last  of  his  energy.  His  "bones"-  five  crystals  of  immense  mana 
concentration- gave rise to a number of dryads, who now guard these bones as sacred objects.

The religion and reverence of Ramos remains strong in the hearts and minds of all Mercadians. Despite  
ideological differences, cultural disputes, and regional customs, the religion of Ramos is an idea that unifies 
almost all Mercadians.

Peoples & Races of Mercadia
KYREN          Kyren sniper with blowgun
The most populous and prestigious of Mercadia's races are the Kyren, 
this plane's goblins. They are descendants of the goblin servitors of the 
ancient Thran race of Dominaria. Rather than shame and despair, most 
Kyren find great pride in their ancestry, boasting and bragging that they 
who  were  once  slaves  are  now  Mercadia's  masters.  Kyren  are 
intelligent,  quick-witted,  cunning,  and  crafty.  Their  whims  determine 
current trends in fashion, business, politics, culture, and all other aspects 
of  Mercadia's  high society.  Almost  all  of  Mercadia's  ruling caste  are 
Kyren, and the majority of merchants, peddlers, and businesspeople are 
also of this race. The favored weapon of the Kyren is the blowgun. 
Kyren in government tend to be white/black aligned, while commercial Kyren tend toward red alignment.  
Kyren in other professions and trades tend toward other mana influences.

HUMANS        Cho-Manno, Revolutionary
This plane's humans are fairly similar to the humans of most other 
planes, except that they are not the dominant or most populous race 
on Mercadia.  About half  of Mercadia's human population lives in 
Mercadia City or Rishadan, and the rest live as semi-nomadic rebels, 
such as the  Cho-Arrim. A fair number of black-aligned humans 
sell  their  services  as  mercenaries  to  the  highest  bidder,  caring 
nothing for political and ideological causes. Human druids live in the 
forest  alongside  their  Dryad  neighbors  in  peace  and  harmony. 
Humans on this  plane tend to be aligned with all  five colors of 
mana, depending on their locations and ideals.

MERFOLK
The merfolk of Mercadia live clustered in the sea-city of Saprazzo. As a rule,  Mercadian merfolk have 
excellent relations with the Cho-Arrim, and both are bound together by their reverence of Ramos, and in 
this mythology they find common cultural origins. Independent and outcast tribes of merfolk dwell well away 
from Saprazzo and care nothing for its political intrigues. Most merfolk on Mercadia are blue-aligned.
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DRYADS
Dryads are the humanoid plant-spirits that inhabit Mercadia's forests. They are universally green-aligned.

NON-HUMANOID CREATURES
Mercadia's many landbases are home to a diversity of life, both plant and animal. All manner of snakes, 
insects, beasts, worms, spiders, rhinoceros, ghouls, spirits, ghasts, zombies, sea creatures, and elementals prowl 
this plane, some placid, some deadly aggressive.

Locations on Mercadia
DEEPWOOD & GROVE OF OURAMOS    Deepwood Elder Dryad
Deepwood is  the  sacred forest  where  Ramos fell.  His  resting place  is 
guarded by undead ghouls, the risen corpses of victims of the planeshift to 
Mercadia. In the center of Deepwood is a clearing, where the grove of 
Ouramos sits. The telepathic dryads of Deepwood guard this place, the 
grave and crash-landing site of Ramos, the place where his bones- power 
crystals of immense magic- are housed. Wolverines are prolific here, and 
the  human druids  and rebels  who inhabit  these  woods  rely  on these 
creatures for food, tools, and clothing.

MERCADIA CITY Mercadia City, cliffside dwellings
Located atop a bizarre upside-down mountain, Mercadia City 
is  the  site  where  numerous  Thran  nobles  were  taken  to 
escape the political turmoil of their home during the Brothers' 
War. It is the largest settlement of any size on the plane of 
Mercadia,  and  the  most  industrious.  Essentially  a  trading 
empire,  Mercadia  is  filled  with  hundreds  of  markets  with 
thousands of  vendors,  where anything in Mercadia can be 
bought  and  sold.  Nominally,  Mercadia  City  is  ruled  by  a 
Magistrate,  typically  a  human  who  claims  lineage  to  the 
Thran race of old. In reality, the Magistrate is a figurehead 
directed and controlled by the Kyren goblins of the elite caste.

 
Lower Mercadia, a lesser settlement of traveling traders, sits underneath the shelter of the inverted mountain 
top.  Large  piles  of  trash  thrown from the  upper  city  land  in  vast  heaps,  forming  a  makeshift  barrier 
surrounding the bottom of Mount Mercadia. Criminals are occasionally executed by being buried under piles 
of waste and refuse dropped from above.

Vast  plains  surround Mercadia  City,  dotted with peasant  farmsteads built  in  a  flat-roofed,  conical  style.  
Magical dust storms in this area can transport travelers to the west. 
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RISHADA  Rishadan Port
Rishada is a province made up almost entirely of a port city of the same 
name located due east of Mercadia City. This seaside city has numerous 
marketplaces, almost rivaling those of Mercadia City. Rishada is inhabited 
by  mariners,  fisherfolk,  seamen  and  women,  and  pirates.  Rishada  and 
Saprazzo are ancestral enemies, although the enmity between them rarely 
comes  to  full-blown warfare.  Rishadan pirates  often  prey on Saprazzan 
merchant  convoys  and  are  ever  vigilant  toward  the  Saprazzan  navy. 
Rishada is inhabited primarily by humans, and also by Kyren of a maritime 
inclination and by rogue merfolk.

RUSHWOOD        Rushwood shelter tree
A large forest to the southwest of Mercadia City, Rushwood is itself a living 
entity.  Wumpus,  horned  trolls,  and  myriad  other  beasts  thrive  in  this 
wilderness. The Cho-Arrim, a spiritual and mystical people, live under the 
care and protection of the forest itself. The Mercadians are always on the 
lookout  for  the  Cho-Arrim,  threatening  all  those  who  rebel  against  the 
magistrate's rule with painful death. A great river runs through Rushwood, 
shifting its course as the forest wills. The Cho-Arrim and the dryads of this 
forest believe the river to be the path to the afterlife for the souls of the 
newly deceased. The religion of Ramos is strongest in this region.

SAPRAZZO Faerie flying over Saprazzo
Saprazzo is a city of merfolk and humans located within a lake in the 
center of a volcanic caldera, far out to sea from Rishada. Half of the 
city  lies  beneath  the  surface,  while  the  other  half  where  the  air-
breathers dwell is above the surface. The upper half is concentrated 
around the sides of the caldera shore. A marketplace lies at the top of 
the city near the wall of the caldera. Poorer citizens live in the upper 
areas, and richer people nearer to the water. Saprazzan governmental 
structures lay toward the bottom. There are waterfalls and decorations 
throughout the city. Saprazzo is widely regarded as a whimsical and 
luxurious city by inhabitants and foreigners alike.  The merfolk and 
humans of the city get along with little conflict, and almost all typical residents of Saprazzo hold the faith of  
Ramos.

Merfolk are the political and diplomatic leaders (and main inhabitants) of Saprazzo, while the humans of this 
city tend toward the religious and economic affairs. Saprazzans are dear friends with the Cho-Arrim, and 
retain a similar version of the Ramos myth, as well as a strong sense of religion. The final authority in 
Saprazzan politics is the  Grand Vizier,  who rules over lesser viziers and judges in Saprazzo's intricate 
sociopolitical structure. Due to custom, the Grand Vizier of the city has historically always been a merfolk. 
Similarly, the religious ruler of the city, the Voice of Ramos, has always historically been human.
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MIRRODIN, THE ARTIFICIAL PLANE
Overview & History
The plane of Mirrodin was originally created by the golem Karn Planeswalker as the world Argentum. 
Karn  created  the  plane  from an  existing  but  desolate  space,  using  the  space  as  raw materials  in  the  
construction of his artificial world. Through magnificent displays of magical power, Karn forged this entirely 
artificial, synthetic world.

In order to facilitate his continued exploration and planeswalking, Karn transformed the legendary artifact 
Mirari  into a sentient guardian called  Memnarch. It was Karn's intent that Memnarch would serve as 
guardian and protector of Mirrodin in his stead. However, unbeknownst to Karn, he carried deep within his 
own heart  residual  remains  of  the  Phyrexian  glistening oil,  which he accidentally  and unknowingly 
imbued into Memnarch during its creation.  Unfortunately for Argentum, Memnarch was driven mad by 
Phyrexian oil. 

After being infected, Memnarch was possessed by the urge to become a planeswalker like its creator. In order  
to achieve this,  Memnarch transformed Argentum into Mirrodin, a gigantic terrarium with its own food 
chain and environmental  systems,  built  to  supply  organisms that  could potentially  develop the coveted 
planeswalker spark. Now, Memnarch waits patiently for such a being to emerge so that he might capture 
that being and steal its planeswalker spark, becoming a planeswalker himself. Using his own powerful magics  
and synthetic means, Memnarch has barricaded Karn from returning to Mirrodin, believing in its insanity 
that Karn is the plane itself.

Unique Characteristics of Mirrodin
DIMENSIONS, THE FIVE MOONS & THE FIVE LACUNAE
Because this plane was meticulously crafted twice- once by Karn and again by Memnarch- the plane is very 
specific in its composition. It has a circumference of 1400 kilometers with a diameter of 450 kilometers. The 
plane also has five moons, each of which corresponds with one of the colors of mana. These are: Bringer 
(white mana),  the  Eye of Doom  (blue mana),  Ingle  (black mana),  the  Sky Tyrant  (red mana),  and 
Lyese (green mana). 

Each of the moons also plays a central role in the culture of one or more of Mirrodin's groups of sentient 
humanoids.  Bringer,  being  white-aligned,  is  of  sacred  importance  to  the  Leonin  of  Mirrodin,  who  are 
primarily white-aligned themselves. The Eye of Doom, focus of blue mana, is important to both the Vedalken 
and the Goblins of Mirrodin- the Vedalken revere it and draw power from it; the Goblins think it's bad luck  
to be born under the Eye of Doom and cast all such children into the fires of the  Great Furnace. All 
groups give reverence to Ingle, whom they say stores the souls of the dead. The Sky Tyrant is central to the 
Goblinfolk and to red-aligned Vulshok Human tribes. And Lyese is a sacred figure in the religion of the Elves 
of Mirrodin and all other green-aligned individuals.
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Each of the five moons also corresponds and comes into alignment with one of five Lacunae. The Lacunae 
are massive tunnels that lead from the surface to Mirrodin's very core. It is through these portals that excess 
mana produced by the core is ejected into space, thus projecting the related moon into the sky as well. So,  
for example, when the core produces too much blue mana, the Eye of Doom is shot through the blue 
Lacuna (found in the Pool of Knowledge, see below) into space, scattering with it the excess mana. Each 
of the moons ejects from its Lacuna on a regular and predictable schedule, thus creating Mirrodin's tides, 
seasons, and weather.

MYCOSYNTH         Mycosynth blooms
Mycosynth is a strange metallic fungal organism that exists on Mirrodin. It 
is  unique and wondrous in that  it  does the opposite of  the Phyrexian 
glistening oil. Whereas the oil converts all biological life to synthetic death, 
the Mycosynth transmutes metal  and synthetic materials  into biological 
flesh and life. Memnarch sees the mycosynth as a threat, as it is an artifact 
and synthetic being itself and would be destroyed by the mycosynth. Just 
so, Memnarch and its many agents seek to eradicate the substance, and 
have had some minor success in doing so. Yawgmoth and the forces of 
Phyrexian unlife have a vested interest in annihilating this organism.

Races & Peoples of Mirrodin
HUMANS
The humans of Mirrodin are perhaps the most diverse race on this plane. They are separated into five 
distinct ethnic groups, each with its own customs and rituals, and each aligned to a single color of mana.  
These are: the Auriok, the Moriok, the Neurok, the Sylvok, and the Vulshok. 

HUMANS - AURIOK          Hero of Bladehold, Auriok champion
The Auriok are a nomadic human ethnic group who dwell on 
the Razor Fields of Mirrodin. Warriors and diplomats in equal 
turns, the Auriok survive by making peace and trading with other 
races with whom they come in contact. They are the steadfast 
allies of Mirrodin's Leonin, but shy away from permanent cities. 
Auriok come into constant strife with the Moriok, nim, and other 
creatures  from the  Mephidross  swamp,  as  well  as  the  artifact 
armies of Memnarch. They also compete with the Vedalken for 
spare parts and artifacts.

Each Auriok tribe is led by a Champion responsible for the well-being of his or her people. Steelshapers 
are valued in times of war because of their ability to create weapons from the ample metals of their home.  
The Auriok regard the Cave of Light as sacred ground, and each generation a handful of Auriok girls are 
brought there to train as wizards. In order to cope with the dangerous artifact creatures that ravage the 
Razor Fields, the Auriok have perfected many spells to combat the constructs.
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The Auriok are a tall people with bronze skin, stiff white hair, and muscular frames. Like all creatures of  
Mirrodin, their bodies are composed of flesh and living metal, in their case, gold. Auriok prefer to be scantily 
clad or nude, donning loincloths, robes, or loose shrouds when they do dress. Auriok are almost universally 
white-aligned.

HUMANS - MORIOK       Moriok scavenger
The Moriok are a human ethnic group who live in the Mephidross 
swamps of Mirrodin. Most Moriok dwell in Mephidross's capital,  Ish 
Sah, but some live as scavengers in the muck of the Dross in search 
of the treasures hidden in its midst. The evil magic of the Necrogen 
mists  affects  their  brains,  exacerbating  their  innate  impulses  toward 
hate,  aggression,  and greed. The Moriok revere the black moon of 
Mirrodin, Ingle, calling it  the Whisperer, and believe that it grants 
power to those who can listen. The Moriok are led by Geth, Lord of 
the Vault.

Moriok tend to have pale, unhealthy-looking complexions due to the hostile environment of the Dross, and 
some even have patches of skin and flesh missing, giving them a cadaverous appearance. Their hair is dark  
and stringy. Like all lifeforms on Mirrodin, pieces of metal (presumably lead) poke through their skin in many 
places, though not as much as the Vulshok or Auriok. The most alarming feature of the Moriok is the black 
metal plate that grows across their eyes, making them blind. Moriok dress is usually dark and melancholy.  
Moriok are almost universally black-aligned.

HUMANS - NEUROK        Neurok wizard
The Neurok are a human ethnic group who live in crude settlements 
of tin on the shores of the Quicksilver Sea. Many are in a state of 
subservience to the Vedalken Empire, who use them as guards,  lab 
assistants,  couriers,  and  laborers,  as  well  as  scouts  and  explorers 
throughout Mirrodin.  Due to their inherent paranoia,  the Vedalken 
trust their Neurok slaves far more than they do their own kind. As a 
people, the Neurok highly value knowledge, and like the vedalken are 
in constant pursuit of it. Many of these Humans train as wizards, spies, 
thieves,  and  other  professions  that  afford  them a chance  to  glean 
hidden truths.

Shorter and more slender than other humans of Mirrodin, the Neurok have pale skin that ranges from light 
pink to faint gray. They have less metal (tin or silver, probably) studding their bodies than other Mirrodin 
humans. Their hair is brown or red, but is rarely seen beneath the elaborate multi-eyed headdresses many of 
their kind wear. Neurok favor elaborate dress such as form-fitting silver armor or flowing blue robes, as well 
as the aforementioned headdresses or goggles. Neurok are almost universally blue-aligned.
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HUMANS - SYLVOK Sylvok Druid with Lifestaff
The Sylvok are a reclusive human ethnic group that  live in  the 
Tangle on Mirrodin,  sometimes interacting with the Elves there. 
The Sylvok practice a druidic religion in which most if not all of their 
people take part. Sylvok are a hunter-gatherer people. What they 
can't acquire through hunting, their needs are provided for by the 
Tangle itself, which seems to know where to grow gelfruit to feed 
the Sylvok. Because they are a nomadic, reclusive people, the tribes 
of Sylvok on Mirrodin are much less known and more obscure than 
the other Human ethnic groups and tribes.

The  Sylvok  are  of  medium  height  and  build,  with  fair  skin, 
sometimes with a greenish tinge.  Their  skin  is  studded or laced with intricate  brown or  green copper.  
Warriors of the Sylvok often wear long coats of metallic armor; most other Sylvok prefer little to no clothing 
to maximize stealth. Sylvok are almost universally green-aligned.

HUMANS - VULSHOK         Koth of The Hammer, Vulshok planeswalker
The Vulshok are a semi-nomadic hunter-gatherer people 
of  the  Oxidda  Mountains.  They  are  masterful 
weaponsmiths and armor crafters, and their prowess in 
battle is fearsome. They maintain amiable relations with 
the goblins of the  Krark Clan,  but seem to have a 
somewhat heated relationship with the humans of the 
Auriok  tribes.  The  Vulshok  are  the  preeminent 
blacksmiths of Mirrodin; they salvage iron from the rich 
mountains  of  their  home,  as  well  as  from  artifact 
creatures such as myr, to create weapons and armor of 
great quality. The Vulshok are also renowned sorcerers 
specializing in battle  magic,  such as offensive bolts  of  lightning,  magnetic  weapons that  return to their  
owners,  and the summoning of  hostile  elementals.  The details  of  their  religion are unknown,  but they 
perform fire rituals in remembrance of the rising of their world's red sun, The Sky Tyrant.

Vulshok of both sexes tend to be large and powerful, with muscular frames and thick, oiled skin. Dull iron 
spikes jut from their heads, shoulders, and other parts of their bodies, giving them a degree of natural armor. 
Their hair, if they have any, resembles flexible metal wire. Vulshok wear little clothing, usually only iron-
studded tunics or loincloths. Vulshok are almost universally red-aligned.

The Vulshok are divided into six tribes:  The Anvil,  The Blade,  The Hammer,  The Helm,  The 
Shield, and The Spear. Each of these serves a function in the greater Vulshok culture. For example, most  
of the Vulshok's great leaders and tacticians come from The Helm clan, whereas the best smiths arise from 
The Anvil people. The Blade tribe are the most renowned berserkers, while The Spear clan offer the best all-
round warriors. The Shield clan specializes in defensive red-aligned enchantments and in religious ceremony,
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and The Hammer clan offers up the finest pyromancers, lava mages, and aggressive red-aligned wizards. The 
planeswalker Koth of the Hammer hails from The Hammer clan.

VIRIDIAN ELVES    Viridian Elves annihilating Memnarch's gadgets
The Elves of  Mirrodin are similar  to the Elves  of 
many other planes, except that they are not native 
to this artificial world. The Elves of Mirrodin know 
themselves collectively as  Viridian Elves  or the 
Viridian People.  They were forcibly brought to 
Mirrodin by the insane Memnarch, who thought to 
increase  its  chances  of  harvesting  a  planeswalker 
spark by importing a greater diversity of lifeforms.

Viridian  Elves  live  within  the  great  copper  forest 
known as  The Tangle. From this base, they fight 
tooth and nail against Memnarch and its horde of 
myr and other artifact creatures. As such, the Viridian People have become masters of anti-artifice and anti-
enchantment magics, and they crusade relentlessly to destroy Memnarch and its base of power on Mirrodin.

These Elves revere The Radix as a sacred place. They are on excellent terms with the Trolls of Tel-Jilad, 
from whom they seek spiritual guidance. Their traditional enemies are the Vedalken artificers who work to 
advance Memnarch's machinations. Viridian Elves are almost universally green-aligned.

Among the Viridian Elves of the Tangle is Glissa Sunseeker. Glissa is the foremost captain in the struggle 
against Memnarch and its host of artifact minions.

TROLLS OF TEL-JILAD        Thrun, Troll Shaman of Tel-Jilad
Living  within  Tel-Jilad  (the  largest  tree  in  Mirrodin's 
Tangle)  are  the  Tel-Jilad  Trolls.  These  green-aligned 
shamans and lorekeepers are on friendly terms with the 
Viridian Elves, who treat the Trolls as spiritual leaders 
and  guides.  Within  the  tree  of  Tel-Jilad,  the  entire 
history of Mirrodin and Argentum before it is inscribed 
on  the  metallic  inner  bark.  The  Trolls  are  the  only 
creatures in Mirrodin capable of reading this history, and 
so, the Elves have much to learn from them. As with 
the Elves, the Trolls of Mirrodin despise Memnarch and 
its legion of machine monstrosities and seek to eradicate 
them all.

These Trolls are led by the sagacious and ancient shaman,  Thrun, thought by both Elf and Troll to be 
immortal. Thrun is one of the wisest beings on Mirrodin, and perhaps in all the multiverse.
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GOBLINS   Slobad, Goblin Tinkerer
The Goblins of  Mirrodin are similar  to Goblinfolk of  other worlds. 
They are predominantly red-aligned and live mostly in the Oxidda 
Mountains.  Mirrodin Goblins  have flat  heads,  sharply  pointed ears, 
four-fingered hands, and three-toed feet with large claws. Rather than 
a penchant for mischief and prank-playing, the Goblins of Mirrodin 
are  exceptionally  talented,  innovative,  and  brilliant  in  the  field  of 
artifice.  The  foremost  Goblin  tinkerer  on  Mirrodin  is  known  as 
Slobad, renowned by his own people and the people of other races 
and tribes.

Among the Goblins of the Oxidda range, the Krark Clan are the most renowned. Krark was a legendary 
Goblin explorer whose travels led him to Mirrodin's core. He chronicled this journey in a book, which the 
Krark Clan now treats as a sacred text. The Cult of Krark, which has grown up around this book, treats  
Krark as a messiah figure who is said to lead the dead to the Steel Mother. The Steel Mother is the deity 
of this religion, a hungry, angry goddess from whom metal comes and to whom all metal must return. The 
Goblins of the Krark Clan sacrifice many artifacts,  trinkets,  and gadgets to the Steel Mother.  They also 
sacrifice children born under the Eye of Doom, thinking them to be cursed by blue mana. Kuldotha, the 
furnace at Mirrodin's core, is a sacred place to these Goblinfolk.

VEDALKEN  Vedalken Aethermage
The Vedalken of Mirrodin in many ways similar to the Vedalken of 
other planes. They have vivid blue skin, little to no body hair, no 
ears,  and they are tall  and lanky. They tend to be blue-aligned, 
though individual deviations exist. Unlike the Vedalken of other 
planes, Mirrodin's population of Vedalken have been transformed 
by the mysterious mycosynth, leaving them with four arms and 
gills.  Mirrodin's  Vedalken  serve  Memnarch  dutifully  and  with 
fervor. They are among the foremost artificers and aethermages on 
Mirrodin.  Their  endeavors  to  create and control  artifacts  means 
Mirrodin's Vedalken are at constant war with the Viridian Elves.

LEONIN               Leonin Abunas
Dwelling within the Razor Fields of Mirrodin are the Leonin, a 
predominantly white-aligned Catfolk who value honor above all 
else. They live in hierarchic Khanates presided over by Kha, or 
Chieftains,  and  Abunas,  artificer-shamans.  The  Leonin  of 
Mirrodin are opposed to Memnarch,  more because they are a 
proud people who value their mobility and freedom, not because 
they are fundamentally opposed to artifice. The Leonin tribes tend 
to get along well with their Auriok Human neighbors.
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LOXODON          Loxodon Cleric
Mirrodin's Elephantfolk are imbued with metallic growths on their bodies, 
as with all other beings. They are a clerical and religious people, tending 
toward white mana. These Loxodon ascribed religious superiority to those 
born albino,  believing them to be spiritually pure. Although no formal 
treaty  exists,  the  Loxodon tend to  keep peace  with  their  Leonin  and 
Auriok Human neighbors, though not always. When disagreements and 
conflicts do arise, the Loxodon of the Razor Fields are terrifyingly effective 
and  deadly  in  battle.  Some  Loxodon  tribes  and  individuals  oppose 
Memnarch, while others fully support the mechanization of Mirrodin.

ARTIFACT CREATURES, MYR, ARCBOUND BEINGS   Myr Drone and Leveler
Besides the humanoid races of Mirrodin, Memnarch has created and 
unleashed thousands of prototype machine monstrosities and synthetic 
aberrations  into  the  plane.  The  most  common  of  these  servile 
contraptions  are  the  ubiquitous  Myr.  These  beings  look  and  act 
somewhat like ants,  though they are far  more specialized than ant 
colonies. Some myr are welders, other resource harvesters, some repair 
and maintenance workers, some exist solely to propagate other myr. 

Lording  over  the  subservient  myr  are  a  number  of  greater 
artifact beings, each of which fulfills its own terrifying role in 
Memnarch's master plan. These include arachnoid constructs, 
juggernauts,  horrors,  dragons,  golems,  shapeshifters,  thopters, 
and  most  horrific  of  all,  the  Levelers.  Levelers  are 
Memnarch's ultimate assurance of power, the means by which 
it  maintains true control  of the population.  Levelers are the 
terraformers  of  the  synthetic  plane,  mechanized  mouths  on 
wheels that eat the very fabric of existence. They are the most 
deadly force on Mirrodin.

Locations on Mirrodin
GLIMMERVOID
The  Glimmervoid  is  an  expanse  of  smooth,  tiled  metal,  otherwise 
featureless found between the Razor Fields and the Oxidda Chain. The 
reflective metal surface of this region is known to send spells hurtling 
in several directions at once when magic is performed here. It  is  a 
region devoid of naturally occurring mana.
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MEPHIDROSS, CITADEL OF ISH SAH
The  Mephidross  is  a  swamp  of  sludge,  hazardous  chemicals  and 
magical waste, broken and cast off machines, and corroding metal on 
the  world  of  Mirrodin.  Necrogen,  a  vile  mist-like  chemical  that 
transforms  those  exposed  for  too  long  into  zombies,  fills  the  air, 
belched  from  odd  structures  called  smokestacks.  Nim,  a  race  of 
zombies, proliferate here alongside the Moriok Human denizens. The 
Moriok live in scattered communities throughout the swamp. In the 
center of the swamps is Ish Sah, the Vault of Whispers, a large 
fortress where Geth, Lord of the Vault dominates the Dross and 
instructs his Disciples. The Black Lacuna is located here.

MIRRODIN'S CORE, THE MANA CORE, PANOPTICON
A massive globular space within Mirrodin, the core can only be 
approached through the Five Lacunas, one in each of Mirrodin's 
major landmasses. It is a brilliant and otherworldly sight, with 
shining metallic surfaces everywhere, reflecting the intense light 
of  the  plane's  core.  Within  the  Core  are  thousands  of 
Memnarch's  artifact  creatures  and  constructs,  especially  Myr 
servitors. At the center, suspended in the air, is a blinding circle 
of bright light, a ball of pure mana known as the Mana Core. 
It was from this ball that the five moons emerged into the sky, 
each in its season. Mycosynth towers also dot the metal innards 
of  the  plane,  though  their  existence  remains  a  mystery. 
Panopticon, Memnarch's lair, is located here.

OXIDDA MOUNTAINS
The Oxidda Chain is a series of large slopes and elevated plateaus of oxidized 
metals, most commonly rusted iron. Vulshok Human tribes live here, working 
their forges for trade and raiding when they must. Goblins reside in the Chain 
as well. Kuldotha, the Great Furnace, lies on the inside of a gargantuan hollow 
mountain.  Molten  metal  come from the bowels  of  Kuldotha,  and it  is  the 
hallowed ground and home for the Cult of Krark, as well as the worshipers of 
the Steel Mother. The Red Lacuna is within the Oxidda Chain. 

KULDOTHA THE GREAT FURNACE
Kuldotha, the Great Furnace, is a massive furnace-city used by the goblins 
of Mirrodin for the creation of utilities and the practice of their religion, 
the Krark Cult. Molten metal is produced in the fires of Kuldotha, and the 
Goblinfolk  of  this  region  sacrifices  many  trinkets  and  children  to  the 
blazing inferno at its core.
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QUICKSILVER SEA, MEDEV
The Quicksilver Sea is large body of liquid metal. Though the sea resembles 
mercury, it is actually an otherworldly liquid. Islands of solid metal, probably tin, 
arise  from the  sea  in  strange  formations.  The  Vedalken  live  in  a  massive 
structure  called  Lumengrid,  located  somewhere  near  the  shore  of  the 
Quicksilver Sea, while their Neurok servants dwell in settlements of tin on the 
shore nearby. The Blue Lacuna, located beneath the Pool of Knowledge, 
is in the Quicksilver Sea region. Medev, the only sizable Neurok settlement is 
located in the Quicksilver Sea.

LUMENGRID, SEAT OF THE SYNOD
Lumengrid,  Seat  of  the  Synod,  is  a  massive  city-stronghold  on 
Mirrodin where the vedalken live. It is a center of technology and 
artifice on the plane, rising above the Quicksilver Sea on a massive 
cylinder  with  a  mushroom-like  dome  at  its  top.  The  Synod,  a 
gathering of Vedalken rulers and officials, is housed here, along with 
the Pool of Knowledge. This is also the primary area inhabited by 
common Vedalken. Neurok from the coast of the Quicksilver Sea 
are brought here to help with lab work, exploration of the plane, and 
to work as slaves.  Lumengrid is  guarded by myr drones,  Neurok 
guards, and Vedalken elite sentinels.

POOL OF KNOWLEDGE
The Pool of Knowledge is a vast vat of enchanted serum used by the Vedalken to mutate the species into 
evolution and to bring about revelations. At the bottom of the pool lay the Blue Lacuna.

RAZOR FIELDS
The Razor Fields on Mirrodin are named after the razorgrass that grows there, a long-leaved, lanceolate, 
razor-sharp metal grass. Razorgrass rings like chimes in the frequent heavy winds of the plain. Leonin have 
built their capital city, Taj-Nar, in the center of the Razor Fields. The nomadic Auriok Humans wander these 
plains, trading with those they encounter. Loxodon also inhabit this region, generally at peace with their  
neighbors.

TAJ-NAR, THE ANCIENT DEN
A towering city of gold,  Taj-Nar,  the Ancient Den,  is the 
only city and greatest refuge of the Leonin on Mirrodin. It is here 
that  the  Leonin  Kha'bar-Kha,  or  King-of-Kings,  resides.  It  is, 
without a doubt, one of the most glorious sights to behold in all of 
Mirrodin.  Memnarch  covets  the  city  for  its  technological 
achievements, and for its strategic importance in its campaign to 
conquer the Auriok Humans and Loxodons.
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CAVE OF LIGHT
The Cave of Light is another name for the White Lacuna, one of a series of tunnels that leads to the 
center of Mirrodin. Both the Leonin and the Auriok Humans hold it as a holy place of divine revelation, and 
guard the secret of its location with their lives. The Cave of Light lies within the Razor Fields.

THE TANGLE
The Tangle- a huge expanse of copper structures rising out of the metal ground, encased in green verdigris  
and mold, with wires and metal extensions serving as leaves and vines- is the closest thing to a forest on 
Mirrodin. An abundance of diverse, mutated organisms live in The Tangle. The Viridian Elves make their 
dwellings in the tree-like metal spires here, under the guidance of the Trolls, the keepers of Tel-Jilad. Sylvok 
Human druids also inhabit The Tangle, working in tandem with the Elves and Trolls to keep Memnarch's 
legions at bay. The green Lacuna, known as The Radix, is found in the heart of The Tangle.

TEL-JILAD, THE TREE OF TALES
Tel-Jilad, the Tree of Tales, is the largest and most ancient tree in the 
Tangle.  Inscribed onto its  metal  surface is  the history of  Mirrodin and 
Argentum before it. Near the bottom, all the writings have been etched 
out. The Trolls consider this their sacred home, and they live within its 
hollow core. Elves also hold the place in high esteem, and only elves that 
are a part of the Tel-Jilad Chosen may enter it.

REY-GOOR, THE BLACK BAYOU
The coppery trees of The Tangle eventually  give way into oil-soaked filth and muck.  This region,  the 
southern end of The Tangle, is known as Rey-Goor, the Black Bayou. It is one of Mirrodin's least explored 
and wildest regions. Memnarch's forces have little control here.

 Memnarch, Overseer of Mirrodin
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PHYREXIA, MECHANIZED NIGHTMARE
General Overview & Brief History
Phyrexia is an artificial plane of entirely mechanical "life" created by an ancient unknown planeswalker. Little  
is known of this planeswalker, aside from the fact that he preferred to assume the form of a dragon (perhaps  
Nicol Bolas?). This world was not so different from Mirrodin until Yawgmoth arrived, brought there by the 
planeswalker Dyfed. Yawgmoth, with the remnants and descendants of the phthisis-inflicted Thran humans 
whom he saved through the process he referred to as "Phyresis" (essentially the replacement of weak 
mortality with artifice) came here when they were forced out of the Thran Empire as traitors. The ensuing 
war destroyed the nation of the Thran on Dominaria.

As the years passed,  Yawgmoth,  utilizing all  manner of black magics and artifice,  slowly converted the 
remnants of the Thran into a plethora of twisted, evil, mutated abominations. Using these vile servitors,  
Yawgmoth laid out plans to invade Dominaria, turning the Thran against their once-beloved home plane. At 
present, Yawgmoth continues to bolster his troops, bide his time, and engineer magical creations in hopes of  
conquering Dominaria.

To accomplish this goal, Yawgmoth has also created the artificial plane known as  Rath, via the use of a 
newly created substance called  Flowstone.  Flowstone is a substance made from billions of nano-artifact 
creatures that could, through magic, be manipulated into virtually any shape and appear as almost any other  
material,  making it incredibly useful. Yawgmoth's purpose in engineering the flowstone is to expand the 
boundaries of Rath until that plane overlays Dominaria, thus allowing an easy invasion into that coveted 
plane.

Because the flowstone is difficult to control from afar, Yawgmoth has created a seat of power on the Rathi 
plane in the form of  Supreme Evincars, who rule in his stead. The current Evincar of Rath is called 
Volrath, and his primary function is to manipulate, control, and encourage the expansion of the flowstone.

For more information on the plane of Rath, please see the following chapter entitled Rath, Seat of the  
Evincar.

Phyrexian Lifeforms
Yawgmoth's ingenious engineering and genetic manipulation know no bounds, and as such, Phyrexia is home 
to myriad unique lifeforms,  some grotesque and some deceptively beautiful.  Because these creatures are 
enslaved by Yawgmoth, they are universally black-aligned in addition to whatever other alignments they 
might have or develop. Individual Phyrexian specialists often exploit other colors of mana, depending on their 
purpose.  Infiltrators  and  Metamorphs,  for  example,  use  blue  magics  of  illusion,  transformation,  and 
concealment; Swarmlords utilize green mana to accelerate the growth of their infectious spawn; etc. The 
following sections contain a sampling of Phyrexian creatures.
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HUMANS Phyrexian Human
Despite his non-stop genetic engineering, Yawgmoth has allowed a number 
of his subjects to remain more or less Human. In addition to these Thran 
descendants, an occasional Human or group of Humans from another plane 
attracts Yawgmoth's attention through ritual devotion and worship (see next 
section).  Such  Human  devotees  are  brought  to  Phyrexia  for  a  life  of 
servitude  and  supplication.  Phyrexian  Humans  are  generally  Yawgmoth's 
most  sentient,  conscious  subjects,  and  they  are  typically  used  to  handle 
complex tasks, subterfuge, infiltration, and other tasks that suit their human-
ness.  Like  all  Phyrexians,  the  Humans  of  this  plane  are  all  heavily 
augmented with and mutated by artificial and magical implants.

CULTISTS, THE CULT OF GIX         Priest of Gix
Yawgmoth routinely sends out emissaries to establish Phyrexian cults 
on  other  planes,  especially  on  Dominaria.  These  cults  worship 
machines,  progress,  artifice,  and Yawgmoth himself.  The  Cult of 
Gix was one such example, which exists in all  shadowy parts of 
Dominaria. Those who participate in the cult augment themselves 
with metal,  embedding it in their skin in all  manner of grotesque 
displays, as a sign of their willingness to become machine and forfeit 
their  biological  life.  The  Minion Gix orchestrates  the  Cult, 
distributing Phyrexian technology and instruction to his most devout 
worshipers, and paying direct fealty to Yawgmoth. Similar cults are 
active  on  various  planes.  Such  Cults  tend  to  be  mostly  Human, 
though members of all other races are subject to Phyrexian influence.

KNIGHTS, ANTI-PALADINS        Knight, Order of Yawgmoth
The most elite of warriors, those who are more intelligent and more 
capable  of  tactical  thought  than  mere  killing  devices,  are 
Yawgmoth's  Knights.  Phyrexian  Knights  are  composed  of  a  few 
different Knightly Orders: the Eastern Paladins, dedicated to 
eradicating all natural life; the Western Paladins, avid crusaders 
against all societies that are not of Phyrexia; and the  Order of 
Yawgmoth,  the prestigious guard of The Ineffable himself.  The 
Sanguine  Guard is  another  knightly  order,  tasked  with  the 
protection  of  the  home-plane,  and  of  all  critical  Phyrexian 
infrastructure.  Phyrexian  Knights  tend  to  be  enhanced  Humans, 
though members of many other races serve in Yawgmoth's  elite 
forces  as  well.  Besides  Humans,  black-aligned  Elves,  Loxodons 
(elephantfolk),  Aven (birdfolk),  and Nezumi (ratfolk)  make up the 
bulk of the knightly orders.
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NEWTS        Sleeper Agent
The first stage of any Phyrexian's life is that of the 
Newt.  These  creatures  are  grown  in  vats  of 
Glistening Oil,  and appear as androgynous,  hairless 
humans. They are grown to adulthood then prepared 
and released for life in the dark plane. Newts are later 
put through a process called  Completion.  At this 
point,  they  are  transformed  into  other  forms  of 
Phyrexians to serve any of a number of purposes for 
Yawgmoth.

SLEEPER AGENTS
Sleeper  Agents  are  fully  grown  and  sometimes 
genetically  modified  newts  who  have  not  been 
completed, appearing as regular human beings, sent 
to  spy  on  other  planes  and  perform  clandestine 
operations outside of Phyrexia. Some are completely 
unaware of their status and task, simply dropped off 
on other planes to be used as hidden eyes and ears.

GREMLINS
The  lowliest  of  lifeforms  that  have  passed  Completion,  the  Gremlins  are  small,  bat-eared  creatures  
(apparently related to ouphes on other worlds) that torment artificers and pull apart unwanted artifacts. They  
serve as menial labor and scouts.

UNDEAD - SKELETONS, ZOMBIES, LICHES
Phyrexia  employs  zombies,  skeletons,  and  other  forms  of  walking  dead  in  its  struggle  to  enslave  the 
Multiverse. Many undead are augmented with artificial improvements. Most Phyrexian undead are so toxic 
and noxious that they harm the living by touch and emissions alone.

MINIONS   Broodlings
These  are  the  agents  and  specialized  creations  of 
Yawgmoth, created as versatile instruments in his war 
against  all  biological  life.  Minions serve a number of 
purposes, such as assassination, spying, or softening up 
enemy  defenses  as  shock  troops.  Popular  specialized 
minions include the Phyrexian Infiltrator, the Phyrexian 
Slayer, and the Broodlings. Minions make up the vast 
majority of Yawgmoth's forces, and also represent the 
great  diversity  of  tasks  and  functions  within  the 
Phyrexian war machine.
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CARRIERS   Plaguelord
Biomechanical constructs used to spread Phyrexian-engineered plagues, 
carriers are effectively mobile biological warfare. They are often used as 
suicide troops,  destroying themselves in order to release their deadly 
payloads. Specialized types of carrier include the Denouncers, Debasers, 
Defilers,  and Plaguelords.  Yawgmoth deploys  these  units  as  often as 
possible,  both to spread Phyrexian influence on other  worlds  and to 
ensure  the  devastation  of  huge  numbers  of  biological  creatures  and 
beings. Of these carriers, the Plaguelords are the most vile, spawning 
their own minions through a process of sickening artificial replication.

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTS   Phyrexian Digester
Almost  all  Phyrexian  inhabitants  and  creations  involve 
mechanical parts and additions, but some are entirely mechanical 
and artificial. These are the massive devices and war machines 
used to wipe out any resistance left  after the initial  wave of 
combat  troops  and  plague  carriers.  These  include  Dragon 
Engines,  War  Beasts,  Digesters,  Hulks,  and  the  dreaded 
Phyrexian Colossus. The largest and most brutal of Yawgmoth's 
monstrosities  is  the  Phyrexian Dreadnought,  one of  the most 
catastrophically destructive forces in the multiverse. If  minions 
are  Yawgmoth's  infantry,  the  mechanical  constructs  are  his 
artillery and tanks.

HORRORS      Phyrexian Vatmother
Horrors  are  frightening  monstrosities,  engineered  to 
terrify  the  enemy  and  eliminate  morale.  They  are 
sometimes combinations of creatures listed above, other 
times they are unique. Some horrors are so vile that 
even  other  Phyrexian  forces  fear  them.  Specialized 
horrors include Ragers, Witch Engines, Plague Spitters, 
Devouring  Strossuses,  Gargantuae,  Negators, 
Obliterators,  Revokers, Swarmlords, and Vatmothers.

DEMONS
The most powerful and loyal servants of Phyrexia are the Demons, beings of incalculable evil. These terrible 
entities make up the greater part of Yawgmoth's Inner Circle, and include the Ineffable's most trusted minion, 
Gix. Demons serve as the lieutenants and captains in Phyrexia's army, and lesser demons serve as pit-bosses 
and overlords for the hordes of minions, gremlins, and undead who are Phyrexia's laborers.
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TSABO TAVOC, GENERAL OF PHYREXIA'S ARMY
Second only to Yawgmoth himself is Tsabo Tavoc, a truly fearsome 
creature. Tsabo is of an unidentified humanoid race, but has been 
so heavily augmented as to appear arachnoid. Tavoc is a seasoned 
killer and skilled assassin, capable of using whatever means are at 
her  disposal.  She  has  personally  murdered  a  great  many  of 
Yawgmoth's  legendary  foes,  and  rejoices  in  the  slaughter  and 
bloodshed.  She is also a gifted military strategist, and has won a 
great many battles with inferior forces by tactics alone. Yawgmoth's 
trust  in her is  absolute,  as is her devotion to The Lord of  the 
Wastes. If and when the Phyrexian invasion of Dominaria moves 
forward, Tsabo Tavoc will lead the campaign to conquer the Axis 
of the Planes.

Geography of Phyrexia
Phyrexia is composed of nine distinct spheres, each with its own purpose and its own mechanical "ecology".  
The First Sphere is the outermost, the Ninth the innermost. Phyrexia's Spheres are:

FIRST SPHERE: PHYREXIA'S SURFACE, MECHANICAL PARODY OF LIFE
The First Sphere of Phyrexia is covered by artificial jungle bedewed by oily precipitation. Streams of glistening 
oil run through the first sphere's landscape. It is home to a few forms of dragon engine and many other 
mechanical animal that emulate true life. Rusting artifact debris, metallic dust, and soot litter the long, dark 
plains of this sphere. Huge furnaces spew ash into the air, cloaking everything on Phyrexia's surface with  
dank, choking fumes and black smog. Newts are brought to this Sphere, likely for the purpose of selecting  
those worthy for Completion.

SECOND SPHERE: PHYREXIA'S CRUST
Scraps and ruins from the first sphere are contained within the Second Sphere. Metal beams, pipes, and other 
structures make up the roof. Smokestacks from lower levels also appear in this level of Phyrexia. These are  
all that offer any source of light; this sphere is otherwise pitch black. Gargantuan ammunition dumps as large 
as entire settlements are found here, and vast stores of plagues and biological contaminants are stored in 
equally large caches.

THIRD SPHERE: PHYREXIA'S MANTLE, LAND OF ETERNAL HORROR
The Third Sphere is filled with metal pipes, which create space distortions that prevent planeswalking and 
teleportation to lower spheres. The myriad diverse Horrors of Phyrexia stalk this benighted place, twisting the  
reality and physics of the third sphere, and torturing the unfortunate few outsiders who have ever discovered 
the third sphere for all  eternity.  Magical arts and spellcasting that use any mana other than black (and  
colorless artifice) are simply impossible within this sphere.
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FOURTH SPHERE: BLACK HEART OF PHYREXIA
The  Fourth  Sphere  is  where  the  bulk  of  Phyrexia's 
population exists. Here, the vat facilities where newts are 
grown and Completed,  are tended by Yawgmoth's  Vat 
Priests, whose unholy duty is the replication of unlife on 
the plane. Vat Priests monitor the Phyrexian newborn and 
perform  the  operations  of  transforming  them  into 
mechanical  constructs,  horrors,  minions,  warriors,  and 
disease carriers. The fourth sphere is also the barracks and 
training grounds of all of Phyrexia's forces, save for the 
Horrors  who grow more powerful  in  the delirium and 
madness of the Third Sphere. This sphere further contains 
all  Phyrexia's  outgoing  portals.  These  old,  repurposed 
Thran portals lead to all the planes that Yawgmoth hopes to conquer, and it is through these portals that 
Phyrexian agents travel with a one-way ticket. Incoming teleportation to the fourth sphere is impossible.

FIFTH SPHERE: THE BOILING SEA
The Fifth Sphere, called the Boiling Sea, is an ocean of Glistening Oil. It is the source of all Glistening Oil 
in the multiverse, where the oil is both created and where it replicates itself. The Vat Priests of the fourth  
sphere utilize the oil in their rites and rituals of Completion, and Yawgmoth routinely sends the oil through  
portals on the fourth sphere to other worlds, beginning the process of biological extermination. Because of  
the imperative nature of Glistening Oil to the Phyrexian mission, the fifth sphere is held in sacred reverence  
by all Phyrexians, Yawgmoth most of all.

SIXTH SPHERE: THE INNER CIRCLE
The Phyrexian Inner Circle is housed in the Sixth Sphere. It is the realm of the Phyrexian governmental  
body, where the most prestigious of Yawgmoth's servants- the Great and Lesser Demons- preside.

SEVENTH SPHERE: ETERNAL FURNACE, PUNISHMENT SPHERE
The Seventh Sphere of Phyrexia is an eternal furnace whose flames are used both to power the plane and  
punish those who have failed or crossed Yawgmoth. It is a hellish place, worse than any nightmare. Prisoners, 
independent artificers, and failures of any sort are brought here for torture. Gremlins live on this sphere, 
laboring tirelessly to destroy artifacts and gadgets in the fires of the Great Furnace.

EIGHTH SPHERE: CORE OF PURE ENERGY
Nothing inhabits Phyrexia's eighth sphere, as it is composed of pure energy. Little else is known about it.

NINTH SPHERE: YAWGMOTH'S SANCTUM
The Ninth Sphere is the control center for all of Phyrexia. Yawgmoth resides here in meditative repose, 
plotting, scheming, planning, and weaving terribly powerful spells and rituals to advance his objectives. Tsabo 
Tavoc also resides here in chambers adjoining Yawgmoth's. Few others even know of the existence of the 
Ninth Sphere, save for a handful of Greater Demons who have earned Yawgmoth's favor.
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RATH, SEAT OF THE EVINCAR
"I once had an entire race killed just to listen to the rattling of their dried bones as I waded through them."
   - Volrath, Supreme Evincar of Rath

General Overview & History of Rath
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the plane known as Rath was created by The Ineffable, The Lord of  
the Wastes, and ruler of Phyrexia,  Yawgmoth. Like Phyrexia,  Rath is an artificial plane; unlike Phyrexia, 
Rath contains a diversity of true biological life. Yawgmoth created the plane in order to use it as a staging 
ground for his planned invasion of Dominaria.  To ensure the success of this plan,  Yawgmoth created a 
Flowstone generator (The Hub) in the heart of a vast fortress called The Stronghold, which is the seat 
of power on Rath. He appointed the office known as Supreme Evincar to rule over the Stronghold and 
ensure the continued expansion of the flowstone, thus ensuring the growth of the plane itself. Rath is a 
harsh, brutal world characterized by gray, foreboding skies, howling and lonely winds, rumbling , powerful  
thunderstorms, desolation and despair. Its people tend to be grim, stony, and taciturn.

Rath was chosen for its insidious purpose because it shares a physical and temporal overlay with the central 
plane,  Dominaria.  That  is,  in  planar  space-time,  Rath  and  Dominaria  share  several  portals.  Seeing  the 
opportunity for easy access, Yawgmoth realized Rath would serve perfectly to launch his invasion.

As the years since Rath's creation by Yawgmoth have progressed, Rath has evolved and changed in ways  
that Yawgmoth never could have predicted. The plane is now home to a number of sentient, biological 
humanoids, biological creatures and plants, and a number of unique lifeforms who have spawned from the 
Flowstone substance itself. These include Flowstone Salamanders and Flowstone Wyverns, among 
others. Rath is also home to  Slivers, the most dangerous and deadly swarm of creatures in the known 
planes, and a result of Volrath's extensive experimentation and breeding. Please see the chapter entitled 
Conflicts & Motivations in M:tG for more information on slivers. 

Rath at Present
SUPREME EVINCAR VOLRATH       Volrath, formerly Vuel
The current Supreme Evincar of Rath is an authoritarian menace known 
as  Volrath.  Volrath,  whose  name  in  life  was  Vuel,  is  an  undead 
shapeshifter  originally  from  the  plane  of  Dominaria.  Upon  hearing 
Yawgmoth's words of power in a dream state, Vuel gave himself over to 
the powers of Phyrexia and was chosen by Yawgmoth to succeed the 
then Evincar of Rath. He has ruled with an iron fist ever since. His rule is 
not absolute, however. Among the native population of Rath, there are 
many who resist his rule and who reject Yawgmoth and the Phyrexians. 
For  more  on Rathi  resistance  to  Volrath  and  Phyrexian  rule,  see  the 
following section entitled Resistance on Rath.
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COMMANDER GREVEN IL-VEC &

STARKE IL-VEC, MASTER OF ASSASSINS           Greven il-Vec & Starke il-Vec
Volrath is  served by a number of  cronies,  two of  whom stand out as 
terrifying figures in their own right: Commander Greven il-Vec and 
his countryman  Starke il-Vec. Both of these individuals hail from the 
Vec tribe (see below) and both now serve the Evincar. The black-aligned 
Greven il-Vec is the commander in charge of the powerful artifact, the 
Skyship Predator, and of all of Rath's armies. Starke on the other hand, 
is a red-aligned figure of treachery and subterfuge, acting as the Master of 
Assassins  for  the  Evincar,  and  systematically  murdering  the  Evincar's 
noteworthy enemies.

Volrath keeps both Greven il-Vec and Starke il-Vec in line with a number 
of mechanical enhancements and implants of Phyrexian origin, given to 
him by his master, Yawgmoth. Greven and Starke are seasoned veterans 
of  many missions  for  the  Evincar,  the  former  in  outright  warfare  and 
suppression  of  rebel  armies,  and  the  later  in  covert  operations  and 
assassinations. They are both despised and outcast by their people, who 
view them as traitors and vermin.

Greven's loyalty to the Evincar is complete; Starke's only true loyalty is to 
himself.

RESISTANCE ON RATH: 

THE COALITION OF FREE PEOPLES  Eladamri, Lord of Leaves
As control and Phyrexian influence increases on Rath, so to does the 
resistance of the plane's native peoples who value their freedom and 
independence. A Coalition of Free Peoples has been organized 
by  the  leaders  of  all  of  Rath's  resistant  tribes,  including  special 
devotion  from  the  Skyshroud  Elf  chieftain  known  as  Eladamri, 
Lord  of  Leaves.  Most  of  the  activity  of  Coalition  members  is 
covert,  involving sabotage,  destruction of  infrastructure  and artifice 
facilities,  the  magical  closure  of  Phyrexian  portals,  and  the 
assassination of members of the Rathi-Phyrexian army. Thus far, there 
has  been little  open fighting,  although as  the Coalition rebels  are 
more and more successful in their anti-Evincar campaign, so too do 
Commander Greven il-Vec and Starke il-Vec crack down on sedition.
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Peoples & Races of Rath
HUMANS - DAL TRIBE         en-Dal Liin Zealot
One of Rath's two Human tribes. They are divided into two groups: the 
en-Dal, who seek to remain independent by their resistance within the 
Coalition, and the il-Dal, who sell their services to the Evincar. 

The en-Dal are a semi-nomadic people who live in small encampments 
of thatch-roofed wooden buildings on Rath's gloomy plains.  en-Dal of 
both sexes are known for their long, braided hair, frequently of brown or 
reddish-brown color; en-Dal men typically wear their beards the same 
way. en-Dal warriors are known for using a curved blade attached to a 
long chain as a weapon, which they called a toten or "lash-knife". The most skilled toten warriors are given 
the title Liin, meaning "striking viper". The en-Dal have excellent relations with the other members of the 
Coalition of Free Peoples, and they despise and seek to destroy all il-Dal defectors. All en-Dal are white-
aligned in addition to their others.

The il-Dal are traitors to their people who have joined Volrath's forces. They tend to be rogues, cutthroats,  
and warriors in the Evincar's army.

HUMANS - VEC TRIBE          Ranger en-Vec
The Vec are the other Human tribe native to Rath. Like Rath's other 
tribes, there are both the en-Vec, faithful to the tribe, and the il-Vec, 
traitors who serve the evincar of Rath. 

Unlike their en-Dal cousins, the en-Vec live in settlements and cities 
on the plains. They have a strong military tradition motivated by their 
religion, and are an incredibly spiritual people.  en-Vec culture centers 
around their  clergy and oracles,  who instruct  them in religion and 
ceremonial  burial.  The  en-Vec  construct  elaborate  tombs  for  their 
revered dead and visit  them regularly.  The hallmark of the en-Vec 
military forces are their skilled cleric-knights, the Paladins, and their Rangers who are familiar with both 
plains and forest. en-Vec Rangers act as emissaries to the Skyshroud Elves who are the en-Vec's allies in the 
Coalition. en-Vec all share a white mana alignment in common, and en-Vec rangers are also green-aligned.

The il-Vec are assassins, shock troops, and opportunists. Many il-Vec have begun studying fire magics within 
Volrath's Flowstone foundry, producing a disproportionate number of il-Vec fire mages. il-Vec tend to be 
black- and/or red-aligned.

HUMANS - OTHER
A rare few groups of semi-nomadic druids live in the Skyshroud Forest alongside the Elves there.
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KOR        en-Kor Nomadic Cartographer
Kor  are  somewhat  feline,  blue-gray  humanoids  who 
live in small, reclusive tribes on the deserts and plains 
of Rath. All Kor decorate their bodies with pierced rings 
and small baubles. Like the other tribes of the plains, 
they  are  separated  in  the  en-Kor,  who  fight  for 
independence in the Coalition of Free Peoples, and the 
il-Kor, who side with Evincar's armies.

The  en-Kor  are  a  nomadic  people  much  like  their 
Human  neighbors,  the  en-Dal.  They  rely  on  their 
horse-like mounts for transportation, hides for clothing 
and shelter,  meat,  and speed and maneuverability  in 
warfare. In fact,  horsemanship is so critical to en-Kor 
culture that all twins are trained as lancers. The en-Kor are a deeply religious people, in all of whom their  
traditional sky-based animistic religion is instilled. Due to their far-reaching nomadism, the en-Kor are also  
among Rath's most skilled cartographers, acting as mapmakers for all other members of the Coalition. All Kor 
share a white mana alignment in common in addition to other alignments they might have or acquire.

The traitorous il-Kor retain much of their nomadic, free-roaming nature, and all of their knowledge of Rath's  
terrain. Therefore, the Evincar puts them to use as scouts, spies, infiltrators, and looting skirmishers. il-Kor all  
share a blue mana alignment in common, and a rare few are black-aligned.

GOBLINS - MOGG Mogg Fanatic
The ethnic group of Goblinfolk native to Rath are known as Moggs. 
They  are  among  the  largest  and  most  savage  goblins  in  the  whole 
multiverse.  Moggs have been bred for  battle  and battle  alone by the 
Evincars  of  Rath  throughout  the  years.  They  have  hulking  muscular 
bodies,  sloping  foreheads,  and  razor-sharp  teeth  and  claws  capable  of 
eviscerating their victims. They also have the innate ability to sniff out 
magic. Moggs are the least intelligent and self-aware group of goblinfolk, 
blindly following orders even when they involve certain self-sacrifice.

MERFOLK - THE ROOTWATER PEOPLE   Rootwater Merfolk Rebel
The Merfolk of Rath live in the oceans surrounding the great mangrove 
forest  known  as  Skyshroud.  The  Evincars  of  Rath,  most  especially 
Volrath,  view the merfolk as sub-human, inferior,  and expendable.  As 
such,  for  generations,  the  rootwater  people  have  been  experimented 
upon by the mad forces of the Evincar. The result has been twofold: first, 
those merfolk who retain their freedom utterly despise the Evincar and 
Phyrexia  ;  second,  those  who  have  been  experimented  upon  have 
become crazed abominations, now in service to the Evincar. The free
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Rootwater Merfolk are among the most vehement and active rebels in the Coalition of Free Peoples. Their 
ability to move abroad, scout out areas undetected by land-dwellers, and the magical talents of their gifted 
mystics make the free Rootwater folk a valuable asset to the rebellion. Rootwater Merfolk all share a blue  
mana alignment in common, though they may have or acquire other alignments. Rootwater Merfolk also 
often have a green alignment due to their home being within a mangrove forest. Those Rathi merfolk who  
have become abominations all share a black and blue alignment.

ELVES - THE SKYSHROUD PEOPLE Skyshroud Elves
The  native  Elves  of  Rath  live  within  the  Skyshroud 
Forest, and are likewise known as the Skyshroud People 
or Skyshroud Tribes.  They are led by the great  Elvish 
warrior and chieftain, Eladamri, Lord of Leaves, who 
is a major figure in spearheading the Coalition of Free 
Peoples and fighting the Evincar. The Elves of this forest 
are much like the forest Elves of other planes. However, 
because their beloved home is a mangrove forest and sits 
atop an ocean below, many Skyshroud Elves are aligned 
with both green and blue mana. The Elves of Skyshroud 
have  put  aside  ancestral  conflicts  with  the  Rootwater 
People and have allied against  Volrath's and Phyrexia's 
collective evil.

THE SHADOW PEOPLE: DAUTHI, SOLTARI, & THALAKOS
Three other races exist on Rath, though none of the other races and peoples of this plane are aware of their 
existence.  These  are  the  black-aligned  Dauthi,  the  white-aligned  Soltari,  and  the  blue-aligned  neutral 
Thalakos. These three races originate in Dominaria, but, due to the increasing overlay between the Rathi 
plane and the Dominarian plane, they have been shifted into a vortex of extraplanar timespace between 
both planes and in neither. They therefore exist in the Shadowworld between Dominaria and Rath, able 
to see into both planes but able to exist and interact in neither.

Dauthi Slayer
The Dauthi are a universally black-aligned race of demonic horrors, 
though how they appeared and their mana alignment(s) on Dominaria 
is unknown. It is known that they are forever at war with the white-
aligned Soltari, and that the inability to exist in material plane of either 
Dominaria or Rath has rendered them completely and incurably insane. 
They care nothing for the Evincar, Free Peoples, Phyrexia, or any other 
material beings as they exist in a state of shadowy incorporeality. They 
are solely bent on the destruction of the Soltari.
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      Soltari Wanderer
The  Soltari  are  a  universally  white-aligned  humanoid  race  whose 
ancestral enemies are the black-aligned Dauthi horrors. Their transition 
in incorporeal extraplanar space was not easy nor desirable, but of the 
three  Shadow People,  they have taken the change the best.  They 
have retained their sanity, and over the generations have developed a 
religion  that  reveres  solitude,  quiet,  peace,  and  tranquility,  allowing 
them to seek and find comfort and stability in an awful situation. Their 
spirituality has also broadened their innate magical abilities,  allowing 
them at least to make aetherial contact and communicate with others 
in the material planes. This offers the Soltari some degree of comfort. 
The Soltari do not share the Dauthi desire for extermination; rather, they seek to be left alone to ponder and  
meditate in peace.

        Thalakos Dreamsower
The Thalakos are a universally blue-aligned people who have 
suffered the same predicament as the Dauthi and Soltari. On 
Dominaria,  they  cared  nothing  for  the  conflict  between 
Dauthi and Soltari, preferring instead a life of research and 
contemplation. The transition in Shadow has driven them all 
completely mad, however, because of their inability to interact 
with any material plane while simultaneously being able to 
see both Dominaria and Rath. The now-mad Thalakos spend 
their  time  manipulating  the  Dauthi  and  Soltari,  misleading 
them, tricking and bewildering them, and playing games with 
both races. All this is done for amusements sake, which the 
Thalakos see as the most worthy pursuit. Certain Thalakos 
mystics have also developed magics that allow them to influence the dreams of those in the material plane.  
These Dreamsowers take great delight in tormenting and enticing the living of other realms.

SHAPESHIFTERS
Rath is home to a variety of Shapeshifters. Volrath and his preceding Evincars have captured a great many 
of  these  beings,  extracted  their  lifeforce,  and  have  begun breeding  and  producing  their  own enslaved 
shapeshifters. These beings are employed by Starke il-Vec with great effect in infiltration and assassination 
missions. Those free shapeshifters who still roam Rath care little for the plight of the other sentient races and 
creatures, and sequester themselves away in hidden corners of the world. All of Rath's shapeshifters share a  
blue mana alignment in common, though individuals may vary.

GIANTS
A number of free Hill Giants lazily roam the mountains of Rath, keeping far away from the conflict between 
Evincar and Free Peoples. Others, however, have been captured and subdued by Volrath. These giants he 
uses as taskmasters and slavers, keeping his "lesser" minions in line with brute force and raw strength.
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Locations on Rath
THE STRONGHOLD
This is the Volrath's citadel on Rath, the seat from which he rules the plane. It is  
also Yawgmoth's foothold and center of power on the plane. Here, Volrath trains 
troops, breeds Moggs, and performs countless unspeakable experiments on living 
creatures. The Stronghold also houses an artificers' workshop and moorings for 
the Skyship  Predator. Private quarters exist for Volrath, Commander Greven il-
Vec, and Master of Assassins Starke il-Vec.

THE DREAM HALLS 
This is the laboratory in which Volrath conducts his many wicked experiments and rituals. It is also the locus 
of his infiltrator mages and shapeshifter units, who rely on the concentration of blue and black mana here.  
Volrath communicates with Yawgmoth through this chamber.

THE DEATH PITS
This is the dumping ground of Volrath's failed experiments and rejects, deep within the Stronghold. It is a 
horrifying graveyard of corpses and the undead, and a breeding pit of pestilence, contagion, and illness. A 
sentient, malevolent mass of black ooze lives here, devouring the dead and undead alike.

FURNACE OF RATH
Just below the death pits is the great Furnace of Rath, the powerhouse of 
the entire Rathi operation. It is in fact not a furnace but a tremendous 
chasm  filled  with  fire  and  red  mana  energy.  Besides  powering  the 
Stronghold and Volrath's initiatives, the Furnace of Rath is used to control 
the weather of the plane as well.  This is a huge concentration of red 
mana, the greatest on Rath, and 

THE FLOWSTONE HUB
This generator lies deep within the bowels of The Stronghold, and continually pours out the semi-intelligent  
substance know as Flowstone. From there, the Flowstone trickles onward, expanding Rath's borders ever 
further  and  encroaching  ever  closer  on  Dominaria.  The  concentration  of  raw  mana  in  the  Hub  is 
overwhelming and awe inspiring.

CITY OF TRAITORS
At the foot of the Flowstone Hub, where fresh flowstone empties out into the Rathi plane, lies a settlement 
known as the City of Traitors. Here, the il-Dal, il-Vec, il-Kor, and all other tribesfolk who have come to 
serve the Evincar live and train. Because of its proximity to the Flowstone Hub, it is an area both devoid of  
mana energy and very close to heavy concentrations of mana.
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SLIVER LAIR
This is the breeding ground and menagerie of the Sliver Queen and all her brood. It is located very near the  
Stronghold, and Volrath visits regularly.

CINDER MARSH
This is the region surrounding the Stronghold, where all the citadel's waste, refuse, and toxic byproducts are  
dumped. It is an inhospitable, noxious wasteland or flame and sludge.

FLOWSTONE DESERT, VEC TOWNSHIPS    en-Vec Township
This region is  called a desert,  though it  is in fact  a steppe.  The Flowstone 
Desert is the vast,  rolling plain that covers much of Rath's surface, and the 
location of  all  the tribes of  en-Dal,  en-Vec,  and en-Kor.  It  is  an enormous 
region, larger than all the other landmasses of Rath combined. It is a desolate, 
quiet region, though despite its name, it is quite biodiverse. It is also the only 
large concentration of white mana energy anywhere on the plane of Rath. 
Separated by vast stretches, this plain also houses the many Vec townships that 
thrive amidst its desolation.

SKYSHROUD FOREST
This vast, wet woodland is home to Rath's native Skyshroud Elves, and also 
shelters many refugee rebels, including en-Dal, en-Vec, and en-Kor tribesfolk, 
who  are  welcome  by  and  allied  with  the  native  Elves.  This  region  is  a 
sprawling  mangrove  forest,  in  places  shallow,  and  in  other  places 
unfathomably deep. This is the home of the warrior chieftain, Eladamri, Lord 
of Leaves. The region is tremendously biodiverse and fecund, with all manner 
of wildlife and vegetation. Skyshroud Forest is also home to a unique tribe of 
feral  vampire  Elves.  Beneath  the  roots  of  this  forest's  mangroves  lies 
Rootwater. A few small groups of Human druids also reside here.

ROOTWATER
Beneath the massive and mighty mangroves of Skyshroud Forest  is  the murky,  haunting,  and beautiful 
swamp known as Rootwater. This region is home to the native Merfolk belonging to the ethnic group of the 
same name. Rootwater is a biologically diverse and ecologically rich region,  though due to Volrath and 
Phyrexian influence, this mangrove swamp hides terrible things within its depths.

THE HEARTWOOD
This is another of Rath's forested regions, though it is much less populous than Skyshroud Forest and much 
less ecologically diverse. Several groups of Human druids tend the ancient trees here.

EYE OF KORAI
This small isle lies within the Skyshroud/Rootwater wilderness. The sacred copse of old-growth mangrove 
here is sought out by Elves, Merfolk, and Humans alike for its power and wisdom.
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RABIAH THE INFINITE: THE 1001 PLANES & WILDFIRE
General Description
Rabiah the Infinite is a collection of a thousand and one originally similar planes, all refracted off of the 
original Rabiah during an event called the Thousandfold Refraction. The planes have since developed 
independently of each other, although they remain bound by culture and by magical portals.  The plane 
known as Wildfire is the 1002nd associated with Rabiah, as it is similar both socially and culturally, it trades 
regularly with Rabiah, and it maintains regular planar overlays with Rabiah and with Dominaria.

All  the planes of Rabiah are united by a number of similarities.  They are all  heavily desertified regions 
reminiscent of medieval Arabia geographically, culturally, and mythologically. Rabiah is nominally ruled by 
King Suleiman the Wise, though the mischievous and chaotic Djinn native to the plane resist his rule 
and sow destruction, deception, and despair throughout the 1001 planes. The central conflict on Rabiah and 
in Wildfire is the enmity between Djinni and Human populations, and more broadly, the struggle between 
Law and Chaos.

The flavor and atmosphere of Rabiah and Wildfire are entirely Arabian/Persian. In fact, these planes are 
directly inspired by and extrapolated from One Thousand and One Nights, the classic tale of Shahrizad and her 
struggle to stay alive. All of the characters in One Thousand and One Nights and all the other characters of 
traditional Arabic mythology exist on each of Rabiah's planes, reflected and refracted 1001 times in 1001  
subtle and unique variations. On occasion, an individual is born on one of Rabiah's planes as a single and 
totally unique entity. These special few are known as  The Chosen,  and they are known by Rabiah's 
denizens to be of great importance in the grand scheme of the multiverse; the Chosen are also typically 
imbued with great magic or with a planeswalker spark, though not always. King Suleiman and his dynasty 
are all Chosen, as are most of Rabiah's legends (see below).

Legends of Rabiah & Wildfire
Due to its mythological nature, Rabiah and Wildfire are home to a number of noteworthy persons. These 
include, among others:

ALADDIN         Ali Baba
The infamous and skilled Human rogue known for his great luck in finding 
(and stealing) magical artifacts. Aladdin is a Chosen, and exists singly in all 1001 
planes of Rabiah. He is a powerful locus of red mana, and greatly sought after 
as a thief.

ALI BABA
Another of Rabiah's infamous Human rogues. Like Aladdin, Ali Baba is Chosen 
as well. He is said to be able to scale any wall if there is treasure to be found 
within. He is also wanted by King Suleiman. Ali Baba and Aladdin are rivals, always seeking to out-do and 
one-up one another, although they also treat each other with tremendous professional courtesy and respect.
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EL-HAJJÂJ
El-Hajjâj is a powerful black-aligned wizard, and one of the few 
Chosen people not copied in the Thousandfold Refraction. He 
was the father of the ambitious sorceress  Nailah  (see below), 
and  has  given  her  extensive  training  in  the  arcane  arts.  He 
discovered the Lore of the Ancients and the prophecy of the 
One Made of  Five,  which prophesied that  when the  five 
versions of  the planeswalker  Taysir were united they would 
become the greatest planeswalker ever. It is his wish to use his 
power in tandem with his daughter's power to subdue and unite 
the  Taysirs,  enslaving  him  and  using  the  concentration  of 
magical power for his own ends. El-Hajjâj is the creator of an 
amazing artifact known as the City in a Bottle, in which he 
hides any time he is pursued by foes. Aladdin and Ali Baba both seek to liberate the City in a Bottle and use  
it to further their own thievery. El-Hajjâj is one of the two great "villains" of Rabiah, the other being his 
daughter.

SORCERESS QUEEN NAILAH
The daughter of El-Hajjâj trained in the dark arts of her father, and also a 
Chosen. Using her subtle and wicked magics, Nailah hopes to subdue and 
enslave the planeswalker Taysir, who is the fabled One Made of Five, and 
whom she hopes to use as a potent and unstoppable servant.  She has 
spent much of her life seeking the fabled Ring of Ma'rûf, a legendary 
ring of finding. With this ring and only with this ring will Nailah finally 
be  able  to  track  down  each  of  the  five  Taysirs.  Its  location  remains 
unknown, but all of Nailah's considerable influence and effort goes into 
finding this artifact. In addition to her ambitions, Nailah rules over the 
city-state of Baghdad with her father as her vizier.

TAYSIR   Taysir, desert nomad
During the Thousandfold Refraction of Rabiah, Taysir was the only 
individual to experience neither being copied a thousand times nor 
being Chosen. Instead, he was copied just five times, once for each 
color  of  mana.  According to  the  book of  wisdom,  Lore of the 
Ancients,  the  One  Made  of  Five would  become  the  most 
powerful  planeswalker  ever  known if  all  five  of  his  selves  were 
joined within one body. Each of the five Taysirs is unaware of this 
prophecy and his role in it. The red-aligned Taysir is a wandering 
desert nomad; the green-aligned Taysir, a camel herder; blue-aligned 
Taysir  is  an eternal  child,  ever in a state  of  wonderment;  white-
aligned Taysir is a devout dervish; and the black-aligned Taysir is an 
assassin for hire in the city-state of Baghdad.
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SINBAD THE SAILOR       Sinbad, center, and companions
This  intrepid  blue-aligned  sailor  is  among  Rabiah's  Chosen.  After 
leading a somewhat mundane life as a sailor on the Rabian plane of his 
birth, Sinbad fell into a series of adventures that forever changed his 
future. Now, he has fully adopted the life of the adventurer, putting 
aside his mundane job for a career in exploration. Sinbad is determined 
to visit all 1001 planes of Rabiah, to find and experience all there is to 
find  and  experience.  He  is  a  powerful  concentration  of  blue  mana 
energy, which affords him great stealth, illusion, and deception, and he is 
exceptionally clever to boot. Sinbad is not the gifted thief that Aladdin 
or Ali Baba is, nor is he a powerful spellcaster like El-Hajjâj or Nailah.  
However,  he  is  perhaps the greatest  explorer  and most  enterprising 
adventurer in all of Rabiah's planar incarnations. Sinbad is able to travel 
between planes via an enchanted flying carpet that he discovered in his 
earlier journeys. 

KING SULEIMAN, RULER OF RABIAH King Suleiman at al-Quds
This white-aligned monarch is yet another Rabian Chosen. He is a 
strict adherent to and proponent of the Law, and is deeply religious in 
his convictions and deeply convicted in his religion. Suleiman is seen 
by the city dwelling Humans of Rabiah to be fair, just, and a mighty 
protector. The desert nomad Humans and all Djinni see him as a rigid, 
power-hungry  tyrant.  Suleiman  is  an  intense  focus  of  white  mana 
energy on Rabiah,  and he is  skilled  in  mana magics  of  banishing, 
control, and subdual. He uses these magics with great efficacy against 
the legions of Djinn who seek the downfall  of the Rabian Empire. 
Suleiman  rules  from  his  throne  at  the  ancient  city  of  al-Quds. 
Suleiman is on an ongoing quest to eradicate all Djinn and Efreet.

OLD MAN OF THE SEA   Old Man of the Sea, Human form
The Old Man of the Sea is the leader and progenitor of the Marid 
Lineage  of  Djinn  (see  following  pages).  Some  legends  and  tales 
suggest  that  he is  in fact  the  progenitor  of  ALL djinn on Rabiah, 
though such a claim can never be proven. This spirit-elemental is an 
archetypal trickster, a chaotic, devious, and brilliant riddler who enjoys 
pranking fisherfolk and sailors.  He is ancient,  wise,  and completely 
and  stunningly  mad.  His  desires  and  goals  are  as  whimsical  and 
transient as the waves of the ocean, the gusts of sea-breeze above the 
water. Maritime travels often make supplications to the Old Man of 
the Sea by tossing trinkets, coins, even food and drink overboard to 
ensure their safe passage; this ritual works most of the time, and the Old Man certainly enjoys the homage, 
except when he doesn't, which tends to be fatal. The Old Man is entirely blue-aligned.
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Peoples & Creatures of Rabiah
HUMANS - SULEIMANI
Humans are the most populous race of sentient humanoids on Rabiah. One ethnic group, known as the 
Suleimani, dominate Rabiah in the city-states that speckle the 1001 planes. These people are named after 
King Suleiman, their monarch, who rules all of Rabiah from the city-state of  al-Quds.  Loyal Suleimani 
citizens are all white-aligned, but not all Suleimani are law-abiding do-gooders. The city-states of Rabiah are  
home to a great many pickpockets and thieves (red-aligned), cutthroats, swindlers, and slavers (black-aligned), 
mystics,  conjurers,  scholars  and  merchants  (blue-aligned),  farmers  and  herders  (green-aligned),  and 
combinations of  all  professions (all  color  combinations).  Suleimani  humans tend to  be somewhat  lighter  
skinned than the nomads, and prefer dress that is elaborate, rich, colorful, and lavish. Suleimani soldiers carry  
heavy throwing spears and massive  tulwar longswords. They perfume themselves, spice their food, and 
barter every sort of good and commodity imaginable. 

HUMANS - DESERT NOMADS
The other prevailing ethnic group of Humans native to Rabiah (and 
Wildfire) are the Desert Nomad tribes. These peoples are incredibly 
similar to the Bedouins of Earth: they ride camels and horses, they herd 
these animals alongside sheep, camels, and sometimes donkeys, and the 
roam the endless desert wastes that blanket the Rabian landscape. They 
are a wild and chaotic people, yet also  pious and earth-based people. 
They love a good raid on the city-dwellers, but they also enjoy quiet 
contemplation and meditation in the deserts and oases. Nomads tend 
to dress in white or khaki robes, trousers, and vests, and cover their 
heads and faces with loose-fitting turbans. They tend to have dark red-
brown skin and thick regional dialectical accents. Their preferred weapons are the curved dagger, lance, and 
the powerful recurved short bow. Desert nomad tribes are led by wise and respected elders, male and female, 
who are held up as sacred.  Desert  nomads cultivate a mix of red,  white,  and green mana alignments,  
depending on the inclinations and traditions of tribes and individuals. Elder mystics of these people may delve 
into blue magics.

HUMANS - ERG RAIDERS
Living  in  the  wastes  alongside  the  Desert  Nomad  tribes  are  a 
ferocious and warlike people known as the Erg. The Erg are similar to 
the nomads in that they live in and travel the endless sea of sand on 
Rabiah's 1001 planes. However, the Erg are not pastoralists and they 
have no agriculture; rather, they rely exclusively on raiding, pillage, 
and conquest to meet their needs. They are the bane of all Rabian 
travelers and merchant caravans, and they are openly hostile toward 
Suleiman's  armies  and  the  forces  of  righteousness  and  piety.  Erg 
shamans and mystics summon djinn to serve them, especially those of 
the Aku and Juzûm lineages, as well as Efreet of the dread Serendib
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line. The Erg prefer thin, swift scimitars and wear black studded-leather armor. These are a violent, dark, 
and dangerous people, and they all share a black mana alignment in common, despite individual differences.

HUMANS - CUOMBAJJ WITCHES
Living  in  isolated  covens  are  the  women outcast  by  both  the  Suleimani  and  the  Desert  Nomads  for 
practicing forbidden dark magics and necromancy. These are the Cuombajji, or Cuombajj Witches. Many 
Cuombajji now live and work their evils in Baghdad under the guidance of Nailah.

DJINN & EFREET
Rabiah is home to two distinct races of spirit-elementals, known as the Djinn and the Efreet (sometimes 
pluralized  Djinni  and  Efreeti).  Djinni  are  closely  related  to  Efreeti,  but  they  differ  in  composition  and  
alignment. The majority of Djinn are aligned with blue and often black, draw their power from gold, and are 
vulnerable to copper and agate and weapons thereof. Djinn are capable of shapeshifting, but not with as  
much speed or treachery as the Efreeti, who are also shapechangers. They often live in windy and aerial  
regions, and many are able to fly either with natural or magical means.

Efreeti, on the other hand, are typically aligned with red and often black, and draw their power from fire. 
Efreet have an aversion to prayer, and to iron and rubies and materials made thereof. Efreet adore brass and 
bronze,  and adorn themselves  with these  materials.  They often appear  as wild animals such as cobras, 
scorpions, and jackals, and have also been known to tempt people in the form of beautiful women and 
stunning soldiers. Often they take form of sand cyclones or tornadoes and ravage the settlements and city-
states of Rabiah's deserts. Efreeti occasionally ride camel mounts made of sand and magic.

Both Djinn and Efreet despise the lawful societies of the Suleimani, and cultivate a particular hatred for King 
Suleiman himself.  They harass "civilized"  settlements  as often as possible,  and,  using their  shapeshifting  
prowess, infiltrate city-states from within. Djinn and Efreet have no fixed settlements, save for the City of 
Brass (see Locations below). Certain nomad tribes revere or at least respect the wisdom of the Djinn and 
Efreet, and are thus on friendly terms with these creatures; others fear them and keep great distance between 
themselves and these elementals.

Most Djinn and Efreet are independent creatures who live isolated, solitary lives. Such djinn are almost all  
blue-aligned and efreeti red-aligned. However, there are are separated into a number of distinct lineages who 
tend to run with their own kind themselves. These are detailed below.

DJINN - AKU LINEAGE
The Aku Djinn are fierce and flesh-hungry, and have migrated from their native Rabiah to Jamuraa in 
Dominaria in search of  blood.  There,  they also act  as protectors of the city-tomb Aku.  Aku Djinn are 
singularly black-aligned.
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DJINN - EMBERWILDE LINEAGE
The Emberwilde Djinn are ruled by the Emberwilde Caliph, and are native to the plane of Wildfire. They 
also have much influence in the Jamuraan nation of Suq'Ata, since there are natural portals between the two 
of them. Their presence on Rabiah is minimal, but Emberwilde Djinn do occasionally visit these planes. These 
Djinn are all red-aligned and some are also blue-aligned.

DJINN - ERHNAM LINEAGE
Djinn of the Erhnam lineage are typically found prowling in Rabiah's few forested areas, hunting game 
animals and humanoid beings for amusement. Their love of the hunt is so great that they often use their 
own magic to make their prey better able to flee, thus providing a greater challenge for themselves. A few  
Erhnam Djinn have migrated to the continent of Otaria on Dominaria. These djinni are all green-aligned 
despite other alignments they might have or develop. They are the wildest Djinn and the most difficult to 
control.

DJINN - JUZAM LINEAGE
The Juzam Djinn are some of the most powerful djinn in Rabiah, second 
only  to  those  of  the  Serendib  line.  They can  only  be  subdued only 
through colossal struggle and with great difficulty, and they almost always 
rebel  against  their  purported  masters.  They  delight  in  killing  and 
tormenting mortals, shirking the typical tricks and ruses of djinnfolk for 
outright slaughter. They are the most demonic in appearance of all djinn 
and are universally black-aligned.

DJINN - SERENDIB LINEAGE
The Serendib Djinn are the most magically skilled of the Rabian djinn. 
They are tremendously crafty and wise. These djinn hail from the same 
isles  as  the  Serendib  Efreets,  but  share  little  in  common  with  those 
maleficent and murderous creatures. Although their strongest attribute is 
their  blue-aligned wizardry  and control  of  the  elements,  djinn  of  the 
Serendib line are best known by mortals as wish-granters and as lamp-
djinn. Though cunning and deceptive, these djinn are perhaps the least 
threatening to mortal life, which is perhaps why they so enjoy the sport 
of granting wishes and inhabiting enchanted objects.
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DJINN - MARID LINEAGE
The Marid are the oldest line of djinn on Rabiah and the most respected, although they are isolated and few 
in number. There is a legend that the progenitor of the Marid, the Old Man of the Sea, was the first djinn of 
Rabiah and that all others came from him; the truth of these tales is unknown. Marid are masters of weather, 
wind, and water, and they all live near the coast or other bodies of water. Marid love to travel as clouds, sea  
spray, or as great waterspouts. Marids like to take the form of porpoises, dolphins, other sea creatures, horses,  
and old fisherfolk. They adore leading travelers down wise and profitable paths (for a price, of course), and 
consider themselves to be excellent guides.  Copper, iron, and jade are all talismans used against marids,  
although they are not typically a violent or malevolent people, and most travelers respect them and pay 
them homage. Nomad tribes in particular are very fond of Marid Djinn, and revere them as deities. Marid  
Djinn are all blue and green in mana alignment, though individuals may align themselves with other colors.

EFREET - IFH-BIFF LINEAGE
The Ifh-Biff Efreeti are spirits of the higher air who are strongly grounded in the earth. They are capricious  
and although not as powerful  as many others of their kind,  have the ability to release windstorms on 
opponents. They delight in grounding flying creatures and humanoids, especially those who travel via flying 
carpet and other enchanted means. Ifh-biff Efreet all share green alignment, despite other alignments they  
might have or develop.

EFREET - JUNÚN LINEAGE
The Junún Efreeti are among the most malicious of their kind. They incite madness in their victims or, even 
worse, possess the unwary or those too weak to resist them by locking eyes. The Junún often take the 
shape of great, purple-skinned elementals adorned with elaborate gold jewelry and awash with flames. Once  
summoned and bound by a wizard, these efreet demand regular rewards and rich mana supplies, not only to 
remain loyal, but also to survive. These efreet are universally black-aligned and share much in common with 
Djinn of the Juzam lineage.

EFREET - SERENDIB LINEAGE
Serendib  Efreet  are  descended  from  a  particularly  cunning  and 
malevolent  spirit  called  Zirakzadeh.  This  efreet  aided  an  ancient 
planeswalker  in  a  forgotten  struggle  in  exchange  for  the  ability  to 
destroy anything on Rabiah. The planeswalker granted this request and 
gave  Zirakzadeh  two  mouths,  a  jeweled  forehead,  and  a  mutated, 
hooked left hand- the jewel to entrance victims, the eldritch hand to 
shrink  and  immobilize  the  victim,  and  the  two  mouths  to  eat  and 
destroy.  All  Serendib Efreet are descended from Zirakzadeh and have 
thus inherited his bizarre and lethal abilities. Serendib love to toy with 
their prey, and they constantly find ways to profane and mock all that is 
devout, pious, and pure. Like their Serendib djinn cousins, these efreet also enjoy inhabiting enchanted lamps, 
waiting for unsuspecting lamp-hunters who think they'll find a wish-granting djinn. Serendib efreet bask in 
the bloodshed of such treasure seekers. Serendib Efreet are always aligned with blue and black mana, and  
sometimes other colors.
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Locations in Rabiah

AL-QUDS al-Quds, from a distance
al-Quds is the seat of power on all the planes of Rabiah, and the 
center  of  King Suleiman's  government.  It  is  a vast,  sprawling, 
teeming metropolis, containing all the wonders of 1001 worlds, and 
foreign planeswalkers and wizards from other worlds. Merchants buy 
and sell  every commodity in the known multiverse,  beggars and 
lepers eke out a meager living, dashing pickpockets and burglars ply 
their trades, courtesans ply theirs, mercenaries hire out their services, 
desert nomads come to trade and steal, and Suleiman's magnificent 
and oppressive army keeps the peace. This is the largest and busiest 
of Rabiah's settlements.  This city is a huge focus of white mana, 
though all other colors of mana can be found here.

CITY OF BAGHDAD
This is the central seat of power for the Sorceress Queen Nailah and 
her father and vizier,  the enchanter  El-Hajjâj.  From her spired fortress 
within this city, Nailah conducts her quest to find the Ring of Ma'rûf, with 
which  she  hopes  to  find the  five  incarnations  of  Taysir  and fulfill  the 
prophecy  of  One  Made  of  Five.  The  City  itself  is  a  teeming  pit  of 
wickedness and depravity, upon which Nailah thrives. All that is forbidden 
in al-Quds is encouraged here,  and that which cannot be found in al-
Quds-  narcotics,  intoxicants,  necromantic  ingredients,  slaves-  flows  like 
water in Baghdad. The City's Bazaar is the most active (and filthy) on the 
plane. Baghdad is home to a considerable number of lepers. As with al-Quds, Baghdad is a locus of black  
mana, although all colors of mana and individuals of all color alignments can be found here.

CITY OF BRASS  Fatima's legacy endures
The City  of  Brass  is  a  city  on  Rabiah constructed  by the  insane 
planeswalker  Fatima on  only  one  of  Rabiah's  1001  planes.  It  is 
inhabited by Efreeti and by Fatima's most enduring legacy, the bizarre 
Brass Men. It is a source of overwhelming power to planeswalkers 
and magic users, providing any color of mana at the price of physical 
and mental harm to those who draw on its power. The resident efreet 
and brass men guard this ghostly polis with fervent glee and resolute 
devotion-  the  efreet  because  the  covet  the  city  and  want  no 
interlopers;  the brass men because they were built  to do that and 
nothing else. The City of Brass is one of Rabiah's most exquisite and 
forbidden sights.
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LIBRARY AT ALEXANDRIA
The city-state of Alexandria long ago constructed what is now one of Rabiah's greatest treasures: the Library 
at Alexandria. This library houses thousands of tomes of forgotten lore, ancient texts, scrolls of power, and 
many histories of the plane Rabiah. Planeswalkers travel great distances to visit this landmark of knowledge 
and wisdom, and mages and scholars from all corners of Rabiah travel here to study.

ISLE OF SERENDIB
This is an island recurring on all 1001 of Rabiah's planes. It is home to both the Serendib lineage of Djinni  
and the Serendib  lineage of  Efreeti,  and is  a  planar  overlay  portal  between Rabiah and the Jamuraan 
continent on Dominaria. The Isle of Serendib lies far out to sea, unknown to King Suleiman and his people,  
and only guessed at by the Desert Nomads. It is a verdant tropical island with an active volcano at its center.  
The species of brutal simian known as Kird Apes live here.

ISLE OF WAK-WAK, GHAZBÁN FOREST
This strange island is located near at sea to the Isle of Serendib. It is perhaps the only strong locus of green 
mana energy in the desertified world of Rabiah. Groves of the bizarre wak-wak fruit thrive here, named 
so because they produce an odd sound like "wak" when the burst open. The stands of these fruit-bearing 
trees make up the Ghazbán Forest, one of Rabiah's only forested regions. The Isle is uninhabited except for a 
few lone Ifh-Biff efreet and the sloth-like Ogres who roam the Ghazbán forest. Ghazban is also the location 
of a wondrous species of Singing Tree, one of Rabiah's oldest lifeforms, a treefolk who sing into existence 
green magic in a language long ago forgotten by all other creatures.

ENDLESS SEA OF SAND
This  gargantuan  desert  spans  almost  the  entirety  of  Rabiah,  and 
contains all  its  large cities.  The region was once a fertile,  thriving 
cedar  forest,  but  was  deforested  by  the  Suleimani  to  build  their 
palisades  and  dwellings  when  the  Rabian  city-states  were  first 
established. The denuding of the once-fertile landscape destroy the 
soil, depleted the abundant green mana, and left desert in its wake. 
Here, the desert nomads graze their livestock on the sparse grasses 
and shrubs that dot the region. Pockets of white and red mana span 
the region, though much of the Sea of Sand is a mana-less wasteland. 
Desert  mice,  hawks,  asps,  wyluli desert  wolves,  hares,  desert 
elephants and a variety of plant life exist here.

ERG MOUNTAINS
Stretching like the corpse of some fallen titan across the otherwise barren landscape of the Sea of Sand is the 
Erg Mountain range. Here, the group of Humans known as Erg Raiders make their encampments, plan their  
pillaging, and work their dark summoning rituals. The mountains give shelter to a diversity of creatures as  
well, including the tribe of Ogres known as the Hasran, and the splendid giant eagles known as Rukh. 
Hunting the region's  many small  mammals are the swift  Hurr Jackals,  whom the raiders sometimes 
captured and domesticate as war-dogs.
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GREAT RABIAN SEA     Terror of the depths, the Dandân
Surrounding  the  main  continent  of  Rabiah  and 
containing its two other large island landmasses is the 
Great  Rabian  Sea.  Merchant  ships  from the  huge 
civilized cities  brave this  vast  expanse  in  hopes of 
wealth and riches. The sea is home to a great many 
djinn and efreet, whose favor sailors seek with gold, 
trinkets,  and  other  ritual  offerings.  This  sea  is 
surprisingly devoid of pirates and piracy, largely due 
to  the  djinn  who  see  pirates  as  trespassers  and 
interlopers in a racket that they've already cornered. 
Pirates also refuse to give offerings to the djinn, and 
the djinn likewise destroy them. In the depths of the 
Great  Sea  lurks  one  of  Rabiah's  oldest  and  most 
arcane horrors:  the  Dandân.  Dandân are massive 
fishes,  larger  than  most  merchantmen,  and  quite 
capable of swallowing smaller fishing boats whole. All 
sailors, fisherfolk, and coastal peoples fear them.

Dark Rabiah
One of the 1001 planes of Rabiah is known as Dark Rabiah by all those on Rabiah's other planes. This 
plane is  a  terrible  nightmare  land  where  black-aligned  djinn  and  efreet  rule  in  a  reign of  terror.  It  is 
comparable to Phyrexia in many ways, and has perhaps even been infiltrated by the agents of Yawgmoth. It  
is said that an undead doppelganger of King Suleiman rules Dark Rabiah.

The Plane of Wildfire
Wildfire is a plane with many planar overlay portals to Rabiah, and indeed it is very similar to the Thousand 
and One Planes in many ways. Wildfire, as the name suggests, is a plane of flame, lava, and brimstone. It is  
the home of many Djinni and Efreeti, and is presided over by the Emberwilde Caliph, one of the most 
powerful Efreet living. He is served by a knightly organization called  the Emberwilde Order, made up 
exclusively of Djinn and Efreet. Wildfire maintains trade with several of the Rabiahs and with the empires 
and  peoples  of  Jamuraa  on  Dominaria  through  several  naturally  occurring  planar  overlay  portals  in 
Wildfire's desert regions. Portals between Wildfire and the Bogardan on Dominaria also exist.

Myth holds that the djinn and efreet of Wildfire are responsible for teaching the goblins of Dominaria how 
to harness fire magic and chaos magic long ago, knowing full well that they would be unable to master the  
gift, and finding amusement in the ensuing turmoil for many generations. The goblin pyromancers who now 
have mastered fire magics on Dominaria call themselves  Embermages for this reason. On occasion, an 
intrepid and daring young mage will travel from Dominaria or Rabiah to seek training and council from 
Wildfire's sorcerous djinn and efreet, sometimes with luck and sometimes to their demise.
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RAVNICA, CITY OF GUILDS
General Overview & History, The Guildpact
Ravnica is a plane whose main planet is 
covered in a large city, also referred to 
as The City of Ravnica. The City is an 
ecumenopolis:  a  city  that  spans  the 
entire planet. Ten Guilds distinct in their 
ideology,  activity,  ambition,  and 
alignments vie for control of the hearts 
and minds of the people of Ravnica, and 
for control of the City-Plane itself.  An 
ancient  spell  of  Herculean  proportions 
governs the City and the behaviors of 
the  Guilds.  This  monumental  work  of 
spellcraft is called The Guildpact, and 
it has governed Ravnica for more than 
ten millennia.

Some ten thousand years before present, the plane of Ravnica boasted untold violence and brutality, with  
various factions constantly waging war against one or more of the others. Realizing that this neverending 
war would ultimately destroy the plane and all life within it, a council between ten factions was held, where  
the leader Azor I suggested establishing a living, breathing enchantment that would end the violence and 
ensure the survival of the factions. While some of the order-phobic factions had initial disagreements, the  
other nine leaders eventually concurred that such a pact was the best chance of survival for Ravnica itself.  
Each of the ten factions signed the Guildpact,  and over time, these factions became the ten Guilds of 
Ravnica. 

The power of the Guildpact is subtle; it prevents any guild from dabbling into the business of any other guild 
or disturbing the stable power balance among the ten by twisting circumstance and coincidence to nullify the 
disruptive guild's or individual's actions. While the Guildpact is credited with bringing relative peace and 
prosperity to the plane, sporadic clashes between guilds still occur not infrequently. Despite conflicts between 
the guilds at any given time, the anniversary of the Guildpact's signing is celebrated every year with a day-
long festival, whereupon all Ravnicans lay down their weapons and make merry. This celebration is called  
The Festival of the Guildpact, and it is Ravnica's greatest holiday.

Not all of Ravnica's citizens are a member of a guild; the vast majority have no attachment. However, the 
guilds are a required part of daily life, and their presence is felt everywhere on Ravnica. 
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Peoples of Ravnica
The Ravnican plane is home to a great diversity of races and lifeforms. The sentient, humanoid races of 
Ravnica include: Humans, Devkarin (Dark Elves), Goblins, Viashino (lizardfolk), Trolls, Zombies and other 
undead, Loxodon (elephantfolk), Dryads, Cyclopes, Sphinxes, Dragons, Faeries, Giants, Gorgons, Minotaurs,  
Centaurs,  Shapeshifters,  Golems,  Angels,  Minions,  and  Demons.  It  is  undoubtedly  one  of  the  most 
biologically  diverse  planes  in  the  multiverse.  And  due  to  Guild  allegiances,  cultural  diversity,  and  the 
exchange of ideas and ideals within the ecumenopolis, individuals from all of these races have a variety of 
mana alignments.

Unique Characteristics of Ravnica
As a plane, Ravnica seems to be isolated from the rest of the Multiverse, in a seal similar to the Shard of the  
Twelve Worlds, but with Ravnica as the only plane. On the surface of this micro-shard is a blister, a piece of  
folded Æther that traps all  Ravnican souls upon death,  forcing them to become spirits  and ghosts that  
manifest themselves on Ravnica's physical plane. This phenomenon improves the lifespan of its inhabitant, 
giving longevity in exchange for material entrapment in the afterlife.

Ethnolinguistically, Ravnica is quite similar to the Czech Republic, Poland, and Eastern Europe in general. The 
architecture  and  art  within  the  city  are  reminiscent  of  medieval  Prague.  The  language  and  dialect  of  
Ravnicans follows suit, and is heavily Slavic in nature. For example, names of several legendary characters 
include: Tolsimir Wolfblood, Teysa Karlov, Izolda, Razia, Shokol Wenslauv, Niv-Mizzet, Saint Bayul and 

Jarad vod Savo. Names of locations and important buildings likewise use similar dialectics: Prahv, Utvara,  
Novijen, Svogthos, Orzhova, and so forth. The same is true for organizations, such as the Wojek League, 
Boros, Dimir, Selesnya, etc. The word Parun, used to denote the mythic founder of a guild, is almost an exact  
transliteration of the name for the thunder-god chieftain of the Slavic pantheon, Perun.

Players and Storytellers should take this ethnolinguistic profile into account when creating characters from or 
on Ravnica.

The Ten Guilds of Ravnica
Ravnica is home to ten distinct Guilds, each of them aligned with two of the colors of mana and with the 
corresponding ideologies and ambitions. Each Guild was founded by a Parun, each has a Guild Champion 
and a Guildmaster, and each has its headquarters in a Guildhall. Guilds are constantly recruiting new 
members, and membership in a Guild is denoted by Signet Rings, which all members of all Guilds are 
expected to wear as per the Guildpact. The Guilds of Ravnica are as follows:
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AZORIUS SENATE
"I serve only Justice. But through that duty, I serve all of Ravnica."
     - Isperia the Inscrutable, Supreme Judge, Azorius Guildmaster

The Azorius Senate is the white/blue-aligned guild from the city-plane of 
Ravnica.  This  Guild's  Parun  is,  Supreme  Judge  Azor  I,  a  Human 
lawmage who authored a majority of the original Guildpact. The Azorius 
Senate functions as the nominal government of Ravnica] and creates and 
enforces Ravnican laws.

The Azorius Senate are characterized as being aloof,  bureaucratic,  excessively formalized,  and fastidious,  
spending hours  upon hours  with  legal  documents  and ensuring action,  if  any should  occur,  stringently 
adheres to protocol.  For these reasons, the Azorius are deeply disdained by most Ravnicans,  whom the 
Azorius view as potential criminals, lawbreakers, and agents of general chaos.

        Isperia The Inscrutable, Supreme Judge
The  Azorius  Senate  works  alongside  the  Boros 
Legion and  Selesnya Conclave to see to the 
enforcement  of  the  law,  and  with  the  Orzhov 
Syndicate  to provision  advocates  and  lawmages 
for plaintiffs and defendants. Ultimately, the Azorius 
Senate  advocates  for  blind  justice,  peace,  and  the 
status  quo.  They  do  this  via  their  intrinsic 
involvement in all affairs on Ravnica and with their 
legions of  knights  and paladins,  as well  as  mages 
adept in countermagic and lawmagic.

The  Azorius  Senate's  current  Guildmaster  and 
former Champion is the Sphinx Isperia, called both 
Supreme Judge and The Inscrutable. Serving 
just  under  Isperia  in  the  Guild  hierarchy  but  on 
paper,  the  most  powerful  being  in  Ravnica  is 
Grand Arbiter Augustin IV

The rigid hierarchy of  the  Azorius  Senate is  reflected in the guild's  triangle-shaped crest.  In traditional  
roleplaying terminology, members of this guild can be considered Lawful Good - Lawful Neutral, with the 
emphasis on Lawful.

The Azorius Senate Guildhall is called Pravh, the Spires of Order. This serves a triple function: it is the 
Azorius Guildhall, Ravnica's Supreme Courthouse, and Ravnica's largest and most important jail.
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BOROS LEGION
"Justice is toothless without punishment. Righteousness cannot succeed without the guilty suffering."
     - Razia, Archangel, Boros Guildmaster

This  is  Ravnica's  red/white-aligned  Guild,  founded  by  Parun  Razia,  a 
militant archangel who wields a flaming sword. Razia also remains the Boros 
Guildmaster.  This  Guild  exists  to  enforce  harmonious  coexistence  on 
Ravnica, even if lives are lost and blood is shed in achieving this. The Boros 
Legion functions as the righteous and zealous constabulary and standing 
army of Ravnica, and enforces the laws created by the Azorius Senate. The 
Legion's current Guild Champion is Agrus Kos, a veteran soldier in the 
League of Wojek.

The Boros Legion has a complicated, contrived, and highly 
stratified hierarchy, with the upper levels comprising angels 
and guildmages and lower levels comprising the League of 
Wojek (detective-soldiers) and the Boros Army. Within the 
lower  levels,  Boros  Army officers  that  outrank League  of 
Wojek officers may issue orders to such individuals; but, the 
reverse is not true for League of Wojek officers that outrank 
Boros Army officers.

Though  the  Boros  Legion  is  a  stern  and  militant 
organization,  it  is  not  a  racist  one.  Legionnaires  include 
angels,  goblins,  minotaurs,  giants,  humans,  elementals,  and 
skymount rocs. All who fulfill their duties with honor, dignity, 
and pride are given equal opportunities to advance through 
the ranks.

The Boros Legion Guildhall is known as Sunhome, Fortress of the Legion. Here the Guild conducts all its  
business, including recruitment, training, mobilization, weapon and armor crafting, and official business. The 
Wojek League and all other Legionaries have barracks here.

Members of this Guild can be thought of as Lawful Good - Lawful Neutral in terms of traditional roleplaying 
alignment. As with the Azorius, the emphasis is on Lawful.
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CULT OF RAKDOS
"Let all feel joy in pain."
     - Rakdos, the Defiler

The Cult  of  Rakdos is  Ravnica's  black/red-aligned Guild.  This  Guild  was 
founded by Parun  Rakdos,  an ancient demon of great evil.  The Cult of 
Rakdos attend to menial labor and the services industry of the City, which 
includes some less-than-savory offerings, including everything from musical 
entertainment  and  catering  to  assassination.  Members  of  this  demon-
worshiping guild are referred to as Cultists.

Like  the  extreme  utilitarians  and  hedonists 
they are,  Rakdos Cultists  place a premium 
on personal  pleasure  and  fun,  even  when 
the pursuit  of these ideals causes pain and 
suffering to others and even to themselves. 
Some of  the  crueler,  more  evil,  and  more 
sadistic  members  of  the  Cult  directly  and 
intentionally  inflict  pain  on  others.  This 
Guild quite often gives rise to  Thrill-Kill 
Cults,  gangs  of  enthusiasts  who  go  on 
rampant murdering sprees just for the fun.

Rakdos is the undisputed center of attention 
of  the  Cult  when he is  awake;  when the 
demon is hibernating in his lava pit in  Rix 
Maadi,  however,  there  is  an  acting 
guildmaster.  Currently,  the  acting 
Guildmaster in Rakdos's stead is Izolda the Bloodwitch. Formally, the guild has no structure, and is not 
organized; however, members are affiliated with loose groups referred to as "rings", each of which is led by a 
ringmaster and with its own sphere of influence, commodities, and cult followers.

The formal Guildhall of the Rakdos Cult is called Rix Maadi, the Dungeon Palace. It is here, deep 
within the bowels of the Undercity, that Rakdos slumbers for years on end. Izolda is currently endeavoring to 
awaken Rakdos once again, but needs some very potent ingredients to work the proper awakening ritual. 

In terms of traditional  roleplaying alignment,  Rakdos Cultists  can be considered Chaotic Evil  -  Chaotic 
Neutral, depending on their individual beliefs and ideals.
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GOLGARI SWARM
"Let the rest of Ravnica sneer. One way or another, they all end up in the Undercity."
     - Jarad vod Savo, Lichlord

"Nature's most raw beauty is the circle: perfect in its continuance,  
with no break between life and death."
     - Savra, Queen of the Golgari

The Golgari  Swarm is  Ravnica's  black/green-aligned  Guild,  founded  by 
Parun  Svogthir,  a  human  necromancer  and  lich.  The  Golgari  Swarm 
functions as the agricultural sector of Ravnican society. The Guildhall of the 
Golgari is called  Svogthos, the Restless Tomb,  and is an animated, 
undead,  crawling  mass  of  life  and  unlife  created  by  the  death  and 
reanimation of the Guild's Parun.

The Golgari  Swarm is  the  embodiment  of  the  synthesis  of  life  and 
death. The guild believes that life and death are both natural and are 
essential to, and as essential as, one another. Growth, expansion, and 
proliferation are essential elements of the Swarm. As a consequence of 
their  necromantic  magic,  the  Golgari  are the largest  Ravnican guild, 
although most of their membership are unliving.

The Golgari Swarm is a divided organization. Two primary factions vie 
for dominance of the Guild, and two Guildmasters- one at the head of 
each  faction-  have  been  declared.  The  first  faction  is  known  as 
Devarkin,  which  in  the  language  of  Ravnica  simply  means  "dark 
elves".  Dark  Elves  both  living  and  undead  make  up  a  tremendous 
portion of the Swarm, and so wield considerable power. The Devarkin 
are led by  Savra, called  Queen of the Golgari  by her adherents. 
Savra is a prodigal necromancer and gifted black mana caster. She has 
been the  Matka (Mother,  Queen)  of  the  Devarkin faction for  two 
hundred years.

The  other  faction  that  seeks  to  rule  the  Golgari  Swarm  are  the 
Teratogens, which include plant-zombie hybrids, gorgons, giant bats, 
harpies, and other monstrous horrors. This faction is led by Savra's twin 
brother,  the  dark  elf  lich  known  as  Jarad,  the  Lichlord.  The 
Teratogen  faction  also  includes  the  Golgari  Swarm's  champions,  the 
Sisters of Stone Death. This trio of Gorgons-  Ludmilla,  Lexya, 
and Lydya- are a true avatars of life and death, as they bring about 
both with green and black magics and innate Gorgons abilities.
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THE GRUUL CLANS
"CRUSH THEM! We eat..."
     - Borborygmos

Before and for a short time after the signing of the Guildpact,  the Gruul 
Clans were a wild and noble guild charged with maintaining the wild places 
on Ravnica. They were supposed to keep civilization in check. Civilization 
and the other nine guilds, however, overran every wild place on the planet, 
as civilization always will. This changed the Gruul. 

As  the  wilds  were  destroyed,  so  too  were  the  Gruul's 
responsibilities  taken  from them.  The  Simic  claimed  jurisdiction 
over nature's future. The Selesnya preached about nature in order 
to bring it into its conclave. With their responsibilities taken over 
by others,  they were seen as outside of the Guildpact and the 
Azorius began to write them out of the law. Outside the law, the 
Boros were not required to protect them and the Orzhov were 
free to enslave them.

The Gruul decentralized, lacking any sort of real leadership. Now 
the guild is nothing but a loose affiliation of several clans, and the 
clans are furious. They have been exploited and ignored, and they lust after revenge and rewilding. They 
take any reason to cause chaos, any reason to destroy civilization. It is common for Gruul clans to raid an  
area, destroy it, and squat there until the resources gleaned from the raid are depleted. They then move on  
to a new area, leaving smoldering ruins in their wake.

Borborygmos is the largest and angriest of many large and angry clan leaders. He is not the official  
guildleader of the Gruul, as there is little official about the guild, but when he gives orders, the Gruul listen.  
As his orders are in line with the rage of the abused guild, they are happy to do so. There is also Ulasht, 
the Hate Seed, a hydra of unbelievable might and rage. Though it isn't a part of any clan, it is revered by  
many Gruul as a natural embodiment of pure destruction and mindless rage.

The Burning Tree Clan is the most influential in the guild, and is also the tribe of Borborygmos. This  
clan  ensures that everyone in the Clans remembers who has held them down and destroyed their guild. 
Members of the Burning Tree Clan are often tattooed with the crest of the guild. Their home at Skarrg, 
the Rage Pits serves as Guildhall. The  Scab Clan is the most violent of the Gruul Clans, for every 
member has been tortured, mutilated, and/or crippled by the systemic violence and machinery of civilization. 
The members of this clan make up for physical deficiency by cooperating with each other. and organizing  
guerrilla sabotage. A number of other clans exist, but little is known about them. 

Members of the Gruul Clans can be thought of in terms of traditional roleplaying alignment as Chaotic  
Neutral. The Gruul Parun, Cisarzim, is all but forgotten.
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HOUSE DIMIR
"I am confident that if anyone actually penetrates our facades, even the most perceptive would still  
be fundamentally unprepared for the truth of House Dimir..."
     - Szadek, Lord of Secrets

House Dimir is Ravnica's blue/black-aligned Guild, an organization of secrecy, 
manipulation,  and  underhanded  deals.  The  guild  provides  espionage, 
smuggling,  burglary,  counter-intelligence,  assassination  and  other  illegal 
services for the Ravnican populace,  although its  patrons are unaware that 
they are in fact employing the guild, instead thinking they are employing 
mercenaries or another guild such as the Rakdos. House Dimir is so covert 
that Dimir agents often don't know they're working for this Guild.

House Dimir is ruled over by the ancient vampire Szadek, called the Lord 
of Secrets. Szadek was one of the ten paruns who signed the Guildpact 
10,000 years ago, and has remained the Guildmaster of House Dimir since. 
One of the crucial clauses of the Guildpact was that none of the signatories 
(including Szadek) could reveal the existence of the Dimir to the populace, 
protecting the guild's anonymity.

So, officially, the guild doesn't exist. The Ravnican people believe that there 
are  only  nine  guilds  and  that  if  there  ever  was  a  tenth,  it  dissolved 
thousands of years ago. The name Dimir is not known by most and those 
who do know it believe it to be a myth or a paranoid conspiracy. This 
misinformation is actively propagated by the Dimir to avoid detection.

At the top of the Dimir hierarchy is Szadek, the only guildmember fully aware of all of the guild's activities.  
Beneath  Szadek  are  the  necrosages,  who  oversee  the  guild's  activities  from  the  Dimir  Guildhall, 
Duskmantle,  the  House of Shadow.  They manipulate  the  flow of  information,  keeping the  guild 
informed on all things whilst keeping the rest of the plane ignorant. Few are ever allowed to meet the guild's 
leaders; instead, a network of middlemen are used to pass on messages to field operatives. Agents at the 
bottom of the guild meet mysterious figures in back alleys who give them basic info and nothing else.

Dimir guildmages use their magic to influence and destroy the minds of others. They send messages to  
operatives, strike victims with amnesia, alter memories, and even perform lobotomies to cover their tracks. 
The  Dimir  also  practice  necromancy,  creating  undead  minions  to  carry  out  menial  tasks.  Undead  are 
advantageous as they are simple-minded, easy to create and dispose of, they cannot be interrogated, and can 
be used  to  scapegoat  the  Golgari.  Spirits  are  also  used  by  the  Dimir  to  pass  on  messages,  carry  out  
surveillance invisibly or even to possess important figures such as judges and senators. No one on Ravnica  
is beyond the reach of House Dimir.

Members of House Dimir tend to be Neutral Evil, Lawful Evil, or True Neutral..
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IZZET LEAGUE
"Weather is more predictable than the Izzet."
     - common Ravnican expression

The Izzet League is Ravnica's blue/red-aligned Guild. It was founded by its 
Parun and current Guildmaster, Niv-Mizzet- called both The Firemind 
and Dracogenius- an ancient, brilliant, capricious, 15000 year old dragon. 
The  Izzet  League  continuously  create  and  destroy  and  are  obsessively 
driven by a desire for innovation Being this plane's scientists and engineers, 
and being masters of invention and spellcraft, the Izzet are responsible for 
the design, implementation, and maintenance of Ravnica's infrastructure.

The Izzet League are charged with attending to 
Ravnican  civic  works,  including  aqueducts, 
sewers, heating systems, boilers, and roadways. In 
addition  to  carrying  out  these  functions,  the 
Magewrights are known to perform magical 
experiments  with  reckless  abandon  and 
sometimes  with  spectacular  but  severe  results. 
Unlike the other guilds, the Izzet do not strive 
for  Ravnican  hegemony,  or  for  power  at  all. 
Combined  with  their  drive  for  discovery  and 
child-like  curiosity,  Magewrights  of  the  Izzet 
League jump to and from ideas as they see fit, 
discarding  old  ideas  for  new ones  that  attract 
their  attention.  In  this  regard,  they  are 
ambivalent, mad-scientists.

Like the Cult of Rakdos, the Izzet League, with its worship of its Parun and Guildmaster Niv-Mizzet, has 
been described as a cult of personality. The Izzet Guildhall is called Nivix, Aerie of the Firemind, and 
the guild's Champion is the husband and wife duo, Tibor and Lumia. This loving Human couple are as 
cunning as they are deadly, as methodical as they are swift and fierce. 

Izzet mages are noteworthy for the creation of Weirds, pets and lab-assistants who are composed of two or 
more  opposing  elementals.  These  energies  are  contained  within  plasmodermic  bubbles,  making  weirds 
unstable, unpredictable, and liable to burst- much like the Izzet themselves.

Many Izzet  Magewrights  are  True Neutral  in  terms  of  traditional  roleplaying  alignments,  as  they  care 
nothing for ethics, politics, or morality, and will do anything to make breakthroughs in their research and 
development.  Many other  Izzet-  those  possessed  primarily  by  red  mana  and  fire  magics-  are  Chaotic  
Neutral.
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THE ORZHOV SYNDICATE
"Piece the tragic notes together and is it not a melody?"
     - Teysa Karlov, Orshov Scion

The Orzhov Syndicate is the Ravnican guild of business, where the values 
of white and black mana meet, where the dead exist to rule. Nearly every 
business in Ravnica winds back to the Orzhov in some devious way or 
another. Whilst they bear the facade of a religious group and may well 
have been a true faith at the signing of the Guildpact, the Orzhov now 
worship only profit and power.

Their white mana ties lie in their strong sense of tradition and community, reflected by their ancient rituals  
and customs despite not truly worshiping any gods. Orzhov hoard all their wealth to themselves but will  
gladly share with family members and close friends. Their black mana ties can be seen in their regular  
dealings with the dead, in their refusal to give charity or alms of any kind, and in their frequent violation of 
Ravnican law and use of assassination to meet their own ends and goals.

      Teysa Karlov, Orzhov Scion
The Syndicate  is  famous  for  dealing  with  ghosts 
and spirits. This Guild is presided over by a council 
of  ghosts,  the  Obzedat,  commonly  known  to 
Ravnicans as the Ghost Council of Orzhova. 
The  Orzhob  Guildhall  is  called  Orzhova,  the 
Church of Deals.

The  Orzhov  have  a  great  many  indentured 
servants and undead slaves, made up of all those 
who died with unpaid and unresolved debt to the 
Orzhov. Many such debtors had no idea in life that 
their debts could be traced back to the Orzhov, and 
so  awaken  in  unlife  dismayed,  shocked,  and 
despairing.

High-ranking members of the Orzhov use magical 
means  to  expand  their  life,  and  are  mutated  in 
many  ways  that  pass  into  their  offspring.  For 
example,  Guild Champion  Teysa Karlov has a 
crippled leg, and has been forced to use a walking 
cane since birth.

The Orzhov can be considered Lawful Evil to Neutral Evil in terms of traditional roleplaying alignments.
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SELESNYA CONCLAVE
"We are many, yet one. We are separate in body, yet speak with a  
single voice. Join us in our chorus."
     - Chorus of the Conclave

The Selesnya Conclave is Ravnica's green/white-aligned Guild, founded by 
Parun  and  Guildleader  Mat'Selesnya.  The  Selesnya  Conclave  is  a 
decentralized collective variably described as a "selfless, nurturing, spiritual 
group"  or  a  "brainwashing  nature  cult",  and  involves  itself  in  the 
establishment and maintenance of peace, life, and unity in Ravnica.

Despite their superficial and readily misleading appearance of 
being a "good" and "peace-loving" guild, the Conclave, often 
employing their specialized Quietmen to silence the civilians 
of Ravnica and keep the population under control are, in truth, 
as hypocritical and sinister as any of Ravnica's other Guilds. 
The Conclave is composed mainly of Dryads, in addition to 
Centaurs, Loxodons, Elves, Elementals, Hydras, and Saprolings. 
The "guild leader" of the Selesnya Conclave is not a single 
individual but a collective hive-mind known as the  Chorus 
of the Conclave.

Parun Mat'Selesnya now resides within Vitu-Ghazi, the City-
Tree, Guildhall of the Life  Churchers. Her body has become a 
jewel-encrusted tree  of  massive  proportions.  The Chorus of  the 
Conclave  serves  as  her  voice  to  the  rest  of  the  Guild.  The 
Champion of  the  Selesnya  Conclave  is  an Elf  called  Tolsimir 
Wolfblood, an archer and warrior of great renown who rides an 
equally legendary wolf named Voja.

Selesnyans sometimes serve as "apos", or auxiliary patrol officers, 
with the Wojeks. They also have their own military order, known 
as  the  Knight Order of Mat'selesnya,  whom they use to 
subdue the populace and brutally slaughter any who do significant 
harm to what's left of Ravnica's natural world.

Selesnyans are all Lawful in their alignment, and tend to be Neutral in terms of ethics and morality, willing to  
do whatever is necessary to spread their religion, preserve Ravnica's green mana, and keep the population 
under control. 
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SIMIC COMBINE
"Look beyond,  to  the  vascular  awareness  that  all  life  is  a  map to  
greater knowledge."
     - Momir Vig

The  Simic  Combine  is  Ravnica's  green/blue-aligned  guild.  The  original 
purpose of the Simic Combine was to preserve the health of all Ravnican life-
forms, via the study of life, medicine, and biomancy. But just as life adapts and 
evolves,  so  too  did  the  Combine.  10000  years  after  the  signing  of  the 
Guildpact, Momir Vig, the Elvish Simic Guildmaster, is dissatisfied with his 
Guild's original purpose and has chosen a new mission: to improve upon life-
forms of Ravnica through genetic engineering and manipulation.

The  emotionally  distant  relationship  that  the  Simic 
biomancers  have  with  the  rest  of  Ravnica’s  society 
makes the common man wary of the guild, thinking of 
them Simic as crazy mutant-makers and mad doctors. 
Even so, the Simic make up the body of physicians on 
Ravnica, and many are held in high repute.

Novijen, the Heart of Progress is the genetics 
laboratory where  the Simic  design and perfect  their 
biological experiments. It is also the group's Guildhall. 
It is a hybrid of living matter and sculpted stone held 
in  place  by  thick  cables.  Its  atmosphere  and 
environment  are  completely  self-sustaining  and 
isolated from the City's grid.

Momir Vig is responsible for the creation of  Cytoplasts, masses of living tissue, magical in nature, that 
appear as blue-green globules. These globules convey genetic information to and from any life-form with 
which they come into physical contact. Cytoplasts also tend take on the physical characteristics of their hosts,  
camouflaging themselves to a certain extent. Originally, cytoplasts were grafted onto hosts using surgery and 
spellcraft. Vig has developed newer versions, however, that only need to come into contact with a host in  
order to bond with it. Though cytoplasts are useful on their own, Vig intends to use them in Project Kraj. 
Project Kraj is  a  secret  Simic  initiative.  It  is,  in  short,  an enormous body of  cytoplasts  with a huge  
neuroboretum cluster for its brain. The Kraj is designed to be the ultimate creature, the End of Evolution, and 
the sole defining purpose of biological life. The Biomancers of the Simic Combine have yet to discover a 
way to kickstart the Kraj's brain, and thus set it into motion. 

Like the Izzet, members of the Combine are too concerned with research and development to fuss over 
ethics, politics, and morality. Most Biomancers can be considered True Neutral.
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Other Organizations on Ravnica
Guilds are not the only groups on Ravnica with collective goals and ideals. This section details Ravnica's 
larger, more influential non-Guild organizations.

CULT OF YORE
"Some gardeners sing to plants. I tell them stories - stories of how they  
once ruled the world, of the mortals who destroyed them, of revenge."
   - Bougrat, druid of the Cult of Yore

"Slowly but surely, ideals have recessed in the minds of Ravnicans. They  
have been replaced by the numbing comforts of progress, purpose, and  
definition. Definition is the death of wonder, and the death of humility."
   - Bougrat, druid of the Cult of Yore

"Look to the Old Tomes, those bound in hides and written in yarberry  
ink. They hold the spells that can free us of this modern clutter."
   - Dravash, dowsing shaman of the Cult of Yore

The Cult of Yore is a secret society in the City of Guilds that keeps old tomes recalling the days before the  
Guildpact. They converse with those old enough to remember those days and they hold celebrations and 
perform rituals described in these ancient tomes. The Cult believes that there is a lack of decency and 
soulfulness in the world of Ravnica, that the common folk have had it beaten and bred out of them as a 
direct result of the Guildpact.

According to the Brothers and Sisters of Yore, the Guildpact created false gods, among them the Ghost  
Council, the Firemind, Razia and the angels of Boros, the Chorus of the Conclave, and the Demonlord 
Rakdos.  However,  the Cult  of  Yore also believes that  change is  soon in coming,  for  the old gods are 
returning. These old gods are the embodiment of the world's vastness, diversity, unpredictability, wonder,  
unspoiled nature, and complexity. They are collectively called the Nephilim, and the last of these gods are 
thought by the Cultists of Yore to slumber within the derelict region of Utvara.

The Cult's position on its beliefs is straightforward. From a sermon by the Druid Bougrat:
"To say that the Cult of Yore worships these Old Gods would be incorrect. Some of them are no good,  
and we are better off with them gone. But, there are some to which we still pay them homage and  
attention.  Unlike the created lords of the Guildpact,  these  gods did not  make demands or  accept  
sacrifices. They did not require or answer prayers. They were there only to humble us; living, walking  
examples  of  the  world's  vastness,  diversity,  unpredictability,  danger,  wonder,  horror,  and  complexity  
beyond our comprehension. They were the Nephilim. Or rather, they are the Nephilim.

I have seen it in dreams: somewhere a great eye has opened. The Nephilim awaken."
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  Brother of Yore, scouting distant Utvara 
Members  of  the  Cult  of  Yore  are  all  green-aligned, 
despite  their  individual  alignment  variations.  The 
organization as  a whole  is  green-aligned,  and even if 
individual  members  have  other  alignments,  their 
membership  in  the  Cult  demonstrates  that  green  far 
outweighs and rules over their other inclinations.

The  Guilds  consider  the  Cult  of  Yore  to  be  heretics, 
especially the Guilds with white mana alignments. The 
Cult  is  not explicitly  illegal,  but  Wojek police,  Azorius 
lawmages, Selesnyan soldiers and paladins, and Orzhov 
assassins target them for arrest, harassment, propagandic 
discrediting, and even permanent silencing (i.e., murder). The legal processes of Ravnican law are heavily  
relied upon for prosecuting (persecuting) these cultists, sending them to prison on all manner of trumped-up 
charges: sedition, inciting riots, disorderly conduct, criminal mischief, conspiracy, and even insanity! Ravnica's  
white-aligned Guilds see the Cult's beliefs as threats to the order, stability, and control of Ravnican society, 
and they're right. They have great difficulty in apprehending Guild members and cells, however, due to this 
Cult's decentralized, communal nature.

Brothers and Sisters of Yore used to meet in secret covens, hiding their convictions from the Ravnican 
authorities. Now, however, as Ravnica's Guilds are once again focused on fighting one another, prophets and 
shamans of this organization preach openly in the streets. The Cult grows every day, gaining new and 
ardent recruits in their quest to reclaim the spirits of Ravnican wilderness and mystery.

The Cult has no formal leadership, meeting together in decentralized, non-hierarchic Covens. Members are 
judge on merit, knowledge, and skill,  but even so, no ranking system exists. Members of this group are  
passionate, determined, and convicted, and fully dedicated to reading and understanding the Old Tomes.  
When Covens meet, much time and meditation is devoted to these holy texts; wayfaring and itinerant Yore 
Cultists actively seek out other lost scriptures and texts from pre-Guildpact Ravnica.

This Guild is made up primarily of Humans, Elves, Centaurs, and Minotaurs, and even a fair number of 
earth-centered Goblins and one or two renegade Vedalken. In terms of traditional roleplaying alignments, 
members of the Cult of Yore are Lawful in regards to their scripture and the Nephilim, and Chaotic in 
regards to Ravnican society and law. Ethically, Brothers and Sisters of Yore are typically Good or Neutral.
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HAAZDA COMPANY
The Haazda shield is broad, protecting both the Guilded and the Free.
       - Haazda Company motto

The Haazda Company is a corps of volunteer mercenary law-enforcement 
troops on Ravnica, operating especially in the periphery and "countryside" 
outside  the  major  urban  clusters.  These  stalwart  sentinels  of  order  and 
control patrol areas that aren't covered by the League of Wojek, the plane's 
officially  sanctioned  lawmen.  The  Haazda  have  less  funding  than  the 
Wojek,  and  are  less  diversified,  but  their  training  and  armament  is 
considerable for a non-Guild organization.

The Haazda are divided into two regiments, the  Exonerators  and the  Shieldmates.  Exonerators are 
Lawful  clerics  who  attempt  to  remove  "criminal  thoughts"  and  "disorderly  impulses"  from those  taken 
prisoner by the Shieldmate cops. The Exonerator regiment is headed by the High Exonerator.

Haazda Shieldmates are the soldier-police and military aspect of the Haazda Company. They actively work 
with the Wojek, the Boros, the Selesnyans, and the Azorius to enforce the law, contracting out their services  
for  decent wages.  Because they are not bound by the Guildpact,  the Haazda have a great  deal  more 
flexibility in taking "extra-legal" measures in enforcing the law (i.e., brutal violence, coercion, interrogation, 
and  torture).  However,  most  individuals  who  sign  on  with  the  Haazda  company  actually  care  about 
protecting both the Guilded and the Free, and take their duties very seriously. The Shieldmate regiment is 
divided into squads, each commanded by a Shieldmate Captain. The regiment as a whole is headed by 
the First Shield.

As a Company, Haazda decisions and contracts are made by Vladimir Haazda, this generation's inheritor 
of his family's mercenary company. Vlad Haazda is a stern, shrewd, and Lawful Ravnican Human, who 
believes in the righteousness of his corps and in the profits thereof.

Haazda  are  all  white-aligned,  and  can  be  considered  Lawful  Good,  Lawful  Neutral,  or  Lawful  Evil  in  
alignment, with the important emphasis on Lawfulness.
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ORDER OF LEDEV, KNIGHTS OF THE ROAD
The  Ledev Guardians,  or  Knights of  the Road, 
are  a  knightly  order  sworn  to  defend  routes  of 
commerce and travel on the plane of Ravnica. The 
Ledev  Guardians  are  a  non-Guild  organization, 
though  there  are  many  parallels  between  Ledev 
knights and the Selesnyan Conclave. Ledev in recent 
times have been spending more and more of their 
time  guarding  Selesnyan  officials,  interests  and 
territory and less time patrolling the roads of Ravnica 
for the "good of all",  a trend that leaves the truly 
devoted Ledev Guardians concerned for the future of 
their order.  The Ledev order is  descended from an 
ancient  order  of  pre-Guildpact  warrior-monks  who 
would wander Ravnica's roads, righting wrongs and 
punishing injustices by their rigid code of right and 
wrong, good and evil.

Ledev guardians are skilled in combat with both bows and swords, both on foot and while mounted on large 
intelligent wolves. They share a deep bond with their spirit-wolves that is often mistaken for telepathy. Ladev 
attuned to the magical arts are also capable of performing a "laying on hands" type of white healing magic. 
The Order of Ledev includes mostly Elves, Humans, and Centaurs in their ranks, but permits members of all  
races to submit themselves as squires and eventually gain entry into the Order. The Order also makes no 
distinction on the basis of sex or gender.  Tolsimir Wolfblood, the Champion of the Selesnya Guild, is 
also one of the most famed Ledev.

This  Order  is  instructed  and  led  by  a  group  of  veterans  and  elders  called  the  Fellowship  of  the 
Accomplished. This prestigious inner circle is made up of Ledev knights of particular renown, those who 
have distinguished themselves with acts of valor, humility, charity, self-sacrifice, statesmanship and diplomacy, 
wisdom, and superiority in battle. Those who sit on the Fellowship extend seats on the council to potentates 
of their choosing whenever a Ledev Knight distinguishes him/herself. The Fellowship makes all decisions  
collectively by a two-thirds majority voting system, including the voting in of potentate members. In this way 
the Fellowship has ruled the Order of Ledev for 10000 years, as it continues to at present.

The Selesnyan Conclave are actively trying to infiltrate the Order of Ledev and wrest power away from the 
Fellowship of the Accomplished. They desperately desire to control the Order, using its considerable power to 
further their warped druidic hegemony. The Order are aware of these foul plans, and the numerous old  
guard within the Ledev knights remains staunchly and vocally anti-Selesnyan.

Ledev Knights and Squires are almost  all  itenerant,  homeless wanderers,  save for  those who serve the  
Conclave and those in the Fellowship council. The Ledev Order maintains its stronghold at Vukzdom, the 
Den of Guardians. Members of this organization are all aligned with green and white mana.
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Locations on Ravnica
Because The City of Guilds spans almost the entire main planet of the Ravnican plane, detailing every  
precinct, neighborhood, district, and even region would be appallingly exhaustive. And so, only locations of 
major importance on Ravnica are detailed below.

AGYREM
This is the haunted ghost-city of Ravnica, the final destination for the souls of those who die on this plane. 
The Cult of Yore speculates that this peculiar phenomenon- the souls of the dead being trapped on Ravnica  
rather than passing on- is due to the absence and neglect of the Nephilim old gods.

DUSKMANTLE, HOUSE OF SHADOW
This is the Guildhall of House Dimir, concealed deep within the Undercity and 
obscured by countless spells of obfuscation, illusion, and misleading. Only Szadek 
and his highest ranking guildmages and assassin-masters know the location of 
Duskmantle.

KOROZDA, MAZE OF DECAY
Korozda is an arched cathedral surrounded by an immense, circular maze of overgrown, fungus-encrusted 
ruins. It is the lair of Golgari Guildmaster Jarad vod Savo, and Guild Champion, the Sisters of Stone Death. 
Korozda is patrolled by an array of swarming vermin, giant insects, zombies, and gleancrawlers.

NIVIX, AERIE OF THE FIREMIND
Nivix, Aerie of the Firemind is the Izzet Guildhall and home of Niv-Mizzet. It is 
an  immense  tower  that  rivals  Prahv  in  size.  Each  floor  of  Nivix  houses 
alchemists, mages, philosomancers, engineers, and so on. In the highest floor of 
the tower Niv-Mizzet perches in perpetual calculation atop his aerie. From this 
Guildhall all of the City's utilities ebb and flow, and all new ideas and their 
corresponding technologies originate here.

NOVIJEN, HEART OF PROGRESS
This  is  the  Simic  Guildhall.  It  is  also  Ravnica's  largest  clinic  and  its  most 
extensive bio-weapons research and development facility.  Momir Vig resides 
here with the rest of his high-ranking Guildfellows.

ORZHOVA, CHURCH OF DEALS
This is the Orzhov Guildhall, and the cloaked epicenter of business in The City 
of Guilds. The Ghost Council of Orzhova resides here, alongside this Guild's 
most promising young acolyte, Teysa Karlov. Teysa grandfather, Karlov, sits in 
living death on the Council.
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PARHELION
The Parhelion is a great hall where the Boros Legion's angels reside, including the Archangel Razia. It was 
initially constructed as an interplanar ship intended to set out and chart the multiverse, but quickly fell into 
disuse, and later became repurposed by the Boros. It is located high above the city of Ravnica, amongst the 
clouds, and at times sits docked at the fortress of Sunhome with the rest of the Legion. Undoubtedly, the ship  
is an artifact of immense power, though it serves as a mere dwelling at present.

PRAHV, SPIRES OF ORDER
Prahv is the Guildhall  for the Azorius Senate.  It  is a massive,  towered, 
castle-like structure of white marble festooned with azure and lapis,  and 
adorned with intricate friezes and statuary. It also serves as the Supreme 
Courthouse of the City, and its largest maximum-security prison.

RIX MAADI, DUNGEON PALACE
Rix Maadi is the Guildhall of the Cult of Rakdos. It is located far in the 
Undercity beneath a large mountain, and it holds the lava pit in which 
Rakdos  slumbers.  This  region  has  a  great  many  vents  and  lava-tubes, 
through which those dwelling in neighboring districts hear muted, deathly 
screams, terrible and pained groaning, and mad cackling. Those not of the 
Cult of Rakdos who accidentally happen upon Rix Maadi are never heard 
from again.

SKARRG, THE RAGE PITS
This territory serves as the barracks, living quarters, temple, and Guildhall 
for the Gruul Clans, though it isn't formally called any of these things. 
Skarrg lies within the vast region called Utvara, the whole of which is also 
roamed by the Gruul.

SUNHOME, FORTRESS OF THE LEGION
Sunhome is the Guildhall of the Boros, and it houses and is the base of 
operations for the League of Wojek. It is a fortress, a barracks, a training 
grounds, a recruitment center,  and a place of reverent worship. It is an 
impregnable, ominous symbol of military might.
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SVOGTHOS, THE RESTLESS TOMB
This is the Golgari Guildhall, and the residence of Savra., Queen of the 
Golgari,  and one of  the  two Golgari  Guildmasters.  It  is  also  Ravnica's 
major agricultural region, where the vast majority of this plane's food is 
produced.  It  is  also  the final  resting  place  and site  of  resurrection into 
undeath of  the Guild's  Parun,  Svogthir.  His body has become a mossy, 
plantlike  tomb creature,  and his  consciousness,  though dim and altered, 
lives on, continuing to guide his Guild with the wisdom of oblivion.

THE UNDERCITY
As the City of Guilds has grown and expanded upward and outward, the 
low-lying regions have fallen in darkness and obscurity. Here, the Guilds of 
darker impulses and ambitions reside, including the Rakdos, Golgari, the 
Combine,  and  the  secret  Dimir.  This  region  of  the  City  is  called  the 
Undercity,  a  a  region  that  all  but  its  residents  are  loath  to  visit.  The 
Undercity  contains  Rix  Maadi,  Duskmantle,  Svogthos,  Novijen,  and 
Grigor Canyon, a forgotten and ill-explored abyss.

UTVARA RECLAMATION ZONE
Utvara is a harsh region situated outside the inhabited, urban neighborhoods of Ravnica. The zone is not 
formally under the direct control of any Guild, although it is indisputably Gruul Clan territory. The Orzhov, 
seeking out lucrative opportunities for exploitation in unexplored and unclaimed territory, have established a 
small settlement here, though the Gruul have every intention (and full capability) of annihilating it. Utvara is 
home to a a voracious and prolific species of dragon known as the Utvara Hellkite, which reproduces at 
frightening rates and is able to telepathically call to its kin for reinforcements over vast distances. This region 
is the site of Skarrg, the Rage Pits.

VITU-GHAZI, THE WORLD TREE
This  is  the  Selesnyan  Guildhall,  and  the  residence  of  the  Selesnyan 
Conclave. It also serves as the barracks for Selesnya's knightly orders, and 
as research and training halls for Selesnyan guildmages. This Guildhall is 
built into the side of a massive, twisting tree, and its grounds overflow with 
plant life.
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ULGROTHA, THE HOMELANDS
General Overview & Brief History
Ulgrotha,  meaning  "Garden",  is  a  small  backwater  plane,  far  from  Dominaria,  sometimes  called  the 
"Homelands" by its inhabitants. Its mana lines were destroyed ages ago when Ravi rang the cataclysmic 
artifact called the  Apocalypse Chime, causing the Great Destruction and ending a war between two 
ancient factions.

The white-aligned Dominarian planeswalker Serra traveled to this plane thousands of years before present, 
where she met and married another planeswalker called Feroz. The couple tended the plane for some time 
as its guardians, and also influenced the Human societies on this plane as religious figures or gods in the 
budding Human religion- this is now called the Church of Serra, and it is the largest and most powerful 
organization (besides the Baron) on Ulgrotha. Fearing incursion and despoiling by planeswalkers other darker 
alignments,  Feroz  cast  a  magical  barrier  over  the  world  that  effectively  prevents  planeswalking  to  the 
Homelands. Feroz died some time later in a magical accident, leaving Serra in tormented heartbreak. She  
returned to Dominaria only to die of despair herself. The countries of Ulgrotha then fell to infighting and 
turmoil, allowing the vampiric lord Baron Sengir to ascend to power.

Ulgrotha's single portal to another plane lies within the abandoned Dwarven city beneath Castle Sengir,  
though where it leads remains unknown. Feroz's protective blockade remains intact, making this the only 
path to and from Ulgrotha. It is possibly, considering the gothic flavor and somber grimness of Ulgrotha, that 
this portal leads to and from Innistrad; it is equally possible that Baron Sengir, being a vampire, originates on 
the plane of Innistrad and traveled to the Homelands from that plane.

Present Day Ulgrotha  The Baron Sengir, vampiric conqueror
Contemporary  Ulgrotha  is  characterized  and 
dominated by the rule of the infamous vampire lord, 
the Baron Sengir. The Baron rules over his territory, 
the Dark Barony, from his seat of power at Castle 
Sengir.  After  immigrating  to  Ulgrotha  from  an 
unknown  origin,  he  conquered  a  native  Dwarven 
kingdom at their Castle of Morning Light, which 
he renamed Castle Sengir after its conquest. Following 
the establishment of his seat of power, he went on to 
conquer the subterranean city of New Freedom, yet 
another significant blow to the native Dwarves of this 
region of Ulgrotha. As a further insult,  he sired the 
daughter of the dwarven king as a vampire, renaming 
her  Irini  Sengir,  and  turning her  into  one of  his 
most effective implements of control and terror.
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After totally conquering and enslaving the Dwarves of the Dark Barony, 
the Baron turned his attentions outward to the rest of Ulgrotha's peoples. 
His first step in achieving this was freeing the Dwarven planeswalker 
known  as  Ravi from  imprisonment  in  the  mana-draining  Basalt 
Tower, where she had hidden in ancient times to escape the devastation 
wrought  by the warring of  those times.  Upon freeing her,  the Baron 
instantly  sired  her  as  a  vampire,  giving  her  the  new  name 
Grandmother  Sengir,  and  adopting  her  into  his  immediate  family. 
They exchanged magical knowledge and skills, making both a good deal 
stronger. Grandmother Sengir is responsible for the rise of the Aysen cult 
known as the  Death Speakers (see following entries).  She aids the 
Baron in his conquest, and in her free time seeks out the Apocalypse 
Chime,  which she once rang and with which she ended the ancient 
warring  on  Ulgrotha.  Grandmother  Sengir  is  quite  mad,  and  quite 
obsessed with the artifact because it is able to sever all mana leylines on 
the entire plane for many hundreds of years. Doing so would assure that 
the Baron never faces magical resistance of any kind, securing his rule of 
Ulgrotha for all time.

After  siring  Grandmother  Sengir  and setting  her  about  her  tasks,  the 
Baron then set out in search of a loyal zealot to serve as his liaison to the  
people and as an assassin should the people rebel against his rule. For this  
task he found Veldrane, now called Veldrane of Sengir. Veldrane is 
a Human poacher, scout, messenger, and cutthroat. His devotion to the 
Baron is complete, and he carries out orders swiftly and without question. 
Veldrane carries an emerald-encrusted Dwarven longsword and wears a 
patch of his ruined right eye. Veldrane is unique in that he is the only 
one of Baron Sengir's servants who is a living mortal being. The Baron 
keeps Veldrane in this state because the Humans, Dwarves, and other 
mortals  Veldrane communicates  are more inclined to negotiate with a 
living Human than an undead, monstrous vampire. Veldrane serves the 
Baron so faithfully with the understanding that before he dies of age, the 
Baron will sire him and give him eternal life.

The Baron also  enslaved one of  Serra's  greatest  champions,  a  paladin 
known as Ihsan. Ihsan's Shade, the  ghastly anti-paladin that remains 
of the once-holy warrior, now serves the Baron as his greatest and most 
feared warlord.
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Outside  his  immediate  "family,"  Baron  Sengir  is  also  on  more  or  less 
friendly  (but  coercive)  terms  with  the  Human  rogue  Eron  the 
Relentless, King of the Goblins, who rules over the city of thieves 
known as Koskun Keep. The Baron made a pact with Eron, establishing 
that Eron and his people would provide food for the mortals of the Dark 
Barony's villages and townships and in exchange that Sengir would not 
send minions or interlopers against Koskun Keep. Seeing the Baron's great 
might and wicked influence, Eron accepted these terms as a bargain and 
agreed.  A  general  truce  between  the  two  leaders  and  their  respective 
domains remains solid to the present day.

Sengir Family - Veldrane, Irini Sengir, Baron Sengir, Grandmother Sengir, and a Sengir Autocrat
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Peoples & Ethnic Groups of Ulgrotha
HUMANS - ULGROTHAN
The Humans of Ulgrotha were once an incredibly diverse people, mingling and collaborating with their 
Dwarven neighbors and land, and trading with Ulgrotha's Sea Dwarves. Now, due to the Baron's ongoing 
crusade, the Humans of this plane have been reduced in number and in diversity. Most Humans of The 
Homelands live in one of four different provinces, and can thus be separated into four distinct ethnic groups. 
These provinces are An-Havva, Aysen, the Dark Barony, and Koskun.

HUMANS - AN-HAVVA        An-Havva constable
Those Humans living in and around Ulgrotha's Great Wood inhabit the 
region known as An-Havva, whose settlements are collectively known as 
the  An-Havva  Townships.  These  Humans  live  as  rustic  laborers, 
agriculturalists,  and  pastoralists,  and  fight  tooth  and  nail  to  retain  their 
freedom from the Baron. An-Havva Humans almost all share green mana 
alignment, though many also align themselves with white and red. The 
Humans pursue professions such as  herding,  farming,  smithing,  tanning, 
carpentry,  and so on.  They tend to be on friendly terms with Autumn 
Willow and the creatures of the Great Wood. An-Havva Humans are a hardy, broad-shouldered people 
with reddish-brown skin, green eyes, and red or brown hair.

HUMANS - AYSEN  Aysen crusader
The Aysen Province is Ulgrotha's largest and busiest white-aligned city-
state.  The  plains  of  Aysen  were  once  home  to  over  200  distinct 
indigenous nomad tribes, all of whom were subjected to colonization and 
forced to civilize and dwell in tightly-controlled cities by the planeswalker-
goddess Serra. The people of this region inhabit the plane's two largest 
metropolises:  Aysen Proper and Onella. The Humans of this region 
are dominated by the  Church of Serra,  whose officials and militant 
orders keep them laborious, subservient, and devout.  All  of the typical 
people of Aysen- excepting rogues, thieves, Deathspeakers, and the like- 
are white-aligned. Aysen tend to be pale of skin, blonde or red haired, and blue or green eyed.

HUMANS - DARK BARONY SERFS
Baron Sengir is lord of roughly fifty villages, settlements, and townships, all of which lie within the borders of 
the Dark Barony. These once-thriving hamlets now work harder than ever with much less reward and 
rejoicing at their labor. They are all thought of and treated as cattle by the dictatorial Baron; an unfortunate 
few actually are cattle for the Baron and his minions, kept alive and in bondage to be constantly feasted 
upon. The serfs of the Dark Barony are functionally and economically similar to those of An-Havva, and are  
often also green-aligned. However, coming to terms with the Baron's power and seeking his favor, a great  
many humans of the Dark Barony are black-aligned. These Humans tend to be pale, pasty, diseased, and 
enfeebled, with gray eyes, wiry dark hair, and gaunt cheeks.
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HUMANS - KOSKUNI
Those Humans who live in the Koskun Mountains are an adventurous, daring, wild, and roguish people. The 
greatest settlement of the region is Koskun Keep, where the rogue-king Eron the Relentless hatches all  
manner of crafty machinations. Once a Goblin stronghold, Koskun Keep is now a thriving city of thieves  
inhabited by Humans,  Goblins,  Dwarves,  and Minotaurs alike.  Humans of this region who live outside 
Koskun Keep dwell in semi-nomadic villages and live as pastoralists and hunters. The Koskuni are all red-
aligned, though they may pick up other alignments in their adventures. They tend to be swarthy, scarred,  
suave, and swift people, with piercing blue eyes and wavy black or brown hair.

DWARVES - KOSKUNI
Alongside the Humans of the Koskun range are the Koskuni Dwarves, both refugees from Baron Sengir's  
conquest and the indigenous Dwarves who have lived in these mountains since time immemorial. Koskuni  
Dwarves are a rowdy and chaotic people, like most of Koskun's inhabitants. Many of these Dwarves roam 
Ulgrotha in merchant caravans, displaced from their ancestral homes by the Baron. They live, barter, and 
travel in their covered wagons and drays, making a tidy profit from most transactions but especially those  
with their cousins, the Sea Dwarves. Koskuni Dwarves are known for taking fierce wolves, Heart Wolves, 
as companions, developing deep telepathic connections with these creatures and riding them into battle. 

Koskuni Dwarves all share a red alignment in addition to any others they might have or develop. They tend 
to be thin-ish, tall for Dwarves, with straight black hair and dark eyes. Male Koskuni wear elaborate, styled 
mustaches and women tattoo their chins and fingers.

DWARVES - SEA DWARVES
Some Dwarves fled further than others when the Baron destroyed their original homeland. These are the 
Sea Dwarves, a maritime, mercantile people with great skills in seamanship and navigation. This ethnic group 
is further divided into a series of clans, most of which have thematic names related to the sea. One such 
group is the Clan of the Gentle Wave; Reveka, the Wizard-Savant of the Floating Isle's Wizard 
School, hails from this Clan. Sea Dwarves populate a number of islands and islets in Ulgrotha's expansive 
oceans, and travel to the main continent often to trade with land-dwellers. All Sea Dwarves are blue-aligned,  
many are also red in alignment, and many other pick up other alignments in their travels. When times are 
difficult or when impulse and adventure beckon, Sea Dwarves often engage in piracy. Sea Dwarves tend to  
be short and stocky, brown skinned and deeply tanned, with chestnut hair which they braid extensively, 
hooked noses, and gold-flecked brown eyes. They are NOT a stereotypical Dwarven people in any way.
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MINOTAUR - ANABA
"The Spirit Crafters sing of all our people. They sing of those lost, of those found, of those who are yet to be."
     - Onatah, Anaba Shaman

         Anaba Spirit Crafter
Ulgrotha's  native  Minotaur  population lives  and  thrives  in  the Koskun 
range  far  out  of  reach  of  both  the  Baron  and  the  despot  Eron  the 
Relentless.  These  Minotaur  are  deeply  spiritual,  wise,  and  steeped  in 
tradition.  Collectively,  these  Minotaur  tribes  call  themselves  the  Anaba. 
Anaba  culture  is  complex  and  storied.  It  revolves  heavily  around  the 
weaving of tales, the remembering of histories, and prophesying the future. 
Ancestor worship and reverence is an everyday aspect of Anaba life, so 
much so that ancestors are summoned forth as spirits and consulted for 
their  wisdom.  The  Dwarven  planeswalker  Ravi,  now  the  insane 
Grandmother Sengir, often looked to these ancestor spirits for wisdom and 
insight in the ancient days. 

Also central to Anaba culture is the didgeridoo, which they play with tremendous skill and passion, and with 
which much of their spellcraft is performed. Anaba paint themselves with red and white clays, and the truly 
spiritual and devout imbue themselves with magical tattoos. The legendary Minotaur planeswalker Sandruu 
hails from the Anaba people. Anaba all share red alignment in common, and many are also white and/or 
blue.

GOBLINS - KOSKUNI
The Goblins of Ulgrotha are native to the Koskun mountains, and they are this plane's least populous race.  
They are stereotypical Goblins- fierce, wild, impulsive, red-aligned. Most Ulgrothan Goblins live in Koskun 
Keep and serve Eron the Relentless. A few independents pursue various professions and goals on their own. 

Major Conflicts in The Homelands
Besides the standard struggle between the elements of mana and magic, Ulgrotha is marked by a few major 
conflicts. The most obvious of these in Baron Sengir's ongoing campaign to enslave all the peoples of this 
plane to a grim existence of servitude and labor. All the free peoples of Ulgrotha clearly wish to resist this, 
though the Baron's power grows with every passing night and it seems like a very likely outcome.

Another less visible conflict is that between the city-states of Aysen and the free and independent townships, 
villages, and hamlets of An-Havva and the Great Wood. The government and military forces of Aysen are 
white-aligned Serra worshipers, and they want to impose their religion and civilized way of life on all others.  
The rustic farmers and woodsy folk of An-Havva are an earth-based, druidic,  green-aligned people who 
rejoice in their freedom and delight in their collective labor and its bounty. They want nothing to do with  
organized religion, a centralized and oppressive state government, or city life, and in truth find these concepts 
to be vulgar and offensive. The Aysen, conversely, see the An-Havva as obsolete bumpkins, and, worse, as 
dirt-worshiping pagans.
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Eron the Relentless is constantly plotting to undermine the authority of Baron Sengir and to destroy the 
vampire lord once and for all.  Though he plays the faithful vassal to the Baron's face, his ever waking 
though is dedicated to slaying the beast and freeing himself and his people from the Baron's shackles. This 
ambition, coupled with all the thousands of conflicts that occur within a city of thieves, is a major force of 
contention in Ulgrotha.

Some racial conflict exists on this plane as well. Virtually no one respects the Goblinfolk, except the Goblins 
themselves; most of Ulgrotha's vulgarism and colloquial jokes revolve around mocking goblinkind. Racial 
tension also exists between many of the Dwarves and Humans who study at the Wizard's School and the  
Anaba Minotaurs. This is due to the deeply-ingrained racist ideals of Reveka, the school's dean, who thinks 
the Anaba are a superstitious lot incapable of true magic and that their ancestor worship is utter nonsense. 
She actively  spreads her  racism to  her  students  as  "fact".  The Anaba,  on the other  hand,  believe the 
Wizard's School to be disrespectful,  power-hungry,  and lacking in tradition and wisdom (all  of which is 
mostly true). They are therefore distrustful of wizards trained at the school, but, being a peaceful and wise 
folk, they don't care to interfere in or insult the affairs of others. Regardless of their passivity, Reveka actively 
creates tension and enmity between her Wizard's School acolytes and the Anaba people.

In the major cities and settlements of Aysen Province, a white and black 
aligned  organization  known  as  the  Deathspeaker  Cult has  arisen. 
These clerics channel the dead and seek their guidance, or so they think. In 
truth,  "the  dead"  who  speak  to  them are  actually  spirits  conjured  and 
controlled by Grandmother Sengir. She manipulates the Deathspeakers with 
these  spirits,  convincing  them  that  the  Church  of  Serra  and  the 
governments  of  the  Aysen's  city-states  are  corrupt,  heretical,  and  false. 
Deathspeakers  are  actively  infiltrating  all  of  Aysen  at  present,  and 
attempting to bring down the Church and the State of Aysen.

Another minor conflict is the piracy of the Sea Dwarves. All of Ulgrotha's city-states and large settlements 
seek to eradicate piracy, which cuts deeply into their profits. This is especially true of the Aysen government,  
particularly in the city-state of Onella, which is coastal. The Baron despises these sea raiders as well, viewing 
them as taking that which is rightfully his.
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Locations in The Homelands
ALIBAN'S TOWER
This relic of the old world is a noteworthy landmark alongside the Lady's 
Path,  the road through the Great Wood that  connects the An-Havva 
region with the Koskun Mountains. A placard at the base of the ruined 
tower tells the tale of an ancient hero named Aliban who met his death 
here fighting overwhelming enemy forces in an attempt to safe the life of a 
holy woman (probably Serra). Members of the Church of Serra use this as 
a beacon of  light and hope in a region where they have no foothold. 
Knights-Errant  especially  love  to  stop  and  pray  here,  and  draw  great 
inspiration from the fallen warrior, Aliban. This site has been claimed as a 
sacred shrine by the Church, and Aliban sainted as a Serran martyr.

AN-HAVVA REGION, AN-HAVVA TOWNSHIPS
Folk of a good heart will always find a good home.
   - An-Havvan saying

An-Havva  is  a  vast,  grassy  woodland  province  bordering  the  Great 
Wood, the Aysen city-state Border Gate, and the outskirts of the Dark 
Barony.  This  region is  rustic,  idyllic,  and beautiful,  populated by native 
Humans, refugee Dwarves, and wandering Anaba Minotaur. The people 
of  these  An-Havva's  townships  are  simple,  kindhearted,  earth-loving 
people whose way of life and philosophy gives this plane its nickname, 
"The Homelands". An-Havva province is protected by The Guardians, 
a group of rangers who happily risk their lives for the well-being of their 
home and people. Individual townships are protected by local constables 
and their constabularies, typically appointed by the people of the townships.  Carriage Road, the Baron's 
personal highway, borders An-Havva, bringing all kinds of trouble with it. The people of this region make 
decisions collectively,  with the advice and sagacity of elders always sought out and most often heeded. 
Minotaur  who  relocate  here  are  frequently  adopted  into  communities  and  respected  for  their  wisdom, 
traditions, and spellcraft. This region is home to the world-famous  An-Havva Inn,  a waypoint for all 
adventurers and travelers in An-Havva, and the region's most bustling social center and business.

AN-ZERRIN RUINS 
These are the ruins of a city from an extinct people called the An-Zerrin 
(possibly Dwarves). The Baron eradicated these people by enslaving their 
lifeforce into jade-green pillars,  from which he withdraws their  energies 
whenever the need arises.  He also uses these undead pillars  as scrying 
stones to spy on those who pass through the Dark Barony.
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AYSEN PROVINCE:
AYSEN CITY, BORDER GATE OUTPOST, ONELLA
Aysen Province is an enormous, sprawling plain, and it is the heart of 
white-aligned civilization in The Homelands. This province contains two 
of the plane's three largest city-states, Aysen City and Onella, and a large 
outpost called Border Gate, in addition to numerous small towns. Aysen is 
the largest city on Ulgrotha, the center of "legitimate" commerce on the 
plane, and acts as the barracks for all  the military forces and knightly 
orders of the Church of Serra. The city-state of Border Gate is a military 
outpost where Aysen meets the Dark Barony; the forces garrisoned at 
Border Gate see more combat and active duty than any others. Onella is 
the center of the Church of Serra and the location of the church's greatest cathedral and monastery, called 
the Aysen Abbey. Both the Abbey and the government of Onella are headed by Hazduhr the Abbot, 
the  highest  and  most  honored  official  in  the  Serran  religion.  The  Abbey  is  also  headquarters  for  the 
Matrons of Serra, female monks who cure the ill, give alms to the poor, and preach the gospels of Serra  
to unbelievers. Almost all of the inhabitants of this region and these cities follow the Church of Serra, either 
by choice or by terror and coercion. 

AYSEN ABBEY
This is the greatest cathedral and most active monastery of the Church of 
Serra on Ulgrotha, and the home of the Matrons of Serra. It is also the seat 
of governmental power in the city-state Onella, and the holy site where all 
Serra Priests, Paladins, and Inquisitors must be ordained. Hazduhr the Abbot, 
head of  the  Church of  Serra,  presides  and resides  here.  The Abbey is 
ringed by gargoyle guardians, vigilant sentinels enchanted by Serra herself 
before her departure from The Homelands.

CASTLE SENGIR
This is the seat of Baron Sengir's might, and the source of suffering for all  
of Ulgrotha's free peoples. It is the capital of the Dark Barony, looming over 
the tortured, skeleton of a landscape and casting a terrible magical pall on 
all  of the Barony's townships.  During the Dwarven dynasties that ruled 
before Sengir's arrival, the castle was called  The Castle of Morning 
Light. The subterranean metropolis that sprawled beneath  the castle, once 
called  New Freedom,  now  serves  as  the  Baron's  personal  labyrinth, 
dungeon, torture pit, and spawning lair for many of his pet horrors. Baron 
Sengir  and  the  Sengir  family  reside  here,  along  with  many of  Sengir's 
scions  and  children.  Ulgrotha's  only  portal  to  another  plane  (perhaps 
Innistrad) exists in the labyrinth beneath Castle Sengir, guarded by a special 
caste of Minotaur battlemages trained and chosen by the Baron.
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DARK BARONY
The domain ruled by the insidious Baron Sengir. A nighted place of poor, miserly wretches who eke out an 
insufferable existence as slaves and thralls to the Baron. Many townships exist here, each ruled directly by a  
Sengir Autocrat, a lesser vampire lord and vassal of the Baron.

DEAD ZONE
A portion of Ulgrotha with no mana leylines, and the location of a Rift in planar time-space that is slowly 
sucking out Ulgrotha's remaining mana into the  Blind Eternities.  This region was created when the 
Dwarven planeswalker Ravi (now Grandmother Sengir) rang the Apocalypse Chime to end the warring of 
the ancient times. Within the Dead Zone stands a gray monolith known as the Basalt Tower, from which 
the Baron rescued Grandmother Sengir.

ULGROTHAN SEA, FLOATING ISLE
Much of Ulgrotha is covered in a vast sea, speckled with habitable islands, 
large landmasses, reefs, and all manner of creatures. Several species of Sea 
Troll stalk Ulgrotha's waters. However, no creature on this plane is half so 
frightening to  sailors  and pirates  as the  dread  Marjhan,  a  creature  of 
unbelievable  size  and  power,  capable  of  eating  whales  as  a  shark  eats 
guppies. It is without a doubt the apex predator of Ulgrotha's oceans.

Within the Ulgrothan Sea lies The Floating Isle, the island upon which 
Feroz founded his  Wizards' School. The island does not actually float, 
as  the  name  suggests-  it  is  purely  stylized  wizard  jargon.  Using  his 
considerable magical prowess, Feroz summoned upon a sentient coral reef 
around the island that makes passage to and from the Wizards' School 
impossible for those who don't have the proper knowledge and spellcraft. 
The School is administered by the xenophobic, racist, and incredible brilliant 
Sea Dwarf wizard, Reveka of the Clan of the Gentle Wave.

GREAT WOOD
The Great Wood is a beautiful enchanted forest that spans between An-Havva and the Koskun Mountains.  
When Feroz created his magical barrier, mana began to well up within the Wood, and the growth of trees  
and vegetation increased exponentially. This excess energy manifested a Force of Nature of the Great Wood,  
Autumn Willow. Lovingly and with great care, Autumn Willow continues to help the forest thrive and 
expand rapidly. The concentration of green mana within Autumn Willow is more than sufficient to ward of  
incursions by Baron Sengir's forces, at least for the time being. A tranquil brook meanders through the Great  
Wood, traversed by  The River Bridge  on the  Lady's Road,  a path that  runs from An-Havva to 
Koskun.  The  Bridge  is  protected  by  impish  faeries  led  by  the  Faerie  Noble,  who  project  unwelcome 
trespassers into the river and drown them. The Wood is also home to the Hungry Mist, a caustic and 
voracious lifeform that eats all it touches. Some theorize that the hungry mist is a product of Sengir's magic.
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KERSELIN
This is a particularly important port town, the largest in Aysen Province, and the most critical to Aysen's 
commercial exchange with the Sea Dwarf clans. It is here that lumber and wood products from the Great 
Wood are imported from An-Havva.

KHER RIDGE
A region of the Koskun Mountains where the Anaba people bury their dead. A sacred ground worthy of the  
highest reverence, this is where many shamans and spirit crafters consult with the spirits of ancestors.

KOSKUN RIVER, KOSKUN FALLS
The mighty Koskun River runs through the mountain chain of the same 
name, erupting out of the mountains in an epic waterfall. Koskun Falls spill 
out near the Sengirian villages at the periphery of the Dark Barony, just 
east of Koskun Keep. The River is the primary source of fresh drinking 
water for the Anaba tribes and for The City of Thieves.

KOSKUN KEEP, CITY OF THIEVES
Koskun  Keep  is  Ulgrotha's  famous  city  of  thieves  and  goblins,  a 
stronghold  in  the  Koskun  Mountains.  It  is  ruled  by  Eron  the 
Relentless, King of the Goblins who had an agreement with Baron 
Sengir to supply the people of the Dark Barony with food in exchange for 
relative freedom and safety. The goblin wizards of the Keep have begun 
egotistical duels with mages from the Wizards' School that may threaten 
to hinder relations between the two powers. Living within this city are the 
two most famous artifact  thieves in Ulgrotha:  Chandler  and  Joven. 
The two regularly compete with one another to steal priceless and unique 
baubles from all over the plane, each using his personal set of skills and talents. Currently, the two are 
plotting to rob Eron the Relentless of his most valuable possession, the Ebony Rhino, a figurine from the 
ancient days worth more than any other artifact in The Homelands. Exactly what it does and why it's  
important is unknown to the two rogues, only the Eron treasures it and it's powerful.

KOSKUN MOUNTAINS
Ulgrotha's largest and most impressive mountain range. These mountains are home to Koskun Keep, also 
called the City of Thieves, Koskun River and Koskun Falls, the sacred burial grounds of Kher Ridge, and the 
numerous tribes of Anaba Minotaur people.

WIZARDS' SCHOOL
This  is  the  thriving academy of  magical  research  on Ulgrotha,  located  on the  Floating Isle.  For  more 
information on the Wizards' School, please see that entry above.
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ZENDIKAR, THE UNTAMED ROIL
General Overview
Deadly perils. Priceless treasures. Zendikar is a wild, untamed world fabled among planeswalkers. Ancient 
forests  conceal  vine-choked  ruins.  Catacombs  leak  poisonous  vapors  into  the  sky.  Magma  bursts 
unexpectedly from otherwise placid lakes.  Zendikar's landscapes are breathtaking, if  you can survive the 
dangers. Zendikar hides treasures beyond imagining, but only an elite few survive long enough to find them. 

This is a plane where physical laws are broken: violent forces roll across the horizon, constantly altering the  
shape of the land. Massive stones float on air. Vampires dwell in cultured, decadent cities. But elsewhere, the 
trappings of civilized life are rare. A sturdy machete is more valuable on Zendikar than a chest full of gold.

Like other planes, Zendikar's landbases flow with mana leylines that mages use to power their spells. But 
Zendikar's mana is different from other planes of the Multiverse- it is more intense, more powerful, and 
more difficult to harness. The land itself crackles and pulses with anomalies and magical effects. Planeswalkers 
flock to Zendikar in search of these remarkable and dangerous locales.

Remnants of Ancient Civilization: Zendikar's Hedrons

"We'll venture out from Kabira at first light. I have assembled the finest team: A porter who assures me that his  
hurda is stout and docile. A Sea Gate archeologist who's traversed the hedron fields before. Two sell-swords with  
references for loyalty. A trapfinder with both eyes and ten fingers. And a goblin guide to lead the line and 'distract'  
predators from the rest of us."

     - Javad Nasrin, Ondu Relic Hunter 

Ancient, rune-carved monoliths called hedrons are strewn across Zendikar. Up to ten miles long, some of  
these stones drift in the sky; others are buried in the ground, some whole, some broken. They're remnants of  
a lost civilization, and their original purpose remains unknown. This ancient empire wielded unimaginable 
power, enough to suspend gravity and alter the land to suit its purposes. Trap-riddled ruins can be found on 
every continent. Mysterious glyphs hint at truths long forgotten. Unspeakable monsters lurk in the quiet of 
these hidden monuments of the forgotten past. These ruins still emanate power, and both planeswalkers and 
local explorers undergo great peril to reap their rewards.

Zendikar's intense mana and unique treasures inspires dreams of wealth and power in enterprising. Driven 
by tales of wondrous places of mystic power, bands of explorers venture into the wilds of Zendikar. Many  
such expeditions fail, overwhelmed by the world's dangers. But a handful of elite, daring souls manage feats  
of discovery that have earned them riches and renown. Guides, porters, cartographers, sell-swords, lullmages, 
ruin-sages, and healers form expeditionary parties and team up to scour the world for treasure. 
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The Roil

"The spike fields are bad, but they're nothing compared to Windblast Gorge. A drake will rip you to shreds before  
you can bat an eyelash. And mark my words: Zendikar makes your magic wild. Don't trust it. The higher you  
climb, the worse the Roil gets. The land writhes like its got a mind of its own. If you're in the way of a roil field,  
you're a goner. " 

     - Sachir of Akoum to planeswalker Chandra Nalaar 

Zendikar's unique mana, the hedrons, its own fierce ecology- these elements combine to cause violent and 
erratic changes in the terrain. The land shudders and writhes, causing tectonic chaos, extreme weather, and 
sudden destruction. This volatility is known as the Roil. Large boulders and shards of rock erupt from the 
earth, and then subside when the Roil shifts away. Winds generated by the Roil turn debris and vegetation  
into devastating funnel clouds. Over water, the Roil creates whirlpools that can suck ships to the bottom of  
the ocean and waves that crash into high cliffs and flood the forests beyond.

For those born on Zendikar, the Roil is a natural phenomenon, just the way things are. To planeswalkers, it's 
obvious  that  this  volatility  is  what  keeps  Zendikar  dangerous,  untamed,  and  without  well-developed, 
structured, urban civilizations.

Peoples & Ethnic Groups of Zendikar
ELVES OF ZENDIKAR
Elves are naturally an adaptive race and have fared better than most others on Zendikar. They are the most 
prevalent race in the continent of Murasa and have a strong presence in other regions such as Bala Ged.  
They mainly inhabit villages suspended from the treetops, building small villages in the tangled jungles that  
wend through the narrow lowlands of the hilly interior. Other elves use their culture of living life out on the 
limb to reside in cliff dwellings cantilevered against rock faces. Zendikar's elves are risk takers by nature.  
"Nothing ventured, nothing gained" is a common Elvish expression. They're not usually foolhardy, but their  
lifestyles have made them almost fearless in the face of danger. They use this clarity of thought during 
trouble to take calculated risks, often astonishing other races with the results.

For the elves, surviving and thriving are deeply interdependent, and you can see this worldview in their daily 
lives. An Elf rarely lacks the equipment for any task that might arise during the day, whether it's dispersing a  
voor slug  infestation or  climbing a cliff.  What  an Elf  lacks  for  in preparation,  she makes up for  with  
improvisation and quick thinking. It's no surprise that elves are prized by planeswalkers as guides regardless 
of the terrain or their knowledge of it. Using zip-lines and expert climbing techniques, the Elves fearlessly  
span the gaps between branches or cliff faces. Indeed, some of the branch paths Elves take are impassable  
without their guidance and skills, as they often leap breaches and climb hidden trails. Of course, to benefit  
from the Elf's skill and wisdom a potential employer must be quick enough to keep up. Elves are notorious 
for thinking of their own survival first and expecting others to do the same.
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What's notable about Zendikari Elvish religion is the lack of it,  even in the face of many unexplained  
phenomena on Zendikar. The Elves know that ghosts and spirits exist and can affect the material world, but  
they ascribe no transcendental significance to this fact. They know of the Roil, but to them it's simply the 
way of things. If the Elves have a religion at all, it's to associate the strangeness and deadliness of Zendikar  
with a sensation of time dilation, both in the expanded and contracted directions- the Elves' own long lives 
make it seem natural that past generations should live among then (albeit in ghostly form) and that the land 
itself should change perpetually.

Zendikar's Elves live in small village clans. Leadership is decentralized and communal, albeit heavily based in 
meritocracy- those with a combination of age and relevant skills are chosen as leaders for particular tasks. In  
mixed-race settlements, non-Elves are often inducted into the clan or become de facto members but tend to 
be gently encouraged to live at the periphery of the settlement. Overall, Elvish social organization reflects 
their high degree of self-sufficiency. Individuals are expected to look after their own needs first and foremost, 
then their families, and finally the clan at large.

Most clans are part of one of the three major elvish nations (although "nation" is used loosely, more to refer  
to regional populations than to any coherent structure). Clans act like individuals, with clan speakers focusing  
first on what is best for their clans and neighboring or allied clans while trying to balance their needs with 
those of other clans.  This self-centered focus can lead to divisiveness within the nations,  but the Elvish 
propensity to take surprising risks often causes clans to lend their support to the nation at crucial moments.

The Elves of Zendikar tend toward green alignment, with many red-aligned influences.

ELVES - JORAGA NATION          Joraga Treespeaker druid
The elves of the imperious Joraga nation have little 
respect for any other race of Zendikar or for other 
Elves.  They  see  the  survival  of  their  nation  as 
paramount, and view the influence of others as a 
weakness.   Just  so,  they  jealously  guard  their 
traditions. The Joraga eschew the goods and habits 
of  others,  even avoiding the pathways blazed by 
the Tajuru when possible. Many outsiders view the 
nomadic Joraga clans as little more than bands of 
roving  murderers,  but  a  complex  culture  hides 
behind their aggressive facade. Elves of the Joraga 
tribe honor druidic power and physical prowess, and 
their  society  mixes  these  pursuits  into  a  single 
tradition of jungle mysticism.

The Joraga tribe is more loosely organized than most due to the frequent movements of the clans. Clans 
follow various beasts of Zendikar in their migrations or hunting patterns,  with individual clans devoting 
themselves to a particular creature and incorporating its attributes into their martial arts and spellcasting. The 
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core of Joraga mysticism ties their clans together, giving them common ground and mutual respect. All the 
clans honor  Speaker Nen,  an ancient elf who dwells in a rain-slashed jungle atop a lofty and cloud-
shrouded plateau. Nen issues no commands, but his wisdom is always heeded. He uses beastly messengers to 
deliver his advice to inquisitive seekers.

The green-aligned Elvish planeswalker  Nissa Revane  hails  from the Joraga Nation,  and believes her 
people to be the pinnacle of evolution in the Multiverse.

ELVES - MUL DAYA NATION           Mul Daya Soulspeaker
This secretive nation of Elves have an unusual 
speaker, Hazzan, an ancient elf who follows the 
cryptic  edicts  of  a  centuries-old  Elvish  ghost 
called  Obuun.  Hazzan  claims  the  ghost 
occupies a wooden throne entwined in vines and 
bark. Now speaker Hazzan sits in the throne to 
channel  Obuun  and  address  the  Mul  Daya 
nation.  The  Elves  of  Mul  Daya  often  give 
precedence  to  their  speaker's  commands 
immediately  after  their  own  survival,  which 
other  Elves  view  as  a  fanatical  perversion  of 
Elvish culture. The Mul Daya are the most likely 
to  serve  as  spies  and  assassins,  always  with 
Hazzan's utterances as the basis for their goals. 
The  seat  of  Mul  Daya  power  lies  in  the 
mysterious, deadly, fetid jungles of Bala Ged. There, in its damp, teeming wilds, Hazzan holds court over 
his people, delivering the cryptic messages he receives from the spirit. This nation has a relationship with the 
spirits of their Elvish ancestors that sets it apart from other Elvish peoples. To the Mul Daya, the spirit world  
and mortal realm are no different aside from their tangibility. Hazzan is simply more attuned to the ghosts. 
Death and the spirits of the dead are as much a part of their lives as the natural world. This is not macabre 
to the Elves at all; they view it as the truest perspective on the natural world. The Mul Daya can often be  
recognized by their face-painting and tattooing, which appears eerie and necromantic to outsiders. Many Mul 
Daya decorate their skin with an enwrapping vine motif and use strange poisons and acids culled at great 
cost from strange creatures and plants in the depths of Bala Ged and Kazandu. The best of the Mul Daya 
warriors are called  Vine Ghosts for their silence in entering and waging battle.  These Elves train in 
camouflage, stealth, poisons, and trap setting and disarming.

Some Mul Daya who are magically adept train as  Soulspeakers,  and use the arts of necromancy to 
communicate with Obuun, the Everliving One. To do so, a soulspeaker performs a ritual and drinks a 
poison that kills him. Then once dead, the body rises and speaks the distant Obuun's words. Thereafter the 
undead soulspeaker performs a ritual of renewal that restores life to his limbs. Soulspeakers are the most  
revered shamans of Mul Daya society.
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Unlike many other Elves on Zendikar and abroad, Mul Daya Elves tend to be both green and black aligned. 
Soulspeakers and the speaker Hazzan are green/black/white aligned.

ELVES - TAJURU NATION
"A map is a brittle record; do not rely on images made of the past. The land makes itself new each day with the  
sun, so we celebrate its rebirth. We simply delve where the forest pulls us, building strong roads and branchways  
where we can, leaving our expectations behind."
     - Tajuru Speaker Sutina

        Tajuru Archer
The Tajuru  nation  is  the  largest  of  the  three  main 
Elvish nations of Zendikar, counting among its number 
hundreds of far-flung clans across Murasa and other 
parts of this plane. The Tajuru are the most open and 
welcoming to people of other races, seeing their skills 
and  perspectives  as  valuable  new tools  for  survival. 
Tajuru Elves are also more open to new lifestyles, be it 
living  in  a  mountaintop  citadel  or  roaming  grassy 
plains.  The  Tajuru  are  famous  for  their  seemingly 
innate skill with tools and their use. Many of the crude 
but functional technologies that allow for survival in 
extreme  locales  (hang  gliders,  rope  bridges,  pulley-
operated transport, zip lines, and so on) are the result 
of Tajuru innovation. Indeed, the risky branch-top "roads" of Kazandu, the passage path through Sunder 
Cove, and other similar "civilized" thoroughfares throughout Zendikar were created and are maintained by 
numerous Tajuru clans along their length. Tajuru Elves tend to dress in earth-tone leathers and furs,  for 
utilitarian functionality and maximum camouflage. Many Tajuru clans are fully integrated with peoples of 
other nations and races.

The Tajuru clans owe allegiance to the speaker Sutina. She rules from the Tumbled Palace on the cliffs 
of Sunder Bay. This crumbling edifice of ancient origin is clutched in the boughs of a huge and thorny 
jurworrel tree that has lifted it off the ground and has been threatening to drop it into the ocean for as 
long as anyone can remember. Speaker Sutina is often seen on the cliffs of Sunder Bay when the oceanic 
Force of Nature- the monstrous cephalopod Lorthos the Tidemaker- makes its destructive rise to the 
surface. If there is a connection between her and the beast, none but Sutina and her closest advisors know it.

ELVES - KAZANDU OUTCASTS, KAZANDU SPLINTER NATION
Those Tajuru Elves who refuse to acknowledge Sutina as their speaker and leader have separated themselves 
from the Tajuru nation, becoming their own distinct ethnic group known as the Kazandu Nation. These Elves 
believe their life amid the Kazandu canyons, bathed in the shadows created by countless jaddi-tree limbs,  
makes  their  worldview  irreconcilable  with  that  of  the  "overworld"  Tajuru  Elves.  They  are  incredibly 
isolationist and xenophobic toward other Elven nations and members of other races.  They are the least 
populous and least adventurous of Zendikar's Elves; little else is known about them.
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GOBLINS OF ZENDIKAR
The Goblins of this plane thrive in Akoum, Murasa, and Ondu as well as in most settlements and outposts,  
save for the vampire cities of Guul Draz. Although there are numerous tribes, the Tuktuk and Grotag 
tribes boast the largest warrens and most accomplished heroes. Much of Zendikari Goblin's life is devoted to 
finding and plundering ruin sites, or ambushing those who have already done so. The Goblins choose their 
tribal leaders by their perceived industriousness and general merits. The Goblin who leads is individual who  
has managed to retrieve the most interesting or powerful object(s) from a ruin. In Affa, the main settlement 
in Akoum, many goblins hire themselves out as guides or trapfinders. Of course, the normal plan is to help  
find something of value, trigger a trap intentionally, steal the object, and run away.

GOBLINS - TUKTUK TRIBE           TukTuk explorers: archer, warrior, and pyromancer
This tribe is led by the enterprising, curious, and fearless 
Goblin  chieftain,  also  called  TukTuk.  When  he  was 
younger,  TukTuk vowed to find the greatest  and most 
magnificent treasure ever witnessed by his people, thus 
hoping to become the tribe's chieftain. He ventured deep 
into  what  was  widely  considered  the  most  dangerous 
ruin of the area,  Tel-Voj, the Pain Labyrinth,  and 
sought his goal. Of course, in a matter of minutes, he 
died in a spectacular and explosive fashion after touching 
and attempting to wrench free a hedron of considerable 
power.  However,  upon  death,  the  magics  of  the  ruin 
fused with TukTuk's  unsurpassed bravery and initiative, 
imbuing the Goblin's consciousness into the resulting pile of rocks and rubble. Resurrected as a Goblin-
Golem, TukTuk returned to his people, who were obviously terrified and extremely impressed. They named 
him chieftain, deposed and exiled the ruling chief, and have followed TukTuk ever since. The tribe has been 
renamed in honor of  this  daring young chief.  The TukTuk tribe inhabit the mountains and hedrons of 
Akoum, and they spend much of their time pillaging neighboring peoples and successful expeditions. TukTuk 
Goblins are all red-aligned, despite their individual divergences.

GOBLINS - GROTAG TRIBE      Grotag Shadowdruid
The Goblins of Zendikar's second-largest tribe, the Grotag, are a very 
unique  people.  These  Goblins  have  an  innate  curiosity  and 
inquisitiveness  like  most  Goblinfolk,  but  they  do  not  share  other 
Goblins' desires for the pillage, acquisition, and accumulation of wealth. 
Rather, these odd Goblins native to the jungles and bogs of Bala Ged, 
seek  knowledge  of  all  kinds,  hoping  to  understand  the  world,  the 
multiverse, and their place in it. They are uncannily welcoming of and 
friendly toward other peoples, hoping to learn and benefit from them. 
They also have a burning itch for magical prowess, and produce some 
of Zendikar's smartest and most volatile wizards. This tribe is especially 
fond of its Guisemages and Shadowdruid, who use illusion 
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magic and glamer spells to conceal their people and their settlements from the cornucopia of dread beasts in  
their native jungles. They are exceptional trappers and gatherers, deeply knowledgeable about the medicinal, 
edible, and poisonous plants of their homeland. They often work as scouts and guides for foreign explorers,  
taking only information and knowledge as payment, which they consider far more precious than any coin or 
shiny rock. Unlike most other Goblin societies and individuals in the multiverse, Grotag Tribe Goblins all  
share a green/blue alignment, and have very little red mana influence in their lives. This puts them at great 
odds with the TukTuk and their other red-aligned kin on Zendikar.

GOBLINS - LAVASTEP TRIBE
The  Lavastep  tribe  is  the  most  industrious  of  Zendikar's 
Goblin tribes, with hard-won knowledge of the geothermal 
activity in Akoum. Much more than the other tribes, the 
Lavasteps build surprisingly effective equipment out of the 
crystal shards and veins of strange metals that occasionally 
boil up to the surface. The most warlike of the goblin tribes, 
the Lavasteps frequently harass the Kor, Elves and Humans 
who have taken residence on the surface. Lavastep shamans 
tend to be enterprising alchemists and experiment with the 
strange gases  and fluids  that  emerge from newly formed 
volcanic fissures. These include clay vials and skin bladders 
full  of  acids,  gases,  slimes  and  other  nasty,  quasi-magical 
concoctions  that  the  Lavastep  tribe's  warriors  use  with 
terrible effect in battle.

More than the other goblin tribes, the Lavasteps have a somewhat coherent religious aspect to their lives, 
believing that the fires beneath the earth are sentient. The vapors that their priests and prophets inhale are  
in fact thought to be messages from the fiery gods in the depths. Fire worship is not for the faint of heart-  
ritual burning and scarification leave most Lavasteps extremely tolerant to heat and flame, and due to the 
tissue damage, almost incapable of feeling pain. This makes a Lavastep a dangerous opponent in battle. Many 
Lavastep explorers take a very small, well-covered lantern with them, the flame kept as close to ever-burning 
as possible, for religious reasons. These Goblins are mostly red-aligned.

GOBLINS - FISSURE GOBLINS OF ONDU
Most of the goblin warrens built into the Makindi Trenches are built into exposed rock faces, but some 
Goblin communities gravitate toward small,  tight fissures between boulders and converging crags. These 
Fissure Goblins have an uncanny affinity for the geology of the region; some of their warriors are hired as 
climbing guides, and some of their shamans are consulted as oracles of earthquakes and gravity shifts. They 
tend to be red-aligned, but may have or acquire other alignments as well.
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GOBLINS - GOBLIN DYNASTIES OF BAYEEN
The Goblins of the Beyeen region of Ondu move from mountain peak to mountain peak, experts at locating 
ore, obsidian, and gems. They keep the volcanic forces of the island appeased with sacrifices of fruit and 
gemstones, but still fall prey to the predators in their environment on occasion. Though their culture appears 
to be simple to outsiders, the Beyeen Goblins actually have a deep dynastic history tracing back generations.  
Their history is traced out in swirling colors on a miles-long cave mural, called the Beyeen Vein, in the 
tunnels deep under the mountain Valakut, the Molten Pinnacle.

GOBLINS - GAS-TALKERS OF AKOUM
Akoum's Goblin society is centered around the role of 
the shaman, and some Goblin shamans will intentionally 
breathe the volcanic gases that erupt from deep within 
the ground. While Goblin physiology is more adapted to 
these gases than the Elves or Humans of Zendikar, the 
results can still be very harmful. Great, chaotic magical 
energy is trapped in the volcanic caldera below, and as 
such,  the gases often imbue the shaman with magical 
power and/or visions,  if  only for  a little  while.  These 
Gas-Talkers are  revered,  but  often  from  a  safe 
distance,  as  many tend to  be  completely insane.  Such 
Goblins tend to be red and blue aligned.

GOBLINS - SONG-MAD GOBLINS OF MURASA
Goblins who explore too deeply and too often into 
the Singing City in Murasa inevitably go "song-
mad." These poor wretches are banished from their 
tribes to stumble drunkenly about the Singing City, 
absently crooning its songs. Left in the City, they are 
harmless and eventually waste away, but removing a 
song-mad goblin far enough that she can't hear the 
City's singing drives her into a frenzy. Goblin tribes at 
war with one another often sweep the City to gather 
as  many of  the  song-mad as they can.  They then 
strap blades to them and tie weapons into their fists. 
These  song-mad  Goblins  are  driven  into  battle  by 
other Goblins and are then released among the foe. 
The screeching creatures thrash wildly about, causing havoc and casualties until killed or turned back to 
thrash among those who brought them to war. Other non-Goblin humanoids also exploit the song-mad,  
including Humans, Kor, and certain Elves. These Goblins tend to be red and black aligned.
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HUMANS OF ZENDIKAR
Unlike the Humans of many other planes, the Humans of 
Zendikar are incredibly disorganized, decentralized, scattered, 
disparate, and disunited. Humanity has no fixed settlements 
on Zendikar, no cities or large towns, and no unified nations. 
Humans  of  all  professions  and  all  mana  alignments  (and 
combinations  of  alignments)  exist  on Zendikar,  and every 
corner of this plane that is inhabited has a local scattered 
Human population with its own flavor and philosophy. Most 
commonly, Humans travel the plane as sellswords, brigands, 
druids,  explorers,  scouts,  clerical  healers,  knights-errant, 
wizards,  rogues  and  highwaymen,  and  cultists  of  various 
sorts.  Each  and  every  Human  individual  on  Zendikar  is 
different  from  all  the  others,  offering  rich  roleplaying 
opportunities for players and Storytellers alike. 

KOR OF ZENDIKAR
"Goddess, grant us light to banish the world's shadows."

"Bless Kamsa for the lines that bind us."

     - Kor Prayers to Kamsa

The Kor of Zendikar live a spare and nomadic existence. They travel mercilessly light, carrying with them 
only the essentials, valuing the portability of individual skill and strength of character over more static virtues.  
"The heart is a moving organ" is a common Zendikari Kor expression meaning "we were not meant to put 
down roots". Despite their constant motion, the Kor revere locations in a deep sense. They travel in small  
bands along one of several pilgrimage routes, visiting dozens of sacred sites across Zendikar. Each pilgrimage 
circuit takes decades, and many are lost to Zendikar's dangers along the way. Every Zendikari Kor is a master 
of ropes and hooks, using them to travel and to hunt and trap, even going so far as to incorporate them into 
their spirituality. They rarely use unreliable devices such as crossbows to propel their grappling hooks onto  
cliff faces or into flying game, relying instead on simple, sturdy rope and the accuracy and skill of the user's 
arm. 

A hooked line is also a social and sacred symbol for the kor, representing their connection to each other and 
to the world around them. This sense of connectedness extends from all Kor tribes to all others, unifying the 
Kor race on Zendikar in a way that no other race or collection of ethnic groups is unified. As such, the 
roaming bands of Kor don't bother to give themselves names of distinct cultural/ethnic identities beyond 
calling themselves by the name of  their most  accomplished adult  member (for example,  Vundu's Band,  
Jilahni's Band, and so on). Customs, dialects, and migration routes may vary between these groups, but all  
Kor bands are allied with and friendly toward all others. They are by far Zendikar's most unified race.
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     Kor Spiritdancer cleric
Besides revering the land itself, the Kor keep the faith of 
one  personified  deity.  This  Mother  Goddess  is  called 
Kamsa, the All-Mother,  and all  Zendikari  Kor adore 
her. She is a goddess of ideals and essences, of simplicity, of 
soulfulness  and  self-purification.  The  dedicated  wizard-
clerics who worship Kamsa are known as Spiritdancers, 
gifted white magic users who reach beyond the physical 
realm and touch the ideals from which all creatures, plants, 
and places draw their inspiration and power. Spiritdancers 
serve  as  the  Zendikari  Kor's  holy  people,  blessing  their 
people as well as the land and the beings who inhabit it. 
When Kor die, Spiritdancers transmute those who desire it 
into  Soulbound Guardians, spirit sentinels who guard 
the sacred land of their choosing.

Kor Sanctifiers destroying a relic
Part of the Kor religion on Zendikar is the complete refusal 
to use the relics of the past for personal gain or power. In 
fact, a specialized few clerics called  Sanctifiers physically 
dismantle, disenchant, and destroy any and all artifacts of 
Zendikar's ancient civilization that they come across. This 
obviously  enrages  and  befuddles  the  thousands  of  relic-
hunters  of  other  races  and  ethnic  groups  who  plunder 
Zendikar  for  all  its  worth.  On more  than  one  occasion 
(quite regularly, actually) the Kor suffer physical attack for 
this practice of "sanctifying" the treasures of the old world. 
The  Kor  see  this  as  a  sacred  duty,  however,  and  fight 
fervently to continue their rituals and customs.

MERFOLK OF ZENDIKAR
More Merfolk live in Tazeem than elsewhere, but they can be 
found on every continent  in Zendikar.  Although Zendikar's 
Merfolk are born in water, they have adapted to life on land. 
Curious, thoughtful, and analytical, the Zendikari Merfolk are 
natural explorers. Merfolk tend to be more solitary than other 
races and don't cultivate large communities. But even Merfolk 
who spend most of their time exploring often establish a home 
base, a place they return to before setting out again. Zendikari 
Merfolk all share a blue alignment, though individuals have or 
develop others.
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Run by Merfolk  Loremasters,  the  Lighthouse at Sea Gate is the center of learning and magical 
research on Zendikar for explorers of all races. A library filled with scrolls, and maps, and writings about the 
lost civilization, this is a storehouse of all the collected knowledge about Zendikar. The Chronologists of 
the Lighthouse at Sea Gate are more than adept in the art of Temporomancy, or time magic, which they 
utilize to great effect when it is needed. 

Merfolk  of  this  plane are a scattered,  disunited group of  people,  though the do share one element in 
common: almost all of Zendikar's Merfolk keep the worship both  Ula, Goddess of the Sea and Em, 
God of the Air. The "priests" of this faith are always trained as Lullmages, blue-aligned wizards who use 
their sorcerous arts to calm and quite the otherwise tempestuous land of Zendikar. They perform this magic 
as a sacred duty, though it inadvertently benefits all of Zendikar's humanoid peoples, though they know 
nothing of it. Other land-dwelling lullmages exist on Zendikar, but none are as dedicated and effective as the 
Merfolk who worship Ula and Ern.

Although Zendikar's Merfolk are able to explore land-based ruins and sky-ruins, they hold exclusive domain 
over the ruins of this plane's seas and oceans. Much of the ancient civilization of this plane is now shrouded 
and buried by thousands of miles of uncharted sea, giving the Merfolk a distinct maritime advantage in 
exploration and discovery. Their adroitness in and predominance in the waters of Zendikar allow the Merfolk 
to explore ruins and relics that land-dwellers don't even known exist, and they are all too happy to do so.  
However, Merfolk explorers are more often motivated by knowledge and the acquisition of lore than the 
profit and fame that comes with discovery. The most renown Merfolk explorer and relic-hunter on Zendikar  
is known as  Thada Adel. Her exploits and discoveries are many, and her fame on land and at sea is 
legendary.

Zendikari Merfolk believe that the world is divided into three realms: Emeria, or the Wind Realm, which 
was once ruled by the angel  Em and includes the sky,  the  wind,  and the clouds;  Ula's Realm,  the 
underwater realm; and  Cosi's Realm,  which comprises everything else.  Zendikar is so dangerous and 
inhospitable that all other terrain is considered to be under the rule of Cosi, the Trickster. Cosi is believed 
to take the form of handsome humanlike being with a mischievous grin. He carries two Kor-inspired hooked 
ropes that he uses to meddle in mortal affairs. Cosi has a chaotic nature. He will lure, scheme, and deceive  
for no reason but to incite chaos. Misfortune is usually blamed on Cosi's meddling. 

SURRAKAR
This is a unique race of amphibian folk, native to the swamps 
of Bala Ged. They are heavy-set, with large tusks protruding 
from their mouths and webbed hands. Surrakar are masters of 
black  and blue  magics,  with which  they survive  Bala  Ged's 
trials and difficulties. Little is known about their culture, as they 
almost never stray from their swampy homeland.
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VAMPIRES
"The brood lineages unfolded across the world,  each patterned after one of five progenitors,  each a study in  
mindless consumption."
     - The Invokers' Tales

 Drana, Kalastria Bloodchief
Vampires live openly in Guul Draz and are famed for 
the  decadence  and  perversion  of  their  lifestyle. 
Bloodchiefs,  the progenitors  of  Zendikar's  vampire 
families, control the opulent city of Malakir. Vampire 
society  is  divided  by  family  lineage,  each  family 
beholden to its Bloodchief. Each family controls a small 
amount  of  territory  and  routes  through  the  swamp, 
although  the  main  currency  of  any  family  is  in  its 
connections and relationships. The tastes and passions 
of the Bloodchief tend to be imprinted on the vampires 
he or she creates. There are five Greater lineages in 
Guul  Draz:  Nirkana,  Kalastria,  Emevera, 
Urnaav, and  Ghet.  Dozens of other Lesser families 
are scattered across Guul Draz, each with a contingent 
of undead nulls appropriate to their station in vampire society. Whenever a vampire fully drains the blood of  
a living creature without destroying the husk, a vampire null is created from the body. If nulls are left without 
orders, they will hunt and kill all living things that they can find. Such mindless Churls prowl the marshy 
wastes of Guul Draz. The two best known Bloodchiefs of Zendikar are Kalitas, Bloodchief of Ghet and 
Drana, Bloodchief of Kalastria.

Major Landmasses & Continents of Zendikar
AKOUM      Akoum hedron field
Akoum is a mountainous continent where magma glows 
from  crevasses  in  the  earth.  Crystalline  fields  shimmer 
beneath the sun, but the sharp edges of most surfaces will 
slice  through  skin  and  bone.  In  some  areas,  the 
temperatures are extreme, burning an explorer's skin during 
the day and causing frostbite at night. Gases occasionally 
spew from the  ground,  and  around  these  vents,  bizarre 
trees and plant life have arisen in pockets of weird biome. 
The  region  is  plagued  by  geological  instability,  causing 
magma geysers to erupt unexpectedly and shards of rock to 
rain down unexpectedly.
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BALA GED
Humid rainforests cover this low-lying continent. A humid haze blankets the landscape, which is riddled with 
poisonous molds,  fungi,  and strangely  colored algae.  Deep within the network  of  limestone caves and 
tunnels, catacombs, sacrificial altars, and rune-

inscribed chambers hide countless treasures. These are the domain of the ferocious, reptilian Surrakar and 
countless primordial monsters. Bala Ged is home to two ethnic groups of Elves: the warlike Joraga tribe as 
well  as  the  secretive  Mul Daya.  Mul  Daya Elves  can be recognized by their  tattooing,  and have a 
connection with the spirits of their elvish ancestors that sets them apart from other Elves.

GUUL DRAZ
"Why do we trap the outskirts of Malakir? We have no desire to work harder than necessary. Chasing prey is for  
dogs and humans. A victim's blood is warmer if it's already flowing."
     - Alinor of Malakir 

   Gatekeeper of Malakir
This is a humid region of teeming lagoons, and tangled, 
fetid  swamps,  and  it  is  the  homeland  of  Zendikar's 
vampires. Predators stalk the wilds, and traps are hidden 
in mangrove jungles and around settlements. The rancid 
waterways that twist into the vast marshes and swamps 
conceal predators and plagues. There are more ruin sites 
here than elsewhere, including the  Hagra Cistern, a 
huge complex of ruins that's gradually sinking into the 
muck  and  water.  Even  in  the  dangerous  world  of 
Zendikar, this is considered a treacherous place. Travelers 
who happen upon the vampire city of  Malakir must 
get by the Gatekeepers by offering appropriate blood sacrifices. This region is not Zendikar's warmest and 
most welcoming. However, its relative stability has allowed the vampires of this plane to create Zendikar's  
only urban settlements and enduring civilization.

MURASA
Surrounded by towering cliffs, Murasa is continent of jaddi-tree forests, deep valleys, and steep ridges. Vines  
and other vegetation wind through deep valleys, up cliff walls, and down into dank, half-lit caverns in the 
earth.  The  Kazuul Road provides the easiest  access into Murasa.  But  Kazuul,  an ogre slavemaster, 
controls the route and demands tribute from any explorer or traveler who tries to enter the continent.
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TAZEEM
"Awoke to a rose-colored morning. Slept well high in Vastwood canopy. Sheets of glossy rain poured down from  
hedron field, but I was comfortable under the cover of the crescent-leaves. Above me, two massive hedrons collided,  
showering the branches with gray dust and rune-covered shards. I saw two kor up there, cutting pathway stones  
from the hedrons. They tumbled down, breaking their necks on the limbs of the forest. They shouldn't disturb  
Emeria, and they paid a just price."
     - The Journal of Yon Basrel, Oran-Rief survivalist

     Emeria, the Sky Ruin
Tazeem is a perilous combination of the  Oran-Rief,  a 
gigantic, twisted forest; Halimar, a deep inland sea; and 
the  Umara,  and a great rushing river that  bisects the 
continent.  Some  ancient  ruins  have  been  co-opted  by 
denizens, who make their homes in the remains of the 
massive  hedrons.  Other  ruins  remain  hidden 
underground,  but  are  sought  after  by  both  Merfolk 
loremasters and  power-hungry  expeditionary  leaders. 
Colossal  hedrons  float  in  the  sky  above  Tazeem.  This 
rubble field stretches across the entire continent, obscuring 
direct sunlight and blocking natural rainfall patterns. The 
massive  stones  perpetually  turn  and  tumble  across  the 
heavens. Amid the ruins, there are the shattered remains 
of a sky-castle. Merfolk call this Emeria, the Sky Ruin. 
They believe it was once home to Em, the god of the sky.

ONDU
The geography of Ondu is dominated by a sense of 
sweeping  verticality.  The  precarious  Makindi 
Trenches,  the skyscraping trees of the  Turntimber 
Forest, and the depths of the  Crypt of Agadeem 
all  contribute  to  the  strange  sensation  that  travel  in 
Ondu occurs up and down rather than east and west. 
Jwar,  the  Isle  of  Secrets lies  near  the  southern 
coast. Huge granite heads loom half-buried in the earth, 
and a beam of pure blue light can be seen shooting 
straight up out of the island. Few explorers have ever 
set foot on the Isle,  and among those who have,  no 
explorer has yet uncovered the source of the light.
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SEJIRI
This polar region is like an enormous mesa with permafrost steppes, wind-blasted mountains, and impossibly 
tall cliffs that encircle the continent. Despite its inhospitable terrain, creatures such as felidars, griffins, and  
sphinxes make their home in the snow-covered wastes. There are many ruins sites, though few explorers 
brave the cold to see what treasures lie deep beneath the snowy surface.

Continent of Akoum, Locations in Akoum
"The coastline is not as bad as they say. Every time the wind changes, just ask the madman raving in your brig  
which way to tack. You'll be ashore in no time, one way or another."
     - Sachir, Akoum Expeditionary House

The volcanic continent of Akoum is a place of razor-edged beauty. Its crystalline fields shimmer in every 
imaginable color beneath the sun, but the deceptively sharp edges of even the most mundane surface stones 
will slice through leather and flesh if an unwary traveler should slip and fall. The surface can reach incredible  
temperature extremes,  as the omnipresent silicate stone reflects the sun's glaring light and will  cook an 
unprepared traveler during the day just as quickly as that cold stone will freeze one at night. Akoum is  
primarily aligned with red mana, as befits such a heavily volcanic region, but the crystal fields on the surface 
and the spires of semi-reflective rock help provide a white mana tie to the region as well. Beneath the 
surface is an impossibly old world, and many layers beneath the surface lay trapped pockets from ages past. 

From time to time a volcanic burst will bring gases and earth trapped for centuries up onto the surface. For a 
time, the surface of Akoum will burst into beautiful and often-times bizarre flora. The Elvish pilgrims that 
tend these regions refer to the event as a "Life Bloom," though to those who get trapped within the 
volcanic event, or who get eaten by one of the carnivorous plants that take root in its aftermath, the event  
can be a blossoming of painful death. These regions provide intense links to green mana, but these Blooms 
tend to survive only a year or two at the most. 

At the center of the sprawling region is a massive super-volcano, not precisely dormant, but in the last 
millennial cycle, there have been few major eruptions. Instead, because of Zendikar's dynamic force known as 
the Roil, the whole region is plagued by a constant low-level instability. Whereas the Roil on the continent  
of Tazeem seems to affect the land from above, the Roil seems to affect Akoum from below. Magma flows  
constantly flood and clear tunnels, gases from deep within the earth are thrust to the surface, and seismic  
activity can bring down a rain of crystal shards, more deadly than any volley of arrows. In short, Akoum is 
not ideal real estate for a sentient being looking to make a home. The mineral lava is liquid at extreme 
temperatures,  but  as  it  cools,  it  quickly  crystallizes.  Cooling  Akoum  lava  will  produce  large  jagged 
outcroppings of crystalline rock, the crystal lattices visibly emerging from the glowing-hot liquid stone.

Despite the barrenness of much of the Akoum landscape, life does tend to find a way to thrive in the cracks.  
Aggressive silver and blue grasses take root in volcanic stone and spread rapidly, providing meager fare for  
the  larger  fauna  of  the  region.  Creatures  who can  survive  the  jagged land  tend  to  be  as  tough and 
dangerous as their homeland. No mammals, other than the ubiquitous rodents, have managed to gain a
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foothold on Akoum. Instead, most creatures are either insects, or have some insect-like features. Carapace or  
shells are essentially required survival traits, as the jagged volcanic crystal has weeded out species that lacked 
such defenses. 

The coasts of Akoum are a deathtrap to travelers. Seismic activity and spires of volcanic glass make landing a 
ship onto the mainland a near impossibility. The eastern shores are safest, but never safe. After braving a 
journey filled with krakens and storms, it is not uncommon for a ship to meet its end within sight of the  
Akoum shores, the hull torn apart on jagged underwater crystals,  essentially invisible to a lookout's eye. 
There are no permanent ports. The coastline changes significantly every year to volcanic eruptions, above 
and below water, and seismic activity that sends coastal shelves into the ocean itself. Still, upon hearing that a 
ship  has  been  sighted,  people  from nearby  settlements  will  do  all  they  can  to  help  bring  a  ship  in,  
understanding that many ships carry valuable supplies impossible to glean on the continental mainland.

TEETH OF AKOUM
The  northern  reaches  of  Akoum  become  more 
mountainous.  The  Teeth  of  Akoum  are  a  series  of 
mountain  ranges  that  are  essentially  impassable  without 
some means of  flight  or  a very experienced and clever 
guide.  Civilization  clings  tenaciously  to  the  Teeth  of 
Akoum; the region tries hard to shake it off from time to 
time. Sentient residents of the Teeth include the Humanoid 
races of Zendikar, the occasional Sphinx, and the Golem 
who went rogue from its original function of ruin defense 
for causes unknown.

LEAGUE OF ANOWON ENCAMPMENT
"Law is a hazy concept on the wastes of Akoum. Occasionally you hear of an explorer making a claim of theft,  
some missing idol or pathway stone that got 'taken' from their possession. More often than not, though, it's just that  
the League of Anowon swooped down into the ruins and found it before 'em."
     - Josala Marang, freeblade of Affa 

      Anowon, the Ruin Sage
A small settlement of explorers can be found high in the Teeth 
of Akoum. It's a small training camp founded and led by the 
vampire known as Anowon, the Ruin Sage. The League of 
Anowon trains dungeoneering mages, or as they prefer to call 
themselves (with a touch of irony in their voices),  liberators. 
These mages are taught acrobatics and "extractive archeology" 
in order to better survive ancient ruins and net items of magical 
importance. A fully trained mage of the League of Anowon can 
make an easy living freelancing or as a mage-for-hire. Reaching 
the camp is no small task, and usually involves taking a griffin 
from the town of Affa below. Leaders at the camp are rarely 
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physically whole. Teachers tend to take up the role after suffering a career-ending injury- a lost limb or eye, 
or contact with a crippling magical effect or disease. The camp often attracts preeminent visitors, delvers in 
their prime who claim to come to the camp for the prestige but who are often looking for expendable 
student volunteers to help on their next mission. For all  that the school wishes to project an image of  
forthright respectability, this training camp is frequently shut down for months at a time due to drake attacks,  
rogue mana storms, seismic activity, or detonations due to misuse of magical artifacts.

AFFA
This  is  a  mostly  Human settlement  at  the  base  of  the  Teeth, 
though Elves, Kor, and even the occasional Vampire will call it 
home for a time. A river flows down from the Teeth of Akoum 
and provides the town with one of the few safe, reliable sources 
of fresh water in the continent. It serves as the major trading hub 
in the region, and a launching point for glory seekers who wish to 
head out  to the ruins.  Goblins,  especially  from the  Lavastep 
Tribe, bring minerals, materials, and any doodads that they can't 
figure out how to use. While rare, someone who knows what 
they're looking for might find an undiscovered treasure among 
the trash at the Affa bazaar. Affa is the locations of Zendikar's 
only white-aligned standing army of  soldiers and knights,  who 
serve to "protect" (police) the public and enforce the sparse but 
rigid code of laws in Affa.

GOMA FADA CARAVAN
"All the major routes of the region- the Rogah Throughway, Akoum's Belt, the Pass of Woe- were carved by the wagon-
wheels of Goma Fada. The greatest explorer of Akoum isn't Sachir or Kala the Bold, it's the Walking City itself."
     - Chronicle of Vurundi

     Caravan Hurda and caravaneers
By far the strangest city in the region is not a traditional 
city  at  all.  Goma  Fada,  literally  "The  City  That 
Walks", is  an  enormous  caravan  of  wandering  Kor, 
Humans,  and a  few Elves  that  moves  slowly  through 
Akoum. Several thousand people make up the caravan, 
which represents one of the largest "settlements" in all of 
Zendikar. Hundreds and hundreds of huge, sturdy carts 
comprise  homes,  shops,  eateries,  even  agriculture-  fig 
trees and similar hardy plants are grown in the dirt-filled 
backs of wagons. Knowing that Akoum is death to any 
who stay in the same place for long, and knowing that 
resources can appear and disappear at a moment's notice, 
Goma Fada has answered that challenge by never sitting 
still long enough to be caught napping. Huge packbeasts 
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and  Hurda giants pull enormous carts carrying cisterns full of water or granaries full of food. It can be 
rough living, as the dangers of Akoum move more quickly than the caravan, but the "city" is tenacious and 
has managed to survive thus far.

TAL TERIG, THE PUZZLE TOWER
Rising hundreds of feet high out of Akoum's basin is the 
ruin site known as Tal Terig,  The Puzzle Tower. One of 
the  most  famous  sites  on  the  continent,  the  ruin's 
exterior  is  a  pillar  of  seemingly  randomly  assembled 
geometric  shapes  of  all  sizes-  ranging  from  tiny 
decorative cubes jutting from the surface to enormous 
tetrahedrons-  making  up  a  significant  portion  of  the 
structure, twenty feet on a side. The angles and lines of 
the tower appear to defy the bounds of logic; some have 
reported headaches and nosebleeds after  looking at  its 
surface for short spans of time. The portion of Tal Terig 
that  juts  above  the  surface  of  the  ground  is  a  tiny 
fraction of the huge tower's  size.  While twenty or so 
floors jut out into the sky, another two hundred lay buried beneath the crystal and stone. As expected, the 
site is as deadly as it is valuable. Spirits haunt the halls, as do many constructs and traps placed to guard  
against graverobbers. Magical traps line every hall, and the magic of the vaults is such that the halls of the  
spire rotate and cycle, ensuring that no trap learned by explorers stays exactly the same for long. The sound 
of grinding stone carries for miles from the tower, it's a sound that tells the few creatures brave enough to 
serve as guides that all their hard-earned information about the layout of the ruin has just become obsolete.

ORA ONDAR, THE IMPOSSIBLE GARDEN
Most  "Life  Blooms"  in  Akoum,  the  sudden  bursts  of 
growth that occur after a tectonic upheaval, last only a 
year  or  two.  A  notable  exception  is  Ora  Ondar, 
sometimes called  the Impossible  Garden.  This  oasis  of 
growth in the harsh, angular setting of Akoum has lasted 
almost  a  hundred  years.  A  mid-sized,  multiracial 
settlement of mostly Elves now thrives there- home to 
roughly 8,000- and the tenders of Ora Ondar, who call 
themselves "Nourishers," do everything in their power 
to help it  last.  The settlers have built  homes into the 
stone crannies of a five-tiered outgrowth of rock that juts 
dramatically  out  of  the  crystalline  basin.  Each  layer  is 
home to a different era's flora: gigantic flowers and ferns, 
thorned vines, giant pitcher plants and flytraps, and on the top layer, a grove of carefully cultivated Kolya 
Trees, which produce a mango-like fruit with magical properties.
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Eating a kolya fruit is a risky proposition, as the trees serve as natural mana extractors. Most of the time, 
eating a kolya fruit will simply be an enjoyable culinary experience; the flesh of the fruit is sweet and tangy.  
In rare instances, however, the fruit will cause a change in the eater, granting great strength or intelligence if  
the eater is lucky, or causing strange physical properties to manifest: a phosphorescence to the eater's blood 
that causes his veins to visibly glow in the dark, or a dramatic change to the color of the eater's eyes.

A cult of Elves believe the kolya tree to be a gift from the gods and eat the fruit religiously. These cultists  
claim that continued eating of the fruit grants them wisdom and visions, but after years of eating the fruit,  
fatal mutations will usually develop. The Elf druid Sef Amaran is the current leader of the cult, and the 
fruit has disfigured him just as it has granted him many gifts. Now blind and insensate much of the time, his  
followers dutifully collect his fevered rantings as prophecy.

In actuality, Ora Ondar grows around an ancient artifact, 
the  Khalni  Stone.  This  artifact  is  a  powerful  mana 
refractor, and the druids' success in tending the site comes 
from an amplification of the effort that the Elves have put 
into maintaining it. Many researchers of the stone have 
posited that it lies somewhere in the forests of Akoum, 
but nobody has yet theorized that it could be the source 
of Ora Ondar. If someone were to learn the truth, the 
Elves  and  other  settlers  would  do  everything  in  their 
power to strike back at any who threatened this,  their 
most sacred and life-supporting site in Akoum. The Stone 
would  be  a  prize  that  few  planeswalkers  or  magical 
practitioners of any sort  would cease pursuing were its 
location to become known.

IGNEOUS GLENS
"Believe it or not, this Elf traveled everywhere barefoot. She said it let her walk longer distances without shocking  
her knees, and let her 'sense' the trail below her. Never saw her come back through here, though. She said she had  
a mission to tear down some statuary in Akoum, where her friend died or somesuch nonsense. Way I heard it,  
she's still there, haunting some lava field, her bare feet preserved forever in the rock!"
     - Leodo, tavernkeeper 

Other than the intermittent and unpredictable Blooms, plant life is sporadic throughout Akoum. Conditions 
of temperature and moisture change so rapidly that larger plant life can rarely adapt. Often a life bloom will 
end when a lava flow erupts nearby. From time to time, a particularly fast-moving flow will leave behind 
what's known as an Igneous Glen; the plant life is essentially "flash fossilized", leaving behind a region of 
statues of the plants and animals that once lived there. While the wandering Kor and Humans see these  
regions as beautiful and a sign of good luck, Elves of the Joraga and Tajuru Nations will often destroy them 
when found, feeling that no matter how aesthetically appealing, a monument to the destruction of life should 
not stand.
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FLASHWATER FLOWS
Rainfall comes to Akoum in violent torrents during the 
winter season, and the spring will often see the surface 
transformed, lakes atop crystal beds will form overnight, 
and water will cascade across the rock spires- a beautiful 
sight, and fleeting as anything else within Akoum. These 
pools  and  rivers  last  days  or  months  before  the  next 
tremor  causes  the  water  to  drain  away  beneath  the 
surface. The Kor and Humans who sparsely populate the 
region send  Waterscouts- part architect, part explorer, 
part engineer- to respond to these  Flashwater Flows, 
and try to direct the water into cisterns that serve as a 
supply for the year to come. With very few static sources 
of  water  to  draw  upon,  water  is  the  most  precious 
commodity in Akoum.

GLASSPOOL
This is the one fixed body of water of any notable size in Akoum, a huge lake, strangely hexagonal in shape,  
over two miles across. The water is always cool, clean and clear, and yet most intelligent creatures steer well  
clear of it. Its name is derived from the complete stillness of the surface of the water at nearly all times.  
Seismic activity somehow fails to affect it. Even when the surrounding lands are shaken by quakes, the lake 
remains magically still. Amphibious aquatic drakes make the lake their home, drawn perhaps to this, the only 
reliable source of blue mana in the Akoum mountain range. At the bottom of this eerie lake sits the ruin  
known as Ior.

IOR RUIN
Explorers have spotted a ruin site 
at  the  bottom of Glasspool  from 
the  height  of  a  nearby  jagged 
peak. Though little is known about 
its origins, some researchers have 
posited that it was once an ancient 
center  of  learning,  home  to  a 
repository  of  some  civilization's 
magical knowledge. It remains one 
of  Zendikar's  most  enticing  and 
unexplored ruins.
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Continent of Bala Ged, Locations in Bala Ged
"Tracked a bask of nema crocs through the densest reaches of the Bordermire. Lost a third of our rations to the  
grasping marsh, just before we hit the edge of Bala Ged. We should be able to replenish with some mosses and  
beetlefruit by this time tomorrow- but the expedition is losing morale even faster than supplies. The skins are worth  
every effort, but it's getting harder to convince the allies of that."
     - expedition journal of Kol Jofara of Kabira 

The sub-continent of Bala Ged, separated from the continent of 
Guul  Draz  by  a  miles-long  marsh,  seems  stuck  in  time,  a 
primordial throwback to the way Zendikar might have been eons 
ago. Damp, fetid air, thick vegetation, algae-choked marshes, and 
mold-covered thickets-  these  are  the  elements  that  define  Bala 
Ged. The subcontinent is also home to the Surrakar, an amphibious 
race  of  Humanoids  who isolate  and segregate  themselves  from 
Zendikar's other Humanoid peoples. The few Humans and Elves 
who inhabit the jungles and swamps of Bala Ged make their living 
by hunting and trapping, especially the large Nema Crocodile.

GRUUM WILDS
The dense, humid jungle that covers much of Bala Ged is known as 
the Guum Wilds. This jungle boasts the largest array of carnivorous 
and poisonous plants on Zendikar. The flora of Gruum rivals the 
titanic jurworrel and jaddi trees of Murasa, wrapping around every 
surface  in a continuous,  tentacular  crawl.  The biodiversity of  this 
region is astonishing, though the wanderers who venture here rarely 
pause to appreciate the beauty of the Gruum Wilds- the region is 
far too dangerous and deadly to straggle. Like much of Bala Ged, 
this  region  is  home  to  many  Surrakar,  nema  crocodiles,  and 
greypelts. This region is home to the Surrakar Caves.

SURRAKAR CAVES
Deep within the Guum Wilds can be found slick, slimy limestone outcroppings of rock dotted with cave 
mouths. This is the traditional mating-ground of the Surrakar, and where they raise their young. They are a 
very territorial people who defend their territory and young with lethal rage; wise expeditions know to steer 
clear of these limestone hills. It is rumored that the Surrakar Caves tunnel deep underground and stretch 
clear across Bala Ged, though no one knows for sure except the Surrakar themselves.
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BOJUKA BAY
"Thank you, Sister Saranna. And my thanks to all of you gathered here. It's been a dream of mine for twenty  
years to open this passage, and I'm overwhelmed to see it finally completed. We've all known someone who has  
given time and toil to bring the Bojuka Route to fruition, and some of us know some who've given their lives. There  
are no words to express my gratitude. I'm humbled, and eager to get started. With the permission of the Sisters, I'd  
like to declare this Route officially open."
     - Jin Kalau, Sea Gate ship's captain, one year before the closing of the sea route into Bojuka Bay 

This swampy inlet lies at the edge of the Guum Wilds, 
protected  from  the  waves  by  the  thousands  of  trees 
between it and the ocean. Fed by the Umung River and 
several  waterfalls  that  cascade  down  the  surrounding 
cliffs, Bojuka Bay is a watery marsh of vast proportions. 
The Umung flows slowly through the bay but provides a 
clear  and deep passage for  boats  going to  or  coming 
from the Guum Wilds. Those who pass through Bojuka 
Bay must be prepared to bribe or fend off the savage 
marsh  trolls  who  reside  there.  Fortunately  the  Grotag 
Tribe  of  Goblins  who reside  in  the trees  can provide 
assistance  in this  regard,  and are often happy to help 
travelers  in  exchange  for  news,  information,  and 
knowledge. This is especially necessary for foreign explorers and travelers due to the massive population of  
Bojuka piranhas who hunt and feed in the waters of this jungle swamp.

UMUNG RIVER
The Umung River descends in steps from the interior to sea level as it passes through Bala Ged. Once 
explorers pass the dangers of Bojuka Bay, reaching the interior of Bala Ged is a matter of slow progress  
against the current and porting small vessels around or pulling them up the many rapids and falls at each  
"step." Small villages of Humans and Elves of the Joraga Nation can be found along the Umung, selling 
their services as guides to aid travelers at such points.

THE TANGLED VALES
The Tangled Vales are a number of interconnected jungle valleys that run between the steep hills that ripple 
across the southern portion of Bala Ged. Clans of Joraga Elves make their homes in the vales along with 
some Human hunters  and  trappers.  The  jungles  of  the  Vales  are  a  twisted  and  dangerous  morass  of 
predatory plants infested with bestial dangers, but the Joraga have made relatively safe zones by cultivating 
antagonistic plants as a defensive barrier around their paths and villages. Even the Elves avoid the fungus-
choked hilltops,  knowing them to be even more deadly.  Traveling so high exposes one to the region's 
unpredictable winds and deadly flying hunters, such as the Gomazoa (sky-jellyfish). 

The Vale is home to two of Zendikar's most voracious lifeforms: Bloodbriar and Cut-Fungus. Bloodbriar 
patches are hungry clusters of nettled vines that react to movement by constricting around it. If the vines
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constrict on a creature with blood, the thorns pierce the body and siphon the blood directly to the plant's 
roots. Victims watch in horror as the white veins on the dark vines turn crimson with the blood flowing 
through them. The Joraga Elves of the Tangled Vales have learned how to cultivate and direct the bloodbriar  
so  they  can  use  it  as  barriers  against  outside  threats.  They  typically  control  them by  causing  regular 
disturbances in the vines by hurling objects on the sides where they want the plants to grow and by feeding  
the briars small (and not so small) creatures. Cut-Fungus resembles an unusually large growth of layered shelf 
fungi, except that their caps hide blade-like spines. Cut fungus have primitive sensory detectors that alert 
them to temperature changes and motion. When these happen in conjunction (such as when a warm-
blooded creature or cold steel are brought nearby) the cut fungus opens its layers and unleashes a spray of 
blade-like spines. The spines carry a psychotropic toxin that causes delirium, passivity, and eventually, parasitic  
growth. Over time, wartlike growths cover the victim, killing the host and allowing a new cut fungus colony 
to grow.

Continent of Guul Draz, Locations in Guul Draz
"Blessed are the Bloodeaters, for they cleanse the jungle of sin, leech away the contamination of dreams, and give of the  
lifeblood in their stems for our hungry."
     - Ghet family blood-prayer

Guul Draz is a humid continent, with tangled jungles and waterways that twist and spread into vast marshes 
and lagoons. Guul Draz is  home to more ruin sites than other continents,  and it's rife with poisonous  
creatures and diseases. Despite the overall sense of decay, and the foreboding nature of the ruins that jut up 
out of the swamps, Guul Draz has a thriving culture.

Zendikari Merfolk move freely along the rivers that make the best highways throughout Guul Draz. The 
land is overgrown with trees and roots, or is unsound and glutinous, but the water is smooth and easily  
traversed on barges, or below the surface. Humans have carved out several settlements along the edges of  
the continent and can be found living in small villages along every major waterway and plying the river 
trade, which is very profitable, despite the great risks.
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Humans and Merfolk do great business on the waters, and at the center of their business and commerce, the 
Vampires of Guul Draz thrive. This continent is the Vampire's homeland. Whereas on other continents 
Vampires tend to live discreetly amongst other living creatures, they live openly and with pride in Guul  
Draz.  They  are  dangerous,  sometimes  turning  on  the  Merfolk  and  Humans  who  live  among  them, 
sometimes infiltrating and feeding on the Merfolk and Humans who attempt to live apart. Despite this, Guul 
Draz has a significant number of visitors. Although there is risk walking among the Vampires, there's also 
promise of dark power, wealth, and of course, eternal life.

 Guul Drazi Null
Besides the City of Malakir where proper Vampires reside, 
Guul Draz is also home to a mindless population of Vampiric 
Nulls. Nulls are faceless undead thralls, a sort of high-speed 
ghoul. They are easily commanded by other Vampires, though 
if they are left without orders they will hunt and kill whatever 
living things they can find. When a vampire fully drains the 
blood  of  a  living  creature  without  destroying  the  husk  (a 
common problem for the more violent and sadistic vampire), a 
vampire Null  is  created from the body.  The victim withers 
into a gaunt form, its skin goes completely pale, and its facial 
features  wither  away,  leaving  behind  a  smooth  ovoid  face 
with  fangs.  Megalomaniacal,  evil  vampires  lead  armies  of 
nulls, using them to sow terror.

MALAKIR
"The Nirkana are cutthroats who run about the swamps like drooling animals. The Ghet are no better than gutter  
rats. The Emevera are so common they couldn't appreciate a fine meal if it died on their doorstep. The Urnaav  
are obsequious idiots who think we are too stupid to see their machinations. They would all be Kalastria if they  
could, and who could blame them?"
     - Lyandis, Kalastrian lineage

           Nirkana lineage assassin
Malakir  is  the  most  well-developed  city  on  Zendikar, 
although still small and simple compared to metropolises 
on other planes.  It is built  amongst the swampy lands 
near a massive ruin known as the  Hagra Cistern. It 
has a reputation for debauchery and decadence, as befits 
the hedonistic ways of the Vampire. The city is divided 
into five districts, each named after the vampire family 
that controls it. Nirkana District is built on the water 
and can only be traversed using the rancid canals that 
wind through the decrepit buildings. The Nirkana lineage 
are notorious assassins, including a group called the
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Lacerators who are feared by Vampire and non-Vampire alike.  Kalastria District is  located in the 
highest ground in the City and doesn't depend on the dykes and levees to keep it dry. It is the oldest,  
wealthiest part of the city. The Kalastria are the wealthiest family, and refer to themselves as Highborn. 
Emevera District is in a low point in the city, but it is well protected by giant stone dykes built by the  
family Emevera. Urnaav District is a mix of stone-paved roads and narrow canals, lying between the low 
point  of  Emevera  District  and  the  high  ground  of  Kalastria  District.  Ghet  District is  a  currently 
impoverished.  The Ghet family suffered a major setback in political  infighting that  resulted in Emevera 
diverting water around their dykes and flooding Ghet. Ghet has built temporary dams, but the damage to 
their holdings was significant. The Ghet Bloodchief,  Kalitas, plots revenge on the other families nightly; 
with his tremendous power and black-mana mastery, it is likely he'll succeed.

FREE CITY OF NEMANA
A coastal city built by humans, the Free City is ironically named, because it is the major port where slavers  
arrive and sell their wares. The most hardened denizens of Guul Draz, mostly Vampires but also black-
aligned villains of other races, purchase slaves in huge lots to work in their industries, and in the case of the 
Vampires, to provide new food and sport. Likewise Nimana is the major export center for the mercantile  
products of Guul Draz that are sent to other lands for trade. As such, nearly every Vampire that is heading 
out to infiltrate the rest of the world passes through Nimana. Family Ghet has been using their influence and 
subtlety  to gain access  to  the inner decision-making apparatus  of  Nimana,  and are  actively  converting 
influential members of the town to their cause by siring them as Ghet Vampires. Their plan is to eventually 
seize control of the city and integrate the city into their holdings, raising their own prestige and power 
among the Guul Draz Vampire lineages.

PELAKKA KARST, HAGRA CISTERN
"Tribes of ogres make their home in the Hagra ruins. Cruel as vampires, they place no value on life. It's like their  
lungs are filled with the foul breath of the underworld. I always hire one, though, because they can slaughter  
undead better than anyone else."
      - Ferth, Nimana expedition leader

A vast region of limestone gullies, sinkholes, rises, and caves, the Pelakka Karst is actually the shattered  
remnants of a filtration system that fed the waters around the Hagra Cistern, an ancient structure, vast 
and mysterious in purpose. An area of badlands encircling the Cistern, the karst is so treacherous to navigate 
that even Merfolk will travel long distances to avoid crossing it. The Karst is home to some of the largest 
river predators in all of Zendikar. Humans will sometimes venture through the Karst, mostly bandits who will  
risk the dangers to avoid the river patrols, but few survive the unpredictable currents and the vast whirlpools 
that can form unexpectedly whenever a sinkhole forms and sucks down the waters. In addition, much of the  
Karst shifts regularly, and some of the caves are actually monstrous mouths. Travel down the wrong channel 
and you can find yourself ground to a paste by the rapidly moving walls. The ruin called the Hagra Cistern 
now serves as a lair for several tribes of blood-mad Ogres, bent on destruction and violence.
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FILTH BURSTS
A form of reverse  sinkhole,  a  filth  burst  is  a  massive 
eruption of oily black toxic sludge that bursts out of the 
ground unexpectedly. Throughout Guul Draz, there are 
patches of ground that look solid, but in reality are a thin 
crust over a tumulus of compressed waste. The slightest 
damage to the crust can allow the tumulus to explode 
from the ground, engulfing whatever had the misfortune 
to step on it. Filth bursts are highly toxic, both physically 
and magically. They can poison and kill whatever they 
engulf, or even worse, mutate and derange it, spawning 
filth elementals.

HANGING SWAMP
The Hanging Swamp, located north of the Hagra Cistern, 
is  home  to  several  loose-knit  groups  of  Humans.  The 
Hanging Swamp is a giant sinkhole, 20 miles in diameter, 
with a floating swamp suspended above it in a glittering 
arc of water blobs connected by reeds. The entire mass is 
shot through with roots and creepers, anchoring the whole 
soggy mass to the ground below. The Hanging Swamp is a 
maze of  floating  water  globules,  and once you enter,  it 
takes an expert guide to find the way back out. The Roil is 
a standing effect here,  animating the entire swamp in a 
constant  motion  of  vines  twisting  and  coiling  and  the 
water globules flowing from one location to another. This 
constant  motion  means  that  the  path  an  adventurer 
followed into the Hanging Swamp is not reversible- the 
way out is constantly shifting and changing. The Hanging 
Swamp is filled with predators who use the terrain to mask 
their own presence and to trap prey. Giant amphibians and 
insects abound, mixing fluidly with the vines and creepers 
that make up the "solid" terrain. Many are too small to be 
a threat to Humanoid creatures, but the swamp is home to 
the deadly Guul Drazi Python, which is more than happy 
to consume human-sized prey.
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Continent of Murasa, Locations on Murasa
The  island  continent  of  Murasa  is  a  vast, 
steep-walled plateau that  rises sharply from 
the  sea.  Although  smaller  than  other 
continents of Zendikar,  Murasa conceals  an 
incredible  diversity  of  environments  hidden 
behind  its  sheer,  stony  cliffs.  Inland  from 
these  cliffs,  the  land  drops  off  sharply, 
wreathing Murasa  in  an irregular  "wall"  of 
mountainous cliffs. The largest break in this 
wall  is  the  Sunder  Cove,  an  enormous, 
tide-wracked  bay  clotted  by  the  massively 
trunked  harabaz  trees.  The  interior  of 
Murasa is a rugged landscape of steep, windy 
hills and precipitous jungle valleys. The most 
notable  exceptions  to  the  interior  elevation 
are  the  Skyfang  Mountains,  the  Na 
Plateau,  and  the  canyon  lands  of 
Kazandu.

SUNDER BAY            Lorthos, the Tidemaker
This huge bay is filled with a maze of the multi-
trunked harabaz trees. These massive plants grip 
the seabed in their entwined roots, joining to form 
one titanic organism. The harabaz trees grow blade-
shaped  prows  on their  seaward  sides  that  enable 
them to  cut  the  giant  waves  that  smash  toward 
land during the worst  of  the tides,  and after  the 
rising  of  krakens  or  the  great  force  of  nature, 
Lorthos  the  Tidemaker.  Ships  attempting  to 
make  passage  through  the  Harabaz  Forest  must 
remain  vigilant  against  submerged  harabaz  and 
maintain tight control of their vessels lest they be 
smashed  against  a  blade-prow.  Making  passage 
during the changing of the tides, a storm, or the upsurging Roil spells certain doom. Elves of the Tajuru  
Nation and assisting merfolk have set up a network of flags and beacons to mark the safest route. Sometimes 
the Elves are able to spot sundered ships and reach them in time to save a few of the crew, but no Tajuru  
risks travel through the harabaz forest at night or when waters are turbulent.
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CLIFFS OF KAZUUL        Kazuul, the Tyrant
These  cliffs  represent  the  only  maintained  cliff-side 
ascent of the exterior of Murasa's Wall. Set up by the 
Tajuru Elves but now maintained mainly by Humans, the 
Cliffs of Kazuul are named for the pass's current ruler, 
Kazuul  the  Tyrant, an  Ogre  slave-master  who 
demands tribute from any who seek passage. Those who 
pay  (including  a  bribe  to  the  lift  operators  at  various 
points on the path) are allowed to traverse the steep zig-
zagging trails cut into the cliffs between each harrowing 
vertical ascent using log-and-rope elevators. Those who 
reach the top without proper tribute for Kazuul are cast 
out,  sometimes  literally  hurled  to  their  deaths  in  the 
crashing ocean.

THUNDER GAP
"No sign of the Wall of Omens the elves said would be here. Instead we find dire omens of our own- horrible  
sights of bodies that don't quite exist, eyes of kor that leer at us, screaming ghost-sounds, strands of moonlight  
reaching out for us from the cliffside. We know we have awakened guardians from some far realm, but we do not  
know how to calm or free their bound souls."
     - Anitan, Ondu cleric

This passage follows the route of the rushing Vazi River as it heads out to sea. Boats can navigate the 
rough waters  for  a couple  miles  inland through the canyon of  Thunder  Gap,  but travelers  must  then 
disembark and take the precarious  trails  and rope bridges  that  run along the canyon walls,  across  the 
thundering water, and beneath or above the many waterfalls that burst from side canyons or the plains  
above. Some trails lead up and out of the canyon while others follow the river for its length, eventually  
leading to the ground beyond Murasa's Wall.

         Thunder Gap
Thunder Gap was known as the safest means into the 
interior  and had been well-maintained by Tajuru Elves 
and a clan of Kor who lived along the  Pillar Plains 
above Thunder Gap.  But two decades ago,  something 
happened to the Kor. Travelers found Kor bodies strewn 
along the path of Thunder Gap, their corpses hung like 
butcher's  meat from their  own hooked lines.  The trail 
hasn't  been maintained since,  and the most  shadowed 
sections of the pass are said to be haunted by tortured 
Kor ghosts.
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GLINT PASS
A huge sea cave leads under the east side of Murasa's 
Wall, and at its rear lies a cavern, accessible only when 
the tide is low. If a traveler can follow this cave far 
enough before the tide rises to fill  it again, the way 
through Glint Pass lies open to him. Although torches 
or other means of illumination are necessary in many 
parts  of  the  journey,  the  caverns  of  the  Glint  Pass 
gained their name from the light given off by flame-
quartz,  clusters  of  crystals  that  jut  from  the  rock 
throughout much of the underground passage. These 
faceted stones shine with the light of internal fire, like 
lanterns lit by the internal flames of the earth. In some 
places along the trail, the fire of the earth is obvious as 
the path wends its way over rivers of magma.

Only those who know the path can find their way through the labyrinth of the Glint Pass, but fortunately 
for travelers, a Vampire guide can often provide safe passage. The pass opens into an ancient structure of 
diamond-shaped passages on the far side of Murasa's Wall, and vampires have lived there for as long as  
anyone can remember. The Vampires keep to themselves and hide their settlements out of sight in side 
passages. No outsider can say how many live there nor why they continue to live beneath the oppressive 
stone, and the Vampires certainly don't tell.

VISIMAL, THE HIDDEN CITY
An unknown number of Vampires dwell within Murasa's Wall in the region of the Glint Pass. They live 
beyond a water-logged maze of diamond-shaped passages cut into the wall by unknown hands ages ago. 
The purpose of these chambers has yet to be determined by researchers, largely due to the ferocity with  
which the Vampires protect their secret city. Travel through the main passage to the Glint Pass is the only 
permissible trespass.

THE CIPHER IN FLAMES
The Glint Pass hides the fabled Cipher in Flames, an ever-burning and complex glyph set in the heart of the 
rock. It is said that those who can survive the journey and decipher its magical instructions can perform a  
ritual that transports them anywhere in the world. Whether or not this is true or what other effects the 
Cipher might have are unknown- none have returned from seeking it except a bedraggled few who found 
the search too perilous or who failed to read its magic.
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SKYFANG MOUNTAINS       Goblins crossing Shatterskull Pass
These high, steep-sided mountains are covered in forests. 
They extend from the western side of Murasa and wind 
deep into its  interior,  dividing the western half  of  the 
continent  in  two.  Those  who  wish  to  get  over  the 
mountains must brave the dangers of its beasts and the 
perils  of  its  "fangs"- huge stalactite-like shards of  rock 
that float above the mountains when the sun shines on 
them but that plummet down to stab the mountainsides 
when the sun sets or when a passing cloud blocks the 
light. These mountains are home to the  Shatterskull 
Pass.

SHATTERSKULL PASS
Flight is the safest way to go through the Skyfang Mountains, but the next best path is the aptly named 
Shatterskull Pass. This is a wide trail that crosses the mountains at a relatively low grade. However, dozens of  
"fangs" hang above the pass, their bottoms blunted into flat surfaces by countless ground shuddering impacts 
into the ground. Travelers through Shatterskull must beware not only the fall of the "fangs" but also the local 
rocs- giant birds of prey- who might not be patient enough to wait for a meal of carrion.

NA PLATEAU
The Na Plateau rises from the land just east of the center of Murasa. Roughly a quarter mile high, its 
forested top is about as high as Murasa's Wall. Wurms dwell in the cracked cliffs of the plateau, hunting the 
surrounding lands for miles around for beasts large enough to make a meal. The plateau is also home to  
several Goblin tribes. Atop the Na Plateau sits  The Singing City, one of Zendikar's most well-known, 
much-pillaged, and greatly feared ruins.

SINGING CITY
"The notes that play in my skull spell out what feels like a message, the words of which I feel I can just barely  
translate in my dreams. When I wake, though, the morning shreds my revelations like damp paper. No matter. I  
can feel a breakthrough coming. Tomorrow we journey into the ruin's heart, and I will finally know what it wishes  
to tell me."
     - Journal of Aida Lunda

This ruin is a cyclopean maze of strange structures and tumbled towers hidden somewhere near the center 
of the enormous Na Plateau. Known by legend throughout Zendikar, the Singing City is so named for the  
eerie, almost musical sounds that come from underground chambers below the ruined buildings. The sounds 
have driven many explorers mad,  causing them to turn on companions or hurl  themselves from great 
heights, but enough have survived with proof of great treasures and powerful magic to draw others to grim 
fates. Goblin tribes dwell around the ruin, offering aid to those who would enter the Singing City and then 
hovering like vultures in the surrounding trees, waiting for their chance to pick up the pieces.
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VAZI RIVER
The Vazi River rushes down a sloping and twisting canyon to crash into the sea. The river splits many times 
as it passes through the  Pillar Plains, but these side channels typically rejoin with the river in crashing 
waterfalls. Its waters are difficult but navigable for a few miles inward from the ocean, but then most of its  
length consists of thundering rapids supplemented by roaring waterfalls from the plains atop Murasa's Wall 
and from higher side channels.

PILLAR PLAINS
Thunder Gap cuts through a section of Murasa's Wall known as the Pillar Plains. There the wall is cracked  
and broken into thousands of massive pillars, the tops of which are grassy plains buffeted by sea winds. For 
generations  a  clan  of  Kor  dwelt  atop  the  pillars  living  a  simple  pastoralist  lifeway,  both  perilous  and 
prosperous. They crossed between the pillars on bridges they crafted of rope and bone, or they swung from  
leaning  menhirs (large, upright monoliths) to cross the gaps between pillars the oxen could simply leap. 
Living in plain tents and herding the hardy pillarfield oxen, they gathered all else they needed through 
trade with travelers passing through Thunder Gap. Now the campsites are all abandoned, the oxen run feral  
across the pillarfields, and only a memory of the Kor haunts the Pillar Plains.

RAIMUNZA RIVER
This rushing flow of water runs from the base of the  Na Plateau and wends its way to the edge of 
Kazandu. There it falls onto the wide branch of a jaddi tree that grew under the water's flow. Now the  
river flows along jaddi branches for miles. While some stretches are relatively level and quiet, others dive  
like waterslides or fall from a great height only to be caught by another channel in a branch. Eventually, the 
river plunges into the marshy Blackbloom Lake in the center of Kazandu.

RAIMUNZA MINES & THE RAIMUNZA HIVE
This  Human  and  Elvish  ore-mining  operation 
surrounds Raimunza Falls, a raging torrent of water 
that  cascades  off  the  southern  side  of  the  Na 
Plateau. The huge waterfall is used to propel log-
and-pulley winches that raise and lower the miners 
and their hard-won treasures. They honeycomb the 
cliff face with crude, shallow, hand-drilled caverns, 
racing up or down the face of the plateau while 
dodging the tailing tossed down by other miners.

Any cave left unattended for long is taken by the 
giant wasps native to the region for the laying of 
their  young.  The normally  solitary  hunters  would 
attack the miners, but the huge number of possible egg chambers tends to draw wasps during their spawning 
phase when they eat less. The wasps fill their fireproof nests with deadly acid-spewing larvae that live there 
until they grow wings. After they've left, the miners collect the metals laid bare by their acid.
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THE LIVING SPIRE & THE GRINDSTONE CRUCIBLE
Hedron-shaped caverns in the side of the Living 
Spire draw great draughts of air like a breathing 
thing.  Titanic  hovering  vines  whorl  from  the 
surface of the plant-shrouded Spire through the 
center of these stone throats until they reach the 
chamber of the Grindstone Crucible. There they 
encompass the Crucible in a spherical latticework 
of life. The Crucible itself is a thundering mass of 
huge, rune-covered boulders and shards of rock 
compacted  together  and  grinding  rapidly-  sure 
death  to  any  creature  that  comes  close.  The 
Crucible is a font of wild mana, but to draw on its 
strength  one  must  stand  on the  latticework  or 
between it and the Crucible. Yet when the air is 
drawn  into  the  chamber  it  is  sucked  into  the 
Grindstone Crucible with hurricane force, taking with it pieces of the latticework. When the air is not being 
sucked in, the vines grow, thrash, and writhe, struggling to encompass the Crucible before its next inhalation. 
The cause of this inhalation and the purpose of the Crucible are unknown. 

KAZANDU
"Kazandu is the last place I'd expect to find myself- literally, I expect it to be my final resting place. Its devouring  
canyons and immense flora swallow my mind, not letting me rest, drawing me back in expedition after expedition.  
I have mapped and remapped its corridors and its sheer drops. I have lost friends and allies to its treacherous  
broken cliffs. I have found artifacts lost from a distant age and have drunk the earnings from their sale. I orbit  
Kazandu like a weary satellite, always hoping I can break free from its pull, never liberated."
     - Mkema Leatherfoot

Kazandu  riots  across  Murasa  as  a  broken  landscape 
dominated by tangles of the mountainous jaddi trees. 
In a cataclysm lost to memory, the region that is now 
Kazandu collapsed into the earth as  though a  bubble 
burst beneath the skin of the world. This has left the 
ground a mass of irregular canyons, twisting valleys, and 
high  broken  steppes,  all  dotted  here  and  there  by 
plateaus that  tower above the landscape.  Most of the 
lower areas  are dominated by the strange jaddi  trees, 
many growing nearly as tall as the plateaus. Only the 
sheer cliffs at Kazandu's borders keep these titanic trees 
from crawling across more of the world. This is the seat 
of  power  of  those  Elves  who  have  intentionally 
separated from the Tajuru, the Kazandu Splinter Nation.
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ROOT CAVES
Deep  beneath  the  canopy  of  Kazandu,  in  the 
valleys  created  by  the  roots  of  the  jaddi  forests, 
crevasses  open  into  the  earth.  Three  such  dark 
regions  exist  within  Kazandu.  One is  the  Doom 
Maw,  dominion  of  demons  and  bone-hoarding 
dragons. The second,  Silent Gap, is plumbed by a 
group of  Vampires  who seek some secret  beneath 
the  Zendikar's  surface.  The  third  is  called  the 
Writhing  Depths,  and is  home   to  several 
migratory and deadly species: caustic crawlers, giant 
bats,  and  shadow scorpions  Each  of  these  species 
inhabits  the  crevasse  at  in  a different season,  and 
each  has  a  relationship  with  the  nests  or  waste 
materials of the others.

Zendikar Expeditionary Map
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Continent of Ondu, Locations in Ondu
Ondu is a continent in the southwestern quadrant of Zendikar that juts into the Silundi Sea. The continent 
shows signs of influence from ancient civilizations, but it is nature that dominates here, taking precedence 
over small settlements of Humans, Kor, Goblins, and Merfolk. The geography of Ondu feels almost vertical.  
The precarious Makindi Trenches, the skyscraping trees of Turntimber Forest, and the depths of the 
Crypt of Agadeem and the Soul Stair all contribute to the strange sensation that travel in Ondu runs 
perpendicular to the horizon rather than toward it. The region of Ondu is composed of one central landmass 
and  the  three  major  islands  off  its  coast:  the  large,  southernmost  Island of  Agadeem,  the  smaller, 
temperate Beyeen, and the tiny, sea-swept Jwar.

TURNTIMBER, THE SERPENTINE FOREST
"The floor of Turntimber writhes. Take my advice: take down your net traps at night, and sleep up in them."
     - Rinta Bannock, Greypelt trapper

Only  feral,  wild,  and  brave  creatures  reside  in 
Turntimber,  a  vast  temperate forest  on the Ondu 
mainland. Turntimber's famous corkscrew-like trees 
(Turntimber trees) twist into staggering heights, 
tracing lazy circles  on the sky and providing the 
inspiration for the woodland's name. Over decades 
and  centuries,  the  trees  have  bent  and  twisted 
around invisible spikes of mana like a climbing vine 
around a pole. The mana feeds and strengthens the 
trees,  pushing  them  to  ever-greater  heights. 
However,  the  mana  spikes  provide  no  physical 
support, so their overburdened root structures creak 
constantly  as  the  trunks  sway.  This  creaking  has 
inspired stories of a secret language known only to 
the trees, which Human shamans and druids call Uksil. Many have been known to venture into Turntimber 
in hopes of translating and decoding this sacred language, believing it to hold the key to the deep wisdom 
and lore of Turntimber. This forest supports a menagerie of dangerous creatures. The apex predator here is  
the baloth, a muscular, omnivorous hunter with claws that allow it to climb the spiraling trunks. Territorial 
baloths in search of prey have been known to leap from one tree to another with surprising nimbleness.  
However, the dominant fauna in Turntimber is the snake, which fills predator roles at all scales in Turntimber.  
From tiny tree snakes to massive cobras, from the harmless to the lethally venomous, from the mundane to 
the  mana-infused,  serpents  writhe  and  hunt  throughout  the  woodland.  Some  Elves-  the  Serpent-
Trackers- believe the snake's shape to be a symbol of mana itself, coiled around lines of mana just like the 
trees, and track their movements to detect patterns in mana flow.
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GREYPELT
Greypelt  is  a  small  settlement  of  druids,  hunters,  and 
trailblazers on the outer edges of Turntimber.  Its name 
comes from the tents made from the woolly gray hide of 
Turntimber  warthogs,  although  many  different 
materials are used in the encampment. Explorers venture 
out  from  Greypelt  into  Turntimber  to  seek  nodes  of 
mana to harvest  from the ancient,  creaking trees,  and 
have developed a way to temporarily "tame" and store 
small, stable quantities of primal mana. These parcels of 
mana are very valuable, and are attracting the interest of 
powerful expeditionary outfits.

MAKINDI TRENCHES
"For these aching weeks navigating the maze of Makindi's infinite ledges and switchbacks, the river has been a cool  
ribbon sparkling far below us. I proposed scouting down to the water, to see if there was a route our hurda could follow;  
a raft would only be days to build if we cannibalized the carts. Our guide just looked at me with those wide eyes. I  
insisted, citing the pace of our journey, but she just asked if we wanted to get there fast- or alive. I dropped the subject.  
When a Merfolk doesn't want to take the water route, I guess it's wise to trudge on."
     - Journey Log of Dansa Kur

The  Ondu  mainland  is  crisscrossed  by  a 
maze  of  high-walled  canyons  called  the 
Makindi  Trenches.  The canyons  represent 
sheer drops down hundreds of feet,  some 
terminating  in  whitewater  rivers,  others 
ending  in  bare  rock.  Mana-fueled  winds 
howl through the canyons at odd intervals, 
making  it  important  for  climbers  and 
builders to attach their instruments carefully 
to the cliff walls. The walls of the canyons 
support a surprising ecosystem of their own. 
Birds, reptiles, and even humanoids such as 
Goblins  and  Kor  nest  on  the  trenches' 
sheer surfaces. Trench giants scale the walls 
looking  for  crunchy  animals  to  eat,  and 
enormous spiders build trapdoors in the overhangs to snare fliers and climbers. Visitors usually travel along 
the cliff's edges on wagon trails, but a much faster and more dangerous mode of travel is by river. Fast-
moving whitewater  rivers course through many branches of  the  Trenches.  This region is  home to the 
treacherous and physics-defying Teetering Peaks.
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TEETERING PEAKS
Throughout  the  canyons  and plateaus  of  Makindi  are 
famous boulders perched in unlikely, precarious, gravity-
defying  positions.  They're  called  the  Teetering  Peaks, 
even  though  they  have  not  been  seen  to  move. 
Historical changes in Zendikar's fickle gravity may have 
caused these rocks to shift into their current positions, but 
some believe that they are deliberate traps set to lure and 
then  crush  curious  passersby.  Some  mages  study  the 
locations  of  the  Teetering  Peaks,  believing  that  their 
locations form a pattern or map that could have deeper 
significance to the region. Many birds, including several 
species  of  hawk  and  falcon,  and  a  number  of  small 
mammals live here.

SOUL STAIR, THE PRISON OF OMNATH        The Soul Stair and Omnath
Of  the  legendary  places  of  Ondu,  none  is  surrounded  by  more 
controversy  than  the  Prison  of  Omnath.  Omnath  is  a  divine 
manifestation of the ferocious green mana of Zendikar, a being that 
can be found in some incarnation in all the creation myths of the 
plane.  Some  call  Omnath  the  "Flickering  Heart",  others  the 
"Locus of Mana", both referencing origin of the primal mana that 
pulses throughout Zendikar. This embodiment of mana is imprisoned 
within a site high on one of Ondu's mesa's.

If one travels to the top of a soaring Onduan mesa, through the 
dense forest that crowns it, and into a murky mire at the grove's 
heart where shadows move and twist, one can find the binding 
circle  that  surrounds  the  entrance  to  Omnath's  prison.  A 
complex arrangement of strange globular swamp-growths, stone 
hedrons, and animal bones, the circle creates an eerie sensation 
in those who approach it. The effect deters living beings from 
approaching the circle's center, where a huge pit leads deep into 
the ground. Hence, few travelers even come close to opening it. 
Those who have tried have died gruesome deaths.

The pit in the center of the binding circle is called the  Soul 
Stair, and it is reputedly an infinitely-long spiral staircase that 
leads down into the bowels of the world. The Stair connects the 
relatively  rational  surface  world  with  a  seething,  surreal  void 
below; this is the place where Omnath is forever imprisoned for 
reasons long forgotten. 
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Religious pilgrims from across Zendikar travel to the Prison of Omnath on a twice-yearly basis to perform 
the Ritual of Lights, a ceremony designed to protect the world from the release of Omnath. In their view,  
Omnath is a malevolent, chaotic, primeval force (all of which is untrue), and its release would represent the 
destruction of most forms of life. They encircle the site with seventy-seven candles and chant prayers and 
songs, believing that the ritual strengthens the magical barriers that make up the Prison's walls.

This is, without a doubt, the epicenter of all green mana leylines on Zendikar.

ISLE OF JWAR, SILUNDI SEA          Isle of Jwar and outlying faduun
Near to the southern coast of the Ondu 
mainland  is  the  isle  of  Jwar.  Jwar  has 
largely been written off by explorers due 
to the swirling Silundi Sea currents and 
territorial  sea  serpents  that  constantly 
encircle  it,  but  archaeomancers  contend 
that magic of great value and power lurks 
there.  A  beam  of  pure  blue  light  can 
sometimes  be  seen  shooting  straight  up 
out  of  the  island  (or  down  on  it  from 
above?),  leading to strange rumors  about 
the significance of Jwar.

The whole  isle  and the sea-ruins  off  its 
coast  are  decorated  with  huge,  alien-
looking, granite heads known as Faduun. 
These statues loom all around the isle of Jwar, many of them half-buried in the ground, tilting at odd angles. 
The Faduun radiate strong magic, but their purpose and history are unknown. Some claim to have heard 
them speak in forbidding tones, but in a language unknown to modern scholars. 

Jwar Isle's other noteworthy phenomenon is the streak of bluish light that radiates skyward from the center  
of Jwar on cool nights. This light originates from a deep, seawater-filled pit on the island, and attracts flying  
creatures such as drakes, sphinxes, even dragons. Some Kor tribes call it the Strand, hypothesizing that it's 
the spiritual thread that connects Zendikar to the afterlife, although many Merfolk revile its magic as bad  
luck, even prohibiting their race from looking upon it. Planeswalkers recognize the Strand as a powerful 
manifestation  of  æthereal  energy  but  have  not  determined  its  function.  Some  religious  pilgrims  take 
dangerous journeys to Jwar in order to bury their dead on the island. Bodies buried in the soil of Jwar, if  
watered like plants and cared for vigilantly, disappear completely, bones and all. It's unknown what causes this 
phenomenon or where the corpses go. Some believe that these sacrifices of the dead to nature help pacify 
the natural forces of Zendikar. 
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BEYEEN ISLE, THE CROWN OF TALIB
The  island  of  Beyeen  is  actually  several  small  volcanic  landmasses  connected  by  bridges  of  clinging 
vegetation. A ring of jagged, volcanic peaks rises from the center of the island, resembling a monarch's  
crown. The Kor call the small range the Crown of Talib, after their god of the earth. The Crown range is 
home to a number of volcanoes, including Valakut, the Molten Pinnacle, largest and most active peak 
of  the  Crown range.  Other,  smaller  crags  on Beyeen show signs of  ancient,  dramatic  forces.  Powerful  
geomancy once forced the peaks from the tops of the mountains, causing them to periodically hover in 
midair above the craggy mesas beneath, then settle down again. These tectonic effects have since become 
overcome by the fierce mana energies of the volcanic chain, and now these "piston mountains" fly up 
and smash down again unpredictably. It's seen as a mark of bravery to venture under these mobile peaks to 
look for valuable relics or to tap into the primal mana there, but many have died trying. Beyeen is home to  
mighty lith wurms, hard-toothed burrowing wurms that feast on mountain goats, hyraxes, ogres, condors, 
and Goblins. The lowland valleys of Beyeen are a temperate rainforest, supporting black-furred apes, dappled 
jaguars, tapirs, and duikers. A transient community of mages, explorers,  and artisans, of mixed races and 
origins, lives on the coast of Beyeen in a town called  Zulaport. Near the western coast of the isle of 
Beyeen is a group of massive tide pools that stair-step down the mountainous slope toward the sea. The 
pools mingle seawater with geothermally heated hot springs from below, creating basins that seethe with 
steam in a region called The Boilbasin. 

VALAKUT, THE MOLTEN PINNACLE        The Boilbasin
This enormous volcano is  the largest peak and 
most  destructive  force  of  the  Crown  of  Talib 
mountains.  It  is  the  largest  locus  of  red  mana 
power on Zendikar.

THE BOILBASIN
This region is  said to be a favorite  location of 
dragons,  who use  the  boiling  water  to  cleanse 
their scales.

ZULAPORT
The  economy  of  Zulaport  is  believed  to  be 
controlled  to  a  powerful  vampire  named 
Indorel, who uses a network of Goblin, Human, 
and Ogre thugs to ensure herself a cut of all the 
trade that happens around Beyeen. The town is a 
semi-transient  community  of  mages,  explorers, 
and artisans,  of  mixed races  and origins  plying 
various trades and professions.
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ISLE OF AGADEEM
The third island of the Ondu continent, including the  Hedron Fields of Agadeem,  the community 
known as Kabira, and the Crypt of Agadeem. Multiple explorers to Agadeem have reported witnessing 
the phenomenon of the  Three Masks, immense, floating, monstrous visages that generally appear as a 
trio. Whether it's a psychic disturbance, a mirage, a transcendental spiritual experience, or just a series of tall 
tales  is  subject  to debate.  Descriptions of  the masks  vary,  but some Merfolk  and Kor  scholars  wonder 
whether they might be manifestations or visions of the three gods of their respective pantheons.

HEDRON FIELDS OF AGADEEM
The muddy savannah of the island of Agadeem holds a veritable graveyard of ancient stone hedrons, some  
the size of a fist, others the size of small buildings. This is in sharp contrast to Tazeem, in whose hedron fields 
the stones are still aloft and seem to be related to the Roil. In the case of Agadeem's hedron fields, the  
stones have long since fallen and lay partially sunken in the earth, but they still have an effect on the land.  
Though no one hedron appears to have any extant magical capacities, the effect of hundreds or thousands of  
them can have a marked effect. The laws of nature warp strangely around the Agadeem hedron fields, 
causing bizarre and unpredictable thaumaturgical and gravitational phenomena. In a strange distortion of the 
Roil, huge discs of earth thrust up from the ground, rotate in place, and settle down again at odd angles.  
Humid winds gather in knotted eddies,  forming spheres of elemental air  that encase groups of floating 
hedrons  and  trap  flying  creatures.  Scholars  speculate  that  the  power  of  the  hedron  fields,  if  properly 
harnessed,  could  be great  enough to  accomplish almost  unimaginable feats  of  spellcraft,  but  the  erratic  
conduct of the hedrons has made it too dangerous for large-scale experimentation so far.

KABIRA
A community of Humans and other races has encamped 
near  the  Agadeem hedron  fields,  some  to  study  the 
ruins, some to loot them, and some to worship them. 
The  influence  of  the  nearby  ruins  is  clear  in  the 
architecture  of  the  settlement-  Kabira  mimics  and 
incorporates  the  shapes  and  glyphs  from  the  stone 
hedrons  in  all  its  buildings.  A  Merfolk  cleric-scholar 
named Viniva runs the Kabira Conservatory here, 
a small academy which sponsors research of the hedron 
ruins and passes on what it learns to the Lighthouse 
at  Sea  Gate.  Some  of  the  Conservatory's  recent 
research concerns the way that certain types of magic- 
particularly  healing,  protection,  and  some  types  of 
illusion-  respond  best  near  the  hedron  fields.  Others 
have  studied  the  hedron-mimicking  architecture, 
claiming that,  far  from a simple  artistic  trend,  it  may 
actually  represent  a  deep  safety  problem  for  the 
denizens of Kabira.
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CRYPT OF AGADEEM
Nestled  into  the  canyons  on  the  island  of 
Agadeem  is  the  Crypt  of  Agadeem,  a  natural 
cavern  converted  into  a  heavily-trapped, 
enchanted burial site. The mouth of the cavern is 
a  huge natural  archway lined with innumerable 
small,  etched  hedrons.  The  entrance  chamber, 
called the Crypt Maw, is a cavern the size of a 
cathedral. It is home to thousands of bats and is 
believed by some to be haunted by malevolent 
spirits.  On the rear  wall  of  the Crypt stands a 
massive stone sculpture that functions as a mystic 
lock, barring travelers from exploring the rest of 
the  crypt,  known  as  the  Cryptlock. 
Archaeologists have concluded that the lock opens only on rare occasions during the death-hour just before 
dawn, and only when some unknown incantations are spoken or rituals performed. However, certain mad 
Human, Goblin, and Vampire mages, calling themselves "witch vessels," claim to have traveled down 
through the miles and miles of shelf-lined crypt tunnels behind the lock, and claim to have spoken in a lost 
"ghost  tongue"  with  the  thousands  of  dead  bodies  they  say  can  be  found  there.  They  claim their  
communion has granted them knowledge of events to come, but warn that the tunnels are infested with 
lethal traps and other evils.

Continent of Sejiri, Locations on Sejiri
"I sailed here eight years ago, unpaid, in the long dark of the blizzard season, against the passionate arguments of  
everyone I knew. They told me I would find nothing but ice and death. Instead I found everything I ever wanted-  
beauty, extremity, savagery- a world stripped of everything false and illusory. My sinuses don't bleed anymore from  
the altitude and icy air. My skin glows in the wind now, instead of cracking and flaking away. And my mind has  
adapted, too- I no longer miss the mundane comforts of lesser places."
     - Jalaradi, Ikiral outrider

Sejiri is Zendikar's subpolar cap. It is like an enormous mesa- impossibly tall cliffs encircle its entire parameter,  
and  its  surface  is  a  rocky,  wind-blasted  tundra.  Expeditions  have  explored  this  region  but  almost  no 
permanent settlements exist here. Of the humanoids that have taken up residence, most are free-spirited, 
independent Goblin bands who have no association with a major tribe.

Aside from climbing sheer rock faces, Midnight Pass is the only way to access Sejiri. The surrounding seas 
crash into this narrow pass between cliffs, and only ships with a dedicated Merfolk navigator have any real  
hope of successfully steering into the pass. Within the pass, the cliffs loom so high over the waters that  
virtually no light is admitted. Deep into the pass, once the seawater can no longer churn the waters, ships 
can dock and begin the slow ascent to the tundra plateau, a path riddled with switchbacks, rockslides, and 
sheer drops of many hundreds of feet. 
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      Kor explorers on the Sejiri Tundra
Stark,  beautiful,  and  extreme,  Sejiri  is  a 
vast,  icy tundra. Pelted by storms of ice 
and  wind,  its  freezing  wastes  are  a 
breeding  ground  for  natural  hazards. 
Travelers here must contend with brittle 
ice  bridges  over  rapidly-flowing  rivers, 
frost-breathing predators,  and enormous, 
floating stone "urns" that spill avalanches 
of ice and snow across the landscape. In 
the thawing season, lichens and scrubby 
grasses appear in patchy meadows across 
Sejiri.  These  resilient  plants  provide  just 
enough sustenance to feed its population 
of shaggy, velvet-antlered deer, which in 
turn  feed  Sejiri's  population  of  drakes, 
wolves,  yeti,  and  snow  rocs.  Sejiri 
tundra deer have a layer of special fibers underneath their outer wool, which is thought to allow them to 
repel the fierce mana that rages in Sejiri's atmosphere. The deer have little to fear from humanoids, as even 
semi-permanent  structures  of  Humans,  Merfolk,  and  Kor  are  destroyed  by  the  exposure  to  the  harsh 
elements or by marauding ice elementals, keeping the humanoid population quite low. 

Despite the dangers, rugged Sejiri does support a handful of staunch explorers. The Kor and Human wolf-
sledders of this region are known for their especially hardy breed of gray-white wolves, whose hot breaths 
beat back the wind. The Kor have mapped a substantial portion of Sejiri, but the winds and ice storms of the 
region tend to wipe out known landmarks after months or weeks, rendering most of their maps historical 
oddities rather than valuable guides. Some Kor believe that the ice shelves of Sejiri actually move in regular  
patterns, and that their maps in fact point to a feasible model of the spiritual forces that lie beneath the bleak  
continent.

IKIRAL
Outposts in Sejiri are few and far between, but in the ruins 
of  a  massive  stone  monolith  huddles  the  settlement  and 
trading post called Ikiral. The huge hedron lies awkwardly on 
its  side,  partly  sunken into the icy tundra,  split  down the 
middle. In the split in the architecture, partly sheltered from 
the  elements,  cluster  the  wind-scoured  stone  buildings  of 
Ikiral. Frequented by wolf-sledders, tundra scholars, and the 
occasional planeswalker, the outpost is the best place to find 
supplies, rumors, and an up-to-date map of the surrounding 
area. Ikiral is populated mainly by Humans, Kor, and a few 
intrepid Goblins.
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BENTHIDRIX
No outsider knows whether this fabled underwater shrine actually exists. If it does, it lies under one of Sejiri's  
deep riverbeds and houses remnants of a lost culture of Ice-Merfolk.

Continent of Tazeem, Locations on Tazeem
Surrounded by unstable, scrub- and lichen-covered calcite flats, Tazeem is a perilous combination of reef-rock 
forests, a deep inland sea, and a great white-water river that bisects the continent. Some ancient ruins are 
prominently visible and have been co-opted by the denizens of Tazeem. Others remain hidden and intact, 
with mysterious artifacts and forces waiting to be discovered by intrepid explorers.

EMERIA THE SKY RUIN
Colossal hedrons choke the sky above many parts of the continent. This rubble obscures direct sunlight and  
blocks natural rainfall patterns. As light filters through the stones, it moves in constantly shifting patterns 
across the ground, and objects often have multiple  shadows from the diffuse light.  The massive stones 
perpetually turn and tumble across the heavens, in constant motion yet bound by an invisible force that 
prevents the stones from moving beyond the edges of Tazeem. Tazeem's ancestral merfolk believe that the 
rubble was once a glorious castle and home of the God Em, ruler of the winds and skies. When the castle 
was destroyed in a cataclysmic upheaval, the enchantment that protected it wasn't completely dispelled, and  
the shattered remnants remained in the heavens. This massive field of debris and nostalgia is collectively 
known as Emeria, the Sky Ruin, and it is revered by many of Zendikar's people and plundered by many 
others.

PATHWAY STONES
When the enchantments keeping Emeria's hedrons aloft fail, these titanic stones fall to Tazeem's surface and 
become Pathway Stones. These hedrons are covered in runes and retain magical properties even when they 
fall from the sky or are broken into shards. Pathway stones are the equivalent of lodestones- they always 
point to the direct center of the hedron field no matter where in the Tazeem they are located. Those who 
understand  how  to  orient  themselves  according  to  the  hedron  field  can  use  the  pathway  stones  for 
navigation.

There's a high demand for these pathway stones, which are usually sold in small palm-sized chunks. These 
are painstakingly chipped off the hedrons by  cutter-traders, one of the most dangerous (and profitable) 
professions in Tazeem. Cutter-traders are often Merfolk who scour the surface of Tazeem for fallen stones,  
but they also use great daring and expertise to navigate Em's Realm and retrieve pieces of the stones that  
are still in the air. Some religious Merfolk consider cutter-traders to be defilers and heretics.
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HALIMAR SEA
Halimar isn't a natural sea. Surrounded on three sides by rocky cliffs, the fourth side is enclosed by an 
ancient  Sea Gate. The seawall is more than 500 feet tall with a white-stone cylindrical tower (now the 
Lighthouse at Sea Gate) that soars an additional 350 feet into the air. Collectively, the seawall and 
lighthouse are the largest settlement in Tazeem. No one knows when the seawall  was built,  but many 
believe that Halimar must be an old sea because it is home to many species of brightly colored fish, tusked 
seals, and massive leviathans that dwell in the depths. Halimar is very deep, around 500 feet deep in some  
places. When Halimar is placid, the water is a sparkling cerulean color, but when The Roil moves across the 
water, there are white-capped waves and treacherous whirlpools. Tidal waves crash against the sea gate and 
the cliffs. Despite the tumultuous seas and plethora of carnivorous sea creatures, it is viewed as the safest  
way to get from the Sea Gate to the mouth of the  Umara River Gorge, and there is a substantial 
maritime trade and traffic on Halimar.

SEA GATE, LIGHTHOUSE AT SEA GATE
"Gathering kindling in the Oran-Rief is one of the militia's most important tasks. We must keep pyres all along  
the edge of the wall. They don't help much with the dragon attacks, but they deter the drakes and keep the oozes  
and giant slugs out of the city."
     - Rioden, captain of the Sea Gate Guard

       Sea Gate Astronomancer
The city of Sea Gate is the closest thing to a hub 
of  civilization  in  Tazeem.  The  city  is  nominally 
based around trade houses, with a central house for 
blacksmiths, coopers, butchers, tanners, and so on. 
The  flat  space  at  the  top  of  the  sea  wall  is 
approximately 20 acres, and nearly every inch has 
been  built  up  with  houses  and  shops.  Even  the 
narrow corridors between the buildings are covered 
because of the risk of attacks from drakes and other 
aerial predators. At the eastern side of the Sea Gate 
stands the Lighthouse, a cylindrical tower that is the 
center  of all  learning in Tazeem. The Lighthouse 
has  20  floors  and  is  a  nexus  for  chroniclers, 
academics,  wizards,  philosophers,  and  historians. 
The walls are lined with leather scrolls filled with 
maps,  spells,  archeological  finds,  lists of plant and 
animal classifications, and theoretical discussions of 
every imaginable topic.
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ORAN-RIEF THE VASTWOOD
Much  of  the  interior  of  Tazeem  is  an  ever-
expanding reef-rock forest. The formations of brittle 
rock are similar to a coral reef: branching plateaus, 
spiny  towers,  bristly  fringes,  and  stratified  layers 
with  deep  crevices  and  sun  wells.  This  reef-rock 
forms in pale yellows, greens, and blues. The reef-
rock  is  porous  and  pockmarked,  and  water  drips 
through these crevices and holes. The rock itself is 
infused with magical  properties  and is  continually 
expanding and growing, like a coral reef, although 
the rock itself isn't alive. These reef-rocks can grow 
up  to  100  feet  tall  and  merge  with  surrounding 
reefs to form stratified plateaus that are hundreds of 
miles  wide  and  tall.  Giant  trees  and  other 
vegetation grows on this reef-rock- on top of the 
plateaus, surrounding the spiny formations, deep in the sun wells- wherever it can get even a small amount 
of light and water. The plants send out a mat of roots and engulf the rock so that in many places the rock  
isn't visible through the undergrowth. The forest takes the shape of the rock below it, making bizarre shapes 
and silhouettes. Because of the scarcity of direct sunlight, the vegetation grows explosively fast whenever 
sunlight does manage to reach it. Known as  Em's Blessing, this explosive growth is both beautiful and 
dangerous. Animals and explorers can become caught and suffocated in the growth. 

PIT CAVES
"You want to go to Ruins of Ysterid, huh? The sages know they lie at the bottom of deep cave near Magosi Falls.  
But I don't recommend it. The pit will poison you, boil you, and regurgitate your body up to the surface to be  
eaten by bloodbeaks."
     - Piqua, Tazeem Expeditionary House

There are numerous pit caves all over Tazeem. These are deep vertical shafts that lead down to the swampy 
underground  caves.  Birds  make  their  homes  in  the  walls  of  these  caves,  and  some Elves  carve  deep 
indentations into the walls to make sheltering places that are safe from The Roil. Some pit caves still have 
reservoirs of fresh water at the bottom and these are outfitted with a pulley system to bring the water to the 
surface.  Other pit  caves are filled with a choking mist  that  leaks  into the air,  poisoning anything that  
ventures too close to the mouth of the shaft. The most dangerous pit caves are those that look innocuous 
but are actually geysers that blast boiling water into the air.
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UMARA RIVER, UMARA RIVER GORGE
From its source at Halimar Sea to the northern edge of continent, the Umara River runs through a deep 
gorge and drops over 800 feet over a series of waterfalls. The fast-flowing water is dangerous to navigate  
and is mostly white-water rapids throughout its length. Hundreds of tributaries branch out from Umara and 
wind through the Oran-Rief, and these smaller rivers tend to be less tumultuous than the Umara. The gorge 
acts as kind of a wind tunnel, and Merfolk make gliders that they can use to glide down the gorge. These  
gliders aren't particularly practical, but some Merfolk prefer them to the boats and portages. The Umara 
River Gorge is less affected by The Roil than anywhere else in Tazeem. Because of this, there are more 
settlements in the gorge and along portages than other places on Zendikar.

MAGOSI THE WATERVEIL
Magosi is the largest waterfall along the Umara river at 
almost 300 feet tall. No one has ever made it over the 
falls alive in a watercraft. The portage near the top of 
waterfall is a popular resting point for nomadic groups of 
various  races;  there  are  always  traders  and  other 
explorers camped at the portage. In the inner continent, 
this  is  the  best  place  to  trade  for  pathway  stones, 
supplies,  and  Merfolk  spell  scrolls.  Everyone  travelling 
down the gorge must pass through the Magosi portage, 
but it is still a dangerous spot to spend the night. People 
routinely disappear in the night, and there are rumors of 
a  massive,  tentacled  creature  that  lives  behind  the 
waterfall.

MERFOLK ENCLAVE
Built on a large island in the middle of one of the widest sections of the Umara River, the Merfolk Enclave is 
a hive-like structure of rooms that look like bathing halls, corridors, and sleeping chambers. The Enclave is  
made from a rock that resembles pale sandstone that has glittering crystals embedded in it. Merfolk must be 
born in the water, so many merfolk return to the Enclave to find a mate or to give birth. While many  
merfolk consider the Enclave to be their home, most don't live there full time. This sacred space is also a  
neutral ground, a sanctuary in which no violence or physical conflict is allowed between Merfolk of various 
tribes, cultural traditions, and ethnic groups. This peace has never once been broken since the building of the 
Enclave.
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OTHER PLANES
In addition to the many elaborate and complex planes already detailed, the M:tG Multiverse encompasses a  
number of smaller, lesser-known planes. Some of these are considered innocuous and are overlooked by 
powerful planeswalkers, and others are arcane oddities that are highly sought after but difficult to reach.  
These other planes are described below.

Arkhos, Realm of Forgetting
Arkhos is a plane in which day and night intermingle, creating a twilight in which one never knows what is 
dream and what is reality. It is notable for the locale known as Lethe Lake, the Dreamwaters.

LETHE LAKE, THE DREAMWATERS
All  around  this  lake  and  the  region  surrounding  it, 
memories ebb away with the outgoing current.  Most 
mages tend to steer clear of the psychic ravages of the 
Lake, but surprisingly, some seek it out, believing they 
need to be cleansed of all remnants of the past in order 
to make their  minds free  for  new magical  creations. 
The Lake is home to an order of mystics and ascetics 
who  lose  all  memories  and  all  their  knowledge, 
retaining only their devotion to and reverence of the 
Lake.

Equilor, the Eldest Plane
Despite  Dominaria's  status  as  the  Hub  of  the 
Multiverse,  Equilor  is  the  most  ancient  plane.  It  is 
inhabited  by  powerful  beings,  humanoid  though  not 
quite Human. These beings use their magic to conceal 
the plane from outside influence and to keep it at a 
great distance from any other plane. Here, within their 
infinitely deep citadel at the Eon Fogs, they monitor 
all  the  other  planes  of  existence,  and  interfere  with 
none. Because of its great distance and obscurity, little 
else is known about this plane, including its landmasses, 
the types of mana and magics that exist here, and the 
motives and desires of its inhabitants.
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Ergamon, the Unified Vortex
This plane is spanned in its entirety by a thriving wilderness known as the Truga Wilds. This is the only 
plane in the known Multiverse where every inch of the plane provides and feeds upon all five colors of  
mana energy. The effect of this widespread distribution of mana types is twofold: first, all manner of lifeforms 
are  able  to  thrive,  and  all  forms  of  simple  magic-  despite  mana  color-  can  be  cast  here;  secondly,  
tremendously  powerful  spells  that  require huge concentrations of  a single color  or  two colors of  mana 
CANNOT be cast on this plane. Thus, Ergamon tends to attract generalized mages and those who dabble in  
all types of magic, while also repelling specialized mages and wizards who are narrow in scope.

Iquatana, the Aether Flues  Narcomoebas in the Aether Flues
Iquatana  was  once  inhabited  by  the  Iquati,  a 
mysterious  race  who  dabbled  in  intense  and 
chaotic  magics.  This  race  delved  too  deep  into 
chaos lore and aetherial manipulation, unleashing 
geo-temporal  anomalies  known  as  Aether 
Flues.  These  strange  formations  are  a  sort  of 
magical chimney through which chaos magics and 
spatial distortions flow into Iquatana, making the 
plane  unstable,  erratic,  and  unreal. When  they 
initially  unleashed  the  Aether  Flues,  it  became 
apparent to the Iquati that they were doomed to 
extinction in only a short time. Using what little 
time  and  energy  that  remained  to  them,  they 
summoned into existence beings known as Narcomoeba. These beings were created to serve as databases 
of the Iquati genealogical memory, and to act as warnings to all others who might find them to avoid 
repeating the mistakes of the Iquati.  Now, the Narcomoeba are not only the Iquatana's  single sentient 
creature,  but they are also the only stable lifeform on the plane. All  else on Iquatana is ever unstable, 
mutating,  shifting,  morphing,  and  transmuting  into  some  other  thing.  Iquatana  is  rarely  visited  by 
planeswalkers.

Ir, Stronghold of the Fomori
Ir  is  a  rather  obscure  plane,  but  one  of  great  interest  to 
planeswalkers. A species of barbaric Giants called the Fomori are 
native to this plane's  Turri Island. They built and still protect 
the fortress of Turri  Island,  a powerful  mana haven that is oft 
assaulted by planeswalkers keen to conquer and exploit it.  The 
Fomori believe that the mana energies are sacred in their own 
right and have value in their existence, and so they seek to keep 
the mana of their plane untamed, unused, and unfettered.
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Karsus, the Mirrorworld of Infinite Reflections
Although this plane remains virtually unknown and unexplored, it is of extreme importance. This plane is the 
Mirrorworld of the Multiverse, the plane in which all other planes are reflected and refracted. It is possible  
that Karsus is the fabric that holds the entire Multiverse together.

Luvion, the Waterworld
This plane is unique in that it contains no major landmasses or continents, and no land-dwelling creatures. 
The entire plane is a massive waterworld in which the greatest diversity of sea and airborne creatures exists 
anywhere in the multiverse. Small rocky outcroppings jut out of the sea, providing just enough solid ground 
for birds and Luvion's rare plantlife to thrive upon. Luvion is perhaps the greatest hub of blue mana energy 
in all of existence, though planeswalkers (save maybe Merfolk) would be hard-pressed to access this plane 
due to its lack of land.

Moag, the Fields of Summer
For unknown reasons,  this plane has a huge concentration of green and white mana,  giving its native 
inhabitants  and all  those  who visit  here  uncannily  long lifespans.  Wounds  also  heal  with unbelievable 
swiftness here. Many planeswalkers- especially those obsessed with immortality and youth- seek out this 
plane, though the native humanoid inhabitants use much of their magical prowess to defend their world 
against incursion.

Muraganda, Feeding Ground of the Mimeoplasm
Muraganda is a plane known for its rampaging Force of Nature, the Mimeoplasm. The Mimeoplasm is a 
form of shapeshifter that absorbs the traits of anything it engulfs. The fang druids of this world seek out 
the Mimeoplasm and follow its migrations, believing it to be the key to a mysterious afterlife, and hoping to  
see in it traces of their fallen loved ones. The Elves of the Muragandan tropics believe it to be part of  
nature's  cycle,  a  way  to  channel  death  back  into  life.  The  scarwitches  of  Muraganda hiss  when it 
approaches, seeing it as the ultimate enemy of the world. Whether it's a natural process or a malevolent 
force, the Mimeoplasm never fails to command respect, and is without a doubt the most powerful entity on 
this plane of existence.

Pyrulea, the Titan Forest
This plane is composed of a densely forested sphere around a central star. The plane's inhabitants live on the 
interior surface of the sphere. Pyrulea is notable for its plantlife, which is colossal in scale. The size of ants 
relative to a leaf on most other planes is comparable to the size of Pyrulea's humanoids in relation to its  
plantlife. In every direction, a vast rainforest spreads, with millennial trees trailing nets of vine and moss  
hundreds of feet downward to wet undergrowth. The landscape curves up and away into walls, which join to 
form a ceiling of sky.
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Pyrulea, Horizon Canopy

Regatha, Realm of the Purifying Fire
Regatha is known for a native magical phenomenon called the Purifying Fire, which is a white mana aligned 
magical fire that burns cool. It is used by clerics of the  Order of Heliud  to probe the souls of those 
thought to be impure or deemed sinners. Those who are targeted by the Heliudan Jihad who are found 
by the Purifying Fire to be impure suffer horrifying pain and torment with this cruel spell. The Order of 
Heliud is headed by the arch-cleric Walbert, who rules this plain as an authoritarian autarch. The Order is 
based out of  Keral Keep,  a massive marble fortress; other important locations on Regatha include the 
Great Western Wood, Mount Keralia, and Zinara, a swampy region.

Segovia, the Miniature Plane       Hippodrome Chariot Race
Segovia is a plane where everything exists in miniature 
at  about  a  1:100  scale.  The  largest  creature,  the 
Segovian  Leviathan,  is  about  the  size  of  a 
Dominarian elephant, though it is unspeakably gigantic 
to the native humanoids. When planeswalkers visit this 
plane they are automatically shrunk down to scale. The 
people of Segovia watch sports such as chariot races in 
arenas called  Hippodromes. It is known that Nicol 
Bolas once visited Segovia, though his motives and the 
extent of his influence here remain unknown. 
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Serra's Realm, the Puritanical Hegemony
Serra's Realm was an artificial plane created by the 
planeswalker Serra from pure white mana to fit her 
heavenly ideal. Serra made this plane in the hopes 
that she could provide a haven and sanctuary from 
suffering, forever. It is home to the famous Serra 
Angels, led by Serra's most faithful servant, the 
Archangel  Radiant.  After  Serra's  death  (see 
Ulgrotha,  the  Homelands),  the  plane  was 
taken  over  by  Radiant,  who  now  rules  with 
increasing  militancy  and  religious  zealotry  and 
paranoia. 

Serra's  Realm  is  a  plane  where  the  sky  is  in 
perpetual dawn. The sunrise comes from various 
angles  at  once,  making  it  difficult  to  tell  one's 
position.  Landmasses  float  throughout  the  sky,  carrying  large,  bouldered  meadows  and  berry-producing 
vegetation. These flying lands never collide with one another, each moving along a predetermined, fixed 
path. It is impossible to reach the end of such a landmass on foot, because, like Mercadia, the laws of physics  
have been altered; so, moving in one direction on this plane leads one back to one's beginning point.

The  plane  is  dotted  by  numerous  white-aligned  towns  and  cities,  each  created  uniquely  by  Serra 
Planeswalker.  Serra's Sanctum is the most notable landmark of the plane, suspended somewhere in its 
infinitely vast and ever-changing sky. The Sanctum was the dwelling place of the famed planeswalker herself,  
and now acts as a stronghold for Radiant and her angelic conquerors. At the top of the Sanctum is Serra's 
Aviary, where the entire plane is visible through many powerful lenses. Leading down from the Aviary 
through the rest of the Sanctum is a spiral staircase that ends at the base of the building. It is here that the  
main plaza is located, containing an intricately carved water fountain that reaches five stories high.

Humans are on of two humanoid races on this plane (the other being Angels). These zealous myrmidons 
exist to worship Serra, Radiant, and the other figures of the Serran Church. Men and women served as both 
knights and soldiers in her army. All Humans on this plane were created to love each other, and marriage 
and childbirth are held in the highest respect. Children were sent to Lady Serra (and now to Radiant) to be 
taught and raised, where they all live communally and learn the virtues of the Serran Religion. Non-military 
citizens work as artists and musicians, two professions that pleased Serra deeply. Paintings, angelic sculptures,  
and stained glass windows are found throughout the plane, and songs of praise and rejoicing can be heard 
everywhere and at all times.
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Angels are iconic of Serra's Realm. They were created by the planeswalker as guardians of the plane and the 
embodiments of all the virtues which she valued. They join Humans in the veneration of the Lady Serra.  
Angels of this plane are divided into five different orders: Law, Grace, Reason, Duty, and Truth. Each 
Order was made to regulate a certain color of magic. Law and Grace, two of the most famous, were in 
charge of controlling Red and Black mana, and act as the plane's front line defense in battles with the forces 
of Phyrexia.

Shandalar, the Eloren Wilds
Shandalar is a rogue plane, drifting through the multiverse instead 
of retaining a steady position or course.  It  is a relatively small 
plane and incredibly rich in all  colors and types of mana. The 
magical energy is so prevalent here that it is semi-sentient and 
intelligent. The humanoid peoples of Shandalar make use of minor 
spells as an everyday convenience, as magical energies are innate 
and inborn to  them.  Besides  the sea  and airborne lifeforms of 
Luvion, Shandalar is the most biodiverse plane in the Multiverse.

Valla, Plane of Eternal War           The Immersturm
The violent, tumultuous plane of Valla is home to a 
phenomenon known as the  Immersturm, a swirling 
roil of red and black mana that enrages and maddens 
any living creature  it  touches.  Just  so,  the  Humans, 
Elves,  Goblins,  Kor,  Vedalken,  Trolls,  Ogres,  Giants, 
Orcs,  and all  other humanoid creatures of this plane 
are engaged in a never-ending, eternal war that is as 
old as the plane itself. Valla is the most blood-spattered, 
violent  plane in existence,  and is  a  nightmare to all 
those not native to the plane. Hatred, malice, murder, 
and vengeance are the only virtues of this plane, and 
its denizens are all too happy to be virtuous.

Vryn, Trail of the Mage-Rings
This otherwise innocuous plane is home to a set of ancient artifact-structures called the Mage-Rings. It is 
unclear who crafted these megalithic circles or why, but it is known that they are quite powerful. These rings  
amplify and copy spells cast in their vicinity, leading some magical scholars to speculate that they were 
engineered as an Infinity Engine or Perpetual Energy Device of some sort.
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RACES & ETHNIC GROUPS OF THE MULTIVERSE
For both Narrators/GMs and Players, understanding the many humanoid races and ethnic groups of the 
M:tG Multiverse is essential to creating characters in this campaign setting. Many of these races, ethnic 
groups, and lineages have been mentioned in varying degrees of detail and depth in the previous pages. But  
in the interest of being comprehensive, all of the humanoid races and peoples of the M:tG Multiverse will be 
detailed in the following pages. As always, if players and storytellers wish to create or add other races and 
ethnicities not listed herein, they should feel free to do so. Also note: some of these races- dragons, zombies,  
etc.- are listed only because they are humanoid, although it is NOT recommended that players create PCs of 
these races. Each race that is not recommended as an option for PCs says as much in its profile.

Amphin (Salamanderfolk)          Amphin Warrior
"The amphin  have long built  their  society  in  secret.  
While surface dwellers squabbled over trivial borders,  
they  patiently  expanded,  building  their  ammonite  
temple-caves. Now Amphin priests eye the shore, and  
Amphin hunters gird for war."
     - Gor Muldrak, Cryptohistories

The amphin are a race  of  lanky,  shrewd,  partially 
aquatic humanoids who can dwell either in the briny 
depths  or  in  the  overgrown  shallows.  Much  like 
Saprazzan  Merfolk  they  are  able  to  live  on  land, 
though they most definitely prefer aquatic habitats. 
Amphin  are  amphibians,  and  resemble  large, 
humanoid salamanders of which they are most likely 
descendants. Amphin tend to be blue-aligned, with 
black and/or white as secondary alignments. Little is 
known about Amphin ethnic groups and sub-races.

Angels
Angels are humanoid beings with large bird-like wings on their backs. Often worshiped as divine beings,  
Angels are formed almost exclusively of white mana, though there are many individual variations, including 
Angels with no white alignment whatsoever. Almost all known Angels are (or at least appear to be) female;  
the cause of this sexual bias is unknown. Because Angels are magical or artificial constructs, they have little  
to no biological essence and are almost universally duty-bound by magical energy (with a few independent  
individual  exceptions).  As  such,  it  is  NOT  recommended  that  players  play  Angel  PCs,  though  some 
Storytellers may deem it appropriate or permissible. Angels come from a huge variety of Lineages, most of 
which are listed below.
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UNIVERSAL ANGELIC LINEAGES:
SERRA ANGELS
There are two types of Serra Angels. First, and one of 
the oldest angelic lineages, are those associated with 
the goddess Serra, who is worshiped on many planes. 
These are the souls of brave warriors who have risen 
again in  the form of  divine  arbiters  and puritanical 
warriors. Even when defeated in battle,  the souls of 
these angels rise again unless they are banished or 
annihilated  with  magic.  The  second  type  of  Serra 
Angel  are  those  created  by Serra  Planeswalker,  the 
powerful  white-aligned  sorceress  who  was  named 
after the Goddess. Upon creating Serra's Realm, this 
planeswalker summoned a great many of these angels 
into existence to serve as moral guides, protectors, and 
military enforcers within her plane.  All  such Angels 
are  white-aligned,  and  are  the  typifying,  archetypal 
Angels of the M:tG Multiverse.

FALLEN ANGELS
Fallen Angels are those who have been crowned with a 
Horned  Halo and  thus  enslaved  by an  Angelic 
Keeper.  Some  other  Fallen  Angels  are  simply  black-
aligned  Angels  who  have  chosen  their  own ethics  and 
actions.  Fallen  Angels  have  been  "corrupted"  by  black 
magic, and completely shun Serra, her faith, and all that is 
white-aligned.  These  Angels  require  sacrifices  to  remain 
strong, but are otherwise terribly powerful creatures, used 
by wizards as a means to gain greater power. According to 
a Dominarian fable, an angel who dies as a Fallen Angel 
dies forever, though this is not necessarily true in reality. 
The  most  famous  fallen  angel  is  Trine,  a  black-aligned 
angel who slew millions of Dominarians through sacrifice 
and warfare. Her whereabouts and fate are unknown.

ANGELS OF VENGEANCE
These are Angels who have been summoned and bound to carry out acts of revenge and vengeance. Unlike 
other angels, they have dull feathers and highly predatory features. Although these Angels are create for a 
specific  purpose and with very specific  rituals,  once their vengeful  task is  completed,  they become free  
individuals. Vengeance is a powerful motive in the Multiverse, meaning that many of these Angels exist on 
many planes. Akroma, the Angel of Wrath is perhaps the most famed Angel of Vengeance.
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DOMINARIAN ANGELIC LINEAGES:
COPPER-LEAF ANGELS
Copper-Leaf  Angels  are  artificial  angels  created  by  Latulla,  a  Keldon 
Warchief, to aid in the Keldon war effort against Jamuraa many years 
ago. Now, at present, the Angels of the Copper-Leaf lineage are free, fully 
autonomous individuals who continue to inhabit Dominaria. Because they 
are artificial, Copper-Leaf angels almost never have any mana alignments. 
The secret of creating these Angels was lost long ago, and so they are a 
dying breed, unable to reproduce or replicate themselves with magic or 
artifice.

RAVNICAN ANGELIC LINEAGES:
FIREMANE ANGELS
Within  the  Boros  Legion,  Angels  are  considered  to  be 
incarnations of Justice and Revenge. They are considered to 
be the top members of the guild, whose parun Razia is an 
archangel  herself.  Razia  created  all  other  Boros  angels  as 
clones,  reflections  of  herself  and  her  power.  They  all  live 
within the decommissioned planar ship called the Parhelion. 
Boros angels have no need to drink, eat, or sleep, but can if it 
so  pleases  them.  They  have  enhanced  strength,  a  strong 
sense of duty and morality, and are supposedly incapable of 
lying. Boros angels can hear people calling their name from 
anywhere  on  the  plane  of  Ravnica.  These  Angels  are  all 
white and red aligned.

ANGELS OF DESPAIR
These Angels serve the Orzhov Syndicate who created them 
with both black and white mana energies. They possess the 
same  sense  of  duty  and  honor  as  the  Firemane  Angels, 
though their ethics and ideals are entirely different. Orzhov 
Angels are empty, emotionless voids whose only fulfillment 
comes from the performance of duty. They appear only on 
special occasions such as high ceremonies, where they inspire 
awe and fear in onlookers; they also act covertly any time the 
Orzhov need silent enforcers and assassins. These Angels are 
all white and black aligned.
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ALARAN (BANTISH) ANGELIC LINEAGES:
ASURA, AMESHA, MAHRA, & CELEBRANTS
In the plane of  Alara on the Shard called Bant, 
there are Angels who are thought to be ultimate 
representations  of  its  society's  ideals.  It  is 
commonly believed that a noble life and death will 
lead a person to be reborn as  a Bantish Angel. 
These  Angels  lend  guidance  to  mortals,  but 
otherwise they do not directly interfere with their 
lives.  Among  angels  of  this  plane,  there  is  a 
hierarchy with four different ranks. Asura are the 
highest ranked angels,  so rare and powerful that 
there are only seven of them. They make up the 
Court of Orderly Contemplation;  the best 
known  Asura  is  Jenara,  Asura  of  War. 
Amesha  represent  ideals,  such  as  honor  or 
justice, and are ranked just beneath the Asura. Mahra carry out the orders of the Asura and the Amesha. 
And Celebrant, as the lowest ranking angels, are responsible for protecting the lives and ideals of mortals.  
All of these Angels- like most of Bant's residents- are white, blue, and green in alignment.

INNISTRAD'S ANGELIC "FLIGHTS":
The haunted Gothic plane of Innistrad is home to three distinct Angelic lineages or "flights". Each of these 
Flights is distinct in its philosophy and in its course of action, and each is associated with a different Season. 
Each Flight is headed by a messenger, all of whom are loyal to the Archangel Avacyn. The flights are:

FLIGHT OF GOLDNIGHT
These angels are associated with the sun, in contrast with Avacyn herself who is an Angel of the moon. 
Once a year during the Harvest Moon season, the sun will not dip below the horizon for two full days, and  
during this time the moon isn't visible. Known as the  Feast of Goldnight, this is the holiest day for 
Innistrad's Humans, and a time of great praise for the Angels of Flight Goldnight. Angels from this flight are  
the most battle oriented among Innistrad's angels, so much so that they oversee the training of Cathars  
(church knights). The messenger for this Flight is Gisela, called the Blade of Goldnight. Angels of this 
lineage are white and red aligned.
 
FLIGHT OF ALABASTER
These angels personify the Blessed Sleep and are associated with the Hunter's Moon season. They practice 
magic that wards against the desecration of Human cadavers. In the absence of Avacyn they have remained 
the most  active flight  on Innistrad,  and continue to  reinforce  wards  that  protected the plane's  Human 
populace. The messenger for this Flight is Bruna, called the Light of Alabaster. Angels of this lineage 
are white and blue aligned.
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FLIGHT OF HERONS
These are the angels of birth and purity and are associated with the New Moon season. Their magic wards 
Humans against harm in life (as opposed to the Alabaster host, which wards against harm in death). The 
Angels of this Flight are particularly active in combating the growing Lycanthropy Curse (werewolves) on 
Innistrad. The messenger for this Flight is Sigarda, also called the Host of Herons. Angels of this lineage 
are white and green aligned.

Aven (Birdfolk)
Aven are anthropomorphic bird creatures found on Dominaria and several other planes. On Dominaria, they 
are  most  prevalent  on  and  native  to  the  continent  of  Otaria,  though  itenerant  Aven  can  be  found 
throughout the plane. Aven can be categorized into a few different ethnic groups and lineages, described  
below.

EAGLE LINEAGE AVEN
According to Otarian myths, these Aven were created when 
eagles begged the Ancestor to make them Human, with the 
Ancestor granting half  the wish. On the other hand,  some 
believe that the Aven were refugees from another plane who 
settled  on  Dominaria,  while  others  still  claim  that  they 
evolved  naturally  from  birds  such  as  the  Suntail  Hawk. 
Birdfolk of the Eagle Lineage resemble humanoid eagles, and 
are tall and strong, possessing arms, legs, and powerful wings 
capable of flight. On Otaria, Dominaria, many of  these Aven 
are militant creatures who make up a significant portion of 
The Order. Many aven are accomplished warriors, wizards, or 
both. Eagle Aven who stray far from Otaria may acquire any 
number of professions, skills, and mana alignments; Aven who 
grow up and remain on Otaria are typically white-aligned.

OWL LINEAGE AVEN
Besides the Eagle lineage Aven, the other most common 
ethnic group of this race are owl-like in appearance. Owl 
Aven are often (though not always) less militant than Eagle 
Aven, and frequently specialize as wizards and mages. Owl 
Aven are native to Dominaria, Ravnica, and the Shard of 
Alara known as Bant. These Aven are commonly white and 
blue  aligned,  though  many  variations  and  individual 
deviations exist.
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KATHARI
The Kathari are a race of scavenging Vulture-like birdfolk native to the 
Alaran Shard known as Grixis. They tend to be short-tempered, quick to 
judge,  impulsive,  and  violent,  though  not  all  individuals  follow  this 
pattern. Kathari  tend to be black-aligned with red and blue secondary 
alignments.

Centaurs
Centaur are humanoid creatures who have equine bodies with human torsos at the withers instead of a 
horse neck and head. They have six limbs: four legs ending in hooves and two arms ending in hands.  
Centaurs are almost  all  associated with green mana,  though many individual  alignment variations exist.  
Centaurs are known for their skill in battle, both as archers and heavy cavalry, and for their magical prowess 
in the druidic and shamanic traditions. These creatures are found most prolifically on the planes of Dominaria 
and Ravnica, and several ethnic lineages exist.

DOMINARIAN CENTAUR LINEAGES:
WINDSEEKER NATION
Windseeker centaurs live in the Green Lands of southern Aerona by the Honeyed Sea. The Windseekers 
are loyal in battle and passionate in all things. They tend to be both green and red in alignment.

JAMURAAN JUNGLE CENTAURS
The jungle-dwelling centaurs of the Jamuraan continent are few in number and are highly xenophobic. They 
are an isolated, mysterious people who rarely leave their homeland. They are notable for their colorful blue  
and red clothing, and their chestnut skin. Almost all Jamuraan Centaurs are green aligned.

KROSAN NATION
The forest of Krosa in Otaria is home to Dominaria's largest concentration of 
Centaurs.  Centaurs  of  this  nation are  mighty  warriors  and  contemplative 
druids who live in harmony with the forest's Humans and Nantuko insectfolk. 
Some individuals of this ethnic group participate in the Cabal-sponsored pit 
fights  that  played  an  important  part  of  the  continent's  society.  Otarian 
Centaurs are huge creatures with muscular upper bodies and lower bodies like 
those of heavy warhorses.  They usually have dappled hindquarters.  Many 
Krosan Centaurs style their hair to give them a leonin appearance.

A second race of Centaurs also dwell in the Krosan Forest. These Centaurs 
are slight and wiry with the heads and lower bodies of antelopes. They tend 
to be far more peaceful and tranquil than their equine cousins, and are also a 
good deal more bashful. Nonetheless, they live alongside their horse kin and 
the forest's Humans and Nantuko alike.
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All Centaurs of the Krosan Nation tend to be green in alignment in addition to their individual variations.

ARGOTHIAN NATION
Centaurs are fairly common on the continent of Terisiare, and they are important allies of the Elves and  
Human druids of the island. During the Ice Age, the Centaurs were dire enemies of the Kjeldorans, whose 
aesthir mounts they would often kill. Argothian Centaurs resemble reindeer rather than horses, with short 
tails, cloven hooves, and a majestic rack of antlers. Centaurs of the Argothian Nation tend to be green in 
alignment, though certain individuals have or develop other alignments.

RAVNICAN CENTAUR LINEAGES:
SELESNYAN CENTAURS & GRUUL CLAN CENTAURS
Centaurs  are  fairly  common on the city-plane of  Ravnica, 
where they associate mainly with the Selesnya Conclave and 
the Gruul Clans. Selesnya Centaurs are noble and peaceful 
protectors  (and  dominators)  of  the  people,  who  align 
themselves with green and white mana. Gruul Centaurs are 
wild  barbarians  who revel  in  the  destruction of  all  that  is 
civilized and oppressive. Gruul Clan Centaurs are larger than 
their Selesnya cousins, and though they are equine they also 
have huge racks of elk-like antlers.  Centaurs of the Gruul 
Clans tend to align themselves with green and red mana.

Cephalids (Octopusfolk)
Cephalids are anthropoid cephalopods who live in 
the ocean depths of several planes, most prolifically 
on Dominaria.  They  have  tentacles  and  a  highly 
flexible  body  with  a  highly  developed  skeletal 
structure. Cephalids are able to live outside water 
for brief periods, but they have difficulty breathing 
air and dry out if they stay emerged for too long 
without magical aid.

Originally, Cephalids were a "lesser" race below the 
Merfolk  within  the  Mer  Empire,  until  a  cunning 
ploy enabled them to access more powerful magics. 
Now  independent,  Cephalids  have  their  own 
monarchic system of government ruled over by an 
Emperor and with a strong aristocratic hierarchy. In 
general, they are greedy creatures who want nothing more than power and control. Cephalids tend to be  
extremely cunning and manipulative, often plotting behind people's backs in an effort to climb up the social  
ladder. As a result, high-ranking cephalids tend to be either extremely paranoid or they fall victim to
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assassins. Cephalids dislike most other races, with particular hatred being reserved for air-breathers, including 
both surface dwellers and sea mammals such as whales and seals. Due to their ancient enslavement by the 
Merfolk of Dominaria, many Cephalids also despise members of that race, though not always. They also  
have great contempt for the sea creatures living near the bottom of the ocean.

These are only generalizations, however, and there are certainly individuals who defy them. Cephalids tend 
to be blue aligned with a number of individual variations. Due to the difficulty of playing a creature that 
must return to water quite often, it is recommended that only dedicated and skilled players choose to play  
Cephalid PCs.

Cyclopes       Solitary Cyclops Sage
Much like Giants,  Cyclopes are enormous bipedal 
creatures who are very similar to Humans in form. 
What distinguishes cyclopes is the enormous, single 
eye  in  the  center  of  their  foreheads.  They  are 
relatively  rare  throughout  the  Multiverse,  though 
the Cyclopes who do exist  tend to  possess  great 
size, power, and even knowledge. Due to their rarity 
and uniqueness, many Cyclopes migrate to desolate 
mountains, airy mesas, dense forests and jungles, or 
uncharted islands where they live in solitude and 
contemplation.  Some  are  driven  mad  by  their 
isolation, and begin to lure other humanoids to their 
lairs  in order to maim and murder them. Certain 
tribes  of  carnivorous  Cyclopes  also  exist  who, 
because of the necessity of their diet, are considered 
"evil"  by  the  other  humanoids  they  devour. 
Cyclopes  tend  to  be  some  combination  of  red, 
green, and/or black aligned, though certainly some 
members  of  this  race  explore  white  and  blue 
alignments too. Perhaps the most famed Cyclops in 
the Multiverse is the nominal leader of the Gruul 
Clans on Ravnica, Borborygmos.

Djinn
Djinni are spirits of air, sea, and fire who are commonly forced into slavery by mortal beings in order to 
utilize their immense magical powers, usually in the form of a "wish." They exist in the greatest profusion on 
the 1001 planes of Rabiah and the plane known as Wildfire. Djinn are closely related to Efreet, but they 
differ in composition and alignment. The majority of Djinn are aligned with blue and often black, draw their 
power from gold,  and are vulnerable to copper  and agate and weapons thereof.  Djinni  are capable of  
shapeshifting, but not with as much speed or treachery as the Efreeti, who are also shapechangers. They
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often live in windy and aerial regions, and many are able to fly either with natural or magical means.  Djinn 
can be separated into a number of distinct ethnic lineages which are detailed below and in the chapter  
Rabiah the Infinite: the 1001 Planes & Wildfire. It is recommended that players NOT play Djinn 
PCs due to their magical and unpredictable nature and their unlikelihood to work with mortals and other 
humanoids.

AKU LINEAGE
The Aku Djinn are fierce and flesh-hungry, and have migrated from their native Rabiah to Jamuraa in 
Dominaria in search of  blood.  There,  they also act  as protectors of the city-tomb Aku.  Aku Djinn are 
singularly black-aligned.

EMBERWILDE LINEAGE
The Emberwilde Djinn are ruled by the Emberwilde Caliph, and are native to the plane of Wildfire. They 
also have much influence in the Jamuraan nation of Suq'Ata, since there are natural portals between the two 
of them. Their presence on Rabiah is minimal, but Emberwilde Djinn do occasionally visit these planes. These 
Djinn are all red-aligned and some are also blue-aligned.

ERHNAM LINEAGE
Djinn of the Erhnam lineage are typically found prowling in Rabiah's few forested areas, hunting game 
animals and humanoid beings for amusement. Their love of the hunt is so great that they often use their 
own magic to make their prey better able to flee, thus providing a greater challenge for themselves. A few  
Erhnam Djinn have migrated to the continent of Otaria on Dominaria. These djinni are all green-aligned 
despite other alignments they might have or develop. They are the wildest Djinn and the most difficult to 
control.

JUZAM LINEAGE
The Juzam Djinn are some of the most powerful djinn in Rabiah, second 
only  to  those  of  the  Serendib  line.  They can  only  be  subdued only 
through  colossal  struggle,  and  they  almost  always  rebel  against  their 
purported  masters.  They  delight  in  killing  and  tormenting  mortals, 
shirking the typical of djinnfolk for outright slaughter. They are the most 
demonic in appearance of all djinn and are universally black-aligned.

SERENDIB LINEAGE
The Serendib Djinn are the most magically skilled of the Rabian djinn. 
They are tremendously crafty and wise. These djinn hail from the same 
isles  as  the  Serendib  Efreets,  but  share  little  in  common  with  those 
maleficent and murderous creatures. Although their strongest attribute is 
their  blue-aligned wizardry  and control  of  the  elements,  djinn  of  the 
Serendib line are best known by mortals as wish-granters and as lamp-
djinn. Though cunning and deceptive, these djinn are perhaps the least 
threatening to mortal life, which is perhaps why they so enjoy the sport 
of granting wishes and inhabiting enchanted objects.
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MARID LINEAGE
The Marid are the oldest line of djinn on Rabiah and the most respected, although they are isolated and few 
in number. There is a legend that the progenitor of the Marid, the Old Man of the Sea, was the first djinn of 
Rabiah and that all others came from him; the truth of these tales is unknown. Marid are masters of weather, 
wind, and water, and they all live near the coast or other bodies of water. Marid love to travel as clouds, sea  
spray, or as great waterspouts. Marids like to take the form of porpoises, dolphins, other sea creatures, horses,  
and old fisherfolk. They adore leading travelers down wise and profitable paths (for a price, of course), and 
consider themselves to be excellent guides.  Copper, iron, and jade are all talismans used against marids,  
although they are not typically a violent or malevolent people, and most travelers respect them and pay 
them homage. Nomad tribes in particular are very fond of Marid Djinn, and revere them as deities. Marid  
Djinn are all blue and green in mana alignment, though individuals may align themselves with other colors.

DJANN LINEAGE
The benevolent Djann are not necessarily  constant friends of  Humans and other humanoids,  but  they 
embrace kindness more than any other Djinn. Djann are the eternal enemies of the Efreeti, and traditionally  
have defended those they find pure. Since they often visit desert oases, they were the first Djinni to come 
into contact with humans. Caravan traders respect these powerful spirits, who can hide or reveal oases to  
those  they  deem  worthy  or  unworthy.  Djann  often  appear  as  white  camels  or  soldiers,  disappearing 
occasionally into sand cyclones. They tend to stay out of cities and roam the deserts, which brings them into 
conflict with desert dwellers and travelers. Djann tend to be heavily white-aligned.

Dragons
Dragons are powerful and intelligent serpentine creatures who span the Multiverse. They are huge, flying  
reptiles with formidable physical strength, and many of them also possess extreme intelligence and magical  
aptitude. They can be found in all mana alignments and all combinations of mana alignment, though red is 
the most prevalent color when dragonkind is considered in whole. Due to their widespread and universal  
nature, Dragons can be divided into a number of categories, ethnicities, and familial lineages (called broods) 
which are detailed below. Players are discouraged from playing Dragon PCs due to their sheer power and the 
difficulty of integrating such a character into a party of PCs.

ANCIENT DRAGONS:
ELDER DRAGONS    Nicol Bolas, the last Elder Dragon
The Elder Dragons were the most antiquated Dragons of Dominaria. 
Their  vast  power  rivaled  that  of  planeswalkers.  The  Elder  Dragon 
Wars, Dominaria's first major conflict as a plane, killed most of these 
dragonfolk. The few winners of the war became the ancestors of all 
dragons and drakes, while the surviving losers were stripped of their 
wings,  limbs and most  of  their  power  and became the Elder Land 
Wurms,  which  spawned all  other  wurm species.  Viashino  are  also 
descended from Elder Land Wurms, although it is unknown how.
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The Elder Dragons who survived the Elder Dragon Wars were the siblings  Nicol Bolas,  Chromium 
Rhuell,  Arcades Sabboth,  Palladia-Mors, their cousin Vaevictis Asmadi and possibly the dragon 
Piru. However, Nicol Bolas- who is now a mighty planeswalker and one of the most feared evils of the 
M:tG Multiverse- is the only known Elder Dragon who still lives.

LESSER ELDER DRAGONS
Also known as Lower Dragons. Their name suggests that they are insignificant or weak, but this is only the  
case when compared to the Elder Dragons. The Lesser Elders were the firstborn children of the Elders, who 
were less powerful than their parents but still very powerful. The wisest and most powerful Lesser Elder  
Dragon was known as Scarzam. All of the Lesser Elders are dead and gone, but their broods live on.

SCARZAM DRAGONS Sivitri Scarzam
The Scarzam Dragons are a race of dragons sired by the Lesser Elder 
Scarzam.  They  were  used  by  a  mortal  Human  woman,  Sivitri 
Scarzam, to wage war on ancient Corondor. They were nearly wiped 
out in this invasion by a species of magical flower created by the Force 
of  Nature,  Sol'Kanar  the  Swamp King.  Only  a  single  one  of 
Scarzam's lineage lives on to the present day, though his or her name 
and whereabouts are unknown.

DRAGON BROODS OF ALARA:
GRIXIAN DRAGONS
In the Shard of Alara known as Grixis, there is one known dragon, the demon-dragon  Malfegor. His 
lineage, origin, and history are unknown.

JUNDIAN DRAGONS, KARRTHUSIAN BROOD
In the Shard of Alara known as Jund, dragons are the dominant race on the top of the food chain. They are 
worshiped by the native Goblins who consider it an honor to be eaten alive by them. The fiercest, eldest, 
and most powerful dragon of this Shard is called Karrthus, the Tyrant of Jund. It is from this brutal 
serpent  that  all  Jundian  Dragons-  the  Karrthusian  Brood-  are  descended.  The  most  powerful  of 
Karrthus's spawn are called  Hellkite Overlords,  the most powerful known species of Hellkite in the 
Multiverse. Dragons of this brood tend to be black, red, and green aligned.

DRAGON BROODS OF DOMINARIA:
ALABSTER DRAGONS
The Alabaster Dragons are white-aligned dragons from Argive. They are most at home among the clouds, 
and spend a great portion of their long lives floating, twirling, billowing, and cascading through Dominaria's  
skies.
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CANOPY DRAGONS
Canopy Dragons are native to the Mwonvuli Jungle in Jamuraa. They have no wings, but instead have six  
arm-like limbs with which they move at terrible speeds through the jungle's dense canopy. They are the  
apex predators of the Jamuraan jungle, but rarely become a threat to humanoid races. They are universally 
green-aligned, and are much less sentient and intelligent than other dragon species.

HELLKITES
Hellkites  are among the most  powerful 
dragons  of  Dominaria.  They  are  swift, 
maneuverable,  furious,  lethal killers who 
use  fire  to  decimate  whatever  stands 
before them. Hellkites are further divided 
into sub-species based on patterning and 
other minute physical characteristics. Sub-
species  include  Crimson  Hellkites, 
Bogardan  Hellkites,  Firestorm 
Hellkites  of  Mtenda,  and  others. 
Hellkites  are  also  native  to  the  Alaran 
Shard of Jund and the Utvara District of 
Ravnica. Hellkites tend to be mostly red-
aligned.

KROSAN DRAGONS
The Krosan Dragons of the Otarian continent have no wings but have six legs, are covered in thorny armor 
and breathe a magical vapor that causes wild vegetation to grow in their presence. Smaller Krosan Dragons 
called dragonettes are used in the Cabal's fighting pits. Krosan Dragons tend to be green-aligned.

NALATHNI DRAGONS
The Nalathni Dragon are small but quite intelligent. They are valued by magic users and academics from a  
broad spectrum of backgrounds and fields as familiars. These dragons are usually red-aligned.

NEKORU
Nekoru, or Cat-Dragons, are cat-like beings with reptilian wings from the Dominarian continent Madara. 
It unknown whether they are descendants of the Elder Dragons, or if their lineage lies elsewhere. These cat-
dragons are typically green and red aligned, though variations exist.
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SHIVAN DRAGONS
These are the most well-known and easily recognized of Dominaria's dragons,  and the most numerous 
dragons of this plane. They are native to the volcanic island of Shiv, and are perhaps its most dangerous 
inhabitants. Shivan Dragons are red-aligned and are powerful users of fire and flame.

VAMPIRIC DRAGONS
Despite their great size and power, it seems that even Dragons are susceptible to the curse or disease of  
Vampirism.  Dominaria  in  particular  is  home  to  a  number  of  Vampiric  Dragons,  who  are  macabre 
monstrosities  allied  with  both  black  and  red  mana.  These  creatures  are  capable  of  great  malice  and 
destruction, and they revel in both.

VIASHIVAN DRAGONS
These Dragons are native to the Dominarian continent Jamuraa, and are similar to the Shivan Dragons in 
power, size, and appearance, hence the name. Unlike their Shivan cousins, Dragons of this brood tend to be 
both green and red in alignment, and are somewhat more social than the Shivans.

DRAGON BROODS OF INNISTRAD:
ARCHWING, BALEFIRE, & MOONVEIL BROODS
The Gothic plane of Innistrad is home to three distinct 
pedigrees of dragonkin.  The first  are the  Archwing 
Dragons, reputedly  swifter  than  an  Angel,  crueler 
than a Demon, as relentless as a Ghoul. They are the 
most  feared  and  despised  of  Innistrad's  dragons. 
Balefire  Dragons,  though  less  common  than  the 
Archwing  Dragons,  are  the  most  destructive  of 
Innistrad's  flying  serpents,  laying  waste  to  entire 
townships  in  a  single  breath.  The  last  of  Innistrad's 
broods are the  Moonveil Dragons,  who possess a 
keen  and  eerie  intelligence  and  an  inexplicable 
allegiance  to  the  Humans  of  this  plane.  Moonveil 
Dragons come to the aid of Human settlement against 
vampires, ghouls, and even other dragonfolk. Almost all 
of Innistrad's dragons are red-aligned.

DRAGON BROODS OF MERCADIA:
TWO-HEADED DRAGONS
Mercadia is  one of the only planes in the Multiverse where dragonkin with two heads can be found. 
Obviously, these dragons are a good deal more powerful than dragons and kites with only a single head.  
Almost all such dragons tend to be red-aligned.
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DRAGON BROODS OF MIRRODIN:
CLOCKWORK DRAGONS
Clockwork dragons are artificial dragons found on Mirrodin. They are colorless in alignment and are entirely  
synthetic in their construction.

FURNACE DRAGONS
Furnace Dragons, like Clockwork Dragons,  are synthetic,  though only in part.  Their bodies are partially 
converted into metal and they are augmented with various components to accelerate their aggressive and 
defensive capabilities.  Furnace Dragons have literal  furnaces inside their chests,  which generate both its 
breath weapon and bursts of fire from "exhaust vents" in its wings. Furnace Dragons don't glide on wind 
currents, but instead fly through Mirrodin's skies on pure explosive combustion. Their metallic modifications 
leave them inherently unstable. These dragons tend to retain some degree of red alignment, though many 
are colorless.

DRAGONS OF KAMIGAWA:
SPIRIT DRAGONS
The spirit dragons are powerful kami of the plane known as Kamigawa. There are five of these majestic  
creatures, one for each color of mana energy. They are bound to five sacred locations, each a locus of mana, 
which they are eternally sworn to protect. The five spirit dragons are: Yosei, the Morning Star (protects 
Eiganjo castle, white-aligned); Keiga, the Tide Star (protects Minamo, blue-aligned); Jugan, the Rising 
Star  (protects  the  forest  of  Jukai,  green-aligned);  Kokusho,  the  Evening  Star  (guardian  of  the 
Takenuma swamp, black-aligned); and  Ryusei, the Falling Star  (guardian of the Sokenzan mountains, 
red-aligned). Kamigawa is also home to other non-spirit Dragons, though little is known about them.

DRAGONS OF PHYREXIA:
DRAGON ENGINES
Dragon Engines are dragon-like artifact creatures used by the Phyrexian war machine. Ramos, a construct 
worshiped as a god by the Cho-Arrim, is perhaps the most well-known example of a Dragon Engine (see 
Mercadia, Legacy of Ramos for more information).

DRAGON BROODS OF RAVNICA:
On the plane of Ravnica, with dragons deemed too dangerous to exist, the Guildpact was signed in part to  
rid the world of such beings. At present, most of the plane's dragons are dead. The most significant exception 
is Niv-Mizzet, the parun and Guildleader of the Izzet guild. The Rakdos Cult keeps and trains some Pit 
Dragons as pets and servants, although this is highly illegal and hidden from the rest of the City. Also, a rare 
few wild dragons and hellkites exist in Utvara region alongside the Gruul Clans.
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DRAGON BROODS OF SHANDALAR:
ASTRAL DRAGONS
Also known as Faerie Dragons, these dragons are unique to the plane of Shandalar. They are beings of 
intense  magical  concentration,  and-  besides  Niv-Mizzet  and  Nicol  Bolas-  are  thought  to  be  the  most 
intelligent and cunning Dragons in the Multiverse.

Dryads
Dryads are tree-spirits, taking a nymph-like or treefolk form 
to relate to the humanoids who venture near their abodes. 
They are found on a wide array of  different planes,  and 
feature  most  prominently  in  Dominaria,  Mercadia,  and 
Ravnica. Though it is unorthodox and bizarre, Dryads also 
exist on Mirrodin as spirits of the copper-trees of The Tangle. 
Dryads and Treefolk are related, though not identical. These 
two races tend to be on excellent terms, even living together 
in integrated groves. Almost all Dryads in the Multiverse are 
green aligned, though some individuals probably vary.

Dwarves
Dwarves are very similar to Humans, but significantly shorter and broader of shoulder. Few generalizations 
about Dwarves can be made because they are a wide-spread and diverse people. Dwarven populations are 
most concentrated on Dominaria, Ulgrotha, and Shadowmoor. Dwarves are by and large red-aligned, though 
many individual and cultural exceptions to this rule exist. Dwarven ethnic groups are as follows:

DWARVES OF DOMINARIA:
NOMADIC TRIBES

"A Dwarf's life belongs as much to the land as to the Dwarf."
     - Creed of the Stonethrower Clan

Ranging far and wide across Dominaria,  and especially on the continent of Jamuraa,  are the Dwarven 
Nomad Tribes. These Dwarves are a rare and unique breed among their race. They wander the deserts and 
savannahs  of  Dominaria  in  sprawling  caravans,  herding  camels,  goats,  sheep,  and  small,  swift  horses 
wherever they travel. They are deeply in touch with their landbases, and ideologically bound to the health 
and well-being of the land and their tribes.  These Dwarves wear head-wraps and face masks,  and are 
exceptional in the arts of stealth, camouflage, and ambush. They raid when the must, and trade more often 
than not. Because they do not mine the earth or create complex technologies, these Dwarves are shunned 
by other more "civilized" Dwarves. Conversely, these Dwarves behold the technological "progress" of their 
cousins to be a blasphemous desecration of sacred land. The favored weapon of these simple people is a long 
curving knife called the jabari, which they use with deadly precision and in everyday tasks. These Dwarves 
tend to be red, white, and green aligned.
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EKUNDU CLANS
These Dwarves live in the Ekundu Mountains between Suq'Ata and Femeref. When the Suq'Atans settled 
on their land, the Dwarves journeyed south, where they made an alliance with Femeref. This alliance led to  
tension between Femeref and Zhalfir when the amount of gold coming from the Femeref mines suddenly  
increased  greatly  thanks  to  Dwarven  technology.  Most  of  these  Dwarves  are  red-aligned  miners  and 
metallurgists.

PARDIC CLANS
These Dwarves live in the Pardic Mountains on Otaria alongside several Human barbarian tribes. The Pardic 
Dwarves are hardy miners and mighty warriors inclined toward passionate, explosive personalities. They 
favor swarm tactics in battle, and supplement their armies with fire magics and logistical destruction of enemy 
resources. The Dwarven war-chief Balthor the Stout hails from the Pardic Clans.

SARDIAN CLANS
These Dwarves dwell in the Sardian Mountains on Terisiare. They excel in the arts of pottery and ceramics, 
and are world-renowned for their mastery of these arts. These Dwarves tend to be red-aligned.

SARPADIAN EMPIRE
These Dwarves lived in the Dwarven Stronghold in the Sarpadian Mountains. When the climate cooled and 
the Goblins and Orcs of Sarpadia migrated away from their ancestral lands, the empire of the Dwarves was 
the first to fall before their onslaught. In the legend of the Lady of the Mountain, it is believed that a  
remaining few summoned the Lady and she teleported them away. It is believed by many modern Dwarves 
that they will return to save Dwarfkind from a great peril in the future.

STONE DWARF CLANS
These blue-skinned Dwarves are perhaps their race's most gifted magic practitioners on Dominaria. They 
don't see as much value in mining and developing new technologies as their kinfolk, due to their great  
proficiency  with  various  forms  of  magic.  The  most  respected  of  these  Dwarves  are  known as  Stone 
Druids, and they act not only as shaman but also as leaders for their respective clans. These Dwarves tend  
to be some combination of red, green, and/or blue mana.

DWARVES OF ULGROTHA:
The Dwarves of The Homelands arrived on that plane through an underground portal from an unknown 
world. They founded a city there called New Freedom and on top of this underground city they built a 
fortress called the Castle of Morning Light. Some of these Dwarves went to explore the rest of the plane in  
their ships, but while they were away Baron Sengir and his minions invaded New Freedom, dispersed the 
Dwarves, and turned their princess Irini into a Vampire. The descendants of these Dwarves are separated 
into two ethnic groups:
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SEA DWARF CLANS
The Dwarves of Ulgrothan Sea, also known as Sea Dwarves, are further divided into a number of clans, 
such as the Clan of the Gentle Wave. These Dwarves sail the seas in great galleons and merchantmen, 
and others ply the pirate's trade in swift sloops and barques. Reveka, a talented Sea Dwarf wizard, runs the 
Wizards' School on the Floating Isle, where many Sea Dwarves follow her example and train in the magical  
arts. Sea Dwarves are Ulgrotha's great traders and merchants, and by far the most accomplished seafaring 
folk on this plane. They are typically blue-aligned, with other alignments here and there among individuals  
and clans. Most Sea Dwarves don't like Land Dwarves very much, though the two groups never resort to 
open fighting.

LAND DWARF TRIBES
Land Dwarves are the few scattered remnants of the Dwarven Empire of Ulgrotha who remained on land.  
They are a spiritual people, known for riding into battle on the back of the great beasts they call  Heart 
Wolves.  Land Dwarves don't like the Sea Dwarves very much, though they are never openly hostile. 
Dwarves of these tribes tend to be red-aligned with some small variations among individuals.

DWARVES OF SHADOWMOOR:
DUERGAR
The  dwarves  of  Shadowmoor  are  small,  twisted, 
gnome-like creatures known as Duergar. The Duergar 
live  isolated  lives  deep  beneath  the  surface  in  vast 
mines and tunnels where they constantly toil in search 
of  riches.  They  are  hard  workers  who  can  labor 
towards  a single  task  for  decades.  Duergar  are  very 
different  in  appearance  from  most  other  Dwarves. 
They  have  gnarled  bodies  with  spindly  limbs  and 
oversized heads with bulbous noses and drooping ears. 
These Dwarves are bald and have no beards, though 
some  males  have  stubbly  chins  or  wispy  sideburns. 
Duergar are so malformed that some resemble Goblins. 
The Duergar live so far underground that some are not even aware of the surface world or dismiss it as a  
myth. Some Duergar communities are further up and open out to the surface, though, and are guarded by 
individuals who have grown too fat to squeeze through the deeper tunnels. These Dwarves tend to be both 
red and white aligned, though not always.
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Efreet
Efreeti are usually-malevolent fire and air spirits aligned with red and often black mana. They have an 
aversion to prayer, and to iron and rubies and materials made thereof. Efreet adore brass and bronze, and 
adorn themselves with these materials. They often shapeshift into wild animals such as cobras, scorpions, and 
jackals, and have also been known to tempt people in the form of beautiful women and stunning soldiers. 
Often they take form of sand cyclones or tornadoes and ravage the settlements and city-states of Rabiah's 
deserts. Efreeti occasionally ride camel mounts made of sand and magic.

These creatures are native to both Rabiah (and its 1001 planes) and to the plane of Wildfire, over which 
they preside with unquestioned authority. Efreet are related to Djinn, and are similar in many ways. As with  
Djinn, because Efreet are magical in nature and are solitary, malevolent creatures, it is NOT recommended 
that players choose an Efreet PC.

Efreeti lineages are as follows:

IFH-BIFF LINEAGE
The Ifh-Biff Efreeti are spirits of the higher air who are strongly grounded in the earth. They are capricious  
and although not as powerful  as many others of their kind,  have the ability to release windstorms on 
opponents. They delight in grounding flying creatures and humanoids, especially those who travel via flying 
carpet and other enchanted means. Ifh-biff Efreet all share green alignment, despite other alignments they  
might have or develop.

JUNÚN LINEAGE
The Junún Efreeti are among the most malicious of their kind. They incite madness in their victims or, even 
worse, possess the unwary or those too weak to resist them by locking eyes. The Junún often take the 
shape of great, purple-skinned elementals adorned with elaborate gold jewelry and awash with flames. Once  
summoned and bound by a wizard, these efreet demand regular rewards and rich mana supplies, not only to 
remain loyal, but also to survive. These efreet are universally black-aligned and share much in common with 
Djinn of the Juzam lineage.

SERENDIB LINEAGE
Serendib  Efreet  are  descended  from  a  particularly  cunning  and 
malevolent spirit called Zirakzadeh. This efreet aided an ancient 
planeswalker in a forgotten struggle in exchange for the ability to 
destroy anything on Rabiah. The planeswalker granted this request 
and  gave  Zirakzadeh  two  mouths,  a  jeweled  forehead,  and  a 
mutated,  hooked  left  hand-  the  jewel  to  entrance  victims,  the 
eldritch hand to shrink and immobilize the victim, and the two 
mouths to eat and destroy. All Serendib Efreet are descended from 
Zirakzadeh and have thus inherited his bizarre and lethal abilities. 
Serendib love to toy with their prey, and they constantly find ways 
to profane and mock all that is devout, pious, and pure. Like their 
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Serendib djinn cousins, these efreet also enjoy inhabiting enchanted lamps, waiting for unsuspecting lamp-
hunters who think they'll find a wish-granting djinn. Serendib efreet bask in the bloodshed of such treasure 
seekers. Serendib Efreet are always aligned with blue and black mana, and sometimes other colors.

Elves
Elves  are  a  race  associated  with  green  mana,  though  they  are  perhaps  the  most  diverse  race  in  the 
multiverse  besides  Humans  in  regards  to  mana  alignment  and  ideology.  Also  like  Humans,  Elves  are 
ubiquitous in the Multiverse, found on almost every plane of existence; besides small and insignificant planes, 
Kamigawa, Ulgrotha, Mercadia, and Innistrad are the notably devoid of Elves. Many ethnic groups and sub-
races of Elves look very similar to Humans, their sole distinguishing feature being their long, pointed ears.  
Certain other groups of Elves have very distinctive physical features, however, such as blue or green skin,  
deer-like satyr legs, and straight antelope or curling ram's horns.

Generally, Elves live longer than humans, though this is not true of all Elves. The legendary Elven leader  
Eladamri of the plane of Rath is 150 years old and is considered to be in his prime. Ravnican Elves not  
only live longer than Humans but they also mature faster. Zendikari Elves, on the other hand, tend to live a  
decade shorter on average than that plane's Humans and Kor.

Being so diverse and widespread as it is, Elfkind can be separated into many different ethnic groups, sub-
races,  and lineages,  each with  its  own distinct  culture,  language,  belief  system,  traditions,  histories,  and 
territories. These are described in the following pages.

ELVES OF ALARA:
NAYA TRIBES    Mayael, Supreme Anima
On the fractured plane of Alara, Elves inhabit only the 
Shard  known as  Naya.  Elvish  society  on  this  Shard  is 
guided  by  a  line  of  druid-seers  called  the  Animae, 
holywomen  who  hold  vigil  and  perform  rites  in  the 
Valley of the Ancients, speaking with the spirit of the 
hydra-god  Progenitus.  The  Supreme  Anima  on 
Naya  is  currently Mayael;  Mayael,  like  all  Animae 
before her, underwent a ritual in childhood to blind her 
physical  eyes  and  open  her  spiritual  and  magical 
perception. It is with this greater awareness and receptivity 
that she communicates with Progenitus, the Soul of the 
World.

Elves belonging to the various tribes of Naya are a more diversified people than many of their foreign kin.  
They all share a deep connection with green mana, but also explore both white and red alignments as befits 
their green/white/red mana-rich homeland. Besides awaiting the return of Progenitus and keeping that god's 
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vigil, these Elves also revere the myriad beasts and vibrant plantlife of their Shard as lesser deities. Even  
those beings they prey upon are treated with the utmost reverence and spiritual devotion. The tribes of  
Naya are named after these plants and animals, and sometimes after the land itself; for example, the Thoctar 
Tribe, the Meglonoth People, People of the Godsire Valley, etc.

ELVES OF DOMINARIA:
Dominaria, the Nexus of the Multiverse, is an incredibly rich and diverse plane. Just so, this plane is the  
ancestral homeland of a great many Elven tribes and nations.

ARGOTHIAN ELF TRIBES
The Elves of the island of Argoth have lived on this forested island for as long as they have existed. They  
were once a proud and accomplished people, who looked to the Force of Nature Titania for guidance and 
aid. In the catastrophic waste and devastation of the ancient Brothers' War, Argoth was deforested and 
denuded, its resources and abundant mana sources depleted. The island of Argoth itself was split asunder in  
the climax of that conflict, leaving behind the Remnant Isles of Argoth, where a scattered few Elven 
tribes remain. These Elven people are mostly green-aligned, like many Elves. Unlike their kin, Argothian 
Elves also cultivate an understanding of black mana energy, not only because their landbase is devastated and 
is replete with black mana, but also due to their seething cultural hatred of Humankind, whom they blame 
(rightly) for the destruction of their homeland. These Elves survive by hunting the numerous boar who roam 
the isles. The greatest endeavor of these Elves is to eradicate the few surviving Human groups of the region,  
hoping to forever protect and isolate Argoth from Human "progress".

FYNDHORN ELF NATION OF YAVIMAYA
The Elven Nation of Fyndhorn traces its lineage to the 
Elves of Argoth, from whom they are descended. During 
the catastrophe that befell Argoth, many of the native 
tribes fled in terror to the Terisiare mainland, where they 
then formed the Fyndhorn Nation. Due to the wild, feral 
nature  of  their  adopted  homeland,  the  Elves  of  the 
Fyndhorn nation tend to be both green and red aligned. 
Their culture- an odd admixture of earth-based lifeways 
and chaotic and impulsive warring- is often at odds with 
the few scattered Elf  tribes of Argoth.  The Yavimayan 
Elves  view  their  ancestor  tribes  as  fools  for  having 
remained on the island, while the Argothian Elves view 
the Fyndhorns of Yavimaya as craven traitors.  This,  of 
course, enrages the Fyndhorn Elves, who pride themselves on their prowess in battle and their strength and 
agility in and out of combat. Despite the ideological disputes and historical disagreements between these two 
peoples, both Fyndhorn Elves and Elves of the Argothian tribes are united in their hatred of the region's  
Humans, and of Humanity in general. On occasion, the Fyndhorn and Argothian Elves unite into terrifying  
war-bands (also uniting green, red, and black mana energies) and set out to pillage and conquer the sparse 
Human peoples of the Terisiare continent.
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GAEA'S SKYFOLK
Dominaria's oceans are home to a lineage of Elfkin unique in all the multiverse, known collectively as Gaea's 
Skyfolk. These humanoids are an interesting synthesis between Elf and Merfolk, though the nature of their 
origin  and conception is  completely  obscure.  For more  on these  Elven Merfolk,  please  see  the section 
detailing Merfolk in the following pages.

GARAN HIGHLAND ELF TRIBES
The Garan  Elves  dwell  in  the  highlands  at  the  edges  of  the  Tamingazin  Valley  on the  continent  of  
Tamingazin. They are easily mistaken for Humans, as they are very similar in appearance, lacking even the 
pointed ears of their kinfolk. This ancient race most likely has a common ancestor with humankind. The 
main characteristic that sets Garan Elves apart from Humans is their wide eyes whose irises change color  
according to their mood. Garan Elves are deadly warrior-monks, fighting solely with their own bodies and 
relying on their own speed, agility, and martial arts. Weapons are forbidden in their culture, and an Elf who  
uses one is apt to be executed. Garan Elves are often very brutal toward their own children, attacking them 
occasionally  with  near-fatal  blows  to  teach  them self-defense,  killing  those  who  are  unable  to  defend 
themselves and ensuring that only the strongest children survive. They believe that in afterlife they will find  
themselves in a place they call Tarak Ah. The Garan have a strict hierarchy at all levels of society. This is 
most apparent in the names of individuals, which are composed of a first name, familial name, and finally of 
ranking within their profession or field. Elves of the Garan Tribes are almost all green, black, and red aligned,  
though certain unique individuals may shun their society and venture into other alignments.

HAVENWOOD ELF EMPIRE
Havenwood is a tremendous forest in the north of Sarpadia, reaching to its northern coast. It was home to a 
vast  Elven  empire.  The  Elves  lived  in  many  isolated  fortress-like  villages  throughout  the  forest,  each 
composed primarily of hunters,  farmers, and druids. The capital of the Elven Empire in Havenwood was 
known as Hightrunk Chamber, the ruins of which have long been overgrown by rampant plantlife and 
thallid saprolings.  Thelon,  a powerful druid within this empire, learned to create creatures from fungus 
which he called Thallids, which themselves produced offspring called Saprolings. Saprolings and thallids 
were used as a food source when game was scarce, but they soon grew sentient.  Due to their prolific  
lifecycles, thallids and saprolings soon vastly outnumbered the Elves, crushing the Elven empire in a single, 
ruinous day. The Havenwood lineage of Elves is all but extinct at present.
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LLANOWAR ELF KINGDOMS
The  Elves  native  to  Dominaria's  Llanowar  Forest  are  green-aligned 
xenophobes who live in seven independent kingdoms, called Elfhames. 
Each  elfhame  has  a  distinct  populace,  territory,  leadership  and  social 
structure. Although most of them get along with one another, there is 
occasional strife between them.  These Elves worship the planeswalker 
Freyalise as a goddess, and use the power and influence she imparts 
upon them to hunt down and annihilate trespassers and defilers of their 
sacred woodland.

The  isolationist  philosophy  of  Llanowar's  Elves  is  taken  to  its  most 
extreme by the Order of the Steel Leaf, a select cadre of Elves said 
to have been brought together by Freyalise herself. The Steel Leaf are an 
order of woodsie paladin-knights, zealous in their pursuit to maintain the 
purity of Llanowar forest. Any non-native entering their territory risks his 
or her life. They have even been known to direct their isolationist zeal 
against Elves of other elfhames. Warriors of this Order wear distinctive 
white skin-paint, goggles, large, stylized mohawks, and they often bear 
tattoos of runes and other magical wards.

NORWOOD ELF TRIBES
Norwood is  the  sprawling forest  that  covers  much of  northern 
Caliman,  a  continent  in  Dominaria's  southern hemisphere.  It  is 
home to groves of the curious Featherwood Tree, famed locally 
by the Talas  who harvest  it  to  build  their  airships,  and known 
abroad by academics and sorcerers who seek to study its properties. 
These  trees  possess  incredibly  hard,  durable  wood,  which, 
considering  its  density,  weighs  remarkably  little.  The  Elves  of 
Norwood  revere  and  worship  the  featherwoods,  devoting 
themselves  to  druidic  stewardship  of  the  groves  that  span  the 
forest. These Elves find themselves in frequent conflict with 

Talasian logging parties and tree-poachers. Norwood's Elven war-parties are made up of fearsome archers, 
warriors, and rangers. Leading these troops are the Norwood Riders, Elvish cavalry who charge into battle 
on their companion-mounts, a species of aggressive equatorial moose. These Elffolk tend to be blonde 
and very fair, even more so than other Elves. Elves of Norwood's tribes tend to be mono-green in alignment, 
but there are exceptions.
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QUIRION ELF CLANS
"Fight with a friend at your back, steel in your hands, and magic in your veins."
     - Quirion creed

Quirion Druid
The Quirion Elves of Corondor were great allies of the 
forces  of  good.  Their  culture  produced  many explorers, 
and their  magic,  though deeply  rooted in green mana, 
was attuned to and drew upon every color of mana. The 
Quirion Elves organized themselves into numerous clans, 
each with its own leader, called an Exarchs. When the 
continent  of  Corondor  was  obliterated  in  the  ancient 
Brothers'  War,  many  of  these  Elves  followed  their 
Human neighbors and fled to Jamuraa seeking asylum. A 
tiny few of these clans remain, their cultures and ancient 
customs  still  intact,  yet  adapted  to  the  languages  and 
regional demands of the Jamuraan continent. Elves of the 
Quirion clan lineage are shorter and smaller of frame than 
others of Elfkind. Moreover, the druids of these Elf clans 
tend to develop a glowing blue hue to their skin due to 
their use of all colors of magic.

Among the Quirion Elf-clans of Corondor were the Calthyn Clan and the Kieryn Clan, forever at war 
with one another. Their conflict stemmed from the desire to talk to the Great Spirit of the land, each clan  
believing only they were worthy to do so. Both clans were wiped into extinction by the cataclysmic events 
of the Brothers' War, ending their age-old conflict and the lineages of both these peoples.

URBORG ELF ENCLAVES
Deep within the mossy swamps of the Isle of Urborg 
are numerous small villages and encampments of the 
island's  native  Elf  population.  Urborg  Elves  live  in 
small  enclaves, sparse settlements that are entirely 
surrounded  by  the  black  mana-rich  swamp.  These 
Elves are ambitious, violent, cunning, whimsical, and 
capricious,  and  they  adore  their  moody  homeland. 
Urborg's  Elf  bands  live  as  hunter-gatherers, 
supplementing the resources they glean with black, 
blue, and green magics. All Urborg Elves are innately 
black/green/blue  aligned,  though  some  individuals 
may stray from this generalization. These bands are 
generally ruled by meritocracy, with the strongest and 
most  cunning Elf  being voluntarily  followed by all 
others. Urborg's Elves collectively call themselves 
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The Children of the Moss ("Til'dayek"), and each individual enclave is simply called by the name of 
the head Elf (Chodor's Band, Ahdra's Band, etc.). Urborg Elves speak a curious Turkic-sounding language 
called Tilád ("Moss-Tongue"), which no other humanoids in Dominaria or other planes speak.

WHISPERING WOOD ELF TRIBES
The shy Elf tribes of the Aeronan Whispering Wood are some of Dominaria's most reclusive Elves. They 
are almost universally green-aligned, and are led in a secret crusade against wizardry and blue magic by the 
archdruid Greensleeves. Little else is known about these Elffolk.

WIREWOOD ELF TRIBES
The continent of Otaria has no native Elf population, but with increasing Phyrexian infiltration of the more 
populous continents on Dominaria, many Elffolk have fled to the southern continent. These refuge tribes 
dwell largely within the Wirewood Forest, an airy, open deciduous wilderness. These Elves live in a state of  
symbiosis with the native beasts, insects, and plantlife of the forest. Their bond is so great with this woodland 
refuge that many Elves of the Wirewood Tribes have begun to develop bark-like skin and leafy or thorny 
protrusions from their skeletal structure. The Wirewood Tribes name themselves in typical Elven fashion, 
looking to the landbase for inspiration and insight. Several prominent tribes include: the Birch Tribe, the 
Alder People, the Black Cottonwood Pond Tribe, and the People of the Damp Ground. These 
Elves tend to be green-aligned, with some degree of blue influence.

ELVES OF LORWYN-SHADOWMOOR:
LORWYN ELF TRIBES
The Elves of the Lorwyn side of this dual plane are 
the plane's  dominant  humanoid  race.  Unlike  many 
other  Elves,  the  Elves  of  Lorwyn  are  brutal  race-
supremacists who hide their savagery behind a facade 
of beauty and sophistication. They are obsessed with 
physical attractiveness and believe that those who do 
not meet their standards of perfection (including all 
humanoid  races  besides  themselves)  deserve  only 
extermination.  These  Elves  divide  themselves  into 
numerous  tribes  and  castes,  the  most  powerful  of 
which  is  the  Gilt  Leaf.  Each  tribe  is  led  by 
Magistrates  of  various  rankings,  the  highest  of 
which  are  the  Immaculates  and  above  them 
Imperious Perfects. Lorwyn elves are tall and thin, with ram-like horns (males' horns being longer than 
females') and cloven hooves on their feet. Unlike any other known race of elves, those of Lorwyn have 
relatively short life spans of about 30 to 40 years. Elves of these tribes tend to be both green and black  
aligned, with certain individuals and professions favoring one or the other of these alignments. For more on 
the society and customs of Lorwyn's Elves, please see the chapter Lorwyn-Shadowmoor, Dual Plane.
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SHADOWMOOR ELF TRIBES
In  Lorwyn's  counterpart,  Shadowmoor,  the 
vainglorious  and  tyrannical  practices  of  the  plane's 
Elves  are  transmuted  into  a  righteous  quest  to 
preserve  what  little  actual  beauty  remains  in  the 
darkening  world.  They  retain  none  of  their  former 
racism  and  discontinue  their  oppressive  crusade, 
becoming the closest thing to a guardian or steward 
that  Shadowmoor  has.  Physically,  these  Elves  are 
almost  identical  to  Lorwyn's  Elves,  except  that  the 
horns of Shadowmoor's Elves are covered in thorny 
protrusions.  Shadowmoor's  Elves  are  almost 
universally  both  green  and  white  aligned,  a  stark 
contrast  to  their  former  selves.  For  more  on  the 
culture and pursuits of Shadowmoor's Elves, please see 
the chapter Lorwyn-Shadowmoor, Dual Plane.

ELVES OF MIRRODIN:
VIRIDIAN ELF TRIBES
The Elves of Mirrodin are similar  to their  kinfolk of 
other planes. They are not native to the artificial world 
of Mirrodin, but were forcibly relocated to Mirrodin by 
the  plane's  insane  overseer,  the  artifact  wizard 
Memnarch. The Elves of Mirrodin know themselves 
collectively  as  Viridian  Elves  or  the  Viridian 
People.  Viridian  Elves  live  within  the  great  copper 
forest  known as  The Tangle.  From this  base,  they 
fight tooth and nail against Memnarch and its horde of 
myr and other artifact creatures. As such, the Viridian 
People have become masters of anti-artifice and anti-
enchantment magics, and they crusade relentlessly to 
destroy Memnarch and its base of power on Mirrodin. 
These  Elves  revere  The  Radix as  a  sacred  place. 
They are on excellent terms with the Trolls of Tel-Jilad, from whom they seek spiritual guidance. Their 
traditional enemies are the Vedalken artificers who work to advance Memnarch's machinations. Viridian 
Elves are almost universally green-aligned, and most members of this ethnic group are particularly adept at 
some form or many forms of disenchanting and deconstructing magics.  Viridian Elves are marked by their 
bright green or pale ivory skin, and the intricate, engraved copper growths that sprout from their bodies.
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ELVES OF RAVNICA:
DEVARKIN LINEAGE, "DARK ELVES"
Devkarin are a native lineage of Elves native to 
Ravnica,  who  are  more commonly  called  "Dark 
Elves". Elves of this ethnic group tend to have a 
pallid  lavender or  purplish hue to  their  skin,  jet 
black, pupil-less eyes, and thick, curling black hair 
which  they  more  often  than  not  wear  in 
dreadlocks. Most of this sub-race of Elves belong 
to  the  Golgari  Swarm,  which  espouses  and 
cherishes the same black and green-aligned virtues 
that their own culture instills within them. Due to 
the  prevalence of  green/black  alignment  among 
these Elves, most Ravnicans think that they're all 
evil, although this is certainly not true. There are 
also exceptional Devarkin who do NOT share the 
alignments of their kin and who do NOT belong to the Golgari Guild. These few are generally outcasts 
among their own people, though they often find a place among some other guild, organization, or group of 
like-minded individuals. 

SILHANA LINEAGE, "SPIRE MICE"
The Silhana are an ethnic group of Elves native to Ravnica, more 
commonly called "Spire Mice" by their Devarkin kinfolk and by 
Ravnica's more racist inhabitants. Elves of this ethnicity tend to 
be tannish in complexion,  and are prone by their  culture and 
upbringing to a love of heights. They are generally shorter and 
more slender than many other Elves, and are generally known to 
possess great agility and adroitness in climbing. It is from their 
love  of  climbing  and  their  relative  diminutive-ness  that  their 
pejorative  nickname  arises.  Almost  all  Silhana  are  green  and 
white aligned, which makes many of them inclined to join the 
Selesnya Conclave as archers, spies, scouts, and "ledgewalkers"- some of the most covert messengers and 
agents in the City of Guilds, and respected even by the masterful agents of House Dimir. Certainly not all 
Silhana Elves are green and white aligned, and not all of these Elves join the Conclave. In fact, due to 
cultural cross-pollination and discussion, a fair number of Elves of Silhana lineage have recently joined their  
Devarkin cousins in both green and black alignment and in joining the Golgari Swarm. These Silhana- 
considered damnable traitors and fools by others of their line- are known as the Elves of Deep Shadow, 
and they are some of the City's most gifted green/black druids.
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SIMIC LINEAGE
A third ethnically distinct lineage of Ravnican Elves exist 
within the City of Guilds. They are so named for their 
progenitor, known only as Simic, who is also the Parun 
(founder) and namesake of the guild called the  Simic 
Combine. As one would expect, Elves of this lineage 
are inclined toward both green and blue alignment, just 
as the progenitor of this line was 10000 years ago. Many 
such Elves are also members of the Simic Guild, and are 
generally among the City's most respected and talented 
doctors  and  genetic  manipulators.  Little  else  is  known 
about Simic Elves, but both the Devkarin and the Silhana 
typically  believe  them  to  be  cruel,  unpleasant,  and 
unethical.  Simic  Elves  are  mostly  bald,  and  some  are 
known  to  have  bizarre  traits  and  features  of  other 
animals and plants. Both of these attributes are due to Simic meddling in genetics and biomancy. There are,  
as always, exceptions to these rules; not all Elves of the Simic lineage are green/blue aligned and not all of  
this Elves are members of the Simic Guild. A group of rogue Simic Elves actually despise the unnatural 
dabbling of their kin and have fled to Utvara, where they have integrated into the Gruul Clans and have 
devoted themselves to rewilding Ravnica and to destroying the plane's destructive civilization. These rogue 
Simic Elves are mostly green/red in alignment.

ELVES OF ZENDIKAR:
JORAGA NATION
The Elves of the imperious Joraga nation have little 
respect for any other race of Zendikar or for other 
Elves.  They  see  the  survival  of  their  nation  as 
paramount, and view the influence of others as a 
weakness.   Just  so,  they  jealously  guard  their 
traditions. The Joraga eschew the goods and habits 
of  others,  even avoiding the pathways blazed by 
the Tajuru when possible. Many outsiders view the 
nomadic Joraga clans as little more than bands of 
roving  murderers,  but  a  complex  culture  hides 
behind their aggressive facade. Elves of the Joraga 
tribe honor druidic power and physical prowess, and 
their  society  mixes  these  pursuits  into  a  single 
tradition  of  jungle  mysticism.  The  Joraga  tribe  is 
more loosely organized than most due to the frequent movements of the clans. Clans follow various beasts  
of Zendikar in their migrations or hunting patterns, with individual clans devoting themselves to a particular  
creature and incorporating its attributes into their martial arts and spellcasting. The core of Joraga mysticism 
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ties their clans together, giving them common ground and mutual respect. All the clans honor  Speaker 
Nen, an ancient Elf who dwells in a rain-slashed jungle atop a lofty and cloud-shrouded plateau. Nen issues 
no commands,  but  his  wisdom is always heeded.  He uses beastly  messengers to deliver his  advice  to  
inquisitive seekers.

KAZANDU OUTCASTS, KAZANDU SPLINTER NATION
Those  Tajuru  Elves  who  refuse  to  acknowledge 
Sutina as their speaker and leader have separated 
themselves from the Tajuru nation, becoming their 
own distinct ethnic group known as the Kazandu 
Nation.  These  Elves  believe  their  life  amid  the 
Kazandu canyons,  bathed in the shadows created 
by countless jaddi-tree limbs, makes their worldview 
irreconcilable  with that  of  the  "overworld"  Tajuru 
Elves.  They  are  incredibly  isolationist  and 
xenophobic  toward  other  Elven  nations  and 
members  of  other  races.  They  are  the  least 
populous and least adventurous of Zendikar's Elves; 
little else is known about them.

MUL DAYA NATION
This  secretive  nation  of  Elves  have  an  unusual 
speaker,  Hazzan, an ancient elf who follows the 
cryptic edicts of a centuries-old Elvish ghost called 
Obuun.  Hazzan  claims  the  ghost  occupies  a 
wooden throne entwined in vines and bark. Now 
speaker  Hazzan  sits  in  the  throne  to  channel 
Obuun  and  address  the  Mul  Daya  nation.  The 
Elves of Mul Daya often give precedence to their 
speaker's  commands  immediately  after  their  own 
survival,  which  other  Elves  view  as  a  fanatical 
perversion of Elvish culture. The Mul Daya are the 
most likely to serve as spies and assassins, always 
with  Hazzan's  utterances  as  the  basis  for  their 
goals.  The  seat  of  Mul  Daya  power  lies  in  the 
mysterious,  deadly,  fetid  jungles  of  Bala  Ged. 
There, in its damp, teeming wilds, Hazzan holds court over his people, delivering the cryptic messages he  
receives from the spirit. This nation has a relationship with the spirits of their Elvish ancestors that sets it  
apart from other Elvish peoples. To the Mul Daya, the spirit world and mortal realm are no different aside 
from their tangibility. Hazzan is simply more attuned to the ghosts. Death and the spirits of the dead are as  
much a part of their lives as the natural world. This is not macabre to the Elves at all; they view it as the 
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truest perspective on the natural world. The Mul Daya can often be recognized by their face-painting and 
tattooing, which appears eerie and necromantic to outsiders. Many Mul Daya decorate their skin with an 
enwrapping vine motif and use strange poisons and acids culled at great cost from strange creatures and 
plants in the depths of Bala Ged and Kazandu. The best of the Mul Daya warriors are called Vine Ghosts 
for their silence in entering and waging battle. These Elves train in camouflage, stealth, poisons, and trap 
setting and disarming.

TAJURU NATION
The  Tajuru  nation  is  the  largest  of  the  three 
main Elvish nations of Zendikar, counting among 
its  number  hundreds  of  far-flung  clans  across 
Murasa and other parts of this plane. The Tajuru 
are the most open and welcoming to people of 
other races, seeing their skills and perspectives as 
valuable new tools for survival. Tajuru Elves are 
also more open to new lifestyles, be it living in a 
mountaintop  citadel  or  roaming  grassy  plains. 
The Tajuru are famous for their seemingly innate 
skill with tools and their use. Many of the crude 
but  functional  technologies  that  allow  for 
survival in extreme locales (hang gliders, rope 

bridges, pulley-operated transport, zip lines, and so on) are the result of Tajuru innovation. Indeed, the risky 
branch-top  "roads"  of  Kazandu,  the  passage  path  through  Sunder  Cove,  and  other  similar  "civilized" 
thoroughfares throughout Zendikar were created and are maintained by numerous Tajuru clans along their  
length. Tajuru Elves tend to dress in earth-tone leathers and furs, for utilitarian functionality and maximum 
camouflage. Many Tajuru clans are fully integrated with peoples of other nations and races.
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Faeries, The Fae Folk
Faeries are winged humanoid creatures of diminutive size 
(sometimes  a  foot  in  height  or  shorter)  who  are 
renowned for being great lovers of mischief. Faeries exist 
throughout the Multiverse, but the most notable Faeries 
are those of Alara (specifically  on the Shard of Esper), 
Lorwyn, Ulgrotha, and the Dominarian island of Tolaria. 
Faeries  are  most  commonly  blue/black  in  alignment, 
though there are also a few ethnic groups of Faeries who 
are  known  to  be  protectors  of  the  land,  aligning 
themselves  solidly  with  green  mana.  These  wee 
humanoids  typically  have  bluish  or  purplish  skin, 
iridescent, insectoid wings or vibrant, stunning butterfly-
style wings, antennae of some sort, and vivid colorations 
on their bodies. Faeries are also sometimes called Sprites, Pixies, and/or Brownies, though most faeries 
simply  call  themselves  the  Fae  Folk.  Due  to  the  miniscule  size  and  unpredictable  nature  of  these 
humanoids, it is recommended that only dedicated and skilled players create Faerie PCs.

Giants
Giants are the Multiverse's answer to Dwarves, essentially 
huge, lumbering Humans. Many stereotypes about Giants 
prevail,  though most  are unfounded and ignorant.  It  is 
commonly thought that Giants are  dimwitted, slow, and 
dull; this stereotype arises, however, because Giants have 
much longer  lifespans,  and  are  prone to  contemplating 
thoughts and ideas for a much greater time than smaller 
humanoids. They are also thought to be violent, brutish, 
and destructive; this stereotype is mostly due to Giants' 
great  size,  and  the  clumsiness  in  dealing  with  smaller 
creatures and objects  that  comes with that  size.  Giants 
often  isolate  themselves  from other  humanoids,  mostly 
due to the racism and generalizations perpetuated about 
them and for the fear of persecution. Giants are associated 
with all colors of mana, and are found on many of the 
major planes of the Multiverse.

GIANTS OF LORWYN-SHADOWMOOR:
On Lorwyn, Giants are associated with white and red mana. They are reclusive and lonely, and are known 
to sleep for long periods, after which they arise with new purpose in life and with a new name. Some 
Lorwynian Giants are prone to having prophetic visions of the future. Their long life spans give them a 
particular perception of time, and wisdom that other races respect.
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In the Shadowmoor aspect of the dual plane, however, Giants are much wilder and more feral, and are  
associated with red and green mana. During their long sleep periods plants and moss grow over them, and 
the Giants never remove this detritus upon awakening but instead fully embrace the natural organisms on 
their bodies. 

GIANTS OF RAVNICA:
Giants hailing from the City of Guilds on the plane of Ravnica are a diverse lot. Many are members of the  
Boros Legion, while many others belong to the Gruul Clans of Ravnica's few remaining "wild" areas. The  
Cult of Rakdos and the Golgari Swarm are both known to zombify the remains of Ravnican Giants and put 
them into service in the afterlife.

Gnomes
Gnomes are a species of diminutive humanoid beings who inhabit the interior of the earth on one of several 
planes across the Multiverse. They are inventive and skilled in the arts of mining, tunneling, and metallurgy. 
All Gnomes in the M:tG Multiverse are artifact creatures with no mana alignment, whose creation, origin, 
and history are all shrouded in mystery. Certain other humanoids use the word "Gnome" as a synonym for  
Faeries, Pixies, and Sprites, and sometimes to describe Dwarves, Kithkin, or other short humanoids of dubious 
origins. All of these usages are incorrect, however. Because they are animate artifacts and are incapable of 
autonomous decision making and action, it is NOT recommended for players to create Gnomish PCs.

Goblins      Goblin hedge-mage
Besides  Elves  and  Humans,  Goblins  are  one  of  the  most 
widespread and universal races in the Multiverse. In fact, the 
only major plane where Goblins are unknown and unheard 
of  is  Innistrad.  Goblins  tend  to  be  short,  thin,  spindly 
creatures with sharp features and large, pointy ears. Although 
a  number  of  bad  stereotypes  and  generalizations  about 
Goblins exist, few of them are valid. In reality, Goblins are as 
diverse as the many planes to which they are native, and 
countless ethnic groups, tribes, bands, nations, kingdoms, and 
sub-species  set  each  and every  Goblin  apart  from all  the 
others. Goblin ethnic groups and lineages follow below.
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GOBLINS OF ALARA:
JUNDIAN TRIBES
The Goblins of Jund tend to be barbaric creatures who 
lack  the  whimsical  side  of  most  other  Goblinkin.  In 
Jund's rigid pecking order and food chain, Goblins are 
the  least  powerful  humanoid  race,  and  so  they  are 
frequently preyed upon by the plane's equally barbaric 
Humans  and  Viashino.  They  survive  chiefly  through 
their  great  numbers  and  stealth.  Jund's  Goblin  tribes 
worship  the  majestic  Dragons  who  rule  the  plane's 
smog-choked skies, and consider it a great honor to be 
devoured by such a Dragon. Jund Goblins are bestial in 
appearance,  with  rodentlike  features  similar  to  the 
Nezumi  (ratfolk)  of  Kamigawa.  They  have  small  red 
eyes, elongated muzzles with powerful incisors, bent legs like a rat, short tails, and short brown hair. Jund 
Goblins wear only the skins and bones of creatures they hunt for sustenance. Goblins belonging to these  
tribes are typically red-aligned with black and green mana as secondary influences.

GOBLINS OF DOMINARIA:
Dominarian Goblins are the most common goblinfolk in the Multiverse, and the most variable. Goblins live 
nearly everywhere on Dominaria. Following below are a few of the main Goblin nations and sub-races on 
the plane of Dominaria.

AERONA'S GOBLIN TRIBES
Not  much  is  known  about  the  native  goblins  of  the  Aeronan  continent,  aside  from  their  general  
ubiquitousness.  Many are  found in  the Ironclaw Mountains  and Oneah,  and the  famed Goblin  raider 
Pashalik Mons and his forces also hail from this region. These Goblins tend to be red-aligned.

CALIMANI GOBLIN CLANS
The mountain range that spans much of Caliman's interior is home to an unnamed nation of goblins who 
wage perpetual war upon the uppity, imperialistic Alaborn, and their ancestral Elvish foes in Norwood. The 
goblins of the Caliman range are especially matriarchal, and are a fairly learned band of raiders and warriors. 
When the  Caliman goblins  go a-raiding,  at  the  head of  every  warring band is  one of  their  beloved 
Cavaliers. These brave cavalry ride a robust and swift species of mountain goat into battle, battering and 
cutting their foes to ribbons. Like the Talasian pirates, Calimani goblins love to attack Alaborn military forces 
and raid their stores for firearms. These Goblins also tend toward red alignment.

JAMURAAN GOBLIN BANDS
The Goblins of the Jamuraan continent have a certain affinity for artifacts, and are respected as inventors 
and machinists, albeit mischievous ones. Jamuraan Goblins tend to have very long, swept-back ears and skin 
of  a  somewhat  darker  green  hue  than  other  Goblins.  The  Goblinfolk  of  Jamuraa  tend  to  integrate 
themselves into Minotaur and Dwarven communities as innovators and artisans.
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RAZORFIN SCHOOLS
Razorfins  are an interesting cross-breed of  Goblins  and Merfolk  found beneath the seas of  Dominaria,  
unique and singular in all  the Multiverse. They are described in greater detail  in the  Merfolk section 
following later in this chapter.

SARPADIAN GOBLIN HORDE
Goblins were one of the causes of the destruction and downfall several ancient Sarpadian Empires. They and  
the Sarpadian Orcs destroyed the Dwarven nations of the continent, and helped to annihilate the Icatian 
Human Empire. These Goblins were known for their kites, war drums, and terrifying hand grenades. The  
Goblins of this lineage are now completely extinct, wiped out by their numerous foes and by the black-
aligned creatures known as Thrulls.

SKIRK NATION
The Goblins of the southern continent known as Otaria inhabit the Skirk Ridge in the southern Pardic 
Mountains,  and as  such are called  the Skirk  Nation.  They are  enthusiastically  enamored with fire  and 
explosions, sometimes to their own detriment and with devastating effects to their enemies. Their capacity to 
create  and  utilize  high  explosives  means  that  many Goblins  of  the  Skirk  Nation have been captured, 
zombified, and enslaved by the Cabal as undead suicide bombers. The Skirk make their homes in elaborate 
networks of cliffside tunnels, building sturdy rope bridges to navigate their environment. Otarian Goblins 
tend to be very short and squat, with long bulbous noses and flaring, floppy bat-like ears. These Goblins tend 
to be red-aligned, although certain individuals may follow the path of black or white mana and join the  
Cabal or the Order, depending on circumstances.

SHIVAN GOBLIN NATION
During the time of the Thran Empire, the Goblins of Shiv worked with their Viashino countrymen in the  
Mana Rig. After the Thran Civil War, the purpose of the Mana Rig was forgotten, though both races still  
felt attached to the place and treated it as a holy sanctum. Rather than eliminate each other by warring and  
feuding, the Shivan Goblins and Shivan Viashino learned to work together to revere, protect, and preserve 
this  site.  These Goblins have green skin like many other goblinfolk,  and wedge-shaped ears that stuck 
outward from their heads. They are typically highly intelligent, creative, methodical, and crafty. and are given 
to creation, invention, and crafting. These Goblins tend to be red-aligned with white and blue as secondary 
influences.

TERISIAN GOBLIN TRIBES
Goblins proliferated on the continent of Terisiare as far back as the time of the Thran. In those ancient times,  
Terisian Goblins were slaves of the Thran, but eventually escaped this bondage when the Ice Age all but 
destroyed the continent. These Goblins all perished in the Ice Age.
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GOBLINS OF KAMIGAWA:
AKKI LINEAGE, AKKI CLANS Akki Bushi (samurai)
Akki are a sub-species of Goblinfolk native to the mountains 
and other areas of the plane of Kamigawa. Akki are short and 
reddish  mud-brown in  color,  with  beady  eyes,  long  pointed 
noses,  four-fingered hands and three-fingered toes with long 
claws;  short  horns  protrude  from their  brows,  and  they  no 
external ears much like a lizard. Akki have small, wiry bodies, 
but their backs are protected by large turtle-like shells covered 
in  short  spikes.  These  shells  are  one of  the  Akki's  greatest 
defenses  and  most  respected  attributes.  Kamigawa's  Goblins 
worship the Patron of the Akki, a huge, worm-like kami with a 
rocky body and a head like an Akki. Akki of the various clans 
value their independence and freedom, and often join forces with the rebellious and freedom-loving ronin  
(masterless warriors) to battle the forces of control and oppression. These Goblins are enamored with fire and 
fire magics, and use red mana to great effect. Most Akki are red-aligned, though some individuals defy this  
generalization.

GOBLINS OF LORWYN-SHADOWMOOR:
The dual plane of Lorwyn–Shadowmoor has a highly diverse population of Goblinfolk. Lorwyn's Boggarts are 
that plane's only sub-race, but come in a wide array of shapes and forms; Shadowmoor, on the other hand,  
has no fewer than four separate sub-races, including Boggarts, Redcaps, Spriggans, and Hob-goblins.

BOGGARTS
Boggarts are the only Goblins in the plane of Lorwyn and the most common in Shadowmoor. No two 
boggarts are alike: some are fat, some thin, some have horns, some have tusks, some are green, some are 
purple, some have spots, some have pointed ears, some have goat-like heads, some have tails, and many 
combine some or all of these features (or more) at once. 

On the plane of Lorwyn, Boggarts live predominantly in the sunlit bogs and craggy hills of the idyllic plane.  
Boggarts  are  fun-loving  and  mischievous,  but  not  at  all  "evil".  Lorwynian  Boggarts  tend  to  be  selfish 
hedonists, driven solely by the desire for self-satisfaction. Lorwyn's Boggarts are highly fertile and believe in  
reincarnation; just so, they have no problem casually killing fellow Boggarts, since they believe they'll be 
reborn in a matter of days or even hours. Lorwyn's Goblins are organized into loose clans called warrens 
led by Aunties (who may be either female or male). Significant warrens include the Mudbuttons (known 
for  their  wild  emotional  outbursts  and  often  fatal  parties),  the  Stinkdrinkers (infamous  thieves),  the 
Squeaking Pies (adventuresome cooks), and the Frogtossers (considered insane even by other Boggarts). 
Goblins of Lorwyn tend to be red-aligned with green and black as secondary influences. 
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The Boggarts of Shadowmoor are almost all bloodcrazed marauders and frenzied murderers; their interests 
have turned from rampant curiosity to rampaging bloodlust, from stealing pies to stealing and eating babies . 
These Boggarts are also infamously ravenous, eating and consuming anything they come across, organic or 
not.  These  Goblins  come  together  in  loose  packs  called  gangs.  Known  Boggart  gangs  include  the 
Mudbrawler,  the  Tattermunge,  the  Scuzzback,  the  Bloodwort,  and the  Boartusk.  They roam 
Shadowmoor's  mountains  and  forests  in  search  of  food  to  satisfy  their  insatiable  hunger.  They  wear 
piecemeal  armor scavenged from other races,  sometimes nailed to their very bodies.  Like their Lorwyn 
counterparts they come in a wide variety of shapes and sizes, but are uniformly more sinister and disturbing 
in appearance. Shadowmoor's Boggarts tend to be black-aligned with strong red influences.

HOB-GOBLINS
Also known simply as Hobs, Hobgoblins exist only in Shadowmoor. 
They are more civilized than many other Goblinfolk, living in hillside 
cottages and dressing in rustic finery in the manner of kithkin. They 
can be very fierce if provoked, but tend to be courteous and pleasant 
enough most of the time. Hobgoblins look like the Goblins of many 
other worlds, but with yellowish skin, ruddy hair, reddish freckles, and 
a well-groomed appearance. These Goblinfolk tend to be both white 
and red in alignment, and don't get on too well with Shadowmoor's 
other lineages of bloodthirsty Goblinfolk.

REDCAPS
Redcaps  are  the  most  actively  malicious  and  homicidal  of 
Shadowmoor's  Goblinfolk.  Their  name comes  from their  habit  of 
dying their caps (or even their own pates) red with the blood of their 
victims. Redcaps are small in size, with pale skin, long noses, and 
huge eyes. They have only three digits on their hands and feet with 
only two toes. These Goblins tend to be strongly black/red aligned.

SPRIGGANS
Like Redcaps and Hobs, Spriggans exist solely on Shadowmoor and 
not on Lorwyn. Spriggans are small  creatures  with yellow-orange 
skin and pointed ears and noses, though they also possess the power 
to grow to gigantic size (possibly due to their affiliation with green 
mana). Unlike many Goblins, Spriggans are forest-dwellers, and are 
almost universally aligned with green mana and subtle blue magics. 
They  rely  almost  exclusively  on  scavenging  and  gathering  for 
sustenance, and are particularly fond of the insect delicacies of their 
woodland homes. They also possess vast stores of knowledge about 
plants and fungi, and are among the most gifted mycologists in the 
Multiverse.  Spriggans don't  like  outsiders  very much,  but will  aid 
respectful travelers and adventurers who visit their territories.
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GOBLINS OF MERCADIA:
KYREN
Mercadia's  native  Goblinfolk,  the  Kyren,  make  up  the  ruling 
class and the majority of the merchant class in Mercadia City. 
They maintain total control over the nominal ruler of the plane, 
the figurehead known as  the Magistrate. These Goblins are 
the descendants of a group of their kin from Dominaria during 
the time of the Thran Empire. As the Humans of this plane have 
given in to civilized, urban decadence and depravity, the Kyren 
have  taken  over  the  responsibilities  of  running  the  plane's 
government. Kyren are tall (for Goblins), slender, attractive, and 
intelligent.  Not  all  of  these  bright  Goblinfolk  are  in 
administrative or commercial professions, and Mercadia City is 
most certainly home to a number of Kyren of all classes, castes, trades, and motivations. Kyren adventurers 
and explorers are renowned on this plane for their invention of hang-gliders, with which they tirelessly map 
out the plane. Kyren in government and business tend to be white and black aligned, while Kyren merchants 
are mostly red-aligned. Kyren of other professions and motivations differ in their alignments. 

GOBLINS OF MIRRODIN:
The Goblins of Mirrodin are similar to Goblinfolk of other worlds. They are predominantly red-aligned and 
live mostly in the Oxidda Mountains. Mirrodin Goblins have flat heads, sharply pointed ears, four-fingered 
hands, and three-toed feet with large claws. Rather than a penchant for mischief and prank-playing, the 
Goblins of Mirrodin are exceptionally talented, innovative, and brilliant in the field of artifice.

KRARK CLAN         Krark Clan, rejoicing at Red Sun's Zenith
Among the Goblins of the Oxidda range, the  Krark 
Clan are the most renowned. Krark was a legendary 
Goblin  explorer  whose travels  led  him to  Mirrodin's 
core. He chronicled this journey in a book, which the 
Krark Clan now treats as a sacred text. The Cult of 
Krark, which has grown up around this book, treats 
Krark as a messiah figure who is said to lead the dead 
to the Steel Mother. The Steel Mother is the deity of 
this religion, a hungry, angry goddess from whom metal 
comes and to whom all metal must return. The Goblins 
of the Krark Clan sacrifice many artifacts, trinkets, and 
gadgets  to  the  Steel  Mother.  They  also  sacrifice 
children born under the Eye of Doom, thinking them 
to be cursed by blue mana. Kuldotha, the furnace at 
Mirrodin's core, is a sacred place to these Goblinfolk.
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GOBLINS OF RATH:
MOGGS
Moggs are among the largest, stupidest, and most violent 
of all Goblinkind. They have been enslaved and bred for 
nothing but battle and suicide attacks by the Evincars of 
Rath.  These  Goblins  have  hulking  muscular  bodies, 
sloping  foreheads,  and  razor-sharp  teeth  and  claws 
capable of eviscerating their opponents. They also have 
the innate ability to sniff out magic, bred into them to aid 
in the acquisition of powerful artifacts to aid the allied 
forces of Rath and Phyrexia.  Moggs are inbred to the 
point of retardation and great stupidity, blindly following 
orders even when they involve certain death, which is 
often.  All  Moggs  are  Chaotic  Evil,  black/red  aligned 
servants of the Supreme Evincar, Volrath, and his master, 
Yawgmoth. Players should absolutely NOT create a Mogg PC, as such a character would have no place in 
any party, and would be incapable of choice, thought, and autonomous action of any kind. Perhaps in the 
right circumstances and with excellent storytelling,  one or more exceptionally  smart Moggs could strive 
toward their freedom...

GOBLINS OF RAVNICA:
Goblins proliferate on the city-plane of Ravnica, filling various functions and professions within the guilds 
and outside them. Certain talented Goblinfolk of Ravnica garner prestige and respect within their guilds or 
trades, though many other Goblins are simply everyday, humdrum citizens. Ravnican Goblins are short and 
green-skinned like their Dominarian counterparts,  but have large,  distinctive bat-like ears and long,  thin 
noses. Although in the ancient times before the Guildpact Goblins of Ravnica organized themselves into  
clans, there are no longer any autonomous clans remaining. All of this plane's original clans and tribes have  
been integrated into a Guild, or have been eradicated. Just so, the Goblins of this plane can be divided into  
a number of Guild-specific lineages. These are:

BOROS LEGION GOBLINS
A number of white/red aligned Goblins serve in the Boros 
Legion as infantrymen, or in the Wojek League as soldier-
cops.  Though  they  are  sometimes  sneered  at  by  racist 
citizens and dubious squadmates,  Boros Goblins are well-
trained, skilled, swift, and strong, and make up a good bulk 
of the Legion's ground forces. Their small stature and the 
fact  that  they  are  often  underestimate  gives  many such 
Goblin legionnaires a distinct and unpredictable advantage 
over their foes. The Boros Legion's second division is led by 
a Goblin Sergeant named Zalo Dirzieta.
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IZZET LEAGUE GOBLINS
The  Goblins  of  the  Izzet  League  are  blue/red  aligned 
researchers,  academics,  wizards,  and  theorists.  Within  the 
illustrious  and  brilliant  ranks  of  this  Guild,  Goblins  are 
renowned  in  two  bizarre,  specialized  professions: 
electromancy and  flectomancy.  Electromancers  are 
wizards who excel in electricity magics and spells and rituals of 
amplification, taking other spells and magics to entirely new 
levels of unexplored and unknown  power. Flectomancers, on 
the other hand, wear strange magical artifacts as headdresses 
which channel thoughts and ideas and transmute them into 
entirely  new,  chaotic  ideas.  Goblins  within  the  Izzet  Guild 
suffer  no  racial  bias  or  hatred  as  in  other  Guilds  and 
professions. In fact, Niv-Mizzet, the dragon Guildmaster of the 
Izzet, has expressly banned racism toward Goblins and other 
races considered "inferior", hoping that the unique insights and 
cultural upbringings of individuals of these races will contribute 
to great breakthroughs in the Guild. And, as usual, Niv-Mizzet 
has  been  totally  spot-on.  Several  Goblins  have  risen  to 
prominent positions within the Guild, and electromancers and 
flectomancers are staples of the Guild's research and practice.

GRUUL CLAN GOBLINS  Gruul Clan Feral Animist
Among  the  Gruul  Clans,  least  respected  and  most 
despised of  Ravnica's  Guilds,  this  plane's  Goblins  have 
found  much  respect.  The  clans  of  the  Gruul  are 
multiracial,  unbiased,  and  unconcerned  with  the  topical 
hatred and bigotry of the civilized society that they so 
desperately  work  to  annihilate.  Within  these  clans, 
Goblins  tend  to  work  as  berserkers  or  as  shamans. 
Among  Gruul  Goblins,  a  select  and  talented  few 
specialize as Feral Animists, a type of druidic shaman 
capable of skinchanging and shapeshifting into any animal 
form. These Goblin specialists are a critical and powerful 
part  of  the  Gruul  war  effort,  and  they  are  deeply 
respected by their feral fellows. All Gruul Goblins are red-
aligned,  and  many-  the  Feral  Animists  and  other 
shamans, mostly- are also intensely green-aligned.
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RAKDOS CULT GOBLINS, THE KROKT CLAN
The Krokt Clan is named after Krokt, the god of 
bad luck to Ravnica's early Goblin peoples. These 
are  Ravnica's  most  bloodthirsty  and  violent 
Goblins,  the  black/red  aligned  murderers  and 
psychopaths who have allied themselves with the 
Cult  of  Rakdos.  These  Goblins  dress  in  spike-
covered  armor  called  kill-suits,  in  which they 
hurl themselves at their victims and enemies with 
no thought of self-preservation or consequences. 
These Goblins don't necessarily revere Rakdos like 
the rest of the Cult's members, but they do enjoy 
riots, murder, thrill-kills, and random, unnecessary 
violence,  and  so  they  run  with  the  Rakdos 
miscreants anyway. Certain of these Goblins have 
come  to  believe  that  Rakdos  is  actually  their 
ancestral god Krakt, and revere the demon along 
with the rest of the Cult.

Gorgons
Gorgons, also known as Medusae, are snake-skinned 
humanoid  women  with  hair  made  of  snakes.  Every 
Gorgon  in  the  Multiverse  has  the  ability  to  calcify 
organic  entities  simply  by  making  eye-contact  with 
their victims. These creatures are incredibly deadly and 
malevolent, but they are also relatively rare. Gorgons 
are known to hail  from and inhabit only Dominaria, 
Ravnica, and Shandalar, a lesser plane. Gorgons are all 
universally black-aligned, and are thought to be among 
the most "evil" creatures in the Multiverse. Players are 
advised against  creating Gorgon PCs,  as they would 
simply destroy the rest of their roleplaying party and 
ruin every adventure they're a part of.

Homarid (Lobsterfolk)
Homarids are lobster-like humanoids who thrive in cold water. They are native to the waters off Dominaria's 
unnamed antarctic continent, but have migrated to all parts of Dominaria's seas and oceans. They are most 
populous off the coasts of the shattered continent Terisiare on Dominaria, where they live in relative peace 
and seclusion. Homarids resemble large, eight-legged, bipedal lobsters between five and seven feet in height; 
some homarids are crab- or crayfish-like in appearance, possibly representing different sub-races. Homarid 
warriors wield crude clubs and/or spears made of driftwood or coral, and some have even been known to 
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remove the shells from their fallen comrades to wear as armor. 
Homarids have an animistic religion which has produced a number 
of very powerful blue shamans. Homarids have no known spoken 
language, and seem extremely disinterested in the affairs of land-
dwelling humanoids. They occasionally skirmish with the Merfolk 
of Dominaria's oceans, though because they two races live in very 
different ways and vie for different resources and territory, conflict 
is  rare.  Homarids  are  universally  blue-aligned.  Players  should 
probably not create Homarid PCs, as these creatures are solitary 
and reclusive, and care little for the affairs of outsiders or of the 
world at large.

Humans
Besides Elves and Goblins,  Humans are one of  the 
most  prevalent  species  in  the Multiverse.  They  are 
four  limbed,  bipedal  mammals,  though  Humans  of 
different ethnic groups and sub-races vary greatly in 
appearance,  size,  etc.  The  only  major  plane  where 
Humans  are  entirely  absent  is  the  dual  plane  of 
Lorwyn-Shadowmoor. Humans are perhaps the most 
generalized and diversified race, but also the race in 
the  M:tG  Multiverse  with  the  least  specialization. 
Humans  come  in  every  alignment  and  every 
combination of  mana colors,  and practice just  about 
every  profession  and  trade.  Humans  in  M:tG  are 
simply too diverse to detail in this section, and besides, 
they have been detailed in the preceding pages.  The 
Humans of each and every plane in the Multiverse are illuminated in each chapter concerning individual  
planes of existence. And so, for more information on Humans, please see chapters V - XVIII in Part II's 
exhaustive Gazetteer of Planes and Places.

Kithkin (Halflings)
Kithkin are a race of small humanoids who appear very similar to Humans and are somewhat shorter and 
smaller  in stature than Dwarves.  Generally,  Kithkin are associated with white mana,  though exceptions 
certainly  exist.  Most  Kithkin  in  the  Multiverse  are  found  on  two  planes,  Dominaria  and  Lorwyn-
Shadowmoor. They are most populous on the latter. A few sub-races and lineages of Kithkin exist and are  
detailed below.
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KITHKIN OF DOMINARIA:
AMROU COUNTRY KITHKIN Amrou Kithkin Healer
The Kithkin of Dominaria live in an idyllic, pastoral 
paradise  called  Amrou  Haven  or  Amrou  Country. 
Dominarian  Kithkin  resemble  short  humans  more 
than anything else.  They are about  four-and-a-half 
feet  tall;  their  distinguishing characteristics  are their 
brown or ruddy hair, large noses, and feet covered in 
light  hair.  These  Kithkin  place  great  emphasis  on 
community and familial lineage, and are known for 
their  simplicity  and  forthrightness.  Most  Amrou 
Kithkin are pastoralists, raising sheep, goats, chickens, 
donkeys,  geese,  ducks,  and  swine  in  vast  droves. 
They also tend to be small-scale agriculturalists, and 
raise a number of greens, root vegetables, and grains 
to sustain them. Kithkin of the Amrou lineage are essentially Tolkien's Hobbits, and are almost universally  
white-aligned (exception exist, as always). 

KITHKIN OF LORWYN-SHADOWMOOR:
LORWYN KITHKIN
The Kithkin of Lorwyn are peaceful farmers, but are 
fierce warriors when provoked. Their society is based 
on  a  type  of  collective  consciousness  called  the 
thoughtweft.  The  thoughtweft  connects  these 
Kithkin by a kind of empathic web, allowing them to 
share their emotions and thoughts, making them very 
effective in battle and very good at resolving conflicts 
between themselves with non-violence and empathy. 
They are quite superstitious, and place great emphasis 
on history and tradition. Everything that is of cultural 
importance- stories, customs, family lineages- is found 
in the  Book of Kith and Kin.  Lorwyn's  Kithkin 
society  is  centered  around  interrelated  villages  and 
towns  called  Clachans.  The  head  of  a  clachan  is 
called a  Cenn, or mayor. Physically, Lorwyn kithkin are shorter than their Dominarian counterparts, with 
stout bodies and thick limbs. Their faces are round and almost pumpkin-like, with highly expressive features. 
These Kithkin are almost universally white-aligned, with green as a powerful secondary influence.
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SHADOWMOOR KITHKIN
When the Great Aurora transforms this dual plane, the 
Kithkin  of  Shadowmoor became furtive  creatures  with 
oversized  white-gold,  pupil-less  eyes.  The  thoughtweft 
that once bound them together in harmony now links 
them  all  in  a  state  of  constant  paranoia.  They  are 
obsessed  with  conformity  and  fear  anyone  not  like 
themselves.  Their  rustic  clachans  become  armed 
fortresses  called  Douns  where  these  Kithkin  huddle 
together like rats in a nest, barely keeping the horrors of 
Shadowmoor  at  bay.  The  Kithkin  of  Shadowmoor  are 
fond of creating huge, semi-animate scarecrows to ward 
off the horrors of the world. These Kithkin are mostly 
white-aligned  with  blue  as  a  powerful  secondary 
influence. 

Kitsune (Foxfolk)
Kitsune are a race of  humanoid foxfolk  who hail  from the 
plane of Kamigawa. They originate in the Jukai Forest, but live 
in many parts of that plane. They are are long-lived beings 
with very strong beliefs in their traditions, and are generally 
known for their wry wit and cleverness.  Kitsune are mostly 
white-aligned  samurai,  clerics,  and  wizards,  but  many 
individuals  pursue  a  number  of  different  alignments  and 
professions. 

Kor
The Kor are a humanoid race with bluish or ivory-white skin, slightly elongated skulls, saturnine features, 
and small barbels hanging from their chins. Kor are most populous on the plane of Zendikar, where they 
originate, and also on the planes of Dominaria and Rath.

KOR OF DOMINARIA:
This is the plane on which Kor are least populous and least united. The Kor of Dominaria live in small  
nomadic bands, wandering the plane as hunter-gatherers or herders, and having little contact with other 
peoples. The Kor of this plane are almost universally white-aligned, though some adventurous or rebellious 
individuals dabble in other colors.
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KOR OF RATH:
EN-KOR & IL-KOR
The Kor of this plane are somewhat feline, blue-gray humanoids who live in small, reclusive tribes on the 
deserts and plains of Rath. They decorate their bodies with pierced rings and small baubles. Like the other  
tribes of the plains, they are separated in the  en-Kor, who fight for independence in the  Coalition of 
Free Peoples, and the il-Kor, who side with Evincar's forces of oppression.

The  en-Kor  are  a  nomadic  people  much  like  their 
Human neighbors, the en-Dal. They rely on their horse-
like  mounts  for  transportation,  hides  for  clothing  and 
shelter, meat, and speed and maneuverability in warfare. 
In fact, horsemanship is so critical to en-Kor culture that 
all twins are trained as lancers. The en-Kor are a deeply 
religious  people,  in  all  of  whom their  traditional  sky-
based  animistic  religion  is  instilled.  Due  to  their  far-
reaching nomadism, the en-Kor are also among Rath's 
most skilled cartographers, acting as mapmakers for all 
other members of the Coalition. All Kor share a white 
mana  alignment  in  common  in  addition  to  other 
alignments they might have or acquire.

The traitorous il-Kor retain much of their nomadic, free-roaming 
nature, and all of their knowledge of Rath's terrain. Therefore, the 
Evincar puts them to use as scouts, spies, infiltrators, and looting 
skirmishers. il-Kor all share a blue mana alignment in common, 
and  a  rare  few  are  black-aligned.  Due  to  their  alignment 
alteration, these Kor tend to have much bluer skin than others of 
their kinfolk. Many of these Kor tend toward "evil" alignments, 
though many others are simply ethically-devoid opportunists who 
see the ambitions of the Evincar as means to their own selfish 
ends. en-Kor see il-Kor as the vilest of betrayers, and deal with 
them accordingly.

KOR OF ZENDIKAR:
ZENDIKARI NOMAD TRIBES
The Kor of Zendikar live a spare and nomadic existence. They travel mercilessly light, carrying with them 
only essentials, valuing the portability of individual skill and strength of character over more static virtues. 
"The heart is a moving organ" is a common Zendikari Kor expression meaning "we were not meant to put 
down roots". Despite their constant motion, the Kor revere locations in a deep sense. They travel in small  
bands along one of several pilgrimage routes, visiting dozens of sacred sites across Zendikar. Each pilgrimage 
circuit takes decades, and many are lost to Zendikar's dangers along the way. Every Zendikari Kor is a master 
of ropes and hooks, using them to travel and to hunt and trap, even going so far as to incorporate them into 
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their spirituality. They rarely use unreliable devices 
such as crossbows to propel their grappling hooks 
onto cliff faces or into flying game, relying instead 
on simple, sturdy rope and the accuracy and skill of 
the user's arm. 

A hooked line is also a social and sacred symbol for 
the kor, representing their connection to each other 
and  to  the  world  around  them.  This  sense  of 
connectedness  extends  from all  Kor  tribes  to  all 
others, unifying the Kor race on Zendikar in a way 
that no other race or collection of ethnic groups is 
unified. As such, the roaming bands of Kor don't 
bother  to  give  themselves  names  of  distinct 
cultural/ethnic identities beyond calling themselves by the name of their most accomplished adult member 
(for example, Vundu's Band, Jilahni's Band, and so on). Customs, dialects, and migration routes may vary 
between these groups, but all Kor bands are allied with and friendly toward all others. They are by far  
Zendikar's most unified race.

Besides revering the land itself, the Kor keep the faith of one personified deity. This Mother Goddess is  
called Kamsa, the All-Mother, and all Zendikari Kor adore her. She is a goddess of ideals and essences, 
of simplicity, of soulfulness and self-purification. The dedicated wizard-clerics who worship Kamsa are known 
as Spiritdancers, gifted white magic users who reach beyond the physical realm and touch the ideals from 
which all creatures, plants, and places draw their inspiration and power. Spiritdancers serve as the Zendikari  
Kor's holy people, blessing their people as well as the land and the beings who inhabit it. When Kor die,  
Spiritdancers transmute those who desire it into  Soulbound Guardians, spirit sentinels who guard the 
sacred land of their choosing.

Part of the Kor religion on Zendikar is the complete refusal to use the relics of the past for personal gain or  
power. In fact, a specialized few clerics called Sanctifiers physically dismantle, disenchant, and destroy any 
and all artifacts of Zendikar's ancient civilization that they come across. This obviously enrages and befuddles 
the thousands of relic-hunters of other races and ethnic groups who plunder Zendikar for all its worth. On 
more  than  one  occasion  (quite  regularly,  actually)  the  Kor  suffer  physical  attack  for  this  practice  of 
"sanctifying" the treasures of the old world. The Kor see this as a sacred duty, however, and fight fervently 
to continue their rituals and customs.

Almost all Kor of this plane tend toward white alignment, though certainly exceptions exist. These are the 
most populous, expansive, and well-refined Kor in the Multiverse, as it is from the plane of Zendikar that  
Kor originate.
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Catfolk (Leonin, Nacatl, & Pantherfolk)
As with Elves, Goblins, and Humans, anthropomorphic catfolk- known variously as Leonin, Nacatl, and other 
group names- are widespread across the Multiverse. As a race, Catfolk are incredibly diverse, and few solid 
generalizations can be made about them. They are native to the planes of Dominaria and Alara, and can also  
be found on Mirrodin, where, like many peoples, they have been forcibly relocated by the plane's overseer 
Memnarch. Catfolk can be separated into three distinct lineages or "prides" and a few distinct ethnic groups 
which are listed below.

CATFOLK PRIDE-LINEAGES:
LEONIN, TIGRIN, PANTHRIN, NACATL, & NISHOBA
All Catfolk in the Multiverse can trace their origins to one of several pride-lineages, pedigrees of genetics  
and ancestry that set them apart physically from other Catfolk. The five most common pride-lineages are: 
Leonin, Tigrin, Panthrin, Nacatl (jaguar), and Nishoba. 

The Leonin pride-lineage seems to be the most common of these. Leonin are Catfolk who, as the name 
suggests, appear lion-like in appearance, and who tend to inhabit regions and landbases where lions dwell (or 
dwelt). Catfolk of the Tigrin pride-lineage appear striped orange-and-black like tigers, and they tend to 
inhabit regions and landbases where tigers dwell or dwelt. Similarly,  Panthrin pride-lineage catfolk are 
those who appear sleek black and panther-like, and who inhabit regions or landbases where panthers dwell  
or dwelt. The Nacatl pride-lineage trace their ancestry to Alara's Naya Shard, and have the appearance 
of spotted jaguars. Likewise, they live in jungle areas much like their jaguar ancestors. Another small pride-
lineage known as  Savage Nacatl  hail from this lineage, and are described in the  Catfolk of Alara 
section below.  Members  of  the  Nishoba pride-lineage  are Ogre-sized Catfolk who look like  snow 
leopards. The Nishoba line, for reasons explained below, is incredibly rare and bordering on extinction.

CATFOLK OF ALARA:
NACATL TRIBES OF NAYA SHARD - CLOUD NATION & THE CLAWS OF MARISI
Catfolk of the Nacatl pride-lineages are native to the Shard of Naya on the broken plane of Alara. Males 
and females of this pride-lineage appear jaguar-like, with sleek, short spotted pelts, and powerful, muscular  
bodies. Nacatl on the plane of Alara organize themselves into two overarching ethnic groups, each of which  
contains a number of tribes and clans. These are: the Cloud Nation and the Claws of Marisi. Those 
tribes falling under the Cloud Nation umbrella live in the mountain ruins of their ancestors, and lean more  
heavily toward red mana alignment (along with white and green). Those clans falling under the Claws of  
Marisi banner inhabit the lush lowland forests of Naya, and lean much more heavily toward green mana  
alignment (along with white and red). The tribes within each of these confederations have only contempt for 
those tribes outside their umbrella ethnic group, and there is often ritualized combat and warfare between 
tribes due to these alliances. Almost all of Naya's Nacatl are white, green, and red aligned (like the Shard  
itself), though the weight and importance of these types of mana differ depending on the individual and on  
cultural upbringing.
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Despite  minor  to  moderate  differences  in  lifestyle  and 
territory, all of Naya's Nacatl catfolk live in similar ways. 
They  are  hunter-gatherers  of  extraordinary  skill  and 
cunning, and all Nacatl, despite ethnic allegiances, love their 
landbase and the earth itself. All Nacatl of Naya are also 
fiercely protective of their homes, their families, and their 
ways  of  life.  The  Nacatl  rely  on  flint  and  chert  tools 
(though they will scavenge and steal metal where available), 
and wear colorful headdresses made from the feathers of 
various  Nayan  bird  species.  These  Catfolk  have  also 
developed  a  unique  form  of  writing  called  Scratchform, 
similar to the cuneiform of ancient Sumeria. Scratchform is 
used predominantly by Nacatl shamans, who work powerful 
red, white, and green magics with these symbols.

SAVAGE NACATL OF NAYA
A small ethnic sub-group of Catfolk exist on Naya of which very 
little is known, save that they disdain the use of weapons and 
armor. These Catfolk are called Savage Nacatl. They are larger 
and much more muscular than many other catfolk, and in terms of 
appearance, they look like white tigers They lack manes, and have 
gray fur  with  black  tiger-like  stripes.  They tend to  be  isolated, 
solitary people, slow to anger but fierce in warfare. They have few 
relations with the other Catfolk tribes and groups of Naya, and 
keep mostly to themselves. These Catfolk delight in hunting and 
killing prey with their bodies alone, reveling in their feline nature 
and  embodying  it  to  the fullest  extent.  Although this  group are  called  "Nacatl",  they  may in  fact  be  
descendants of the Tigrin pride-lineage. Most Savage Nacatl tend to be heavily green/red aligned with little  
attention paid to the red mana concentration of their home Shard. It is from these tribes that the fabled 
white-aligned Catfolk planeswalker Ajani hails.
 
CATFOLK OF DOMINARIA:
TRIBES OF THE SUKURVIAN DESERT - EFRAVA, HOORAREE, KHYYIANI, & SULAKI 
The Sukurvian Desert spans much of southern Jamuraa, a large 
continent  in  the  northern  and  southern  hemispheres  of 
Dominaria.  Four  tribes  of  Catfolk  reside  here:  the  Efravans, 
Hooraree, Khyyiani, and Sulaki. Of the four oases that dot 
the  Sukurvian  Desert,  Efrava  and  Khyyiani  are  the  two  best 
known to the outside world. The Catfolk of Efrava Oasis are 
of  the  Tigrin  pride-lineage.  They  live,  hunt,  and  fight 
communally, with no formal leadership save for reverence for the 
wisdom elders. The famous Catfolk warrior Jedit Ojanen calls 
Efrava Oasis his home. The other well-known Oasis in the 
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Sukurvian Desert is called Khyyiani Oasis, and the tribe of Catfolk who reside at this oasis are also called 
Khyyiani. Whereas the Catfolk of the Efrava nation are Tigrin in ancestry, the Khyyiani tribes are Panthrin.  
They are culturally similar to the Efrava, except that they worship the planeswalker Lord Windgrace, the 
legendary panther warrior who seeks to protect Urborg from Phyrexian influence. Khyyiani Oasis is four  
days' walk northeast of Efrava. The tribes of both the Hooraree nation and the Sulaki nation are Leonin in 
descent.  Dominarian Catfolk belonging to these tribes tend to be white/red aligned,  with strong green 
influence.

PANTHRIN TRIBES OF URBORG
The Isle of Urborg on Dominaria is home to a native population 
of Catfolk of the Panthrin pride-lineage. These Catfolk are sleek, 
short-haired,  and  swift,  with  pitch  black  coats  give  them 
insurmountable camouflage in the blackened swamp-jungles of 
Urborg. These tribes are perhaps the stealthiest and most covert 
Catfolk in the Multiverse, and some of the most curious. The Elf 
tribes native to this  island think (wrongly)  that  all  the  native 
Catfolk here are evil, and perpetuate a number of racist cultural 
myths about them. This racism often extends out into full-blown 
murder and warfare. The Catfolk of Urborg hate this warring, 
but they nonetheless excel at it. The Elves hunt them down and 
murder them, sack and raze their villages, and destroy their foodstores; the Panthrin, in turn, silently and 
swiftly eliminate any Urborg Elf they spot in their swampy homeland. These are not a warlike people, but  
the  racist  genocide  they've  faced  at  the  hands of  Urborg's  Elves  has  made them incredibly  defensive, 
effective killers. Even so, despite the ongoing conflict with Urborg's Elves, the Panthrin of these tribes are 
generally  curious,  welcoming,  and  warm if  suspicious  toward  strangers  (except  Elves,  of  course).  These 
Catfolk are hunter-gatherers of exceptional skill, and are especially adept in the setting of primitive traps.  
They dress in simple buckskins or plant-fiber loincloths, and live and act communally. It is from these tribes  
that two legends hail:  Purraj, an evil, black-aligned Panthrin warrior who sought conquest and bloodshed; 
and Lord Windgrace, a mythic Panthrin planeswalker who did many virtuous and noble acts, and whose 
spirit watches over the Isle of Urborg to the present day. Pathrin of this Isle tend to be green aligned, with  
influences in both blue and black mana.
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NISHOBA TRIBES OF TERISIARE & THE POLAR REGIONS
Catfolk of the Nishoba pride-lineage have the appearance 
of snow leopards,  and are Giants among Catfolk.  This 
breed  of  Catfolk  was  driven  to  near  extinction  in 
Dominaria's last Ice Age, wherein they were hunted as 
animals and beasts, their fur valued by Humans and other 
humanoids more than the lives of these feline peoples. 
The  few  Nishoba  who  still  exist  on  Dominaria  have 
sequestered themselves in the desolate, frozen wastes of 
the  plane's  Arctic  regions.  A  single  tribe  lives  in  the 
frozen  tundras  of  Terisiare,  and  trades  with  that 
continent's  other  humanoids  from time  to  time.  These 
Catfolk live quite lives of sustenance hunting,  trapping, 
and deep, sorrowful contemplation. All Nishoba share a 
white  alignment,  with  certain  individuals  also  exploring 
green and/or blue alignments.

CATFOLK OF MIRRODIN:
LEONIN KHANATES OF THE RAZOR FIELDS         Leonin Kha
Dwelling within the Razor Fields of the artificial plane of Mirrodin 
are Catfolk of  the Leonin pride-lineage,  a  predominantly white-
aligned Catfolk who value honor, duty, and piety above all  else. 
They  live  in  hierarchic  Khanates  presided  over  by  Kha,  or 
Chieftains, and Abunas, artificer-shamans. Although each Khanate 
has its own leader, the Leonin people of Mirrodin are presided over 
in their entirety by the Kha'bar Kha, or King-of-Kings, who rules 
from his seat in the capital city of  Taj'Nar, the Ancient Den. 
The Leonin of Mirrodin are opposed to Memnarch, more because 
they are a proud people who value their mobility and freedom, not 
because they are fundamentally opposed to artifice. These Leonin 
groups tend to get along well with their Auriok Human neighbors, 
and other white-aligned peoples of Mirrodin. 

Of all the Catfolk in the Multiverse, these Leonin are without a doubt the most "civilized", dwelling in urban 
centers, relying heavily on agriculture and pastoralism, and utilizing a standing military armed with metal  
weapons and armor. They are also the most hierarchical Catfolk in the Multiverse, and the least in touch 
with nature and natural cycles. Almost all of these Leonin are white-aligned, as their despotic, tradition-
driven culture leaves them little other choice. Different alignments may be found among those Leonin who  
leave their people to seek other lifeways and paths.
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Liches
Liches are  beings  of  any  humanoid  race  who 
have  stored  their  lifeforce  in  an  object  called  a 
Phylactery so that their mortal soul will endure 
for millennia in a state of sentient undeath. Because 
their souls are ensconced in a Phylactery, liches are 
completely  impervious  to  physical  and  magical 
harm; if their phylacteries are destroyed, however, 
the lich is obliterated forever, rendered soulless and 
doomed to never live or resurrect again. The black-
aligned magics necessary to ascend to lichdom are 
complex and the knowledge difficult to acquire and 
master. Liches are universally black-aligned, though 
many retain or explore other alignments as well. 
Liches are feared throughout Dominaria and the 'Verse for the depth of their power, their near-immortality 
and imperviousness  to attack,  and their  shared wickedness  and propensity  for  great  evil.  A number  of 
legendary and influential liches exist in the Multiverse, including  Geth, Lord of the Pit,  Dralnu the 
Lichlord, and  Svogthir, Parun of the Golgari Guild. Players are advised against playing lich PCs 
UNLESS it is feasible within the circumstances of a given campaign. Liches are mostly appropriate when an 
entire adventuring party is Evil in alignment, or when the purpose of the campaign is to achieve some 
greater  evil.  Otherwise,  playing  a  lich  PC  is  limiting,  socially  and  culturally  difficult  and  improbable,  
overpowered, and inappropriate to neutral and good adventuring parties.

Loxodon (Elephantfolk)          Loxodon Druid-Priest
Loxodons are elephantine humanoids who exist on only 
two planes: Mirrodin and Ravnica. These creatures tend 
to  be  white  and/or  green  aligned,  though  exceptions 
certainly exist. Unlike other races, Loxodons tend to be 
fairly uniform, and don't seem to distinguish themselves 
based  on  ethnic  groups  or  genealogical  lineages. 
Ravnican  Loxodons  are  nearly  extinct.  Most  seek 
membership in the  Selesnya Conclave  (green/white 
aligned),  though  others  are  more  feral  and  freedom-
loving,  and  join  the  Gruul  Clans  instead  (green/red 
aligned).  On  Mirrodin,  the  Loxodon  ascribe  religious 
superiority to those born with albinism, believing them to 
be spiritually pure and virtuous. These Loxodons tend to 
be mono-white in alignment, and are the most clerical 
and militaristic Elephantfolk.
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Merfolk
Merfolk are a race of aquatic, maritime humanoids who exist on a number of different planes. Dominarian 
Humans speculate that merfolk are former Humans who adapted to live in the ocean; many Merfolk, on the 
other hand, speculate that Humans are former Merfolk who adapted to live on land. Because they live in  
and around water, all Merfolk in the Multiverse have a solid blue alignment, at least magical attachment if  
not in ethics and motivations. The Merfolk of many planes have adapted to life on land to some extent, 
either in short spats or sometimes for any length of time. As such, players are encouraged to create and play  
Merfolk PCs. Merkind boasts a number of unique ethnic groups and sub-races; these are described below.

MERFOLK ON DOMINARIA:
VODALIAN EMPIRE
Dominaria's most prevalent and universal Merfolk people are those of the Vodalian Empire, most prolific in 
the waters around Sarpadia. Their culture and language are both pseudo-Slavic. These Merfolk are pretty 
standard merpeople, and set the standards by which all Merfolk in the 'Verse are judged. These Merfolk tend 
toward blue alignment with certain individuals leaning toward black or white secondary alignments.

LAT-NAM SCHOOL
In the seas surrounding Lat-Nam is a school of Merfolk known for its speechlessness and its aggression 
toward land-dwellers. These are among the most violent and xenophobic Merfolk on Dominaria.

OTARIAN MERFOLK
Those Merfolk of the seas surrounding Otaria are the subservient caste in the Cephalid Empire there.

GAEA'S SKYFOLK (MER-ELVES)
Members of this sub-race are one of two unique 
crossbreeds  of  Merfolk  and  land-dwellers.  These 
merpeople are a cross between the typical Merfolk 
of Dominaria and the plane's Elves, resulting in a 
type  of  Mer-Elf.  They  are  lavishly  colored, 
billowing, graceful creatures,  and they are almost 
universally  blue/green  aligned.  Despite  their 
ideological  and  cultural  differences  with  the 
Razorfin  People,  the  two  sub-races  are  actually 
drawn  together  by  their  shared  experience  as 
cross-breed Merpeople.  Though they live  in  the 
seas of Dominaria, Gaea's Skyfolk are so named 
for their ability to leap out of the water and fly for 
short intervals.
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RAZORFIN PEOPLE (MER-GOBLINS)
Members of this sub-race are the other of two unique 
crossbreeds of Merfolk and land-dwellers. They are the 
result  of  breeding between Goblins  and  Merfolk  long 
ago, resulting in a sharp-featured, powerful, swift race of 
Mer-Goblins. Most members of this race are both blue 
and  red  aligned,  a  rarity  for  Dominaria.  They  don't 
always see eye to eye with Gaea's Skyfolk due to their 
alignment differences, but these two races actual find a 
lot  of  common  ground  in  their  shared  experience  as 
hybrid merpeople. The favored weapon of the Razorfin 
Hunter is a spear shaped of coral and poisoned with the 
bacteria that grow on volcanic vents. They are among 
the most talented Merfolk hunters.

MERFOLK OF LORWYN-SHADOWMOOR:
MERROWS (LORWYNIAN MERFOLK)

    Lorwynian Merrow Guide, Shadowmoor Merrow Sniper
In the dual plane of Lorwyn-Shadowmoor, merpeople 
belong  to  an  ethnic  group  called  Merrows.  They 
control Lorwyn's commerce and trade routes, which 
takes places through the plane's extensive rivers and 
waterways.  However,  in  Shadowmoor,  they  are 
murderous cutthroats and thieves who steal from the 
other riverine races of Shadowmoor, particularly the 
Kithkin.  Lorwynian  Merrow  society  is  divided  into 
Schools,  each  specializing  in  a  particular  facet  of 
logistics  and  commerce.  The  known  schools 
Inkfathom,  Paperfin,  Silvergill,  Stonybrook, 
and  Weirwinder.  These  names  are  actually 
transliterations in the language of land-walkers, close 
imitations  of  the  true  names  (e.g.  Paperfin  being 
Paupurfylln  in  Merrow).  Each  School  is  led  by  a 
Reejerey, all of whom tend to be brilliant tacticians 
and  organizers.  Lorwynian  Merrow  tend  to  be 
blue/white  aligned,  while  Shadowmoor's  Merrow 
tend to be blue/black (with exceptions, as usual).
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SELKIES ("SEA-CENTAURS")
Present  only  in  Shadowmoor,  Selkies  are  unusual 
Merfolk who are different from others of their kind. 
Unlike other Merfolk who have fish bodies, Selkies' 
lower  bodies  resemble  seals,  giving  them  an 
appearance  similar  to  Centaurs.  Selkies  have  six 
limbs: two pairs of seal-like flippers on their lower 
bodies and two arms on their torso with flipper-like 
hands.  Selkies'  faces  combine  humanoid  and  seal 
features. They have white eyes with no pupils and 
long, stringy black hair. Selkies live in the network 
of rivers and ponds that stretch across Shadowmoor, 
but they feel as though they belong in more open 
waters  like  the oceans of  other worlds,  a  feeling 
that  gives  them  a  wistful  and  tragic  side.  This 
makes some Selkies cold and spiteful towards the 
land-dwellers  who  can  travel  as  they  please 
throughout the plane.

MERFOLK OF RATH:
ROOTWATER PEOPLE      Rootwater Mystic
Merfolk belonging to the Rootwater nation inhabit 
the  murky  mangrove  forest  known  as  Skyshroud. 
They resemble eels rather than fish. The Evincars of 
Rath, most especially Volrath, view these Merfolk as 
sub-human,  inferior,  and  expendable.  As  such,  for 
generations,  the  Rootwater  people  have  been 
experimented upon by the mad forces of the Evincar. 
The result has been twofold: first, those merfolk who 
retain their freedom utterly despise the Evincar and 
Phyrexia;  second,  those  who  have  been 
experimented  upon  have  become  crazed 
abominations, now in service to the Evincar. The free 
Rootwater Merfolk are among the most vehement 
and  active  rebels  in  the  Coalition  of  Free 
Peoples, fighting against the Evincar's control. Their ability to move abroad, scout out areas undetected by 
land-dwellers, and the magical talents of their gifted mystics make the free Rootwater folk a valuable asset to 
the rebellion. Rootwater Merfolk all share a blue mana alignment in common, though they may have or 
acquire other alignments. Rootwater Merfolk also often have a green alignment due to their home being 
within a mangrove forest. Those Rathi merfolk who have become abominations all share a black and blue  
alignment.
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MERFOLK OF RAVNICA:
Although they were once widespread and numerous, Merfolk are relatively rare on the plane of Ravnica,  
mostly  because  the  nonstop  expansion  of  the  teeming  ecumenopolis  has  destroyed  almost  all  natural 
waterways on the plane.  The Merfolk who remain typically  join the Simic Guild,  where they hope to 
bioengineer themselves into an evolved form better adapted to life on land.

MERFOLK OF SHANDALAR:
On the ever-drifting plane known as Shandalar, the Merfolk have organized a vast Kingdom, ruled over by 
their monarch,  Talrand the Sky-Summoner. This regal monarch is so skilled in the use of blue mana 
and diplomacy that he and his people have forged an alliance with the Drakes of the plane, a species 
considered by many other humanoids to be erratic, unintelligent, and violent. The Merfolk of this plane tend 
to be both blue and white aligned.

Minotaurs
Minotaurs are humanoid bull creatures, who stand on two hooves and have human torsos and bovine snouts 
and horns. Some minotaurs have four fingers (with two thumbs), while other have more human-like hands. 
A strong current of red mana runs through many Minotaur, though this is by no means universally true.  
Minotaur are native to many planes in the Multiverse, and come from a variety of ethnically distinct groups 
and lineages. These are detailed below.

MINOTAURS OF DOMINARIA:
HURLOON NATION
The Minotaurs of the Hurloon Nation in the Domains are a 
spiritual  people  with  a  love  of  competition  and  combat. 
Compared to the Minotaurs of Talruum, Hurloon Minotaurs 
have  a  slightly  shaggier  pelt,  often  white  or  brown.  Their 
warriors sometimes display elaborate facial tattoos and horn-
etchings.  Their  best  known ritual  is  the  custom of  singing 
hymns after combat to the memory of the fallen, both their 
own  and  those  enemies  who  have  been  slain.  Hurloon 
Minotaurs have a shamanistic  religion that  revolves around 
the  veneration  of  the  land  and  respect  toward  elders. 
Shamanic singers called  spirit-crafters  lead these people in 
ritual and use their considerable red magics for the good of the 
tribe and the nation. These Minotaurs are typically less hostile 
and more welcoming to outsiders than their Talruum cousins.

KARPLUSAN TRIBES
These Minotaurs were native to the Karplusan Mountains in Terisiare before the Ice Age ravaged that  
continent. They were a small people even before the Ice Age, and were unfortunately driven into extinction 
by that catastrophic event. Karplusan lineage Minotaurs were by far the hairiest and hardiest of their kind,  
being covered in thick, shaggy fur to keep them warm in the perpetual winter of the Ice Age.
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TALRUUM TRIBES
The Minotaur tribefolk of the Talruum Mountains in Jamuraa are 
highly aggressive and hostile to outsiders. Their religion involves 
the  worship  of  Torahn,  a  violent  war-god.  The  Talruum  are 
famed  for  their  speed  and  prowess  in  battle,  including  their 
frighteningly effective berserkers. They also practice wizardry and 
greater magics, particularly those involving illusion and deception. 
The Talruum are also known for their vanity- they consider other 
minotaurs, such as the Hurloon, to be ugly savages. Unlike their 
Hurloon kin, Talruum Minotaurs are mostly hairless with smooth 
brown skin.  They  wear  their  hair  long  and  often  in  elaborate 
braids or dreadlocks. Skilled musicians of these tribes called Pipers 
use long reed flutes to embolden their kinsfolk in battle, sooth their nerves and encourage cooperation in  
peacetime, and to summon all manner of non-humanoid, bestial allies when needed.

MINOTAURS OF RAVNICA:
The  native  Minotaur  peoples  of  Ravnica  tend  to  ally 
themselves with one of three Guilds in the present day, 
though many Minotaurs are too independent and roving 
to  join  any  kind  of  organization.  Those  Ravnican 
Minotaurs  who  do  join  a  Guild  typically  opt  for  the 
Gruul Clans, the Boros Legion, or less commonly the 
Izzet League. 

Those who join the Boros are called  Ordruun,  which 
means "horned-hammer" in the Ravnican tongue. These 
Minotaurs serve in the legion's armies and in the League 
of Wojek, wherein they act as peace keepers (i.e., enforcers), prisoner transfer escorts, bodyguards, and elite 
infantry. Ordruun such as these are all white/red aligned.

An equal number of zealous Minotaurs seek to reconnect to their wild ancestry and hope to eradicate the 
waste, excess, and opulence of Ravnican civilization. These red/green aligned Minotaurs join (or are born to)  
the Gruul Clans, where they serve as warriors, hunters and scavengers, shamans, druids, and all types of 
warrior. This path is the most natural inclination for this plane's Minotaur population.

A small minority of Ravnican Minotaurs join the Izzet League, wherein they seek to gain both skill and fame 
as  wizards,  researchers,  and  magical  academics.  This  seems  odd  to  many of  Ravnica's  humanoids,  the 
majority of whom believe Minotaurs to be idiotic barbarians and thugs; others observe that the Guild's Parun 
and current Guildmaster is an ancient Dragon, and don't find the inclusion of Minotaurs to be odd in any 
way. All such Minotaurs in the Izzet League are red/blue aligned.
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MINOTAURS OF ULGROTHA:
ANABA NATION
The Anaba are a collection of Minotaur tribes native to 
Ulgrotha, the Homelands, known near and far for their 
wisdom and spiritual depth. Each Anaba tribe is led by 
two prominent figures, a Shaman and a Spiritcrafter. The 
primarily-female Shamans are masters of the mountains 
and the local weather, and can talk to storms and wind 
spirits. Shamans lead ceremonies, give their people ritual 
tattoos,  and are capable  of  terrific  lightning magics  for 
defense. The primarily-male Spiritcrafters work divination 
rituals  and  speak  with  spirits,  particularly  the  revered 
Ancestors  of  the  Anaba.  They  are  able  to  possess 
themselves with long-dead war-chiefs and heroes, leading 
their kin into battle as victorious Minotaurs of the past.

Those members of the Anaba tribes who aren't Shamans or Spiritcrafters are typical hunter-gatherers, capable 
of making many tools by hand, and sharing in responsibilities,  labor, and bounty. Many Anaba play the 
didgeridoo, which is an important cultural symbol and tool for these Minotaur people.  Anaba culture is 
complex and storied. It revolves heavily around the weaving of tales,  the remembering of histories,  and 
prophesying the future. Ancestor worship and reverence is an everyday aspect of Anaba life,  and dead 
ancestors continue to be considered important members of the tribe and are often consulted for their wisdom. 
Anaba all share red alignment in common, and many are also white and/or blue.

LABYRINTH MINOTAURS
This lineage of mono-blue aligned Minotaurs hails from Ulgrotha, 
and is unique in all the Multiverse. Those of this line are incredibly 
long-lived  (supposedly  never  aging),  and  they  don't  require 
sustenance or sleep. These Minotaur dwell in ruins, mazes, tombs, 
dungeons,  and  other  lairs,  where  they  guard  vast  treasures  and 
mountains of plunder. They don't care about these trinkets, but use 
them to entice foolhardy adventurers and goldthirsty profiteers. They 
delight  in  conversing  with  those  trapped  in  their  mazes  before 
slaying and devouring them. These Minotaur have blue skin and are 
typically  singular  in  their  alignment  to  blue  mana;  these  facts, 
combined with their lack of food and sleep, leads some scholars to 
speculate that Labyrinth Minotaurs are actually embodiments of blue mana, summoned into existence solely 
to deceive, beguile, and mislead. The few Labyrinth Minotaurs who have been questioned on this subject 
don't deny the truth of it. Only one or two of these enigmatic Minotaur people has ever broken away from 
the life prescribed to them, although it proves that it's not impossible for these Minotaur to pursue a different 
path than that of treasure guardian. Players who choose to create a PC of this sub-race should have an  
excellent backstory and very good justification for their character's independence and autonomy.
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Soratami (Moonfolk)
This is a race of typically blue-aligned humanoid rabbitfolk, native to the 
plane of Kamigawa. Physically, they are slim, possess blue-gray skin, and 
have  floppy,  drooping  ears  which  they  wrap  over  their  heads.  The 
Moonfolk live within floating palaces, of which their greatest structure 
on the clouds is a palace named Oboro (or Otawara). They watch over 
the world below, mostly indifferent to the concerns of the surface folk. 
They place a high emphasis on the study of magic, and boast some of 
the most learned mages and wizards on the plane. The blue-aligned 
planeswalker  Tamiyo  the  Moon-Sage  is  a  Moonfolk  from 
Kamigawa.  Soratami  are  native  only  to  Kamigawa,  and  are  found 
nowhere  else  in  the  Multiverse.  The  Soratami  and  Vedalken  share 
several similarities, though there is no relation between the two races.

Nantuko (Insectfolk)  Nantuko Druid
The Nantuko are a race humanoid insects, most of whom resemble human-
sized  mantises,  native  to  the  plane  of  Dominaria.  Nantuko  are  most 
commonly found in the Krosan Forest of Otaria, but live in Urborg as well. 
Very little  is  known about  these  people,  except  that  their  culture  is  very 
similar to many Elvish traditions in that they revere and protect the integrity 
of the world's forests. Almost all nantuko are green-aligned, save for a few 
exceptions. The famous druid-chief Thriss hails from these tribes of woodsie 
insect people.

Nezumi (Ratfolk)      Nezumi Shinobi (Ninjas)
Nezumi  are  a  race  of  anthropomorphic  rats.  They  are  the 
Multiverse's  only  humanoid  ratfolk,  and  live  only  on  their 
native plane of Kamigawa. Most Nezumi dwell in the bogs of 
Takenuma Province and on the outskirts of Human cities like 
Numai.  Very  few  Ratfolk  are  integrated  into  the  larger 
humanoid society of Kamigawa, although it isn't unheard of for 
a stray or adventuresome Nezumi to pledge herself as a samurai 
retainer or wander the lands as a masterless ronin. Due to the 
black  mana  influence  of  their  homeland,  most  Nezumi  are 
black-aligned,  though  they  are  not  necessarily  evil.  Their 
association with black mana and their traditional skills of evasion 
and stealth lead many Nezumi to study ninjitsu; more Nezumi 
are shinobi (ninjas) than any other profession, though shamans 
and necromancers are also common.
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Noggle (Donkeyfolk)      Noggle Hedge-mage
Noggles are one of the most unique and weird races in the 
entire  M:tG universe,  a  race  not  seen  in  other  fantasy 
settings. Noggle are small humanoids, about the size of a 
Dwarf or Kithkin, with a hunched gait and an oversized 
donkey head. Noggles have large, floppy ears, hoofed feet, 
and  a  coat  of  short,  coarse  gray  hair.  Noggles  believe 
themselves to be the oldest  race native to Shadowmoor, 
and claim that the other tribes have stolen the plane from 
them. This shared cultural belief makes many Noggles bitter 
and gives them a streak of entitled kleptomania, as they 
believe  that  everything  in  the  world  belongs  to  them. 
Noggles as a people have no craft nor industry, and steal 
everything they need from other humanoid peoples. Many 
members  of  this  race  also  possess  a  diabolical  and cruel 
sense of humor, playing deadly pranks on others just for a 
few laughs. Pulped Noggle hoof is an ingredient in some 
Kithkin alchemical mixtures, leading to genocidal raids by 
the Kithkin and preventative and defensive  genocide  on 
behalf  of  the  targeted  Noggles.  Most  of  these  creatures 
tend to be blue/black aligned, though not universally. 

Ogres
Ogres are massive humanoids very similar to Giants. They tend 
to be more grotesque and frightening in appearance, somewhat 
like  the  Troll  or  Orc  version  of  Giantkind.  They  appear  in 
many different planes in many different forms, and are primarily 
associated with red and black mana. Ogres are found in the 
greatest profusion on Dominaria, Kamigawa, Mirrodin, Rabiah, 
Ravnica,  and Zendikar.  Ogres  range in intelligence from the 
bright Ravnican and Kamigawan Ogres to the miserably stupid, 
like the Ogres of Mirrodin who are used as pack beasts by the 
native  Goblins  of  that  plane.  Players  are  advised  to  avoid 
creating Ogre PCs in normal situations, as most Ogres have 
been  bred  to  be  violent  servitors  and  slaves  and  lack  the 
intelligence necessary to join an adventuring party.  Certainly, 
exceptions to this rule exist, and players are welcome to explore 
them.
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Orcs
Humans are to Dwarves and Kithkin as Orcs are to Goblinfolk. There is little to distinguish Orckind from 
their short Goblin kinfolk, and they often live in integrated communities and clans. Orcs once proliferated on 
Dominaria and Ulgrotha, but are now incredibly sparse and rare. Most Orcs are red-aligned in addition to 
any other alignments they might have or develop. Please see the entry in the previous pages for Goblins 
for more information on Orcs.

Orochi (Snakefolk)          Sakura Tribe Leafcaller
Orochi  are  a  race  of  anthropomorphic,  four-armed 
snakefolk  native  to  the  Jukai  Forest  of  Kamigawa.  The 
Orochi of Jukai are segregated into three main tribes: the 
Kashi Tribe,  which houses and breeds the warriors of 
their kind; the Matsu Tribe, who are snipers and scouts; 
and the  Sakura Tribe,  who preserve and perform the 
race's shamanic rituals and teachings. As with most rules in 
the Multiverse, every tribe has its exceptions and unique 
members.  Typical  Orochi  all  share  a  green-aligned 
undercurrent, though individual variations exist. Snakefolk 
of  other  types  and  lineages  are  known  to  exist  on 
Dominaria and abroad, though they are incredibly rare, and 
are disorganized and individualistic besides.

Rhox (Rhinofolk)          Rhox War-Monk
Rhox are a race of anthropomorphic Rhinofolk native 
to the Shard of  Bant on the plane of Alara.  Rhox 
society is fairly typical of and completely integrated 
into Bant's overall humanoid population- it is a highly 
mobilized  earth-based  military  state,  and  is 
white/blue/green aligned. Rhox on the plane of Alara 
are most commonly soldiers, monks, clerics, or knights 
of  some Order or another.  Most formidable  of  the 
Rhox warriors of this plane are the War-Monks, a 
white/blue/green  type  of  battlemage  skilled  in  the 
use of various magics and accomplished in unarmed 
combat  and  staff  fighting.  These  War-Monks  are 
more often than not decorated with many Sigils.
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Satyr Male Satyr getting drunk
Satyrs are a race of carefree humanoids who have the upper torso, 
arms, and head of a Human and the lower body of a goat or faun. 
They are  known as  lovers  of  pipe-playing and music,  wine and 
other intoxicants, and for Bacchanalian indulgence into every known 
and desired physical and emotion pleasure. All Satyrs are hedonists, 
plain and simple.  Members  of  this  race  tend to be solidly green 
aligned, but dabble in every other color of mana from time to time, 
depending  on  their  inclinations  and  state  of  inebriation.  Satyrs 
inhabit and protect forests, prairies, and woodland glens. They are 
native  to  the  planes  of  Dominaria,  Alara,  Lorwyn-Shadowmoor, 
Ravnica, and Zendikar, and may be found on many other worlds 
besides these.

Shapeshifters    Innistradi Shapeshifter
On almost every world and plane in the Multiverse, one 
may  find  some  race  or  other  of  Shapeshifters,  (usually) 
anthropoid beings who can alter their physical composition 
and appearance at will. The Multiverse is replete with these 
creatures, and they are often a part of civilized cities, rustic 
villages,  and  even  primitive  encampments  without  the 
residents  suspecting  a  thing.  Some  Shapeshifters  are 
intelligent  and  conscious,  essentially  Humans  or  other 
humanoid races who can change their form. Others, like the 
Changelings of Shadowmoor, have little in common with 
Human-type intelligence, and seem to be motivated solely 
by the desire to change into new and yet-to-be-experienced 
forms. At their core, Shapeshifters are almost universally blue-aligned, though they take on every conceivable 
alignment  and  combination  of  alignments  when  they  shift  forms.  Perhaps  the  most  diverse  and  least 
understood Shapeshifters in the 'Verse are those hailing from the veiled Dominarian island, Vesuva.

Shadow Races: Dauthi, Soltari, & Thalakos
Three races exist on the plane of Rath, though none of the other races and peoples of this plane are aware 
of their existence. These are the black-aligned Dauthi, the white-aligned Soltari, and the blue-aligned neutral 
Thalakos. These three races originate in Dominaria, but, due to the increasing overlay between the Rathi 
plane and the Dominarian plane, they have been shifted into a vortex of extraplanar timespace between 
both planes and in neither. They therefore exist in the Shadowworld between Dominaria and Rath, able 
to see into both planes but able to exist and interact in neither. These races are detailed in the chapter Rath, 
Seat of the Evincar. For more information on the Shadow races, please refer to that chapter.
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Sphinxes
Sphinxes are a race of large, powerful creatures with lion-
like bodies, human faces, and feathered wings. Some rival 
dragons  in  size  and  strength.  Sphinxes  are  generally 
known for their cunning and vast intellect; some are so 
clever  and  enigmatic  that  they  never  speak  save  in 
riddles.  They  are  aligned  primarily  with  blue  magic, 
though many are also white and/or black. Sphinxes can 
be  found  on  the  planes  of  Dominaria,  Ravnica,  Alara, 
Zendikar,  and Mirrodin.  As with Dragons,  Sphinxes are 
too powerful,  too inhuman, and too bizarre to consider 
them as a possible race for PCs. Players are thus advised 
against  creating  Sphinx  PCs,  who  serve  the  campaign 
setting much better as NPCs. 

Surrakar
Surrakar  are  a  a  unique  race  of  amphibious  humanoids, 
native to the swamps of Bala Ged on the plane of Zendikar. 
They are heavy-set, with large tusks protruding from their 
mouths and webbed hands. Typical Surrakar are masters of 
black and blue magics, with which they survive Bala Ged's 
trials and tribulations. They are functionally very similar to 
the  Amphin  race,  but  seem  to  prefer  wet  land  whereas 
Amphin  tend  to  prefer  the  life  aquatic.  Surrakar  live  as 
hunter-gatherers, and mostly keep to themselves. They are 
not  outwardly  aggressive,  but,  as  their  ancestral  spawning 
ground lies within a much sought after ruin, they frequently 
attack ignorant trespassers to defend their young. Surrakar do 
not  communicate  verbally,  which  leads  many  racist 
humanoids  to  assume  (wrongly)  that  they  are 
underdeveloped half-wits. In truth, the Surrakar evolved past verbal speech long ago, and now communicate  
exclusively through an innate telepathic ability. They are able to project this power onto other humanoid 
minds, but almost never do so, as they have virtually no desire to contact or communicate with anyone 
besides other Surrakar. Members of this race- unless they are incredibly atypical and unique- make a poor 
choice for PCs, since they almost never venture into the outside world and don't care about the affairs of 
others.
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Treefolk (Ents)
Treefolk, as the name suggests, are humanoid tree and plant creatures who exist on many planes. They are  
only common, however, on Dominaria and Lorwyn; Treefolk of other planes are rare and reclusive, and keep 
themselves hidden beyond powers of finding. A strong current of green mana flows through all Treefolk, 
though their individual alignments may vary. Treefolk are notably much slower to act and make decisions 
than other humanoids, probably because, like Giants, they live extremely long lives and are in no hurry. This  
combined with the secluded, isolationist ideals of most Treefolk makes this race a bad option for PCs.

TREEFOLK OF DOMINARIA:
A vast array of treefolk inhabit the plane of Dominaria, though whether they have any kind of unifying 
traits or culture is unknown.

ARGOTHIAN TREEFOLK
The Treefolk of the old forest of Argoth are thought to have become extinct when the final battle of the 
Brothers' War raged across their forest. They were the guardians of Gaea's Cradle, one of the most powerful 
loci of green mana on Dominaria, and therefore in the entire Multiverse.

EBONY TREEFOLK
Ebony  Treefolk  are  strange  and  dangerous  creatures  from  the 
swampy island-continent  of  Urborg.  Like  mundane  ebony,  their 
wood is incredibly dense, and their thick roots are able to draw 
nourishment from even the most corrupted soil or water, which 
may  account  for  their  dark  and  blighted  dispositions.  Like  all 
Treefolk, those of the Ebony lineage are green aligned. Due to the 
influence of  their  beloved homeland,  however,  all  such Treefolk 
also harbor undercurrents of black mana, and some even dabble in 
blue.

IRONROOT TREEFOLK
Ironroot  Treefolk  are  known  for  their  great  strength  and 
endurance. They differ from most Treefolk in that they reproduce 
via coitus rather than germination of seeds or fruit like others of 
their kind. Those who have observed Ironroot mating habits have 
noted  that  they  are  absurdly  slow  by  humanoid  standards, 
comparable  to  the  speed  of  flowing  molasses.  Treefolk  of  this 
lineage can be found in many parts of Dominaria.
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MAGNIGOTH TREEFOLK, REDWOOD TREEFOLK
Treefolk of this lie are native to Yavimaya, and are amongst the tallest 
creatures on Dominaria- large enough to swat dragons out of the sky 
like flies. The Redwood lineage of Treefolk, who are slightly shorter 
but still quite tall, are descendants of the Magnigoth Treefolk. Both lines 
remain very close to one another, with mutual respect and admiration 
between  them.  They  often  grow  side-by-side  in  the  same  groves. 
Verdeloth  the  Ancient,  a  fabled  Treefolk  of  antiquity,  is  the 
progenitor of the Magnigoth line.

ROWAN TREEFOLK
Very similar to the Rowan Treefolk of Lorwyn. See below.

TREEFOLK OF LORWYN:
The Treefolk are the oldest beings native to Lorwyn- having existed long before the first Elves, Kithkin, or 
Giants- as well  as the longest-lived. Treefolk are the by and large the wisest  of Lorwyn's races,  living 
repositories of the plane's history. Other races often seek them out for advice, though not Treefolk all are 
friendly enough to give it up. Treefolk wisdom is given in the form of aphorisms and axioms that shorter-
lived races often have trouble understanding.

Lorwyn's  treefolk  are  almost  exclusively  born  from  deciduous  trees  like  oak,  rowan,  ash,  and  poplar. 
Coniferous trees like pine and spruce are rare on Lorwyn and do not seem to produce treefolk, but at least 
one Yew Treefolk is known to exist. This plane's Treefolk are born from seeds and grow into typical trees, but 
through a process known as the Rising some of these trees awaken into humanoid, mobile Treefolk. While 
male and female treefolk both exist,  there is little to no difference between the sexes in appearance or  
personality, and both are presumably capable of producing both seeds and pollen necessary for reproduction.

Since they can give birth to thousands of seedlings- sentient and mundane- over their lifetimes, treefolk do 
not have the same concept of immediate family as humanoid races.  Rather, their nurturing instinct and 
affection is given to entire groves. This instinct sometimes leads treefolk to adopt communities of Kithkin in  
much the same way, acting as guardians and protectors. The Kithkin Clachan of Cloverdell has at least one  
such protector.

Like Dominaria's treefolk, the treefolk of Lorwyn come in a wide variety of species, each with their own 
unique habits and personality. 
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ASH TREEFOLK
Ash  treefolk  are  steadfast  warriors  and  protectors  of  Treefolk 
groves. They are among the wisest of their kind, being sought out 
most often by younger races. Ashes are known for their generally 
open and friendly natures,  and their dry sense of humor.  These 
Treefolk tend to be green/white aligned.

BLACK POPLAR TREEFOLK
Black poplars are the healers of Treefolk kind, using shamanic and 
druidic magics to absorb the pain of  other Treefolk.  This  leaves 
them bitter and withdrawn, yet many grow to relish the sensation 
of pain. Black Poplar Treefolk are notoriously tricky. These Treefolk 
tend toward green/black alignment.

ELDER TREEFOLK
Treefolk  born from Elder trees  among the longest-lived of  their 
kind, and the oldest are the greatest leaders and mediators of the 
treekin. Younger Elders, on the other hand, tend to be playful, coy, 
and mischievous. Elders sometimes grant their flowers and berries 
to Kithkin for use in healing herbal teas. Elder Elders tend to be 
green/white aligned, while young Elders are typically Green/Blue.

OAK TREEFOLK
The oaks are the largest and strongest of all treefolk, and are 
the greatest warriors of their kind. So powerful are they that 
even Lorwyn's mighty Giants are no match for them. Oaks are 
also the most contemplative treefolk, taking years sometimes to 
reach  decisions.  The  tallest  Oak  Treefolk  are  called 
Cloudcrowns. These treekin are so tall they can swat aerial 
attackers straight out of the sky; as such, Kithkin prefer to build 
their  homes  these  Treefolk.  Oaks  tend  to  be  green/white 
aligned.
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ROWAN TREEFOLK
Treefolk born from Rowans- also known as Mountain Ashes or 
Quickbeams-  are  the  most  adept  students  of  the  arcane, 
including illusions,  curses and hexes,  and even the occasional 
chaos magic spell. They prefer to cultivate mysterious and fiery 
personae,  but  are  soft  at  heart  and  often  help  to  the 
downtrodden.  They  are  the  most  passionate  of  Lorwyn's 
Treefolk,  and the quickest  to act.  Rowan Treefolk tend to be 
green  aligned  with  varying  degrees  of  red,  blue,  and  black 
connexions, depending on the types of magic they study. Most 
other  Treefolk  consider  Rowans  to  be  strange  but  invaluable 
allies and friends.

YEW TREEFOLK
Once Yew Treefolk were found all over Lorwyn, the plane's only 
common  coniferous  treekin.  As  time  has  passed,  they've 
dwindled, and at present, one remains. This mighty old Treefolk 
is called  Colfenor, the Last Yew. Colfenor has produced a 
single, fragile offspring called  The Sapling, the last and only 
hope for this lineage to continue. Yew Treefolk are clever, crafty, 
and often malignant, their toxic natures matching the poisons 
coursing  through  their  bark  and  needles.  Yew  Treefolk  are 
typically green/black aligned, often with a bit of blue.

Trolls
Trolls  are  a  race  of  medium-sized,  bestial,  ornery  humanoids  who 
typically  dwell  in  forested  mountains  (or  mountainous  forests)  and 
have superb  regenerative  powers.  Trolls  are  found on many major 
planes  in  the  Multiverse,  including  Dominaria,  Mercadia,  Mirrodin, 
Rath,  Ravnica,  Shadowmoor,  and Ulgrotha.  Trolls  tend to be much 
grumpier  than  other  humanoid  races,  and  are  typically  quick  to 
frustrate and anger. Trolls also have a proclivity toward protecting the 
natural world and the forests, mountains, and swamps that are their 
homes.  Most  Trolls  reside  in  forests  or  jungles,  usually  high  in 
mountainous regions. Trolls tend to be green/red aligned, though black 
alignment is common among some Trolls. The only expressly "evil" 
Trolls in the Multiverse are those bred to vile servitude by Volrath and 
his predecessors on Rath. These Trolls are all black-aligned.
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Vampires
Vampires  aren't  a  race  in  the  traditional  sense. 
Instead,  vampirism is  a  disease  and/or  curse  (like 
lycanthropy  with  werewolves)  that  can  affect  all 
humanoid races and peoples. This disease- spread by 
non-lethal  contact  with  vampires  known as  The 
Embrace-  converts  its  victims  into  bloodthirsty, 
immortal  undead  beings.  Humans  are  the  most 
common victims of vampirism, but Vampires can be 
found  in  every  race  in  the  Multiverse,.  even 
Dragons.

The most defining characteristic of Vampires is their 
hunger for the blood and/or the lifeforce of others. 
Vampires boast a number of other traits and powers, 
including  unnatural  physical  strength,  enhanced 
healing powers,  the ability  to fly,  control of other 
humanoids  by  mesmerizing  gaze  or  verbal 
commands, control of rodents and other creatures, 
and the ability to shapeshift into fog or a swarm of 
bats.  Most  Vampires  have one  or  more  of  these 
abilities, though some Vampires have only increased 
strength and undead immortality.

Many Vampires are highly sensitive to sunlight and therefore only venture out at night or in the shade; this  
is not universally true, however. Regardless, the secretive and predatory nature of these creatures means that 
they  all  prefer  the  cover  of  darkness.  Vampires  can  range  in  intelligence  from mindless  predators  to 
sophisticated, intelligent nobles and aesthetes. The appearance of Vampires is similarly varied, although they 
all have at least two elongated fangs and gaunt features.

Because of their curse/disease, all vampires share an undercurrent of black mana, though this DOES NOT 
mean that all Vampires in the M:tG Multiverse are "evil" at their core. Nor does the curse of vampirism 
prevent players from creating functional, fun, and complex PCs. Indeed, one of the greatest and best known 
planeswalkers  in  M:tG canon is  Sorin Markov,  a  famous  vampire  sangromancer  from the  plane  of 
Innistrad. Many Vampires also explore alignments in addition to their black undercurrent.

Because vampirism exists on many different planes and in many different forms, it is important to understand 
the various ethnic groups, familial lineages, and types of Vampire. These are detailed below.
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VAMPIRES OF ALARA:
BLOOD TYRANTS
The plane of Alara is home to only one type of Vampire, 
known locally as the Blood Tyrant. This lineage of Vampire 
exists  on the Shard of  Grixis;  like their  homeland,  these 
Vamps are blue/black/red in alignment, and have a number 
of  powers  reflecting  each of  these types of  mana.  Blood 
Tyrants are capable of sustained magical flight, blood-magic, 
and torturous black spells. They are fierce individualists, and 
care nothing for their vampiric brethren. Vampires of this 
line  are  superbly  strong,  as  they  never  intentionally  sire 
another Vampire.  This means that all  Blood Tyrants who 
exist  managed  to  escape  or  defeat  another  pre-existing 
Blood  Tyrant,  successively  making  the  line  stronger  and 
stronger over time. Only recommended for PC use in evil 
campaigns and adventures.

VAMPIRES OF DOMINARIA:
KROVIKAN LINEAGE
Krovikan Vampires stalked the streets of the plague-ridden city of Krov during the Ice Age of Dominaria's  
past. They were led by Garza Zol, the Plague Queen. These Vampires had a pale appearance with skin 
like porcelain, their eyes colored blood red. They are now extinct.

SENGIR LINEAGE
The  progeny  of  the  legendary  Baron  Sengir  of  Ulgrotha  have 
made their way to Dominaria through the ages.  On Dominaria 
they are found in Aerona and in the pits of the Cabal on Otaria. 
Over  the  centuries,  the  Sengir  bloodline  has  degenerated  on 
Dominaria- while they were once as attractive and human-like as 
their  progenitor,  the  Sengir  Vampires  of  Dominaria  are  now 
hideous, misshapen creatures with pointed ears,  long claws,  feral 
eyes, and visible red veins all over their bodies. They are similar to 
the classic vampire of horror films, Nosferatu. Not recommended 
for PC play except in evil campaigns and adventures.
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VAMPIRES OF INNISTRAD:
Innistrad  is  a  plane prolific  in  vampirism. The four major  Bloodlines  of  Innistrad are:  the  Falkenrath 
Bloodline, the Markov Bloodline, the Stromkirk Bloodline, and the Voldaren Bloodline. Each 
of these familial bloodlines, its politics and its practices, is detailed in the chapter  Innistrad, Plane of 
Gothic Horror. Please refer to that chapter for exhaustive information on these Vampires.

VAMPIRES OF MIRRODIN:
MEPHIDROSS LINEAGE
Mephidross Vampires are named after the Mephidross region of 
Mirrodin,  to  which  they  are  native.  The  warlord  Geth  keeps 
many Vampires of this lineage as her personal bodyguards, owing 
to their great skill in combat and the horror they inspire in others. 
Like all of the creatures on Mirrodin, Mephidross Vampires are 
partly metallic. The most prominent and distinguishing feature of 
the  Mephidross  line  is  the  hypodermic,  syringe-like  fangs  that 
they grow in place of hands. Vampires of this lineage do not bite 
their victims, but instead impale them manually and drain them 
literally by hand. Equally unique and disturbing is the Mephidross 
Vampire's  lack of  eyes;  where  eyes should  be,  these Vampires 
instead  have  a  metallic  visor  or  unknown  purpose.   These 
Vampires are universally black-aligned, and should not be used as 
PCs except in evil campaigns.

VAMPIRES OF RATH:
SKYSHROUD LINEAGE
Skyshroud Vampires are found in the Skyshroud Forest of Rath, whose dense foliage provides them with 
shelter from the sun. They are amongst the most bat-like and unintelligent of their kin. Vampires of this  
lineage are black/blue aligned, sometimes with green influences. Players should avoid playing Skyshroud 
Vampire PCs, since these creatures have no human-level intelligence.
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VAMPIRES ON RAVNICA:
MOROII LINEAGE
The  Moroii  from  The  City  of  Guilds  are  psionic 
Vampires, draining the youth and mental exuberance 
of  their  victims  for  sustenance.  They  are  often 
employed by House Dimir as assassins. Vampires of 
this  lineage  are  unaffected  by  sunlight's  deleterious 
effects,  though  they  still  prefer  to  go  unseen  and 
unilluminated.  Moroii  are  also  incredibly  intelligent 
and wise, growing more mentally acute every time 
they prey on a new victim. They are, however, also 
terrifying to look on,  making socializing with other 
humanoids difficult for these Vamps. These Vampires 
are  all  blue/black  aligned.  Excellent  choice  for  a 
vampiric  PC  in  an  evil  campaign,  but  difficult  to 
roleplay  and  implement  in  a  standard  or  "good" 
campaign.

VAMPIRES OF ULGROTHA:
SENGIR BLOODLINE
The Baron Sengir- ruler of The Homelands and tyrannical conqueror of the Ulgrothan Dwarves- is the 
progenitor  of  an entire bloodline of  Vampires.  The Baron and his  progeny are  detailed  in  the chapter 
Ulgrotha, the Homelands. Please refer to that chapter for more in depth discussion of this Vampire 
Lord, his brood, and the vampiric customs of the Ulgrothan plane.

VAMPIRES OF ZENDIKAR:
The Vampires of Zendikar are divided into five familial lineages, each presided over by a Bloodchief, a 
powerful,  immortal  vampire.  Each  family  controls  their  own section of  the  Vampire  city  of  Malakir  in 
Zendikar's  province  of  Bala  Ged.  The  five  Vampire  families  of  Zendikar  are:  Kalastria,  Nirkana, 
Emevera, Urnaav, and Ghet. Each of these families is discussed and detailed in the chapter Zendikar,  
the Untamed Roil.  Those who desire more information on Zendikari  vampires should refer  to that 
chapter.

Vedalken
Vedalken are a race of tall, thin, hairless, blue-skinned humanoids who are typically (though not always)  
aligned with blue mana. Vedalken are native to a number of different planes, namely Alara, Mirrodin, and 
Ravnica. Typical Vedalken are bright and studious, and have a penchant for wizardry and artifice. Vedalken 
ethnic groups are as follows.
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VEDALKEN OF ALARA:
VEDALKEN OF ESPER SHARD
This line of Vedalken look very similar to their counterparts on 
Ravnica,  but  are  more  spindly,  with  elongated  skulls.  These 
Vedalken, like all creatures in Esper, are enhanced by filigree of 
the  mystical  living metal  etherium.  They are among Esper's 
most prestigious mortal inhabitants and often hold positions of 
power  thanks  to  their  prodigious  intellect  and  talent  for 
spellcasting. Almost all Vedalken of this Shard serve Sharuum the 
Hegemon, and almost all of them are blue-aligned with strong 
secondary white and black alignment.

VEDALKEN HERETICS OF NAYA SHARD
Some Vedalken of Esper reject the cold clutch of etherium in 
favor of the warm embrace of nature, seeking enlightenment in 
the  infinite  patterns  of  life  rather  than the  dusty  confines  of 
ancient tomes. These Vedalken Heretics have migrated to the 
Shard of Naya, and now thrive and blossom amidst the Shard's 
prolific jungles.

VEDALKEN OF MIRRODIN:
On Mirrodin, the mycosynth created a vapor which induced mutations in the Vedalken, who developed four 
arms and gills. Soon, this variation became the norm. These Vedalken are physically very different from the 
members of their race found on the planes of Ravnica and Alara, and have more inhuman features, in some  
cases lacking a nose or visible ears. The center of their culture was the city of Lumengrid. These Vedalken  
are discussed in some depth in the chapter Mirrodin, the Artificial Plane. Please refer to that chapter 
for more information on these Vedalken.

VEDALKEN OF RAVNICA:       Vedalken Lawmage, Azorius Senate
The Vedalken of Ravnica are associated most closely with 
the  Simic  Combine  and  Azorius  Senate.  They  look  very 
much  like  tall  Humans,  but  with  blue  skin  and  stony 
expressions. Though the Vedalken of Ravnica are physically 
different  from  those  Mirrodin,  some  Simic  biomancy 
experiments  have  produced  similar  results,  including  four 
arms and gills. Many of the Azorius Guild's most talented 
and accomplished Lawmages are of Vedalken descent. 
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Viashino (Lizardfolk)
Viashino are a race of intelligent, bipedal humanoid lizard-folk. 
All  Viashino on all  planes  are  descended  from dragons,  over 
whom they exert some minor power and influence,  and with 
whom they tend to have excellent relations.  Viashino possess 
lean but  muscular  builds  and can  be agile,  quick,  and vicious 
when necessary.  An undercurrent  of  red  mana flows  through 
many Viashino, though there are exceptions. These creatures are 
native to the planes of Dominaria, Alara, and Ravnica.

VIASHINO OF DOMINARIA:
In Dominaria, viashino are the main civilization on the sands of Shiv. In addition to Shiv, they may be found  
throughout the Burning Isles and as far west as Jamuraa. These Viashino live in clan communities, each of 
which is led by a bey. These Viashino are renowned warriors, gifted with the lance and dagger, and they 
are well-respected for their craftsmanship and ingenuity. These Viashino sometimes skirmish with Shiv's 
Goblins and the barbaric Ghitu tribe of Humans. However, in the face of outside adversity, the Viashino  
often become staunch allies of the Goblins and the Ghitu. In general, these three races have learned to get  
along and prosper without much infighting. Viashino of the Shivan tribes are predominantly red-aligned.

VIASHINO OF ALARA:
JUNDIAN THRASHES
The only Shard of Alara to which Viashino are native is Jund. On this Shard of Darwinian survival, the 
lizardfolk have developed from or into a crocodillian form. These Viashino are organized into a number of 
small bands called  thrashes.  Four of these clans are larger and more influential than others. They are: 
Carrion Thrash,  Skyclaw Thrash,  Thorn Thrash,  and  Thunder Thrash.  These Viashino are 
often as brutal and unforgiving as their environment, and tend to be red/black/green in alignment.

Werewolves & Wolfir
Werewolves  are  instinctive  humanoid  creatures  who  can  transform  into  bloodthirsty  wolf-like  beasts. 
Werewolves are often attributed superhuman strength and senses, far beyond those of both wolves and 
humanoids. Lycanthropy- the werewolf curse- can affect members of all humanoid races. Werewolves are 
known to proliferate on the planes of Dominaria, Ulgrotha, and Innistrad, where they are strongest and most 
populous.  For  information  regarding  the  werewolves  of  Innistrad  (who  are  the  standard  for  all  other 
werewolves in the Multiverse), please see the chapter Innistrad, Plane of Gothic Horror. Werewolves 
tend to be green and red in alignment, despite individual variations.

Wolfir are a special class of werewolf on the plane of Innistrad who have "repented" of their curse. They are 
typically  green/white aligned,  and are discussed in greater  depth in the chapter  Innistrad, Plane of  
Gothic Horror.
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CREATING & PLAYING AN M:tG CHARACTER
Roleplaying in a high-fantasy campaign setting such as this carries with it a number of pitfalls and common 
mistakes  and assumptions  that  can  ruin  an  otherwise  enjoyable  campaign.  This  short  chapter  exists  to 
illustrate a two common errors in high-fantasy roleplaying and to offer tips to avoid these traps and create 
awesome M:tG characters and campaigns.

Don't Stereotype, Avoid Generalizations
Perhaps the worst downfall of most high-fantasy roleplaying games is the tendency to stereotype and make 
sweeping (often racist, sexist, etc.) generalizations about people and individuals. For example, a player who 
wants to play a Red-aligned character might immediately jump to the idea of creating a Goblin PC, solely  
because Goblins are one of the token Red-aligned races in M:tG. Or, similarly, a player wants to play a 
character with a deep passion for wild nature and who excels at archery, so that player instantly leaps at the  
idea of playing an Elf character.

Of course, these stereotypes do sometimes apply, but the emphasis is on  sometimes. Many Goblins in the 
multiverse are Red-aligned, as many Elves are Green-aligned. But many, MANY others are not. Roleplaying 
in a high-fantasy setting is SO boring when you and your roleplaying crew are telling the story of yet  
another chaotic,  stupid Goblin, or just one more nature-loving, bow-wielding, Legolas-wannabe Elf. Your 
M:tG campaign will be much more rewarding, much more memorable if you and your group explore the  
stories, experiences, and ethical quandaries of the Blue-Black Elf who abandoned his people and doesn't give  
a damn about the forest, and the tale of the brilliant Red-Blue Goblin who attends the Tolarian Academy 
amidst intense racism and intellectual elitism. 

Wizards of the Coast has avoided traditional, Tolkien-esque stereotypes by giving us Black-Green Elves,  
undead  Treefolk  (wtf?!),  Black-aligned  Dragons  who  help  save  Dominaria,  and  a  thousand  other  non-
traditional,  interesting characters and peoples.  Make sure you do the same, and your M:tG roleplaying 
experience will be that much richer.

Avoid Standard Fantasy Tropes, Focus on Character Interactions
We've all  heard,  read, and watched the Hero's Journey a MILLION times, and frankly,  it's played out. 
When adventuring in this setting, try to avoid the "If Only We Had This Magical Gizmo, We Could 
Defeat the Evil Bad Sorcerer" trope. It's boring, it's played out, and it's bad storytelling. Sure, it can be a fun 
diversion from time to time, but if EVERY quest and adventure a gaming group embarks upon involves this  
plot, it gets old, and fast.

Instead, a quality storyline in fantasy gaming (and every other genre too) will focus on characters, their ethics  
and politics,  their  desires,  their  downfalls  and shortcomings,  and their  interactions with other characters.  
Especially in a setting such as this, it's essential that Player-Characters actually roleplay their alignment, and 
stay true to or grow and develop away from their ethos. For Storytellers, this means creating interesting and  
complex situations in which the lines of "good guy, bad guy" aren't quite so clear and defined, creating 
opportunities for Player-Characters to express their views, their dissent, their moral quandaries.
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M:tG GATHERING CHARACTER

GENERAL INFO & ATTRIBUTES
Name: Alignment:
Age, Sex: Endurance:
Race, Ethnic Group: Intelligence:
Home Plane: Speed:
Height, Weight: Strength:
Appearance, Distinguishing Features: Willpower:

Status Effects (bonuses/penalties):

Classes, Professions, Titles:

SKILL GENERALIZATIONS   SKILL SPECIALIZATIONS
Acrobatics:
Animals:
Art:
Bushcraft:
Combat, Melee:
Combat, Ranged:
Combat, Unarmed:
Communication:
Courage:
Crafting & Repair:
Detect:
Entertainment & Performance:
Gambling & Gaming:
Magic & Psionics:
     Artifice (Science/Gadgets):
     Black Magic:
     Blue Magic:
     Green Magic:
     Red Magic:
     White Magic:
Medicine:
Stealth:
Vehicles & Machines:
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KNOWLEDGE & LANGUAGES SPOKEN

WEAPONS, ARMOR, EQUIPMENT

MOTIVATIONS, DESIRES, QUESTS, SECRET AGENDAS, 
OTHER INFO, NOTES
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FURTHER READING & SUGGESTED RESOURCES
The information within this  campaign setting is  meant to be comprehensive.  However,  the Magic:  the 
Gathering Multiverse is a vast, endless, ever-expanding place. Just so, it is impossible to chronicle and record 
every minuscule detail within these pages. So, in the interest of encouraging players and storytellers to do 
their own independent research if they find that something's missing in this supplement, this chapter contains  
a brief list of suggested resources.

M:tG Salvation Wiki
   ∙ wiki.mtgsalvation.com

This amazing website is a user-edited wiki containing pretty much everything you'll ever want to know 
about the M:tG Multiverse. Much of the information within this campaign setting is taken from the M:tG 
Salvation Wiki, and I am deeply grateful and indebted to the many studious nerds who maintain and update  
that site.

Wizards of the Coast Website
   ∙ www.wizards.com/magic
   ∙ www.wizards.com/magic/magazine/article.aspx?x=mtg/daily/stf/55

Obviously, this is the source of all things related to Magic: the Gathering. It is also the future home of the  
Wizards-published Planeswalker's Guide series, in which they will be detailing and exploring all future planes 
and existing planes that have not yet been described and fleshed out. A Planeswalker's Guide to Zendikar has 
already been published, and was fundamental to the writing of the chapter on Zendikar. That awesome 
resource can be viewed by visiting the second link provided above.

Complementary RPG Settings & Resources
Besides the myriad amazing campaign settings and free RPG supplements published by Yggdrasil Distro (<-- 
shameless  self-promotion),  there  are  a  few  mainstream  RPG  settings  that  blend  very  well  with  the 
information provided herein. The obscure but phenomenal  Planescape  campaign setting for D&D meshes 
perfectly with the M:tG Multiverse, and could easily be integrated into an M:tG campaign in parts or in its  
entirety. The apocalyptic, high-fantasy nature of the Darksun D&D setting could also be seamlessly integrated 
into  this  setting.  Finally,  the  gritty,  dark,  violent,  and  magical  atmosphere  of  the  Warhammer  Fantasy  
Roleplaying  world closely mirrors Innistrad and Ulgrotha in many ways, and is an excellent addition to an 
M:tG campaign.
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